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PREFACE, 

Tus “Book of Mathematical Problems” consists, mainly, 

of questions either proposed by myself at various University 

and College Examinations during the past fourteen years, or 

communicated to my friends for that purpose. It contains 

also a certain number, (between three and four hundred), 

which, as I have been in the habit of devoting considerable 

time to the manufacture of problems, have accumulated on 

my hands in that period. In each subject I have followed 

the order of the Text-books in general use in the University 

of Cambridge; and I have endeavoured also, to some extent, 

to arrange the questions in order of difficulty. 

Thad not sufficient boldness to seek to impose on any 

of my friends the task of verifying my results, and have had 

therefore to trust to my own resources. I have however done 

my best, by solving anew every question from the proof 

I have, in some cases, where I thought I had anything 

serviceable to communicate, prefixed to certain classes of 

problems fragmentary notes on the mathematical subjects 

. Ww b 



vi PREFACE. 

to which they relate. These are few in number, and I hope 

will be found not altogether superfluous. 

This collection will be found to be unusually copious in 

problems in the earlier subjects, by which I designed to - 

make it useful to mathematical students, not only in the 

Universities, but in the higher classes of public schools. 

I have to express my best thanks to Mr R. Morton, 

Fellow of Christ’s College, for his great kindness in reading 

over the proof sheets of this work, and correcting such errors 

as were thereby discoverable. 

JOSEPH WOLSTENHOLME. 

WastpaLe Heap, July 31. 
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BOOK OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS. 

GEOMETRY. 

1. A port O is taken within a polygon 4350. XL: prove 
that OA, OB. . OL are together greater than half the perimeter of 
the polygon. 

2. Two triangles are on the same base and between the same 
parallels; through the point of intersection of their sides is drawn 
a straight line parallel to the base and terminated by the sides 
which do not intersect: prove that the segments of this straight 
line are equal. 

3. The sides AB, AC of a triangle are bisected in D, I, and 

CD, BE intersect in Y: prove that the triangle BFC is equal to 
the quadrilateral ADFZ, 

4. AB, CD are two parallel straight lines, E the middle 
point of CD, and , & the respective points of intersection of 
AC, BE and of AL, BD: prove that Y is parallel to AB, 

5. In any quadrilateral the squares on the sides together 

exceed the squares on the diagonals by the square on twice the 
line joining the middle points of the diagonals. 

6, If a straight line be divided in extreme and mean ratio 
and produced so that the part produced is equal to the smaller of 
the segments, the rectangle contained by the whole line thus pro- 

W. 1 



2 BOOK OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS. 

duced and the part produced together with the square on the 

given line, will be equal to four times the square on the greater 

part, 

7. AB is the diameter of a circle, P a point on the cirele, 

PM perpendicular on AB, on AM, M, as diameters are described 
two circles meeting AP, BP in , & respectively: prove that QR 

touches both circles. 

8. Given two straight lines in position and a point equidistant 

from them: prove that any circle passing through the given point 

and the point of intersection of the given lines will intercept on 

the given lines segments whose sum, or whose difference, is equal 

to a given length, 

9. A triangle circumscribes a circle and from each point of 

contact is drawn a perpendicular to the line joining the other two: 

prove that the lines joining the feet of these perpendiculars are 

respectively parallel to the sides of the original triangle. 

10. On a straight line AB and on the same side of it are 

described two segments of circles, AP, AQ are chords of the two 

segments including an angle equal to that between the straight 

lines touching the two circles at 4: prove that P, C, B are in one 

straight line. 

11. The centre A of a circle lies on another circle which cuts 

the former in B, C; AD is a chord of the latter circle meeting 

BC in E, and from D are drawn DF, DE to touch the former 

circle: prove that C, E, V lie on one straight line. 

12. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a 

circle be produced to meet in P, O, and if about two of the triangles 

so formed circles be described meeting again in R: , A, O will 
lie on one straight line. | 

13. Two circles intersect in A, and through A any two straight 

lines BAC, BAC are drawn terminated by the two circles: prove 

that the chords BB’, CC’ of the two circles are inclined at a con- 

stant angle, 
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14. Four points are taken on a circle and the three pairs of 
straight lines which can be drawn through the four points inter- 
sect respectively in E, V, &: prove that the three pairs of straight 
lines which bisect the angles at E, V, & respectively will be in the 
same directions. 

15. Through a point of intersection of two circles is drawn a 
straight line at right angles to their common chord and terminated 
by the circles, and through the other point is drawn a straight line 
equally inclined to the straight lines joining that point to the 
extremities of the former straight line: prove that the tangents to 
the two circles at the points on this latter straight line will inter- 
sect in a point on the common chord. 

16. Two circles cut each other at A, and a straight line BAC 
is drawn terminated by the circles; with B, C as centres are 

described two circles each cutting at right angles one of the former 
circles: prove that these two circles and the circles of which BC 
is a diameter will have a common chord. 

17. Circles are described on two of the sides of a triangle as 
diameters, and each meets the perpendicular from the opposite 
angular point on its diameter in two points: prove that these 
four points lie on a circle. | 

18. The tangents from a point O to a circle are bisected by a 
straight line which meets a chord PQ of the circle in &: prove 
that the angles ROP, OO are equal. 

19. A straight line PQ of given length is intercepted between 
two straight lines OP, OQ given in position; through 7, O are 
drawn straight lines in given directions, intersecting in a point &, 
and the angles POQ, PO are equal and on the same side of 70: 

prove that I lies on a fixed cirele, 

20. From the point of intersection of the diagonals of a 
quadrilateral inscribed in a circle perpendiculars are let fall on the 
sides: prove that the sum of two opposite angles of the quadri- 
lateral formed by joining the feet of these perpendiculars is double 
of one of the angles between the diagonals of the former. 

1—2 
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21. If a circle touch each of two other circles the indefinite 

straight line passing through the points of contact will cut off 

similar segments from the two circles. 

22. Two circles have internal contact at A, a straight line 

touches one circle at P and cuts the other in , C“: prove that 

QP, PY subtend equal angles at 4. 

Tf the contact be external, PA 0 the external angle 
between QA, OA. 

23. A straight line touches one of two fixed circles which 

do not intersect in P, and cuts the other in Q, G: prove that 

there are two fixed points at either of which PQ, PQ’ eulen 

angles equal or supplementary. 

24. At two fixed points 4, B are drawn AC, BD at right 
angles to 4B and on the same side of it, and of such magnitude 

that the rectangle AC, BD is equal to the square on AB; prove 

that the circles whose diameters are AC, BD will touch each 

other. Prove also that the point of contact lies on a fixed circle. 

25. A triangle is inscribed in one of two concentric circles, 

and from any point on the other circle perpendiculars are let fall 
on the sides of the triangle: prove that the area of the triangle 

formed by joining the feet of these 5 is he 
of the position of the point. 

26. ABC is an isosceles triangle right angled at C, and the 
parallelogram ABCD is completed; with centre D and distance 
DC a circle is described: prove that if P be any point on this 

circle, the squares on PA, PC are together equal to the square on 

PB, 

27. A circle is described about a triangle A BC, and the tan- 
gents to the circle at B,C meet in A’; through A’ is drawn a 
straight line meeting AC, AB in the neers B, C“: prove that 
BB’, CC’ will intersect on the circle, 
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3 22 28. If D be the middle point of the side BC of a triangle 
_ ABC and the tangents at B, C to the cireumscribed circle meet in 

_ A’, the angles BAA’, CAD will be equal. ' 

29. The side BC of a triangle ABC is bisected in D, and 
on DA is taken a point P such that the rectangle DP, DA is 

equal to the rectangle DB, DC: prove that the angles BPC, BAC 
are together equal to two right angles. 

30. If the circle inscribed in a triangle ABC touch BC in D, 

the circles inscribed in the triangles ABD, ACD will touch each 
other. 

31. Given the base and the vertical angle of a triangle, prove 
that the centres of the four circles which touch the sides of the 
triangle, will lie on two fixed circles passing through the extremi- 
ties of the base. 

32. A circle is drawn through B, C and the centre of perpen- 
diculars of a triangle ABC, D is the middle point of BC and AD 

is produced to meet the circle in Y: prove that AZ is bisected 
in D. 

33. The straight lines joining the centres of the four circles 
which touch the sides of a triangle are bisected by the circum- 
_ seribed circle: also the middle point of the line joining any two 

of the centres and that of the lines joining the other two are the 
_ extremities of a diameter of the circumseribed circle. 

334. Wich three given points not lying in one straight line 
as centres, describe three circles which shall have three common 

a tangents. 

35. From the angular points of a triangle straight lines are 
_ drawn perpendicular to the opposite sides and terminated by the 
circumscribed circle: prove that the parts of these lines inter- 

cepted between their point of intersection and the circle are 
1 a _ bisected by the corresponding sides respectively. 
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36. The radii from the centre of the circumscribed circle of a 

triangle to the angular points are respectively perpendicular to 

the lines joining the feet of the perpendiculars. 

37. Three circles are described each passing through the 
centre of perpendiculars of a given triangle and through two 

of the angular points: prove that their centres are the angular 

points of a triangle equal in all respects to the given triangle and 

similarly situated: and that the relation between the two triangles 

is reciprocal, 

38. If the centres of two of the circles which touch the sides 

of a triangle be joined, and also the centres of the other two, the 

squares on the joining lines are together equal to the square on 

the diameter of the circumscribed circle. | 

39. The centre of perpendiculars of a triangle is joined to the 

middle point of a side, and the joining line produced to meet the 
circumscribed circle: prove that it will meet it in the same point 

as the diameter through the angular point opposite to the bisected 

side. 

40. From any point of a circle two chords are drawn touching 

another circle whose centre is on the circumference of the former: 

prove that the line joining the extremities of these chords is fixed 

in direction. 

41. ABC isa triangle and O the centre of its cireumseribed 

circle; A’BC’ another triangle whose sides are respectively 
parallel to OA, OB, OC. If through 4’, B’, C’ be drawn straight 
lines respectively parallel to the sides of the former triangle, they 

will intersect in a point which is the centre of one of the circles 

touching the sides of the triangle 45 C. 

42. A triangle is drawn having its sides parallel to the lines 

joining the angular points of a given triangle to the middle points 

of the opposite sides: prove that the relation between the two 
triangles is reciprocal, 

43. Two triangles are so related that straight lines drawn 

through the angular points of one parallel respectively to the sides 
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pol the other meet in a point: prove that straight lines drawn at 
_ the corresponding angular points of the second parallel to the sides 

of the first will meet in a point; and that each triangle will be 
divided into three triangles, which are each to each in the same 
ratio. 

44. In any triangle ABC, 0, O are the centres of the 
inscribed circle, and of the escribed circle opposite 4; OO’ meets 
BC in D, any straight line through D meets AB, AC respectively 
in ö, c, Ob, Oe intersect in P, Oc, Ob in O: prove that P, A, Q 

lie on one straight line perpendicular to O0. 

45. The centre of the circumscribed circle of a triangle, and 
the centre of perpendiculars are joined: prove that the joining 
line is divided into segments in the ratio of 1: 2 by each of the 
straight lines joining the angular points to the middle points of 
the opposite sides. 

46. Inscribe a parallelogram in a given triangle so that its 
diagonals may intersect at a given point within the triangle. 

47. The side BC of a triangle ABC is bisected in D, a 
straight line parallel to BC meeting AB, AC produced in P, P 
respectively is divided in Q so that PQ, BD, are in continued 

proportion, and through C is drawn a straight line N termi- 

nated by AB, AC and bisected in O: prove that the triangles 

ABC, ARF are equal. 

48. On AB, AC two sides of a triangle are taken two points 
D, Z; AB, AC are produced to F, & so that BF is equal to AD 
and CG to AH; BG, CF, FG are joined the two former meeting 
in VH: prove that the triangle V is equal to the two triangles 
BHC, ADE together. 

49. If two sides of a triangle be given in position and their 
stim be also given, and if the third side be divided in a given 
ratio, the point of division will lie on one of two fixed straight 
1 2 
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50. Two circles intersect in 4, B, any straight line through 

A meets the circles in P, O: prove that BP has to BQ a constant 

ratio. 

51. ‘Through the centre of perpendiculars of a triangle is 

drawn a straight line at right angles to the plane of the triangle: 

prove that any tetrahedron of which the triangle is one face, and 

whose opposite vertex lies on this line will be such, that through 

any edge can be drawn a plane perpendicular to the opposite 

edge. 

52. ABCD are four points not in one plane, and AB, AC 
respectively lie in planes perpendicular to CD, BD: prove that 

AD lies in a plane perpendicular to BC; and that the middle 

points of the six edges lie on a sphere, which will also pass 

through the feet of the shortest distances between the opposite 

edges. 

53. Each edge of a tetrahedron is equal to the opposite edge: 
prove that the straight line joining the middle points of two 

opposite edges is at right angles to both. 

54. If from any point O be let fall perpendiculars Qa, Ob, 
Oc, Od on the faces of a tetrahedron ABCD, the perpendiculars 

from A, B, C, D on the corresponding faces of the tetrahedron 

abed meet in a point O“; and the relation between O and O is 

reciprocal, 

55. A solid angle is contained by three plane angles: prove 

that any straight line through the containing point makes with 

the edges angles whose sum is greater than half the sum of the 
containing angles. 

56. The circles described on the diagonals of a complete 
quadrilateral as diameters cut orthogonally the circle cireumscribing 

the triangle formed by the diagonals, 

57. Four points are taken on the circumference of a circle, 
and through them are drawn three pairs of straight lines each 

intersecting in a point: prove that the straight line joining any one 
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ok these points to the centre of the circle will be perpendicular to 
the line joining the other two. 

38. A sphere is described touching three given spheres: 
prove that the plane passing through the points of contact, contains 
one of four fixed straight lines. 

59. Four straight lines are given in position: prove that an 
infinite number of systems of three circles can be found, such that 
the points of intersection of the four straight lines are the centres 
of similarity of the circles taken two and two. 

60. In two fixed circles are drawn two parallel chords , 
OY; PQ, PY are joined meeting the circles again in N, S; N, &, 
respectively: prove that the points of intersection of QQ’, RJ? and 
of PP’, SS’ lie on a fixed straight line. 

61. The six radical axes of the four circles (taken two and 
two) which touch the sides of a triangle are the straight lines 
bisecting internally and externally the angles of a triangle formed 
by joining the middle points of the sides of the former triangle. 

62. If two circles have four common tangents, the circles 
described on these common tangents as diameters will have a 

common radical axis. : 

63. Four points are taken on a circle, and from the middle 
point of the chord joining any two a straight line is drawn per- 
pendicular to the chord joining the other two: prove that the six 
lines so drawn will meet in a point. 

64. Given in position two sides of a triangle, including an 
angle equal to that of an equilateral triangle, and given the length 

of the third side: prove that the centre of the Nine Points’ Circle 
of the triangle lies on a fixed straight line. 

65. Given in position two sides of a triangle, and given the 
sum of those sides, the centre of the Nine Points’ Circle lies on a 

fixed straight line. 

66. The perpendiculars let fall from the centres of the escribed 
circles of a triangle on the corresponding sides will meet in a point. 
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67. A point O is taken within a triangle ABC, and through 
A, B, Care drawn straight lines parallel to those bisecting the 

angles BOC, COA, AOB: prove that these lines will meet in a 

point. 

68. ABC is a triangle, 44’, BB, CC’ are drawn through a 
point to meet the opposite sides: prove that the straight lines 

drawn through 4, B, C to bisect BO, CA, 45 will meet in a 
point. 

69. If two circles lie entirely without each other, and any 

straight line meet them in , P’; O, respectively, there are two 

points O such that the straight lines bisecting the angles POP, 
QO shall be always at right angles to each other. 

70. Given two circles which do not intersect, a tangent to 

one at any point P meets the polar of P with respect to the other 

in ': prove that the circle on PP’ as diameter will pass thea 

two fixed points. 

71. A point has the same polar with respect to each of two 

circles, prove that any common tangent will subtend a right 

angle at that point. 

72. Given two points A, B; if any straight line PAQ be drawn 

through A so that the angle PBQ is equal to a given angle, and 

that BP has to BQ a given ratio, P, Q will lie on two fixed circles 

which pass through A and B. 

73. If O be a fixed point, P any point on a fixed circle, and 
the rectangle be constructed of which OP is a side and the 

tangent at P a diagonal, the rn Se point opposite O will lie on 

the polar of C. 
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2 I. Highest Common Divisor. 

= 74. Reduce to their lowest terms the fractions 

© La + 24 + 125 2 112˙ 9 
„ r 5s (8) Fell sI 

00 2 111234 (3) * 209 + 56 

7 elie +12’ 56a* 200 1’ 

0 8 377 + 21 0 162° — a*° + 16a* + 32 

2Qla’ —377a*+8’ | 32 + 16a° —a* + 16’ 

( * + 2 + 34 — 207 1 

”) Gade als - 
6) 17 (b + cx)* + (a + bar)? 
( a+ Dr a (b + cx)’— 2b(a + ba)(b + ex) + c(a + ber)’ 

75. Simplify the expressions 

I- y*)(1 —2*) CI- IAD 2(1 —2")(1—y*)—4aryz 
0 N - 5 

4 (b? — c*) + ee a®) +c" (a*— 0) 
000 a@(b—c) +b? (c—a)+e(a—b) * 

* + ; (@-0) (@—«) (a—d) * 0-0) (b-d) Oa) 
. rr 1 

CU * @=a)(d-b) @-0)’ 
3) . bed N eda 

©) @=Ha-) (@=d) * C4 6—d)(6=a) 
+ dab 7 abe 

@=ad)(e—a) = * d= ay(d- Ba 0)’ 
+ b) (a +e) +c) (b+ a) (c+ a) (e+) 

© eng Gaara) - erator) 
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(ab + ed) (a? + be c d?) — (ac + bd) (a? — 0° G d 
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76. Prove that 

7 

ag 1 

7 * 

(a? + == d) (a- +c? — d*) + 4 (ab + ed) (ae + bd) 

(Oe) (ad) 
(a rd) = (Ochs 

77. Prove that ar 

„„ - (1+y°) (1 +2) + (2-2) (14+ 2)(1 +2’) + -) (1+ 2’) (1+y’) 
a(y —2)(1 + y*)(1 + 2”) + y(z—ax) (1 + 2*)(1 +a”) +2(a—y)(1 + a*)(1+y*) ‘ 

1% 2 — 

e e 

II. Equations. 

78. Solve the equations 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(+1) (w+ 2) (@+3)= (a + 4) (@ + 5) (w— 3), 

(% +1) (w+ 2) (a+ 3) =( 1) (@— 2) (3) 

+3 (4% 1) (HI), 

(a +a) (a +a +b)=(a +b) (w+ 3a), 

1 3 3 3 

w I 5 w0+3 7 

1 3 2 i S 

0 6G 2-34 & 240 r 

x 8 5 a 

DAO MD 

a b a - b+¢e 
+ =—— , 

Te r- “£+b ax+a 

(a — by (ch (c-d) 
(@—b)a+a-p- (b-—c)a+B-y (c-—d)uat+y-4 

(d—a)? 
Wo ales scan ü 
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2 ＋ 3 * - 1 & — 29 ＋ 1 

(9) ast sags =F “—-$s$.’ 

Rin} Lege 

(10) at be aTbre- 
S - I 2—3r+1 1 

(11) aoe ae eS ig ca? 

& ＋1 2+2 114718 

en 

(13) a* 

(1%) (-) - 7) - -) = = Y - — 6)(x— 10), 

(15) ( = (a -5)ů, 

( h ( -a) (=) 
de) 1 

(rc (d) (-e (-d) 

( -e (= d)  (a+e)(@+d)’ 

5 5 1 8 1 
ma) 2 2 ath atl 23 9 5 

(18) Y 2 h 
N 1 2 9 14 7 

(19) 02-50 e e e e 
8 —1 12 11 —15 

* — 495 * — 6 6 
(20) 13 10 

aay oy e238 tect 30 

(22) a +1+(e+1)=2(2*+a2+1), 

(23) aw" +1+(@+1)=2 (a + w+ 1)° + 152" (a* + @ +1)’, 

(24) 16a (a +1) (@+2)(a+3)=9, 

(25) a*+ 2a*- 11K ＋ 42 4 0, 
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4 2 2 — = ＋ & 
4 2 2° —a@ 2 

5 5 
* — 7 ＋ 10 * ee 10a + 19, 

40 20 8 12 _ 
2420-48. a+90+8 a4 lx a+b0-50 

1 a 2 it 6 

x(a—1) (@—1)(@-—3) (@—1)(~%+2) 

8 

af RCTS cutee 

(a? +1)?= 4 (2a —1), 
2a 7 3 

3 3 7 WT 3 

_ 4+ 69 9x + 23 

gt 2% 3 W TSI 
82” 

* = 6x + 6, 

4% = 6a + 3, 

* + 62° = 36, 

ay (Y ＋ /) = 120+ 3y, xy (4a+y—xy)=12(a+y—3), © 

„ILV YT e VL UL, 
% = d (% + 2°) = b (2? + 2%) =c (a %, 

1 12 
cy be ——, Ot On a ba a 

5 2 tnt 4K h . 

. “Ones = Jaye, 

x+y+z=mry2, 

Yer eer ry = , 

(1 + a) (1 + y’) (1+ 2’) = (1 — nj, 
2 2 2 

2 2% 22 1 Ha, 
% 2 y 
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III. Theory of Quadratic Equations. 

79. In the equation . 

a b 0 = d 

* — = , NN nb x+ma 

prove that, if a+b+c+d=0, the only finite value of « will be 

g m (ac + bd) 
a+b 

80. In the equation 

2. = _& — a, 4. 3 

rr arheeee 
N prove that, if 

a. * 5, 1 4, T 4. 0, and a,b, 4 4b, ＋ 4h, * ab. O, 

the only finite value of x will be 
4 b L af h 4 d. hi 2 8 Lea (. +b, +b, +5). 

381. ee e e n alk 
the equation 

* + 12% + 4% 4 8% 20 0. 

82. If the roots of the equation 

ax’ + 2ban+e=0 

be possible and different, the roots of the equation 
(a +c) (ac? + 2ba +0) = 2(ae— b") (* 1) 

will be impossible, and vice versd. 

| 83. Prove that the equations 

at+y+znat+b+e, 

; seh geo 
are equivalent only to two independent equations, if + +7 ++=0. 
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84. Obtain the several equations for Oe a, B, y 80 

that the equations 

* ＋ 2pa*+qe*+rat+s=0, (*. ＋ pata)’ =(Bx+y)* 

may coincide; and in this manner solve the equation 

(x* + 3a — 6)’ + 3a° 72. 

85. The roots of the equation 

(a+ a@—c)(a+b+c)(«+a—d)(x«+b+d)=e 

will all be real, if 

16¢<(a—6b— 2c)’ (a- - 2d) - 4 (-d) (-a). 

86. If , x, be the roots of the equation 

a C 

e 

then will „ 0 
(1 i) (1 ,) 1 

87. If % z be the roots of the equation 

(190 (1 — 7 m (I ＋ 9 (1 
b—c t ome a—b 

12 ees gerda 
“92a a a—b 

then will 

88, Prove that the equation 

x + a’ + ba + wae 0 
30 

can be solved directly, and that the complete cubic 

. px? +qu—r=0 

may 55 reduced to this form by the substitution =/ U. 

Prove that the roots of the auxiliary quadratic are 

a (B—y)*+ B(y—a)' + y(a—B)’+/(— 3) (B—y) = 
We By 

a, B, / being the roots of the cubic, 



IV. Theory of Divisors. 

89. Determine the condition necessary in order that 

* ＋ D g, and 2+p'x+¢q 

may have a common divisor of the form # +¢, and prove that such 
a divisor will also be a divisor of pa*+(q—p')x—q. 

90. The expression : 

1 * + gam + 3b + ca® + 3da* + 3en +f 

Will be a complete cube if : 

2 Ja- = oe - 

91. The expression 2° — ba’ + cx*+da—e will be the product 
of a complete square and a complete cube, if 

“Sr, Be eH 

92. Prove that ar - bete, and a b e will have a 
common quadratic factor, if 

b'c" = (c* — a® + b’)(c* ab). 

93. The expressions 

a a d,, and ag*+azg*+az*+ae+a, 

will have a common quadratic factor, if 

e- -a) da 
Eee, The expression . = . er will be divisible by 
rb if 

eee and b — gh? + rpb—r* = 0, 

V. 2 
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95. Prove that a*+pa+g will be divisible by a’ + ax +, if 

a- 4% = p*, and (0° + q) () e. 

96. The highest common divisor of (- 1) 9 (- 1), and 

(2 -D = gut’ + p is (= 1) p, g being numbers whose greatest 

common measure is I, and g>p. 

97. If en be any positive whole number not divisible by 3, 
the expression v +1+(«+1)" will be divisible by & I; 

and, if n be of the form 3r+2, by (x?+a+1)* 

45 

V. Identities and Equalities, 

98. Prove that, 

(I) (a@+b+cP=a°+0?+e°+3(b+0¢)(c+a) ? ), 

(2) a er E
 2 Go) + (- + (a —b)? 

bc „ Oe) (C = 2 

(3) (S—6*) (S—c*) + (S—c’) (S— a’) + (S— 49 (8-550 

= 4s (s— a) (s- 5) (s—c), 

where 2= a’? +b’? +c’, and 2s=a+b+¢, 

(4) 2% ( + a)? (a + y)? 2 (Y + % (/ +2)? 

+ 2% (% ) +0)? 

S . / ＋ ). ( α , A(at+y)* + 16 π⁹—.9 N (% + eu +a), 

(5) G + a’d’) (e) (a -d) + (c’a? + bed) (o- a) (6 —d) 

+ (ab + od) (a —b) (e- d) 

= (b —c) (c— a) (a-) (d q) (d b) (d o), 

6) (bed + eda + dab + abc)’ abed (a+b+0¢+d)* 

= (be — ad) (ca — bd) (ab — och 
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| (7) (b +c)’ + (c+ a)? + (a+b) —3 (6 +0) (c +2) (a +6) 

: a’ + b° +c — 3abe = 2, 

(8) (@*—2+1)(@*-2*+1)...... ( ＋ 1) 

* ＋ 2 41 
l 

* ab 
99. re 21, and . = 

1 
0 +1 n+l 2 

then will 2 a(S 
a b a+b 

| : . W * — * 

100. Having given yea” 8 ety c, 

find the relation between a, ö, e; and prove that 

* 77 2 
a(l—be) b(1—ca) -h) 

101. Having given the equations 

e+y+z=l, 

ee 

wve+by+cz=d'*, 
prove that 

a + by + c's = d* d- a) (d -d e). 

Se Ree 1 

3 each 
then, for all integral values of u, 

1 4 1 1 1 * 1 

Nn F rr 

103. If e+y+2=ays, then will 

2 . 22 2 2/ 22 
| T IL-7 l- Ti i-y¥ 1-2’ 

2 2 g e z mty 

* 1 I * Tay l-ys II- 

2—2 

W 
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104. If (O- = a) =) =, then will 

be- % cx—az dg b 

b-c c-a@ = 
* 

105. If æ, y, 2, u be all finite and satisfy the equations 

x= by Tc +du, 

y= ae +cz ＋ dis, 

2=an+by + du, 

w= ae + by + cz, 

a 5 0 d 

then will leat lek ics 

ae | 93 

106. T HE, 
b-c @ c-G@ 27 

then will ea 9 
a—b 2 

and if 242 Pc ll 
b-—e - 

cae 

then will each member of the equation be equal to c — . 

ny 
107. If i 2 — and æ, y be unequal, then will each 

gine 
member of this equation be equal to ey to , and to 

1 
~+—+-. 
cy @ 

108. Having given the equations 

alec + bmy + ena = al m/ en = aa’ + by’ + cz? = 0, 

prove that 

x (mn — mn) + y (nl! —n'1) +z Vm) = 0, 



= {(m—m)2—(n— ni) AF {(n— wi) aC Daf 

-D fo. 
109. Having given 

a+b+e+d=d-b-—¢+d=0=a0' D cc + dd, 

g vrore that 

aa + h cc + dd =b¢ ate da b+e 

„„ 0°" er” 8 @ 
5 553 

110. In the equations 

* = y 2 

I (mb -a) m(nc+la—mb)~ n (a = e 
— 9 

S — ar = red — by) * — cz)" 

III. If a, ö, c, &, y, 2 be any six quantities, and 
a = be- , 5. = c * e = ab- 

* % ar, J. r 5% 2,=ay—cs; 
and a,, 5, c, 4, J, 2, be similarly formed from a,, 5, ¢,, 4, 
rn 

o y 8 

ie > par 

pee. wey 

y+e + 
* 1— =" m+nys’ 127 . 

prove that if 2, y be unequal, 
3 2 Y 

IS ae 
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113. * Prove the following equalities, having given that 4 
a+b+c=0, 1 

a Dee a+ Bec bee 
. ä 

4a Lr are Ne 

7 arg 5 2 in 3 3 

an Tburcn B+ P+ +i (+R + °F a+ Pte 

ht 8 3 2 * 9 2 f 

114. If a+6+¢+d=0, then will 

a’ +8 +c8+d° d * + ed 

5 3 2 

115. Having given the equations 

(y+2) =4a*yz, (2 ＋ ) = 4b (Y ＋ % = 4; 

prove that 
a’ + 0 +c? + 2abe=1. 

116. Having given 

2 2 * 
3 —— 2 d, 

W 2 3 8 

prove that 

26%c* + 2c + 2a°b* — a* 5 , be = 0. 

117. Having given the equations 

x 77 ne 
20 -#’) * ( 90, 

x me 97 2 2 : 

a (by +c —aa’) / (cx + aa’ — by’) , (aa! + by - cz)” 

prove that, if x, , z be all finite, 

= yt 2) +¥ C-) +2 G- -d. 
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118. If the quantities æ, y, z be all unequal and satisfy the 
equations 

a(y’+1)+y?+2? df r) LILA a(a*’y®+1)+art+y* 

yz ih au ey : 
euch member of the equations = a’—1, and 

+20 + = — 2 
* 3 2 r oy 

r 5424550; 
@obeea be 

then will 

* (L ¢ 2) 50 2 (a *. 
a w 5 Ne a 5 262 5 7 

VI. Inequalities. 

The symbols employed in the following questions are always 
supposed to denote real quantities. 

The fundamental proposition on which the solution generall 
depends is a’ + 6° > 2ab. 

Limiting values of certain expressions involving an unknown 
quantity in the second degree only may be found from the con- 
dition that a quadratic equation shall have real roots :—e. g. To 

*. — 4 ＋ 3 „ 
find the greatest and least values of R we Assuming the 

expression = y, we obtain the quadratic 

4 (1 — y) 22-9 +3—4y=0, 
and if æ be a real quantity satisfying this equation we must have 

| (2—y)'>(1—y) (3 —4y), 
or 3y'— Sy <1, or G1) =, 
shewing that y must lie between the values 

20/9. 3(1-4/3)-_ 
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120. If , y, 2 be three positive quantities whose sum is 
unity, then will 

CGC 
121. Prove that 

4 (at + b+ c8+ d*)>(a+b+e+d)(a+0'+e+d")>l6abed. 

122. Prove that 

CA J5 
(50 (2-5) ae (2-=—")<—. 

* n n | 2 

123. If a, ö, o be three positive quantities of which any two 
are together greater than the third, then will 

1 1 1 ia 1 9 
+ + r 

5e -G c+a—b6 are a 6 e at+b+te 

and, , , 2 being any real quantities, 

4 (e % (@ — 2) + e = 
cannot be negative. 

If r =, a’yz+ 2 cay cannot be positive. 

124. If a, 5, o be positive and not all equal, the expressions 

a(a—b) (a—c) +6 (b—c)(b—a) + ¢(c—a) (-), 

, -b) (ac) ＋ be -c) (-a) + * a) ( - ), 

are positive. 

125. Prove that 

{au (b + o) + by (¢ + a) + cz (a+b)? 

> dabe (a + y +2) (ax + by + cz) ; 

a, b, c, c, y, x being all positive, and a, ö, e unequal. 

126. If xyz =(1—«) (1—y) (1 - 2), 

the greatest value of either of these equals is 8 , /, 2 being each 

Positive and less than unity. 
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’ 127. Find the greatest numerical values without regard to 
sign which the expression 

1 (8) (- 14) (w — 16) (w — 22), 
can have for values of x between 8 and 22. 

128. If a ö, and e be positive, the greatest value which the 
4 . * 

. 8810L 
. 

(a —a) (= ) (w« —a—c)(w—b+0), 

car have for values of ꝶ between a and 5 is 

(a- 5) (a—b + 2c)? 
16 ö 

129. If p>m, 

* — 2ma + p* PE ptm 
m ptm pm 

‘ 130. The expression 

B a + b o 

3 ca + b A 

in be capable of all values whatever if 

7 5 (ar o; 

es bete which i 688885 lis if 

* (a c Ada; 

ad two values between which it must lie if 

r 9 44 

* The expression 
ese) 

E (@ 
e any real value whatever ir both, or neither, of the two 

B, lie between y and 8: otherwise there will be two values 

n which it cannot lie. ‘wall r 
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132. The expression 

ax’ + Qha+e 

2° + 2b’x+¢’ 

will be capable of all values, provided that 

(ac — dc) (ab — ab’) (O = be’). 

Prove that this inequality involves the two 

de d, D d; 

and investigate the condition (1) that two limiting values exist 

between which the expression cannot lie, (2) that two limiting 
values exist between which the expression must lie. 

133. If , x, * . , be positive, and if 

r. TW 7+... +0 =e. See... a ><» 1 2 see 2 1 n ‘Rn 10 on ? 

then will , ., . . ,, 1 be in ascending order of magnitude. 

VII. Proportion, Variation, Scales of Notation. 

134. If b+c+d, c+dt+a, dab, at+b+e be propor- 
tionals, then will 

a- d 5 
sa oo 

135. If y vary as the sum of three quantities, of which the 
first is constant, the second varies as , and the third as a’: and 

if (a, 0), (2a, a), (3a, 4a) be three pairs of simultaneous values of 
x and y, then when 

* = nd, / (-I) a. 

136. A triangle has two sides given in position and a given 
perimeter 2s: if ¢ be the length of the side opposite to the b 
angle, the area of the triangle 88e. 
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137. The radix of a scale in which 49 denotes a square 
number must be of the form (r+ 1) (r+ 4), where r is some whole 

138. The radix of a scale being 4r+2, prove that if the 
digit in the units’ place of any number be either 2r +1, or 2r + 2, 

the square of the number will have the same digit in the units’ 

139. Find a number of (I) three digits, (2) four digits, in tlie 
denary scale such that if the first and last digits be interchanged, 
the result represents the same number in the nonary scale, and 
prove that there is only one solution in each case, 

140. If the radix of any scale have more than one prime 
factor, there will exist at least one digit different from unity such 
that if any number have that digit in the units’ place, its square 
will have the same digit in the units’ place. 

VIII. Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Harmonical Progressions. - 

141. If the sum of m terms of an A. P. be to the sum of . 

terms as m': n; prove that the mu term will be to the x" 
term as 2m—1 : 2n—1. 

142. The series of natural numbers are divided into groups 
1; 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; and so on: prove that the sum of the 

numbers in the u group is n’+(n—1)’. 

143, The sum of the products of every two of n terms of an 
A., whose first term is @ and last term /, is 

n(n—2)(3n—1)(a+0)* + 4n(n + 1) al 
24(n—1) ; 
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1 
144. Having given that 5 a) a in A. P.; prove 

that 

a οτ a+d+e 

a rc - 25˙ 2 

145. If a, b,c; 5, e, a; or c, a, b be in A. P., then will 

= Gy (b+e) NC 

and if in G. P., 

a’b*c? (a+ pt +3)= a hb . 

146. If a, I be the first and n™ terms of an A. P. the con- 

tinued product of all the u terms is 

> (al)? < a+ aa) 

147. The first term of a G. P. is a, and the n™ term I; prove 

1 

that the r™ term is (a“ 0)". 

148. If a, ö, e be in A. P., a, B, y in H. P., and da, bB, ey in 

G. P., then will 

149. The first term of an H. P. is a and the n™ term I, prove 

that the 1 term is 

(n—1) al 

( u = 

Prove that the sum of these n terms = (a + Y) 5 , and their con- 

tinued product <(al)*. 
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150. If a, ö, e be in H. p., then will 

. = 
5— c-a a-—b 

1_1 
2 a 

151. If a, ö, e, d be four positive quantities in H. v., 

a+d>b+e. 

152. Prove that 6+c¢, c a, a+b will be in H. p., if a’, 5, 

be in A. P. 

153. If three numbers be in d. r. and the mean be added to 

each of the three, the three sums will be in H. r. 

154. If n harmonic means be inserted between two positive 
quantities @ and 6, the difference between the first and last of 
these means bears to the difference between d and ö a ratio less 
than n—1 :n+1. 

155. If a, a, a. .. be an A. P., ö,, ö,, 5, .. a G. r., and A, B, 

C, be any four consecutive terms of the series d -b, d, = Un, 
a,+b,,..., then will 

Ab, — B (b, + 25 + C (6, + 28, — Db, = 0. 

IX. Permutations and Combinations. 

The number of permutations of n different things taken r 
together is denoted by ,, and the corresponding number of com- 
binations by. C, 

156. Prove a priori that 

, . + 27 F, Tr r-) ., 

T. r. -F. - . zr C)., r-) 6-9. F., 

pr „., 2 16 29. +++ 

=)). „ 

p being a whole number <r. 
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157. In the expansion of (a,+a,+...+4a,)", where n is a 

whole number not greater than p, prove that the coeflicient of any 

term in which none of the quantities d, d. d appears more 

than once as a factor is I. 

158. The number of permutations of n different letters taken 

all together, in which no letter occupies the same place as in a 
certain given permutation, is 

1 1 1 (- 1)") 
R mat ak id, he Seen. A- BH te 

159. Prove that 

Lf, = — 0. 2 Peet TEN > 3 4 oo + (- ly (r + 1). 

160. The number of combinations of 22 things taken m toge- 
ther, when u of the things and no more are alike, is 2"; and the 

number of combinations of Zu things, n together, when x of the 
things and no more are alike, is 

gut gies 
22). 

161. The number of ways in which mn different things can 
be distributed among m persons so that each person shall have 2 

mn 
of them is 2 

(b 

162. There are p suits of cards, each suit consisting of g 
cards numbered from 1 to 9; prove that the number of sets of 9 

cards numbered from 1 to g which can be made from all the suits 

is ps. 

163. The number of ways in which p things may be dis- 
tributed among qg persons, so that everybody may have one at 

least, is 

7 2017 ws a9 1 
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104. The number of ways in which r things may be distri- 
c 
each have one at least, is (S,) 

6E e (1 ＋ - 2) — 2 * „** 

Hence prove that 

28. ...... 28.20, S. lu, S. - Gvν⁰)νr, 

X Binomial Theorem, 

165. Prove that 

IT  n(n—1) 172 
GQ) Q 2) (a 

n(n—1)(n—2) 1 32 f 07 
— [3 (1+ nz — =V; 

(2) 1863451 +5 ay 

+ (1) =n(2n—1), 
n being a whole number. 

166. Determine a, 5, e, d, e in order that the u term in the 

expansion of 
a + ba + ca* + da? + ea 

U- 
may be n'a", 

167. Prove that the series 

1° + 22 743 T 4 ee 

aleo prode that 

6. O d. 1 1, 4. , 4, 27 (1) 4. 0. 

2 

„5 «·—wꝛm 
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168. The sum of the first 1 1 coefficients of the expansion 
m+? 

U. 

169. Prove that 

of (1 )“ is equal to 

Qn — ( 1) 24 (n — 2) (n — 3) gr-4 

E 

. E Dr 

m (n—2)(n—3) m 
F [2 (1 + m)* 

(n—3)(n—4)(n—5) m E 
1 E (lame "= 5 ( I) 

G -- 10 (p+ 9777 a 2 (psa ve 

_@- 3) ae (n —5) (p+ q) pg + Ay =F =f g 

n being a positive integer. 

170. If v be nearly equal to g, then will Bae be nearly 
2 | 5 5 ＋ 24 

ual to —. 
. 6 

171. If a, denote the coefficient of « in the expansion of 

1— 4 

tion will hold among any three consecutive coefficients, 

(r+1)a, 

6 = =) in a series of ascending powers of x; the following rela- 

a7 2na,—(r—1)a,_,=9. 

(A 172. If (La 

coefficient of is (n+ 27) 2˙ n, r being positive integers 
(including zero). 

be expanded in ascending powers of a, the 



Se eae ee ee eee 
: : . 

2 na The sum of the first n coefficients of the expansion, in 
of a of M * 1 en. 

a 

4 * Prove that 

0 12 117 1) 4 n(m-1)(n-2) | 
1733 ＋7 71.3 [3 

ht Der) 

= 2? ( + 7n + 8), 

58. Prove that | 
se aG +B°*4(6— a) +6°**(a—2) od 

= a’*(b—c) + b*(c—a) +¢*(a—5) 

} n of n dimensions 
ol a, ö, c. 

XI. Exponential and Logarithmic Series, 

1 the questions under this head, u always denotes a positive 
8 whole number. 

176. Obtain the following equalities— 

Ql) -D YE 

227 G-Iy —n(n—27' Ds la -l, 

3 (n- 2)" H-. le- a-. 

* D +(- -1)*(n+ 1's (iybe 
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177. The coefficient of x in the expansion of (1+ ) being 
denoted by d, prove that 

a, (p—1)"" + a, (p—2)"* =... . 4 ( 17 Tae, 

=a, (n D) — d (n—p—1)"" +a, ( -= 2)" —...... 

+ (- 9 . - p-U 

p being a whole number < x. | 

178. Denoting by u, the series 

1" + T4154 ee as .. to infinity, 

prove that 

u +U,=U,,,— nu, + 42 . a 1 — 2 9 2 

+(-1)'u, 5 
and U4, % =U, 1 N f 

(n — 1) n(n—1) (n—2 
8 Oe 1 E Dig: 

and by means of either of these, prove that w,= 41 40e. 

sb eee +U,; 

1 —1 11 
179. If 2, = 11 214. 1 * to infinity, 

n(n—1) 4 
2 1 —2 

Fe oe 5 8 0 

180. If v. =i “13 1 ed : 

then will 

then will 

1 = u. T , 1 % +... 1 % +U,, 

* . re 1 l=0,+4,_, 4 +, + eye 

181. Having given 

u, = NV, VU, 1 ½ , 



9 

prove that 
a, 
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* 

eal 
— 2 

5 

| prove thatthe limit ot when x is indefinitely increased is 

182. If there be a series of terms % uu, Uy U, ... U,..., of 
which any one is obtained from the preceding by the formula 

u,=nu,_,+(—1)", and if u, = 1; then will 

n=U.+nu ant + „ + NU, + U,. = a 21 we 2 

Prove also that “= tends to become equal tox, as n is indefi- 
n 

nitely increased, 

183. Prove that 

22 — 6-99) 2 
6 its 3 2 

and that 

NT ON M “a -v 

. 18 2 +g)" p'g’+ «-. 

184. By means of the identity 

log (1 -*) = log (1 ) +log (1 +a +2"), 

ei +1) ee 6 9 
— 14 a 

cg 

188. If there be n quantities a, b,¢,... and 4, represent 
their sum, ¢,_, the sum of any n —1 of them, and so on, and if 

S. SG Y- 3(¢,_,) ALF . (- 1)" 366) 
3—2 
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prove that 
S =f, = 8 2...=8 _ = 0, 

S. lu abe .., 28,,,=|n+labe...(a+b+e+...), 

and 12 S = n 2 abe... 2 (4) ＋ 3 (ab)]. 

II a be any other quantity, and if S, now denote 

(a+s)"—X(a+s,_,)"+3(ats,_,)"—... +(-1)"" S(a 07, 

then will N = 8, =S,= ... = S8_, = 9, | 

S,=|nabe..., 28,,,=|n+labe...(2a+a+b+e...) 

and 12 S. , l 2 abe . {23 (a?) +3 & (ab) + 6a S (a) + da- 

XII. Summation of Series. 

If u, denote a certain function of n, and 

8, =U, 4 Ug .. . + Uy 

the summation of the series means expressing S, as a function of 
m involving only a fixed number of terms. The usual artifice by 

which this is effected consists in expressing w, as the difference of 
two quantities, one of which is the same function of n as the 

other is of n—1, (U, Jae This being done, we have at 

once : 

S. (Li- U)) (C.- U)) . (U. U,_)= U. — U, 

Thus, if ½ be the 4 7 1 of 7 consecutive terms of a given 
A. P., beginning with the u, 

, Sa I) 0} (a+b) ......{a+ (mn +r —2) 5) 

— {a+(n—1)b(a+nb).. {a+(n+r—1)b}—{a+(n—2)b}.. Aa tr, 
(r+1)b 

* 
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. eee . lar Err =D, 

and 8. S = collet 1) }} (a+ n {a+ (n+r—1)b} 

—(a—b)(a)(a+b)...... {a + (r — 1) )]. 

The sums of many series can also be expressed in a finite 
form by equating the coefficients of x" in the expansions of the 
same function of x effected by two different methods, of which 
examples have been given in the Binomial, Exponential, and 
Logarithmic Series, 

In the following examples, x always means a positive whole 
number. 

186. Sum the series: 

on — 

. ea „ 
) fates ter L= NUL 

(2) Z 2.4.6 9.4.6.8" 

1.8.8. . 
. . 1.7. 23 (Zu + 2) 

27 n. 2" (3) cast id aie ined? 

W 
(5) 

(8) Gye) + 2a * + 2x) (+ 3a) * 
1 

(Truhe 

1 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

BOOK OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS. 

1 ae * ~ 

1.3.5... (21 ＋ 1) 

n 20 —1 
3.7 J. 7 II J. Fi 

5 1 : weak 
(1+ *){1+(m+ 1}? 

1 x 

TU ν 
nl * 

ke (1+ a") (1+a"*')’ 

x x ** x * * 

Ir IT Tr I 1+ 2* ico 

sre * a" 

l+a° l+at 14 

x (1— az) 

(1+ a) (1+ ax) (1+ a’x) 

am (1 — a 
(1+ ax) (1 +a") (14am) * 

a” e (1 — a 

"a +a" x) (IT (IT a“ 

1 171 (r + 1) (2r +1) i 

ptr D (p+7)(p+2r) (p + 37) 

ther) 6 1) 72 

* (p+r)(p+2r) ... (rn) 
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187. Prove that f 

pa r Mm 9 = 
1 3 | 

„e eee. 

3 +(n—1)(-1)". 

188. Prove that 

Gr H % een 
1 a 
vi l-r-r+r 

189. Prove that 

1 1 PA, (n—2)(n—3) ad 4 ˙—.— 2 

4 Bp + 3 4 323 3 

r. tein 4 2 7 

190. Prove that . bak aby 4 

In ar a) 2 

2 E 
„1 +1)... (2n—1) 

ad 

_ (n+1) (n+ 2)... In 

= E 
191. Prove that 

3 |g 3 129 5. 

IN re 

m+n (m +n) (m+n —T1) 

m m -I) 1 

n=)“ to m I terms 

= m (m + 1) m 
Nr (m+p)(m+p+l) to 0 p 1 

y being any positive quantity > 1, 
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192. From the equality 

log (1 — a*) = log (I- #) + log (1 ++ 2’), 

prove that 
182 f 3n (3u + 1) 

Sani (1) {1- iso 

(3n — 1) 32 (3n + 1) (32 + 2) } 
+ + ests 

2 
55 2 (17 1 3 41 

6n + 2 dn +1 3 

3n (38 +1) (32 + 2) \ 
+ — ** 

b 

XIII. Recurring Series. 

The series 2%, %,, U,...-.-%, is a recurring series if any fixed 
number (r) of consecutive terms are connected by a relation of the 
form 

a, ＋ 51d. + 7 d, * 2 + p.14, , = O, 4) 

in which m may have any integral value, but p,, P. . . are 
constant. It follows that the series a,+a,¢%+0,0°+...+@,0" +... — 
is the expansion in ascending powers of ꝙ of a function of a of 

et 

1 = rg = ee (the generating function of 

the series); and if the scale of relation (A) and the first r—1 terms 
of the series be given this function will be completely deter- 

mined; when, by separating this function into its partial fractions 

the form 

4 % and expanding each, we obtain the n™ 4 2 

l-aaz 1 a 

term of the series and the sum of n terms. 

If the scale of relation is not given, we shall require 2(r—1) 
terms of the series to be known to determine all the constants; 

thus, if four terms are given we can determine a recurring series 

with a scale of relation between any three consecutive terms, and 

whose first four terms are the given quantities. | 
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193, Prove that every A. r. is a recurring series and that its 

generating function is “7O= 9)", a being the first forme ‘and 5 
the common difference. 

194. Find the generating functions of the following series 

(I) 14+3a+52°+72*+...... . 

(2) 2+50+132°+ 35 . . . 

(3) 274% 14% T S . . 

(4) 44+5047a* II 

(5) 27 2 8 + 20 Th 

(60) 17 3% 12 54 +...... . 

and employ the last to prove that the integral part of (/3 +1)" is 
divisible by 2"*’, u being any integer. 

195, The generating function of the recurring series whose 
first four terms are a, b, c, d, is 

ab?’ — ca® + x (a*d — 2abe + 55 
b° — ae d be) 

196. If the scale of relation of a recurring series be 

a, — 7d. 1 124. 0, 

and if u, 2, ½ 7, find u, and the sum of the series 
A 

u, + Uy +... . 

197. Prove that, if 

. a an My... be an A. r. and b,, b,..., b. a 0. f., 

, +b, a, +b, . pty, 00s 

a 5%, a b,, ., d, b,, 

are recurring series. 
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198. Prove that the series 

1°4. 9° + 3° +... +90" 

1? + 29+ 3° +...4+n' 

TIN. +" 

are recurring series, the scales of relation being between 4, 5, ... 
r +2 terms respectively. 

199. Find the generating functions of the recurring series 

(1) 1+ 20 +5a* + 10a* + 17a* + 26 +..., 

(2) 17 3 4 ＋ 82°+ 1204+ 200°+..., 

(3) 376 14 + 362° + 98 + 276° +..., 

(4) 3-13 ᷣ 9% + 41 532°+..., 

and the n™ term of each, 

200. If the terms of the series a, a, a,... be derived, each 

from the preceding, by the formula 

ee 
Ons, pre-. 

prove that 

a ee 
3 (a. p)p" (as 90 

XIV. Convergent Fractions, 

201. If Le be the n™ convergent to the continued fraction 

we have the equations 

Pr 77 -I 1 5 P25 

and the like law for g: and for the fraction 

D 5.5. — On Pnas 
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and the like law for g. The solution of this equation, a,, ö, being 
functions of u, must involve two constants, since it is necessary 
that two terms be known in order to determine the remaining 
terms by this formula. These constants may conveniently be 

taken pu P23 9 J respectively. The fraction Ai thus determined 

will not usually be in its lowest terms. We will take as an 
example the question ‘To find the u convergent to the continued 
fraction | 

113 2n(n— 1) 
1-3-6-9-...-—- 33345 

Take u, to represent either p, or 9, (since the same law holds 
for both), 

then Uy. 3e, 2m (n 1) 2 1; 

or 21 1 — In, = — 2(n 1) 1]. 

So . — 2(n—1)u, ( 1) %- 2 (n — 2) % ), 

. — 4u,=2(w,—2u,), ( 2 or 0 as w=p or 9). 

Hence Un41 — 2nu, =|n or 0, 

1 or [n 2 5 1 or 0, 

2u, — 2˙. 
So PI 2 = 2 or 0, 

2 1 
i — 2˙ 2 or O, 

2˙ = 2* 
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202. The n convergent to 33 ee 
: 27 77 7 

1 (1+,/2)*= (1-,/2)" 
55 (= 2" 

203. If Le be the n™ convergent to the infinite continued 

frection 4 224 3; v., 9, will be coefficients of “ and 2" 
aG+a+at...?*" ™ 

respectively in the expansion of — ‘ 

204. Prove that, , being the um convergent to the infinite 

+. S£/f hak 
continued fraction — 

Ga+b+a+b+.. 

Puss, (2 + ab) p, 7 * O, een 2 * ab) q, + 4-2 = 0. 

205. Prove that the products of the infinite continued frac- 
tions 

“yl 1 1 ets 
r be atotun? 

11 10 n 

(2) Gtb+¢+d+O*iw oak Ee ee : 

1+ be b+d+ bed 

= d) Trab ab’ F 4 

206. Prove that the differences of the infinite continued frac- 

tions 

18 8 ee 1 a 
„b 

4 11 
„ e 

25 b(a—c) 
are, (1) 1 7 T Tab eee — es 



207. The continued fractions 
4 4 4 SAP a 
848+ 8+...’ 4+4 

2 each to n quotients, are in the ratio 2: 1. 

4+ J 
+4+ 

208. aes expressed ,/(m’+a) as a continued fraction 

i? 2 2. 3 . in the form 4 RM 

prove that 

p, ( ag, = (-a, 9.41 ＋ a9. 1 2p,, 

P. P. i (n* © a) 7. . 1. (- a)’, P,4, + a., = 2 (n* + a) 7. 

209. Prove that 

» 12 21141 
n+n—-l+n—2+...42+14+2>n+2° 

210. Prove that the value of the infinite continued fraction 

A Raa 
Lao $4... «-l° 

211. Any two consecutive terms of the series 

a, yy vee By oes 

a ey the equation 
1 _n(n+1) 

zn - a, 

N . in terms of. a,; and prove that, when u is indefinitely 

increased, the limit of mare | 

212. Prove that 

r(r +1) r(r +1) 
(1) 1+ 1+... ton terms 

_ (+l) +(r +0) 8 2 
(r+ ly'—(=r)* i * 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

(9) 

aes ie a (2n—1) 
142+ 24+2+...... + 2 | 

f 2 8 a 

1375 ee “On le 

12 6 12 n(n +1) 
$4634 B48 wcitas a ees 

. (—1)" 7 
31. 2.3 3.4 . ( U 

11 

l+rt+r+1+7r+2+... to n quotients 

1 1 1 

IT Dr GFle+ eee 
+... to m terms, 

ec  & Ae na 

1+2-“v+3-—2¢+...... Nn I 
at q a (ly 

= + E> — . 

» = (3a)? {(2n — I) a} 
1+ 3-a°+ 5 39% + 2n +1—(2n—-l)x 

Pt, I a ae (“3 
5 2n+1’ 

Beet it t 4) rr +n—1) 
2 Kae 4 7* 

. 7 

pel CFT)“ 

weet 285 
rr) CT). rh 

1 1 16 81 nt _* 
145+ 0 + 7 +...... +2n+1+...t0o0 12 

1 1 "9 1 er 
T+14+14+1+...... +1+... too 8 



6 8 2 2281 
41117 Iii 771 

3. & 8 3n 26 +1 

213. Prove that 

2 _ 2 
1—~4-—1-4-... to n quotients ~ n+1’ 

1 tard 3 
4—1-4-1-... to m quotients 207 I) 

132 n 1 1 
rr ee 

ce... 1 E 
4 i: 1737 ar 

* (1) (r+n—1) 
Vs Geel — Sr¥3 -.i.-3(e4n)—1 

1 1 
„ . 4. 

r 171 r+n 

(6) 1 a (a+b) {a+(n—1)b}* 
a—2a+b—2a+3b—...—2a+(2n—1)b 

. 
a@ a+b a+nb’ 

(7) = 1.2 1)“ a et? 
~ 1 < —... ton terms 

E= na | 
e+ 1 OF g- n is odd or even, 

(8) a (a ) a(a—1) a(a+1) 
1 — lL — 1 =... to 2n terms 

a (a T I) {(a*—1)*-a™ 
(aT) = 17 — 
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unity. 

ra ‘= 7 a DA, 3 
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x 4p Wa ee, | 
(9) 1— T= 3 2 -. 7 Tn 

8 17 3 iy * “ge oe taal? 
8 4 121 ; (10) 2531 a elt ee +|n, 

ay 1 4 3. . — a e 

1—5-13-.,..—n ( ＋ 1) s . 

2 3 8 n*—1 get. 
2 es 2s 

1 14 94 * 

(18) TPA F (me lp 

| ee 
| r 

tres n — M4) 5 Pee aes toe ee. 

7 27 37 
_ (15) 145 r+2—-r+3—r4+4-., ny Pe 

3. (ral ore 
(6) I- 77 7 , 9?” 

r r+1 r+2 1—1 

1 r—-r+1—r+2-.. Boh sion 

214. The numerator and denominator of any convergent to 5 ; 
g 1 1 1 1 „ 

the fraction D differ from each other 1 * ̇: 

* 

P, th 2 2 215. If „ be the w convergent to 21 I TIF 

then will 

( os 1) Pon 41 * (4541 mu TY an—1)9 

( =I) D =I) 9-4) - 

1e, -C- .- pn 



0 u al saetant state. an 

1 

Tite liegen 

0 0 ve that g 4. — 2 * = (— * 

If TL 2 a a .. Tad + ., 

1 Tiere 1 e * , T ., 

8 4 ve that a2 — 3b," 1 

= i d d, +o. +2" +.. 

28 aS b b +.. 1 FOG 1 . 

prove that 6 (C281 

28. The n convergent to 11. 4. is equal te the 
tea ae SS . 
1 ih convergent to 1712712270 

2 
* 

a 220. N eniation 

} = 4 — 2 n (-) 0, 

* » that = u +e, 
> an * 
‘¥ 

and { ind all the roots of the equation, Prove that 

i VMM to o=2, 
and expre + tho other roa ofthe biqudrati inthe same fm, 
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221. Prove chat 
ate: 

‘popes pis. 
5 1 e m? —mn . 

| 27 ee. 2mn ‘ 

a 4 PA 5 2 —— mm 
eeu oe: Sein 

0 5 72 n., 

: * 7 is 2mn > 

¥ h m* + min? ＋ 

| 1 8 5 

„ 

' 

a Xv. Properties of Numbers, * 

7 , 222. If u be a positive whole number, 

2 * 151 is divisible by 9, 

| (2 N 120, 

2 GE Beg eee, Bly 
3 4027 . . . . . 64. 

6 + 160m? — 560-243 . 512. 

223. If 2p+1 be a prime number Cu. is ai . 
by 2p+1. i 

224. Ifp be a prime number, ,_,C, + ( 1735 anal by p 

225. If -I, n+1 be both prime numbers > 5, » must be 
of one of the forms 304, or 30¢+12; and 2 ( 16) wil b 
divisible by 720. 4 

226. If 1 2, 1 ½ 2 be both prime numbers > 5, n must be 
of one of the forms 304 7 15 or 30¢+9, 1 
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227. If n be a whole number, n+1 and n*—n+1 cannot 

both be square numbers. 

228. The whole number next greater than (3+ /) is divi- 

229. The integral part of 55 (/3-+,/5)""? is divisible by 2 

230. The equation - 27 I cannot be satisfied by any 
integral values of x and y different from unity. 

231. The sum of the squares of all the numbers less than a 
given number M and prime to it is 

3 (1-3) (1-3) (1-2) 1% (1a) (1-3)(1-0).. 

and the sum of the cubes is ; 

= ＋ (1-2) (1-3) (- *) ae ii —a)(1—b)(1-¢)..., 

4, , e being the different prime factors of N. 

XVI. Probabilities, 

232. A and B throw for a certain stake, each one throw with 

one die. A’s die is marked 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and B's 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 

and equal throws divide the stake. Prove that 4’s expectation is 

ry of the stake. What will 4’s expectation be if equal throws go 

for nothing! 

233. <A certain sum of money is to be given to the one of 
three persons A, B, C who first throws 10 with three dice; sup 
posing them to throw in the order named until the event happen, 

prove that 4's chance of winning is (5) and C’s (8) 

9 4—2 
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1 5 1 

234. Ten persons each write down one of the digits 0, 1, 2. 1 ee 
at random; find the probability of all ten digits being written. 

235. A throws a pair of dice each of which is a cube; 2 
throws a pair one of which is a regular octahedron and the other a 
regular tetrahedron whose faces are marked from 1 to 8, and from 
1 to 4 respectively; which throw is likely to be the higher, the 
number on the lowest face being taken in the case of the tetrahe- P 

dron? If A throws 6, what is the chance that B will throw 

higher! 1 

236. The sum of two positive quantities is known, prove that 1 
it is an even chance that their product will be not less than three 

fourths of their greatest possible ar 

237. Two points are taken at random on a given ae 1 
line of length d: prove that the probability of their distance 1 

exceeding a given length e () is is () ‘ * a 8 i 

238. If three points be taken at random on the circum- * 
ference of a circle the probability of their lying on the same semi- 

* 1 * 3 AS 

circle is 7. ‘ a 

239. If q things be distributed among p persons, the chanel 1 
that every one of the persons will have at least one is the „oel. 

cient of n in the expansion of 1269 1. 

240. If a rod be marked at random in points and divided i; 
at those points the chance that none of the parts shall be greater 

aa? aor le bod ie ae 

, 14 i. 

241. There are 2m black balls and m white balls from which 

6 balls are drawn at random; prove that when m is very large 
4 

. A 
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dhe chance of drawing 4 black and 2 white = mae kind the hance 
20 
243° 

| 242. If n whole numbers taken at random be multiplied 
___ together, the chance of the last digit in the product being 1, 3, 7, 

or 9 is (5); of ite being 2, 4, 6, or 8 is oi 

| a: and of its being 0 46 2° itt. 2 

243. If ten things be distributed among three persons, the 
chance of a particular person having more than 5 of them is 
1507 
19683° 

244. If on a straight line of length a ö be measured at 
random two lengths a, ö, the probability that the common part of 

these lengths shall not exceed c is 55 (c<a@ or 6): and the 

probability of the smaller ö lying entirely within the larger a is 
a—b 

of drawing 2 black and 4 white= 

; of its being 5 is 

245. If on a straight line of length a+5+¢ be measured at 
random lengths a, ö, the chance of their having a common part 

a „  (c+d)* ‘ 
which shall not be greater than d is (e+a)(e+d)’ (d < either 

a or 0). | 

246. There are m+p+q coins in a bag each of which is 
equally likely to be a shilling or a sovereign; p+q being drawn, 
p are shillings, and q sovereigns; prove that the value of the 

expectation of the remaining sovereigns in the bag is wT} 8 

If m= 5, p= 2, q=1, find the chance that if two more coins be 
drawn they will be a shilling and a sovereign, (1) when the coins 
previously drawn are not replaced, (2) when they are replaced. 
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247. A bag contains ten balls each equally likely to be white 
or black: three balls being drawn turn out two white and one 
black ; these are replaced and five are then drawn, two white and 

three black: prove that the chance of a draw from the remaining 
t= : «ee 

five giving a white ball is 128 

248. From a very large number of balls, each of which is 
equally likely to be white or black, a ball is drawn and replaced p 

times and each drawing gives a White ball: prove that the chance 

of drawing a white ball at the next draw is 522 ‘ 

249. A bag contains four white and four black balls; from 

these four are drawn at random and placed in another bag; three 

draws are made from the latter the ball being replaced after each 

draw, and each gives a white ball: prove that the chance of the 

next draw giving a black ball is 33. 

250. A bag contains m white balls and n black balls, and from 
it balls are drawn one by one until a white ball is drawn. A bets 
B at each draw h: / that a black ball is drawn: prove that the 

value of A’s expectation at the beginning of the drawing is 

251. From an unknown number of balls, each equally likely 
to be white or black, a ball is drawn and turns out to be White; 

this is not replaced and 2n more draws are made, the balls 
being not replaced. Prove that the probability that in the 

2n +1 draws more white balls are drawn than black is Sa’ 
4n+2° 8 

* an 2 

U 



XVII. Miscellaneous Questions. 

252. By performing the operation for the extraction of the 
_ square root find a value of « which will make 

1 2 + Ga? + 11 +32 +31 
a perfect square. 

253. If JJ, + m,n, imm. LI, I mim, =I, 

(m, —m) (m, —m,) (m, —m,) > 0 

(7, —1,) C. 1% C. - 4) * mmm, . 

254. Prove that 

(ar-) df) + y(y—¥)}* — 0(w—2)* 2 % -M a(y-2) 

* hk 1 
— — 2 —i—— 

. 

255. Having given the equations 

la + my + nz 0, (6-0) +(c-a) Z + (ab) = =0, 

E=, 
** e- EE. 

. ye (eng) + mPa) yy ms) 

„ ern 

pt 256. The product of any r consecutive terms of the series 

18 1% 1-0 , is completely divisible by the product of 
the first r terms, | ! 
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: : a, a, 1 a a 257. The equation ark e+e, © sige 0 will 7 

duce to a simple equation if No Fae ! 

, a ＋ d. . . 4 4, = 0, 

. a, ö, ＋ 4%), T. 4 4,5, = 0, 

3 . =0, 

; a,b,"*+a,b,""* +... 4 4.5, =0, 

5 3 and the value of will in that case be 

1 a, 4 4 a, | Mead ‘col bag aa ag 

pe SGD eet ab 

= 258, Prove that 

(ag bsetd)—4(atb+e+d) (Cor en db C ada bd e 
4 +8 Qed ala +dab abe) a 

} GTA d (c+a—b-d) (a+b-c-d). — “a 
1 \ 1 

* 259. Having given | 

ab U =, P+ +P +a°+b%+0%=0, — 

a+... +07 a+... ＋ 02 e . 2 * 24 

7 ae an ae | „ 
3 

prove that 

260. If a, 5, o be three positive e of which any two 
are together greater than the third, ea 

GO Te- (c+a—b)’ (a+b - ) 9 

> (+e? — a’) (Ha. — 8°) (a? +B 0 2 

unless a, 5, ¢ are all equal. 

261. Prove that 

0.5 * 0. . C. 

e a e, 
„b „( e ( pr)) 

2 1 +i. + 406 1) F {r 7 Bey 2 * 
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262. Prove that 

. 1.3.5 (2n=1), 

2 See a 
1 

1 1. n 51 n+2 | Pics 

eins 1 +n + 2+... 

E 1 1 
brore 2 * n TI) Y D 

264. The 2n+1% convergent to; 25 1 25 . _ is equal 
14+2p+14+2p+.. 

1 1 
2(p+1)-2(p+l)-... to the n™ 8 to 1— 

1-1 (n — 1). n(n — 1)(n — 2)( 3) 

265. If u,. 2 C n— 

ego ee -H rd. 
then will ½ v, 2(u,u,_,+¥,v,_,); u being a positive whole 

3 266. If u, e182) ay e 

and v ya SO 

‘then vill 1 _,— v. v. . S (I-; n being a positive whole 
number. 
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. 

I. Eguations. 

In the solution of Trigonometrical Equations, it must be 
remembered that when an equation has been reduced to the 

forms (I) sin sin a, (2) cos n= cos a, (3) tana=tana, the so- 
lutions are (1) c=nr+(-1)"a, (2) w=2nr+a, (3) = u a, 
„ denoting an integer positive or negative. 

The formule most useful in Trigonometrical reductions are 

2 sin A cos B= sin (4 + ) sin (A—B), 
2 cos A cos B S cos (A+B) eee 

2 sin A sin B= cos (A- ) cos (4 +B); 

and 
2 

sin A +sin B= 2 sin ns = aie 
2 2 

cos. + cos B= 2 00 ** cos , 

86d 1 Lhe Bi Dah Se 2 2 
which enables us to transform products of Trigonometrical func- 
tions, (sines or cosines) into sums of such functions and con- 
versely, Thus, to transform 

sin 2 {(6 —y)} +sin 2 (y—a)+sin 2 (a-); 

sin 2(y—a)+sin 2 (a 5) = 2 sin /- ) cos (8 + y— 2a), 

sin 2 (8 ) = 2 sin (8 -) cos (B—¥) ; 
sin 2(6 - sin 2(y—a) +sin 2 (a ) 

= 2 sin (6 -) {cos (8 - - cos (8 +y —2a)} 

= 2sin (89) 2 sin (8 -a) sin (y- a)] 
= 4 sin (B—y) sin (/- a) sin (a- 5). 
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So to transform cos (g-) cos(y—a) cos(a—B), 
cos (y— a) cos (a— 8) = } {eos (y— f) + cos (8 + y— 2a)} 5 

“*. €08 (8 — 7) cos (y — a) eos (a) 
= {1+ cos 2(y—) + cos 2 -a) + cos 2 (a—)}. 

267. Solve the equations ; 

| (1) 2 sin & sin 30 l, 

(2) cosa cos 3a = cos 2 cos 6a, 

(3) sin 5a cos 3a = sin 9 cos 7a, 

(4) sin 9 sin 52+ 2sin’x=1, 

(5) cos aa cos ba = cos (a +c) a cos (b ＋ o), 

(6) 4 sin a sin B sinw=sin 2a + sin 28+ sin 2a, . 

(7) cosa + cos (= a) = cos (= ) + cos (x g- a), 

(8) 2sin® 2a cos 2% = sin“ 3, 

(9) 2cot 22 tan 2a 3 cot 3a, 

(10) 8 cos JS + : 
sinz cos 

(11) sin 2% + cos 2% + sin = cos a= , 

(12) (I sin ) (I- 2 sin )“ (1 - cosa) (1 + 2 cos a)’, 

sin a cos(B+a) tan g 

sinBcos(a+a) tan a 

(14) cos 2a ＋ 2 cos a cos a— 2 cos 24 I, 

(15) sin a cos 3% —3sin ga cos #+sin 4a + 2 sin 2a=0, 

(13) 

(18) cose * sing ~ 
268. If cos (# + 3y) = sin (2a + 2y), 

and sin (3a + y) = cos (2a + 2y) ; 

then will 2 R (35) 8 ＋ 16 
or 5-527 , 

TT 

y En — 270 8 +75 

1 
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Vs 

269. The real roots of the equation tan’ & tan 3 =1 satisfy 

iis eqastion cos 2a 2 —,/5. „ 
* 
3 

270. Given cos 8 ——1 02 prove that 
the three values tl ¢ , 

ee 

cose are, „/ sin sin 10 An g, N 10° 

* tan d 1 

2 tan wTdT 1 

— 

271. If the equation tan; 

a> 1, 

have real 100% 

; me tan (a + a) i 0 
272. Find the limits of the value of . for possible 7 

values of æ. 

273. If B,y be different values of « given by the equa * 1 

sin (a + x)= m sin 2a, a 

BA Eck, 2 +m sin (9 . ) O. 

274. The real values of a which satisfy by the equation 

2 Tv 7. . 
sin (5 cose) = 00s (5 sin) are 2n7 or 2 + 5 : 

being an integer. 

275. If , y be real, and if io 

sin’ # sin’ y + sin’ ( +y) = (sin # + sin ),, 

x, or y, must be a multiple of x. 

276. If a, B, 7 be three angles, 1 and less than 99 N 
10 which satisfy the equation ii | 

J . l 
cosa sin 

then will ein (8 4 y) 4 sin G e) sin (a O. 
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rr. e which satiafy 
the equation 

cosa cos Sin a ein K 1 

a b c’ 

then will (6+ c*— a’) cos cos y + (f a?— 2°) sin B sin . He. 

278. If a, B be angles, unequal and less than , which satisfy 
the equation 

@ cos 2 ＋ b sin 2a =1, 

and if (2 cos* 2a +m sin* 2a) (2 cos*28 +m sin“ 28) 

cos (a ) m sin’ (a+ f)}*, , 

m = a then will either 7=m, or 4 5 SRY 

II. Identities and Equalities, 

279. Iftan*d=1+2 tan’, then will cos2B=1+2cos 24. 

280. Having given that sin (B+C-—A), sin (CY A-), 
sin (A + B-) are in A. P.; prove that tan A, tan B, tan C are in 
A. F. 

281. Having given that 

1 +08 (8 —y) eos a) +008 (a- 8)=0; 

prove that (8—y), (y—a), or (a- f) is an odd multiple of 2. 

282. If cota, cot g, cot y be in A. P., so also will cot (G- a), 

cot B, cot(B—y). - 

283. Having given 

cos @ cos a cos , cos = cos a’ cos B, tan § tan g ang 

7 | prove that sin’ 8 = (sec a — 1) (sec d- I). 
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| ab ved ac+bd 
et * = d an 28 = 2558 Hd: 

b+e d- er 4 
then will tan (a - H) be equal to e 2 

285. If tan (9 f a), tang, tan (5 . 5) be in A. 2. then in 8 
cot a, tan ꝙ, cot B be in A. P. a 

286. If a, B, y be all unequal and less than 22, and if 

cos a +cos 8 + cos = sin a sin B+ sin y=0; 

then will costa + cos" + cos*y eim a ein- fh + sin*y=5. 

tan 2B tan 27 

tan (a) tan (a 6) 
287. Having given prove that each 8 

tan 20 
member of the equation is 1 to tan (B+ tan (B+ 7) : 

and that nin 9(8 % % % hin 2 (0 0 20, 

unless tan (8 - ) = O. 

288. Prove that a Bh | 1 

ee OP te 2 2 f : 85 at tant 5) (Ita. 5) (1 tan’ af 8 e 

289. II 1 
0 =2 eos 6-5 co 6+ A cos d, 5 S2 ein 6-5 ein- . A sine % = : 

then will 

C cos 36 + S sin 30 = cos 20, and & cos 30 — Can o-, 

200. Having given e 1 > 

1 and 2 cos 5 cos 5 = 15 
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291. Having given 

(a —a) cos 6 + y sin = (x — a) cos 6+ sin & =a, 

6 6 
and tan 5 — tan 5= 2e; 

prove that = 2aa— (1—e*) , 6, being unequal and less than 27. 

292. If (1+sin 6) (1 L sin G) (I L sin ) E cos G cos ¢ cos V, 
then will sec“ d sec G sec — 2 sec 6 see ꝙ sec =I. 

293. Having given 

cos A + cos B + cos C+ cos A cos B cosC =0; 

prove that 

cosec”A + cosec*B + cose O 2 cosec A cosec B cosec C = 1. 

294, If 

tan: A tan 4’ = tan! tan = tan tan C= tan A tan B tan C, 

and cosec 2A + cosec 2B + cosec 20 = 0; 

then will 

tan (A — A’) - tan (B — 2’) = tan (O- O) = tan A + tan B+ tan C. 

295. Having given 

sin 3(8—y)+y sin 3 (a) sin 3 (a—f)=0; 

prove that 

sin (8 - y) + sin (y— a) + z sin (a- 5) 

a cos (B —y) + y cos (y— a) + 2 cos ( ) 
,, Sin 2 (8 — y) + sin 2 (y—a) + sin 2 (a B) =0 

cos 2(B—y) T eos 2(y—a)+cos2(a—B) 

296. Having given the equations 

a" = B* + >" — 2By cos 6 e+y+2=0 

Lee 8 

i 2’ 4 g 2aB cosy 

prove that By sin 0+ ya sing + a8 sin =0. 
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297. If cos A+cosBcosC+sinBsinCcossA=0, - - 

then will tan (45° 3) tan (45° 5) tan (45°-$) =-1 

and if cos A=cos B cos C sin B sin C cos A, | oa 

then will cos B = cos C cos A & sin C sin A cosB, 

298. Reduce to its simplest form the equation 

FTT 550) 
eee * 

= {x 008 (a + )) +y sin (a + 7) os * 
ee ee * 

299. Given the equations 

yz —y'2+ 20 —-#a+ay—ay=0, A+B+C=180°, 

sin A + yy’ sin’ B + 22 sin? O = (%, + yz) sin B sin O cos A 

+ (2a’ + 2x) sin C sin A cos B+ (ay’ + a¢y) sin A sin B co8 C3 4 
seis prove that, for real values, either ; or 9 ze 

300. If 4+B+C=180", and if 

y' +2 + 2yz cos 4 2* + a? Len cos B _ ai ty? + 2ay cos C 79 
en A an n C. 

then will either 

pe ee 

cos 4 cos B cos 
sin 47% sin B sin C=, or 

301. Having given the equations 

+2 — 2% C08 a _ 2 ＋ — Le cos B _ * ＋ 7 — 251 cosy 2 

sin” a ein 5 Klan 
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* y 2 5 

sin(s—a) sin(s—B) sin(s—y)’ 
x 

Sing sin (= sin (=) * 
5 y N 28 S. 8 ＋ . 

sin(s—y) sins sin ( a) 

1 * y z 
| ™ gin@—f) sin@—a) sine’? J 

302. Having given 
cos a sin a . prove that cs sin“ @ 

cos6 sind cosa sina aes 

| 303. If a, B, y be unequal and less than =, and if 

_ Sin (a — 8) +sin (a- sin (8 — y) + sin (g -a) 
ein sin y- 2 sina sina+siny—2sinB ; 

9 then will 

| sin a sin g sin = O, cosa+cos 8 +cosy=—3e. 

304. If 

tan tan p= un 

den vin e 

23005. Eliminate 6, & from the equations 

tan a, and ein 2 be finite 

= 008 6+¥ sind = cos $+ sin b= 1, 

„ cos . cos —-— =1, 

306. Having given the equations 

a‘ + Aab cosa=c* +d’ —2ed cos , 

b* + e cos B= d* + a® — ad cos 5, 

x ab sin a+ ed sin y c be sina & ud sin 8; 
Provo that cos (a+ ) = 00s (8 +8). 
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307. Having given sin@+sin¢@=a, cos 6+ cosd =); * ’ 

that 1 

(1) tem + ton er 
2 2 4 +6? +26’ 

4ab — 
(2) enen Bf da! 2 

(a? + 6°)? — 4a? 

4(a*+b*) ’ 

(a? + 0°)? — 40° 
4(a?+b*) ’ 

(0? oa *) (a? 4 A 2) 

a* +? 

(3) cos h cos ꝙ = 

(4) sin 6 sin ꝙ = 

(5) cos 26+ cos 20 ’ 

a’ + 6? 

2 2\2 2 

(6) cos 30 + cos 36 (35 
(a + 6°) — 

308. Having given 

c Goce by ©) | 

=e cos (a + 8) + cos (a- ), 

a, B, y being unequal and less than +; prove that each member of ia 3 
2 

these equations is equal to as , and that 

sin (8 + y) +sin(y + a)+sin (a g) O. 

309. Having given 

A cos (8 — y) + B (cos 8 + cosy) + C (sin B+ sin y) + D=0, 

A cos (- a) + B(cos / + cos a) + C (sin y+ sin a)+D=0, 

A cos (a- G) + B (cosa +cos f;) + (sina+sin B)+D=0; 

prove that 

4˙ N= 24D, unless sin 2=7 sin 2 * sin Eo. 

310. Having given the equation 

A cos (8 - y) + B cos (8 +y) + C sin (8 + y) 

+ A’ (cos B + cos y) + B’ (sin B + sin ) + 0’ =0, 
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Pana the two like equations between y, a, and a, BB respectively; 
ov that if 

By. La a sin — sin —— 
2 2 

e 

311. Eliminate @ from the equations 

= 0080 YSN 01, fin Oy cos G Ile du: 0 + bt c0s* d 

312. Having given the equations 

un r un a- tan Lg tan fta 9 

be finite, 

prove that 

sin (8 + y) +sin (y + a) + sin (2 5) 0 

cos B cos y din g sin) 1 a, B, y being unequal, 
n m = and x. 

&e. 

313. Prove that 

cos 6 — 2 cos 6 cos a cos (a + 6) + cos* (a + 6) 

is independent of 0. 

314, Prove that 

sin 2a cos cos y sin (8 — y) + sin 28 cos y cosa sin (y- a) 
7 + sin 2 cosa cos g sin (a - 8) S O, 

Cos 2a cos 8 cos y sin (8 — y) + 

= sin (8 — y) sin (y -e) sin (a — A). 
315. Prove that 

2 an f an, ein 3} 
= cos" 6 cos 20 + cos 30 - 3cos6 cos 20 cos 30, 

1 30 30 56 

= sin’ @ +sin® 20 + sin® 30 — 3 sin 6 sin 20 sin 30 

5—2 
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316. Prove that | ; 8 

sin 2 sin (85) L sin 26 sin (y—a) + sin 2 sin (a—f) 
={sin (b) +sin(a—y) +sin(B—a)} N 

{sin (87 y) + sin (y +a) 4 sin (a + B)} 

and cos 2a sin (8 — Y) cos 28 sin (- a) + cos 2) sin (a - 5) 

= {sin (/- ) +sin (a—y) sin (G - a) 

{cos (8 + y) + cos (y+ a)+ cos b. 

317. Prove that 5 

(1) sin 3a sin (8 —y) + sin 8B sin (y —a) + sin 3y sin (a - 6) * “i 

cos 3a sin (8 — y) + cos 38 sin (y- a) + cos 3 sin (a- 5) 7 

= tan (a +B + “a 

** 
9 

sin 5a sin (8 - Y ＋ sin 58 sin ( a) + sin 5y sin (a - ) 

(2), cos 5a sin (8 — y) + cos 58 sin (/- q) + cos Sy sin (a — 8) 

| sin (3a+B+y)+...+ 
cos (Ba+ B+ YT tone” 

and that 

(3) sin 7a sin (8 — y) + sin 75 sin (= a) + sin 7y sin (a — 

cos 7a sin (8 — y) + cos „ 77 sin (a — ) 

sin (a + 3B + 3y) +... in (5a G ) T . tee 

cos (a + 38 + By) +.. ~ +... +0608 (50 ＋ B+) . beer 99 

318. Prove that 

cos’ a sin (8 — y) + cos’ sin (y— a) co sin (a—B) 
sin® a sin (8 —y) + sin’ B sin (/- a) + sin’ y sin (a - 5) 

+ cot rere 

319. Prove that 

1 1 * ? 1 _sinnat+asin(n — =a J 
2 cosa—2 cosa—2 cosa—...—2 cosata inen een 0 

chere being u quotients in the left hand member. 
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320. From the identity | 
(@—b)(w—c) -r a) -e b) _ 
(a-) (age) Ege =) = (C-a)(c-b) 

deduce the identities 

sin (9 —a) sin (0 

a 

os 3 (6 +6) For p) ain (4) wee tee. = 008 40, 

sin(0—f)sinO-y), 14 
a hae 

321. Prove the identity 

cos (B + y—a—8) sin E sin 5 

eO -H d sin? 5" sin P= 

.a-B., 7-8 
+ cos (a+ -y—8) sin b sin T. 

- y-@...a-B „ 8-a. 8-83 . 8-y 

1 

III. Inequalities. 

322. Prove that cot 14600 for values of 0 between 

0 and v. * 

828, Prove that, for real values of a f. Er 85. f 1 lle, 
bet 1—cosa 1+ cosa 

1—cos g 1+cos g . i 

324. If , , x be any real quantities, and A, B, C the angles 
of a triangle, 

a’ ＋ % + 2° > 2yz cos A + 22 cos B+ 2xy cos C, 

Rare. © 
ein 1 sin B sin 0 
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325, Having given the equation 4 

sec B sec y tan B en e 

prove that, for real values of f and y, cos 24 must be negative 
and that ; a of: 

tan B + tana tan y 0088 _, 3 
tan y T tan d tan g cosy 

326. If 4+B+C=180°, prove that 

ae 
sin = sin 5 sin 9 > (1 cos 4)(1—cos ) (lee C) 

2 

>cos A cos B cos C, 
unless A=B=C. Also 

sin A sin B sin C > sin 24 sin 25 sin 20. 

327. Prove that a 

2 (a—@) , Sin (a—6)) (cos (a+6) Sin (u. )] in 24 5 2. ga - a a b* d 

and that the two cannot be equal unless tan*a lie between 

a and 77 i: 

328. If tan a tan g tany=1, a, H, y being angles benen 

0 and 5. sin a sin B sin = : 

unless a=B=y. 

1 
272 

329. If a 4, B B, y+C be the angles subtended at * 

point by the sides of a triangle ABC, 

sin’a sin“ g sin? * sin asin B sin 8 f . 
7 2 7 > a 
snA sin B sin C 2 81 BN 043 

a eel 

‘unless the point be the centre of the inscribed circle. 
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IV. Properties of Triangles. 

In these questions a, ö, ¢ denote the sides, A, B, C the re- 

spectively opposite angles of any triangle; I the radius of the 
circumscribed circle, 7, 15 7, 7, the radii of the inscribed circle 

and of the escribed circles respectively opposite 4, B, C. 

330. If 6, &, W be angles given by the equations 

a b 0 

rn 

then will un' g tan © + tan 5 12 

6 . w A BG 
and tan 2 tan 5 tan, = tan 5 tan > tan 7 

331. If sin 4, sin B, sin C be in harmonical progression, so 

also are 1 - cos A, 1 - cos B, 1 cos C. 

332. Prove that 

sin A sin (A ) sin (A - C) +sin B sin (B- C) sin (B— A) 

+sin C sin (O- 4) sin (O- ) sin A sin sin C 

sin 24 sin 2B sin 20. 

333. From the three relations between the sides and angles 
given in the form 

a’ = b* + 20 cos A, &e., 

deduce the equations 

in 4 pea Bien A+B+C0=180°; 
a b 0 

assuming that each angle is < 180°, 
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334. In the side BC, produced if necessary, find a point Y 
such that the square on PA may be equal to the sum of the 

squares on PB, PC; and prove that this is only possible when 
A, B, Care all acute and tan A tan B tan C, or when B or 0 
is obtuse. These conditions being satisfied, prove that there are 

in general two such points which lie both between B ahd C, one 

between and one beyond, or both beyond, according as A is the 
greatest, the mean, or the least angle of the triangle. 

335. P, Q are two points on the circumscribed circle, the 

distance of either from A being a mean proportional between its 

distances from B and C]; prove that 

~C 
* BAP 204Q=2 

336. The line joining the middle points of BC and of the 
perpendicular from A on BC makes with BC an angle 

cot (cot B cot C). 

337. The line joining the centres of the inscribed and cir- 
cumscribed circles makes with BC an angle . 

cot" f sin B sin C 
cos B + cos C- 1) 

338. The line joining the centre of the circumscribed circle 
and the centre of perpendiculars makes with BC an angle 

3 x tan B tan C \ 

tan B tan C- 3) 

339. The perpendicular from A on BC is a harmonic mean 
between 7, and 7, 

340. If O be the centre of the circumscribed circle and AO 

meet BC in D, 

DO : AO :: cos A: cos (- ). 
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341. The perimeter of a triangle: perimeter of the inscribed 

circle :: the area of the triangle : area of the circle | 

A B C 
22 cot 5 cot > cot > 2 T. 

342. A triangle is formed by joining the feet of the per- 
pendiculars of the triangle ABC; and the circle inscribed in this 
triangle touches the sides in 4, B, C’; prove that 

BC CA AB 
BO = GA = AB = 2008 A 008 B cos C. 

343. A circle is drawn to touch the circumscribed circle and 

the sides AB, AC; prove that its radius is ee : and if it 

touch the circumscribed circle and the sides AB, AC produced, its 

radius is r, Sec, . If B=C and the latter radius N, cos A = 

344. Prove the formule, 

be sin 20 —2be sin (B- C) - sin 2B =0, 

5 cos 20 + 2be cos (B- C) + ¢* cos 23 = d. 

345. Having given 

y sin’ 0 +2sin® B= sin A ＋ & sin*C =a sin’ B+y sin’ A; 

ae ee 
3 n I n “an dO” 

346. Determine a triangle having a base c, an altitude I, and 
a given difference a of the base angles; and if 0, 6, be the two 

values of the vertical angle, prove that cot 6, + cot im a 

Prove that only one of these values corresponds to a true solution; 
and, if this be 6,, that 

un _ VE + oF sinta —h 
2 c (1 cos a) 
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347. Determine a triangle in which are given a side a, the 
opposite angle A, and the rectangle n under the other two sides: 

and prove that no such triangle exists if 2m sin >a. = 

348. A triangle 4’B’C’ has its angles respectively supple- 
mentary to the half angles of the triangle ABC; and its side 
BC’ equal to BC; prove that a) 

a 
2. JBO. 2 
2450 = 

„ . C 9 

2 sin — sin — 
2 2 

349. Ifa, y, be perpendiculars from the angular points oi on 
any straight line; prove that 4 

a? (G- E-) +8'(y—2)(y—2) +o E- (2—y) =(20 4 BOY, 

any perpendicular being reckoned negative which is drawn in the * 
opposite direction to the other two. ＋ 

350. If p,, p,, p, be the perpendiculars of the triangle, 

11 11 0 cosB cos _ 1 
+ + 5 

A . . „ 1 2 . 

351. The distances between the centres of the escribed A ö 
circles being respectively a, B, y; prove that . „ 

(a 

‘bs a? = p? 7 

7 TT, 7. T 7. 7. T, 

2 „) (TY) (r apy 
TF +77, +77, . a) (0 5) ( 5 

where 2c7=a+B+y. Prove also that 

7 (r. r. 
a= u ( ) 7 aud A> . 

NTS * 7271 + 7172 rer. + 7271 * 7772 

TT J, 
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. 352. The distances between the centre of the inscribed circle 
and those of the escribed circles being respectively a’, f’, Y; 

prove that 

. 
? 71 r -f 7. 1 

and that 32 — 2B (a B +") +a’P’y =. 

353. Prove that 

Sri. sin A sin B sin C, 

See, 
and y (I cos A) (1 + cos B) (1 + cos C). 

354. Prove that 

r Let el ct) OD eek, 
1 Ce teaver See RES 

2 2 F 

355. If 4, r be the radii of two of the four circles which 

touch the sides of a triangle, and a the distance between their 

centres, the area of the triangle will be J cay) ‘the 

upper sign being taken when either of the circles is the inscribed 
circle, 

356. O, O are the centres of the circumscribed circle, and of 
the inscribed or one of the escribed circles, A’, B’, C the points 

of contact of the latter circle with the sides, L the centre of per- 

pendiculars of the triangle A’B’C’; prove that O, O, L are in one 
straight line, and that 

OL: 00 :: 1: N or: r. : N, ke. 

357, If an isosceles triangle be constructed whose vertical 

angle is co 5° the inscribed circle will pass through the centre 

of perpendiculars, 
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358. If O, o be the centres of the circumscribed and insribed | 4 i 
circles, and Z the centre of perpendiculars 

OL? 20 = R* —4r’; 

and if o, be the centre of the escribed circle opposite 4, 

OL’ — 20 = BR’ Ari. 

359. If the centre of the inscribed circle, or of one of the 
escribed circles, be equidistant from the centre of the circum- 

scribed circle and from the centre of perpendiculars, one angle of 
the triangle must be equal to 60“. - 

360. The angle at which the circumscribed circle of a tri- 
angle intersects the escribed circle opposite A is 

_, 1 ＋ cos A cos B cos C 
0s - . 

2 

If a, B, y be the three such angles, 

(cos g + cos ) (cos y + cos a) (cos a + cos f) 3 

2 (eos a cos B+cosy—1)’, 

361. If P be any point on the circumscribed circle, en 

PA sin A+PB sin B+ PC sin C=0, 1 ; 

a certain convention being made with respect to sign: also a 

PA’ sin 2A + PB’ sin 2B + PC* sin 20 4a ABC. | 5 

362. If P be any point in the plane of the triangle, and 69 
the centre of the circumscribed circle, 

PA’ sin 2A + PB sin 2B + PC? sin 20 

=2a ABC +40F* sin A sin B sin C. 

363. If P be any point on the inscribed circle, 

PA* sin A+ PB’ sin B+ PC? sin G 

is constant; and if P be any point on the circle with respect to 
which the 1 is self-conjugate, 

PA’ tan A+ h tan B+ PC* tan C= 22430. 
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If p be the radius of this latter circle, and & the distance of 
its centre from the centre of the circumscribed circle, 

8 = R + 2p’. 

264. The line joining the centres of the circumscribed and 
inscribed circles will subtend a right angle at the centre of per- 

1+ (1-2 cos A) (1—2 cos ) (1—2 cos C) =8 cos A cos B cos C. 

365. If P be a point within a triangle at which the sides 
subtend angles A+a, BB, C+ respectively, 

366. Any point P is taken within the triangle ABC, and the 
angles BPC, CPA, APB are A’, B, C’ respectively; prove that 

A BPC (cot A - cot A’) = a CPA (cot B cot ) 

= a APB (cot O- cot C). 

V. Heights and Distances. Polygons. 

367. At a point A are measured the angle a subtended by 
two objects P, O in the same horizontal plane as A and the 
distances a, b at right angles to AP, AQ respectively to points at 
which PQ subtends the same angle a; find the distance between 
and Q. 

368. An object is observed at three points A, B, C lying in a 
horizontal line which passes directly underneath the object; the 
angular elevation at B is twice and at C is three times that at A; 
also AB=a, BC =b; prove that the height of the object is 

ap Va +0) (8b =a). 
Tf the angle of elevation at A be tan 4, a: ö :: 13: 5. 
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369. The sides of a rectangle are 2a, 2b, and the angles sub- 
tended by its diagonals, at a point whose distance from the n 

is c, are a, B; prove that 8 

4% (a“ + 550% 
(a’ + 5 * WS 9 * 

=a’ (tan a+ tan B) 0” (tan a= tan 5)“. 

370. The diagonals 2a, 20 of a rhombus subtend angles a, 8 
at a point whose distance from the centre is e; prove that 

(al —c*)* h tan’ a + (0) tan B = 4d. 

371. Three circles 4, B, C touch each other two and two, 

and one common tangent to A and # is parallel to one common 

tangent to A and C; prove that, if a, ö, o be their radii, and p, 9 
the distances of the centres of B and C from that diameter of A 

which is perpendicular to the two parallel tangents, 

pq = A2 = Bbe. 

372. AB is the diameter of a circle, C any point on AB,on 

AC, BC as diameters are described two other circles: if a circle J 

be described touching the three, its diameter will be equal to the 

distance of its centre from 4. 

373. Four points 4, P, , B lie in a straight line, circles are 
described on AQ (= 2a), BP (= 2b),.and AB(=2c) as diameters; © 
prove that the radius of a circle touching the three is 

0 (= a) (e N. 

c’— ab 9 

374, A polygon of un sides inscribed in a circle is such that 
its sides subtend angles a, 2a, ... na at the centre; prove that its 

area is to the area of the regular inscribed polygon of u sides in 

the ratio | . if 

sin sin 2 2 sin —, 

2 2 

375. ABCD is parallelogram and P any point within it; 
prove that at 

SAPC cot APC ~ A BPD cot BPD 

is independent of the position of P. 
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376. The distances of any point P on a circle from the an- 
1 gular points of a regular polygon of u sides inscribed in the circle 
are the positive roots of the equation 

(d*- a)" = a ( ee at) x? 

+ ae — (d - a*)"~* x* -... = d™ cos 19; 

d being the diameter of the circle and @ the angle subtended at 
the centre by any one of the distances. 

377. The sides of a convex quadrilateral are a, b, c,d and 

2s is their sum ; prove that 

/8(s—a—d) Gd) = = d) 

cannot be greater than the area of the quadrilateral. 

378. The equation giving the length æ of the diagonal joining 
the angles (a, d), (b, c) of a quadrilateral, whose sides taken in 

order are a, b, c, d, is 

ls (ab + ed) — (ac + bd) (ad + be)}? 
| = 4abed cos? a {(a* — a* — b*) ( d) + Aabed sin’ a}; 

_ 2a being the sum of two opposite angles. 

379. In any quadrilateral ABCD, BC, AD meet in Y; CA, 
BD in F, and AB, CD in G prove that 

B. EO EA. AD (. FA-FB.FD)* 
EA.EB.EC.ED sin’ BFA. FEB. PC. FD sin F 

(GA. G- O. GD 
“ G4.GB.GC. GD O 
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VI. Eæpansions of Trigonometrical Functions. 

380, By means of the equivalence of the expansions of 

26 sina * & cosa, and e sin 2x; 

prove that 
, F 

5 sin (2 74 cos | } 2 sin 4 

7 = 0 [7 — 97 a | 7 * 

» 

381. Prove by comparing the coefficients of 0 1 that the 

expansions of sin @ and cos h in terms of @ satisfy the equality 

2 sin 8 cos 0 = sin 20. 

382. Prove that 

sin (n+ 94 a 3 6 2 00 6 
2 —(n—1)2 + [2 2 Gn (ate) gral). 

4 

383. From the expansion of (sin 0 in terms of sines of 
multiples of 6, prove that 

2n(2n—3) 2 (2n—1)(2n—5) 
2 [4 | + tee 

- 

0=1-(2n-1)+ 

| to (n+ 1) terms. 

384, If u be an odd integer, 

19 eRe. ani cos 20 +... to 2 
7* VAT) 

1 cos 6 

(2sin ) n 

Within what limits of @ is this true! 

| 
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385. From the equivalence 

10g (1 18 ( e PN) = log {1 - x(a+2,/—1 sin 6)}, 
obtain the expansions of cos 20, and sin (2n+1)6 in terms of 
sin 6. 

386. From the equivalence 

0 — ss 1 n LI 
2 9 2 cos 4e S4 sin 

resolve the former into its real 3 factors. 

387. If tan (a+ /I) I, a, B being real, then will a 
be indeterminate and B infinite. 

388. If cos (a 8 - 1) 008 6 1 sing, where a, B, & 
are real; then will sin G = sin! a. Find also the relation be- 

. a and B. 

389. If tan (a+ 6 I) = eos I sin &, a, B, & being 
real, then will 

Nr Tf 

2 7. 28 =log tan (f= . 

390. If tan (a 6 =I) = tan 9 =I ses , a, B, 6 being 
real, then will 

24 ur +8, 28 = log oot 8 
2 

391. Prove that 

1’ * 3 2 Qe 

1°41 2°+1 741 4 2 

392. If in a triangle the sides a, ö, and the angle - op- 

posite h be given, and @ be small ; prove that, approximately 

en oe ab’ — 3a°b — Za“ 6. 
75 37 ** U 

W. 6 
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393. Prove that ; 

a x (27)? (37)? 

9sna a (Zr d (r to . 

394. Prove that 

tan 0 1 A 1 N 1 

80 * 405 (3) — 46 (5) — 405 
+ ose 

7＋ 
395. Prove that if 0 be an angle between and — 45 

62 in- 6 4 2 in- 6 2.4 sin'd 2.4.6 sin’ 

2 3 5 

. 1\ tan“ ( 1 9 
= tan ()) 2 + 17375 0 00. 

396. Prove that 

11. 1 „ 
sin % d (r (Zr +0)? (r- (27-67 

+...t0 © 

397. The expansion of tan tan tan x is 

x a 4n 5 * 
* ＋ an ßen e — 168 + 22) [7 + 7 

the tangent being taken m times, 

VII. Series. 

In the summation of many Trigonometric series in which the 
mn term is of the form a,cos7r@, or d, sin 76, a, being a function 
of 7, it is convenient to sum the series in the manner following. 
“To find the sum of 1 +2 cos 6+ 3 cos 20+.,,+ cos (n— 1) 0,” 

Let C1 ＋ 2 cos 0 3 cos 20+... + cos ( 1) 6 

and 8 . e 0 

and let cos 07 / -- I) sin 0 = 2. 
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1 — 2" (n+ 1 —nz) 

(1 —2)" 
8 —(cos nb . I sin n6)(n + I) + m{cos(n+1)0+,/—1sin (n+1)6} 

(2) (sin 4 I cos 20 

2 —— — 1)6+,/—1 sin (2 1) 6 

(2463 2) (cos 6 +,/— 1 ein 6) 

— 2086-/-1 sin 6@—(n+1) {eos(n—1)6+,/—1 sin (n—1)6}+n(cosn6+,/—1 sin 22. 

1 
Whence, equating possible and impossible parts, 

(n + 1) cos (n— 1) 6 — cos - cos nO 

: Then 078.75 = 1422+ 3 T. , T2 = 

ue 2 (1— cos 6) . 

* (n +1) sin (n—1) 0 sin - sin 0 

2 (1 — cos 6) f 

Many others may be summed by separating the rh term into 
a difference of the form U,. - U, U, being some function of 7, 
and U_,, the same function of +1. Thus to sum the series 

1 1 1 1 
nne mie * sin r + in 2 

we have 
1 din 2 ] in (2-2 

sin r sin 2 1 sin Tw sin 2 e sin 27 
S cot 2 cot 2, 

hence n 
00 sin @ 2 5 

1 
25 = Cot cot 255 

2 = cot cot 2, 
sin 2°" a 

and the sum of the series is cot 5 — cot 210. 
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398. Sum the series: | 

sin“ 30 sin® 3°6 . sin“ 31 6 
„ „ 

cos 30 cos® 35% I cos 3 
3 * 37 —. 4. 1) 7 

cos 6 4 £208 36 he cos 39 

(8) sin 30 sin 30 sin 3˙%% 

(4) sin 26 1 3 sin 60 A 3° sin 2. 3% 8 

172 cos 20 17 2 cos 66 17 2 cos 2. 30 : 

3 sin 2. 31 0 

17 2 cos 2. 3107 

2 cos 6 cos 30 2 cos 36 — cos 35% 

(1) sin® 6 + 

(2) cos* 6 — 

(5) sin 36 sin 3°6 

i 2" cos 3°" 6 — 2 cos 35 

sin 3"6 4 

172 cos 20 142 cos 22 0 172 cos 219 

H Wenz en f en 

1-2 cos 20 „1 — 2 cos 25% „1 - cos 2˙9 

(7) sin 20 3 l sin 20 ” 

(8) 5 sin 36—3sin 50 5 sin 120 — 3 sin 200 
cos 30 — co 50 cos 120 — cos 200 5 

15 sin 3. 4% — 3 sin 5.4 
cos 3. 410 — cos 5. 10 

1+4 sin 0 sin 30 174 sin 46 sin 126 

＋4 * 

(9) an 19 sin 160 
1+4 sin 410 sin 3, 49 n—1 ' 

+3 sin 4% ? 

(10) cos 0+ 5 008 20 + 7 008 30 + + to co, 

cos 30 cos 50 
(11) cos 0 — 1 + 1 — .. to o, 
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cos 30 cos 58 

1 5 
cos 0 — . to , 

43) cond n 008 (a1) +" =D con n—2)0 e nee! 

cos 20 | cos 38 1 

eves — 

1 cos 30 1.3 cos 50 

$ 3. 7 

(14) 0s 6 

(15) cos 6 + +... to , 

(16) 0084 sin 8+ 00s" 0 os 2 . to 0, 

eos? 20 cos 30 1.3 cos 50 
2 3 2 4 008° 2% . to 2. (17) cos 20 cos 6+ 

399. Prove that 

Baal at 2 dor 
seo 0 ee . +0) + seo (= + 6) +... + see {2(m —1)= — 0 

is equal to 0, or to ( 1)? m sec m0, according as m is even or 
odd; also that 

sec" 0+ sec" (— +0) ee {2(m—1)= +0} 
) m m 

* 

1—(—1)* cos 6 
even or odd. 

is equal to „or to m' sec md, according as m is 
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VIII. Miscellaneous Questions. 

. 

1 2 a 

4 * * 

. 1 ps 
— eee · 

401. The ambiguities in the equations 

605 2 + sin 2. u. e cos — sin 22 = + „- sin A) 

may be replaced by (— 1)", ( 1)", where m, n denote the greatest 
A+90° A + 270° a 

integers in 360°? and — 360" — respectively. 

402. If a+6 (tan 6+ tan ꝙ) Ae tan tan 6=0, prove that 4 

1 1 
a cos’ 6+ 25 sin 6 cosO Te sin a cos p+ 25 sin p cos ꝙ + ¢ sin’ d 

a+e 
ac — 

403. AB is a fixed straight line, C a point in it such that 
340 = AB, and P a point between Band C: if CP=CB sin b, 
then will BP. AP 1 sin 30. Hence prove that BP. A is 
greatest when P bisects BC. 

404, Find « from the equation 

is equal to 5. 

1 1 1 ar. 1 agen ee tan > + tan 5 tan as 

and find the tangent of the angle 

1 1 Lie 212 —1 — . tan 3 3 tan 7 + tan 26 7 

405. Three parallel straight lines are drawn through the 
angular points of a triangle ABC to meet the opposite sides in 

D, E, V; prove that 

DB. DO , HC.HA FA. V 
D EBT O 

the segments of a side being affected with opposite signs when 
they fall on opposite sides of the point of section. 

=1, 
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406. Reduce to its simplest form 

ein (a-) 

uur. Prove that f 

n 
70 83 447’ 

1 1 1 
1 — —1 

(2) tan 99 tan 157 + tan 26 
1 1 1 3 1s -1 2 oe 1 

(3) O= tan” 19 — tan 57 — tan 4 162” 

0 T- tem- 4 tam g 2 ta- H 2tan- 1g + tan 

44708. Prove that 
ee 6) ＋ sin 48 sin (a-) A sin 4 sin (8 —a) 

sin (8 — 5) + ein (y—a) +sin(a—) 
= 23 sin (2a +8 + y) + Xsin2(8+y) + Xsin (38 + . 

4 409. Prove that 

1 2 

a -S- 336n +164) > +... 

aA li — 

a hes If P be any point on the Nine Points’ Circle of the 

hy “A sin A cos (B - C) + PB" sin B cos (C- 4) + PC" sin Co (0-4) 
= R*(4sin A sin B sin C ein 2A sin 2B sin 20). 

sen 2x-1)(20082Bysin28-1)-{200 SB stole oneal 

3 
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CONIC SECTIONS, GEOMETRICAL. 

I. Parabola. 

411. Two parabolas having the same focus intersect ; prove 
that the angles between their tangents at the points of intersec- 

tion are either equal or supplementary. 

412. A chord PQ of a parabola is a normal at P and sub- 
tends a right angle at the focus S; prove that SQ is twice SP. 

413. A chord PQ of a parabola normal at P subtends a right 
angle at the vertex ; prove that SQ is three times SP. 

414. Two circles each touch a parabola and touch each other 

at the focus of the parabola; prove that the angle between the 

focal distances of the points of contact with the parabola = 1200. 

415. Two parabolas have a common focus and their axes in 

opposite directions; prove that if a circle be drawn through the 
focus touching both the parabolas the line joining the points of 

contact subtends at the focus an angle of 60°. 

416. In a parabola AQ is drawn through the vertex 4 at 
right angles to a chord AP to meet the diameter through P in Q; 
prove that O lies on a fixed straight line. 

417. Through any point P of a parabola a straight line 

QPQ is drawn perpendicular to the axis and terminated by the 

tangents at the extremities of the latus rectum; prove that the 
distance of P from the latus rectum is a mean proportional be- 
tween QP, PQ. 

418. The locus of a point dividing in a given ratio a chord of 
a parabola which is parallel to a given line is a parabola, | 

419. From any point on the tangent at any point of a para- 

bola perpendiculars are let fall on the focal distance and on the 
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axis; prove that the sum, or the difference, of the focal distances 
of the feet of these perpendiculars is equal to half the latus 
rectum, 

420. Two points are taken on a parabola such that the sum 
of the parts of the normals intercepted between the points and the 
axis is equal to the part of the axis intercepted between the nor- 
mals; prove that the difference of the normals is equal to the 
latus rectum. 

421. SY is the perpendicular from the focus of a parabola on 
any tangent, a straight line is drawn through Y parallel to the 
axis to meet in O a straight line through & at right angles to SY; 
prove that the locus of is a parabola. 

422. At one extremity of a given finite straight line is drawn 
any circle touching the line, and from the other extremity is 

drawn a tangent to the circle; prove that the point of intersec- 
tion of this tangent with the tangent parallel to the given straight 
line lies on a fixed parabola, 

423. Two parabolas have a common focus; from any point 
on their common tangent are drawn the other tangents to the 
two; prove that the distances of these from the common focus 
are in a constant ratio. 

424. Two tangents are drawn to a parabola making equal 
angles with a given straight line ; prove that their point of inter- 
section lies on a fixed straight line passing through the focus. 

425. Two parabolas have their axes parallel and two parallel 
tangents are drawn to them; prove that the straight line joining 

the points of contact passes through a fixed point, 

426. Two parabolas have a common focus &, parallel tangents 
drawn to them at , O meet their common tangent in J”, G; 
prove that the angle 78% is equal to the angle between the axes 
of the parabolas, and the angle P’SQ’ supplementary. 
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427. If on a tangent to a parabola be taken two points equi- 
distant from the focus, the two other tangents drawn to the para- 

bola from these points will intersect on the axis. 

428, A circle is described on the latus rectum of a parabola 

as diameter, and a straight line drawn through the focus meets 

the curves in P,Q; prove that the tangents at , O intersect 

either on the latus rectum, or on a straight line parallel to the 

latus rectum at a distance from it equal to the latus rectum. 

429. A chord of a parabola is drawn parallel to a given 

straight line and on this chord as diameter a circle is described ; 

prove that the distance between the middle points of this chord 

and of the chord joining the other two points of intersection 

of the circle and parabola is of constant length. 

430. On any chord of a parabola as diameter is described a 
circle cutting the parabola again in two points ; if these points be 

joined the portion of the axis of the parabola intercepted between 

the two chords is equal to the latus rectum. 

431. <A parabola is described having its focus on the are, its 

axis parallel to the axis, and touching the directrix, of a given 

parabola ; prove that the two curves will touch each other. 

432. Circles are described having for diameters a series of 
parallel chords of a given parabola; prove that they will all 

touch another parabola related to the given one in the manner 
described in the last question. 

433. The locus of the centre of the circle circumscribing the 
triangle formed by two fixed tangents to a parabola and any other 
tangent is a straight line. 

434, ‘Two equal parabolas, A and B, have a common vertex 
and axes in the same straight line; prove that the locus of the 

poles with respect to B of tangents to A is A, 

435. Three common tangents P, QQ’, RR are drawn to 

two parabolas and PQ, P’Q intersect in L; prove that LR, LA 
are parallel to the axes of the two parabolas. 
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436. Two equal parabolas have a common focus and axes 
opposite; two circles are described touching each other, each with 
its centre on one parabola and touching the tangent at the vertex 
of that parabola: prove that the rectangle under their radii is 
constant whether the circles touch internally or externally, but in 
the former case is four times as great as in the latter. 

437. Two equal parabolas are placed with their axes in the 
same straight line and their vertices at a distance equal to the 
latus rectum; a tangent drawn to one meets the other in two 
points: prove that the circle on this chord as diameter will touch 

the parabola of which this is the chord. 

438. Two equal parabolas have their axes parallel and oppo- 
site, and one passes through the centre of curvature at the vertex 
of the other; prove that this relation is reciprocal and that the 
parabolas intersect at right angles. 

439. PP’ is any chord of a parabola, PM, P are drawn 
perpendicular to the tangent at the vertex; prove that the circle 
on MM’ as diameter, and the circle of curvature at the vertex will 

have P for their radical axis. 

440. A parabola touches the sides of a triangle ABC in 
A’, B, C, BC’ meets BC in P, another parabola is drawn touching 
the sides and P is its point of contact with BC; prove that its 
axis is parallel to BC’. 

441, The directrix of a parabola and one point of the curve 
being given ; prove that the parabola will touch a fixed parabola 
to which the given straight line is the tangent at the vertex, 

442. If a triangle be self-conjugate to a parabola, the lines 
joining the middle point of its sides will touch the parabola ; and 

the lines joining any angular point of the triangle to the point of 
contact of the corresponding tangent will be parallel to the axis, 

443. If a complete quadrilateral be formed by four tangents 
to a parabola, the common radical axis of the three cireles on the 
diagonals as diameters will be the directrix of the parabola, 
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444, A circle and parabola meet in four points and tangents 
are drawn to the parabola at these points; prove that the axis of 
the parabola will bisect the three diagonals of the quadrilateral 
formed by these tangents, : 

II. Central Contes. 

445. If SY be perpendicular on the tangent, SZ on the 
normal, S being the focus, YZ will pass through the centre. 

446. A common tangent is drawn to a conic and to the 
circle whose diameter is a latus rectum; prove that the latus 

rectum bisects the angle between the focal distances of the points 

of contact. 

447, A perpendicular from the centre on the tangent meets 
the focal distances of the point of contact in two points; prove 

that either of these points is at a constant distance from the feet 

of the perpendiculars from the foci on the tangent. 

448, The tangent at a point P meets the major axis in 7’; 

prove that SP : :: AN : AT, N being the foot of the orien 

and A the nearer vertex. 

449, The circle passing through the feet of the perpendiculars 

from the foci on the tangent and through the foot of the ordinate. 

will pass through the centre; and the angle subtended at either 

extremity of the major axis by the distance between the feet of the 
perpendiculars is equal or supplementary to the angle which either 

focal distance makes with the corresponding perpendicular. 

450. A series of conics having a common focus & and major 

axes equal and in the same straight line will all touch the two 

parabolas having the same focus S, and latus rectum a line coinci- 

dent with the major axes in direction and of double the length. 

451. A conic is described having the same focus as a parabola 
and major axis coincident in direction with the latus rectum of 
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| the parabola and equal to half the latus rectum ; prove that it will 
touch the parabola. 

452. In a conic PG is the normal at P, S the focus; prove 
that if SG = PG, SP is equal to the latus rectum. 

453. CPQ is a common radius to the circles on the minor 

and major axes of an ellipse, and tangents to the circles at P, 
meet these axes in U, T; prove that 7'U will touch the ellipse. 

454. F, S’ are the foci of a conic, SPY, SPT perpendicu- 
lars on a tangent to the auxiliary circle meeting the conic in P, 
; prove that the rectangle SY, S = the rectangle S'Y’, 
SP = BC’, 

455. Given the foci and the fact of the major axis; obtain 
by a geometrical construction the points in which the conic meets 
a given straight line drawn through one of the foci. 

456. A tangent to a conic at P meets the minor axis in 7, 
and 20 is drawn perpendicular to SP one of the focal distances; 
prove that SQ is of constant length: and, PW being drawn perpen- 
dicular to the minor axis, that OM will pass through a fixed 

point. 

457. One focus of a conic, a tangent line, and the length of 
the major axis is given; prove that the locus of the second focus 
is a circle. Determine the portions of the locus which correspond 
to an ellipse, and to a hyperbola of which the given point is an 
interior focus to the branch touched by the given straight line. 

458. PCG is a diameter of a conic, OO a parallel chord 
_ bisected in F, PV intersects CQ, or CQ’ in N; sited bash 
locus of 2 is a parabola, 

459. If CP, CD be conjugate radii of an ellipse, and if through 
C astraight line be drawn parallel to either focal distance of J, 
the distance of D from this straight line will be equal to half the 
minor axis, 
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460. If three tangents to a conic be such that their points of 
intersection are at equal distances from one of the foci, each 
distance will be equal to the major axis: and the second focus 

will be the centre of perpendiculars of the triangle formed by the 

tangents. 

461. A straight line is drawn touching the circle on the 

minor axis of an ellipse, meeting the ellipse in P, and the director 

circle of the ellipse in O, C; prove that the focal distances of Y 

‘are equal to YP, UP. 

462. A conic is inscribed in a triangle and is concentric with 

the Nine Points’ Circle; prove that it will have double contact 

with the Nine Points’ Circle, 

463. EF is a chord of a circle, & is its middle point; con- 
struct a conic of which / is one point, & one focus, and the given 
circle the circle of curvature at . 

464, If P be a point on an ellipse equidistant from the minor 
axis and from one of the directrices, the circle of curvature at P 

will pass through one of the foci, 

465. If S be the focus of a conic, K the foot of the directrix, 
O a point on the tangent at P, QR, QR’ perpendiculars on SP, 
SK respectively; then will SZ bear to K a constant ratio. 

466. TH an equilateral’ tangle POR Us inscioed ae ae 
auxiliary circle of an ellipse, and Y, C, I be the corresponding 
points on the ellipse, the circles of curvature at P, C, R’ meet 

in one point lying on the ellipse and on the circle circumscribing 
POL. 

467. From a point on an ellipse perpendiculars are drawn to 
the axes and produced to meet the circles on these axes re- 

spectively ; prove that the line joining the points of intersection 
passes through the centre, 

468. Z'P, TQ are tangents to a conic, Qy, Pp chords parallel 

to 27, TQ respectively; prove that pq is parallel to PQ. 

+ Se. 

oy 
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469. QQ’ is a chord of an ellipse parallel to one of the equi- 
‘conjugate diameters, QV, CN“ are drawn perpendicular to the 
major axis; prove that the triangles ON, CN are equal; also 
that the normals at QQ intersect on the diameter which is per- 

pendicular to the other equi-conjugate. 

470. Any ordinate VP of an ellipse is produced to meet the 
auxiliary circle in Q, and normals to the ellipse and circle at P, Q 
meet in N; RK, RL are drawn perpendicular to the axes; prove 

that K, P, Z lie on one straight line and that XP, PL are equal 

respectively to the semi axes. 

471. Two conics are described having a common minor axis, 
and such that the outer touches the directrices of the inner; 

MP?’ is a common ordinate; prove that JZ?’ is equal to the 
normal at H. 

472. OPP drawn perpendicular to the major axis of an 
ellipse meets the ellipse in P, / and the auxiliary circle in O; 
prove that the part of the normal to the circle at O intercepted 
between the normals to the ellipse at P and P’ is equal to the 
minor axis. 

473. The perpendicular from the focus of a conic on any 
tangent and the central radius to the point of contact will in- 
tersect on the directrix. 

474. On the normal to an ellipse at P are taken two points 

O, O, such that ==; prove that the cosine of the 

angle 00 v 40.50. 
475. A hyperbola is described through the focus of a para- 

bola and with its foci lying on the parabola; prove that one of its 
asymptotes is parallel to the axis of the parabola, 

476. A parabola passes through two given points and its 
axis is parallel to a given line; prove that the locus of its focus is 
a hyperbola, 
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~ 

477. If two tangents of a hyperbola be the asymptotes of | 

another hyperbola and that other touch one of the asymptotes of 
the former it will touch both. 

478. Two similar conics A, B are placed with their major 
axes in the same straight line, and the focus of A is the centre of 

; if a common tangent be drawn the focal distance of its point 

of contact with A will be equal to the semi major axis of B. 

479. A series of similar conics are described having the same 
focus and direction of major axis, and tangents are drawn to them 

at points where they meet a fixed circle having its centre at the 
common focus; prove that these tangents will all touch a similar 

fixed conic whose major axis is a diameter of the circle. 

480. If a chord of a conic subtend a right angle at each of the 
foci, it must be either parallel to the major axis or a diameter, 

481. From the foci S, S of an ellipse perpendiculars SY, 

S’Y’ are let fall on any tangent; prove that the perimeter of the 

quadrilateral SYY’S’ will be the greatest possible when YY’ 
subtends a right angle at the centre. 

482. The angle which a diameter of an ellipse subtends at 
the extremity of the axis major is supplementary to that which its 

conjugate subtends at the extremity of the axis minor, 

483. From the focus of an ellipse is drawn a straight line 

perpendicular to the tangent at a point of the auxiliary circle ; 

prove that this perpendicular is equal to the focal distance of the 
corresponding point of the ellipse. 

484, Ifon any tangent to a conic be taken two points equi- 

distant from one focus and subtending a right angle at the other 
focus ; their distance from the former focus is constant. 

485. Ifa conic be described having one side of a triangle for 
directrix, the opposite angle for centre, and the centre of perpen- 

diculars for focus; the sides of the triangle which meet in the 
centre will be conjugate diameters. 
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486. An ellipse is described touching two confocal ellipses, 
and having the same centre; prove that the tangents to the two 
ellipses at two points of contact will be perpendicular to each 
other. 

487, An ellipse is described having double contact with each 
of two confocal ellipses ; prove that the sum of the squares on its 
axes is constant. 

488. If SY, SZ be perpendiculars from the focus & on two 
tangents drawn from 7’ to a conic, the perpendicular from 7’ on 
YZ will pass through the other focus. 

489. The tangent to a conic at P meets the axes in 7, t. 
and the central radius at right angles to CP in Q; prove that Q7’ 
bears to Ot a constant ratio. 

490, The foot of the perpendicular from the focus of a conic 

on the tangent at the extremity of the farther latus rectum lies on 
the minor axis. 

491. The tangents and normals drawn to a series of confocal 
conics at the extremities of their latera recta will touch two para- 
bolas having their foci at the given foci and touching each other 
at the centre. 

492. Through a given point O on a given conic are drawn two 
chords OP, OQ, equally inclined to a given straight line; prove 
that PQ passes through a fixed point. 

493. A chord PQ of a conic is normal at , and a diameter 

LI’ is drawn bisecting the chord; prove that PQ makes equal 
angles with LP, L, and that LP # L is constant. 

494. A given finite straight line is an equi-conjugate dia- 
meter of an ellipse; prove that the locus of its foci is a lem- 
niscate. 

495. A parallelogram is inscribed in a conic, and from any 
point on this conic are drawn two straight lines each parallel to 

W. 7 
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two sides of the parallelogram ; prove that the rectangle under 

the segments of these lines made by the parallelogram are in 

a constant ratio. 

496. Any two central conics in the same plane have two con- 

jugate diameters of the one parallel respectively to two conjugase 

diameters of the other; and in general no more. 

497. In two similar and similarly situated ellipses are taken 

two parallel chords PP’, GY; PQ, P meet the two conics 

in N, S; R., & respectively; prove that RR’, SS’ are parallel to 

each other. Also QQ’, RR’, and PP’, SS’ intersect in points lying 

on a fixed straight line, 

498. A circle is described touching the focal distances of any 

point on a given conic, and passing through a given point on the 

major axis; prove that it will meet the major axis in another 

fixed point. The given point must be between the foci for a 
hyperbola, and beyond them for an ellipse. . 

499. <A circle described on the part of the tangent at P 

intercepted between the tangents at the ends of the major axis 

meets the conic again in ; prove that the ordinate of O is to 

the ordinate of P as the minor axis to the sum of the minor axis 

and the diameter conjugate to P. 

500. If a conic be inscribed in a triangle ABC and have 

its focus at O; and if the angles BOC, COA, AOB be denoted 

by A’, B, O, 

OAsnA Oz sin B 00 sin G 
sin (4 4) sin(B’—B) sin (C= 

With what convention will this be true if O be a point without 

the triangle ? 

= major axis. 

501. OA, OB are tangents to a conic, a straight line is drawn 
meeting OA, OB in O, , AB in R, and the conic in P, P; 

prove that OP. G: OP. O :: RP: RP’; and that, for a 
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series of parallel straight lines the ratio QP. PQ’ : NP“ is con- 

stant. 

502. 8, S“ are foci of an ellipse whose minor axis is equal to 
SS’, P any point on the ellipse, O the centre of the circle cireum- 
scribed to SPS’; prove that the circle on OP as diameter will 
touch the major axis at the foot of the normal at H. 

503. Through different points of a given straight line are 
drawn chords of a given conic, bisected respectively at the points; 

prove that they will touch a fixed parabola, 

504. With a fixed point O on a conic as focus is described a 
parabola touching any pair of conjugate diameters of the conic ; 
prove that this parabola will have a fixed tangent parallel to the 
tangent at O, and that this tangent divides CO in the ratio 
CO’ : CO”, CO, CO’ being conjugate radii. 

505. Through a point O are drawn two straight lines, each 
passing through the pole of the other with respect to a given 
conic; any tangent to the conic meets them in P, Q; prove that 
the other tangents drawn from P, Q to the conic intersect on the 
polar of O. 

506. <A parabola is described having the focus S of a given 
conic for its focus and touching the minor axis; prove that a 

common tangent to the two curves will subtend a right angle at 8, 
and that its point of contact with either conic lies on the directrix 
of the other. 

III. Rectangular Hyperbola. 

507. 4, B, C, D are four points on a rectangular hyperbola 

and BC is perpendicular to AD; prove that CA is perpendicular 
to BD and AB to CD. 

_ 608. The angle between two diameters of a rectangular hy- 
perbola is equal to the angle between the conjugate diameters, 

7—2 
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509. 44“ is the transverse axis, P any point on the curve, 

PK, PL are drawn at right angles to AP, 4 to meet the axis; 

prove that PR A and PL=AP, and that the normal at 
P bisects KL, 

510. The foci of an ellipse are the extremities of a diameter 

of a rectangular hyperbola ; prove that the tangent and normal to 

the ellipse at any one of the points where it meets the hyperbola 

are parallel to the asymptotes of the hyperbola, 

511. On a series of parallel chords of a rectangular hyperbola 

as diameters are described a series of circles ; prove that they will 

have a common radical axis, 

512. A circle and a rectangular hyperbola intersect in four 
points, two of which are the extremities of a diameter of the 

hyperbola; prove that the other two will be the extremities 

of a diameter of the circle. 

513. Any chord of a rectangular hyperbola subtends at the 

extremities of any diameter angles which are either equal or sup- 

plementary: equal if the extremities of the chord be on the same 

branch and on the same side of the diameter, or on opposite 

branches and on opposite sides: otherwise supplementary. 

514. AB is a chord of a circle and a diameter of a rect- 

angular hyperbola, P any point on the circle; PA, PB meet the 
hyperbola again in C, Ie; prove that BQ, AF will intersect on the 

circle, 

515. Two points are taken on a rectangular hyperbola and its 

conjugate, the tangents at which are at right angles to each other; 

prove that the central radii to the point are also at right angles to 

each other. 

516. OP, CQ are radii of a rectangular hyperbola, tangents 
at P, Q meet in J and intersect CQ, UP respectively in 2, C; 

prove that a circle can be described about CPT. 

: 
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517. A parallelogram has its angular points on the are of a 
rectangular hyperbola and from any point on the hyperbola are 
drawn two straight lines parallel to the sides ; prove that the four 

points in which these straight lines meet the sides of the paralle- 
logram lie on a circle, 

518. The tangent at a point P of a rectangular hyperbola 
meets a diameter C in 7’; prove that CQ, T0 subtend equal 

angles at P. 

519. Through any point on a rectangular hyperbola are 
drawn two chords at right angles to each other; prove that 
the circle passing through the point and bisecting the chords will 
pass through the centre, 

520. If PG be a fixed diameter and Q any point on the 
curve, the angles OG, QGP will differ by a constant angle. 

521. 4, B are two fixed points, P a point such that AP, BP 
make equal angles with a given straight line; prove that the 
locus of P is a rectangular hyperbola. 

522. QR is any chord of a rectangular hyperbola, CP a radius 
perpendicular to it; prove that the distance of P from either 
asymptote is a mean proportional between the distances of C, A 
from the other. 

523. Two circles touch the same branch of a rectangular 
hyperbola in the points P, O, and touch each other at the centre 
prove that the angle PCQ = 60°. 

3524. On opposite sides of any chord of a rectangular hyper- 
bola are described equal segments of circles ; prove that the four 
points in which the completed circles again meet the hyperbola 
are the angular points of a parallelogram. 

525. A circle and rectangular hyperbola intersect in four 
points; prove that the diameter of the hyperbola which is per- 
pendicular to the chord joining any two of the points will bisect 
the chord joining the other two. 
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526. PP is a diameter of a rectangular hyperbola, QQ’, RR’ 
two ordinates to it on opposite branches ; prove that a common 

tangent to the circles whose diameters are OO, RR will subtend 
a right angle at P and at P. 

527. Circles are drawn through two given points, and diame- 
ters drawn parallel to a given straight line; prove that the locus 

of the extremities of these diameters is a rectangular hyperbola 

which asymptotes make equal angles with the line of centres of 
the circles and with the given straight line. 

528. The tangent at a point P of a rectangular hyperbola, 

and the diameter perpendicular to CP are drawn; prove that the 

segments of any other tangent, from the point of contact to the 
points where it meets these two lines, will subtend supplementary 
angles at P. 

529. The normal at a point P of a rectangular hyperbola 

meets the curve again in O: two chords PH, PR’, are drawn 
through Pat right angles to each other; prove that the points of 

intersection of QR, PZ’, and of QR’, PR lie on the diameter at 

right angles to CP. 
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CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES. 

I. Straight Line, Linear Transformation, Circle. 

Ix any question relating to the intersections of a curve and 
two straight lines, it is generally convenient to use one equation 

representing both straight lines, Thus, to prove the theorem 
that Any chord of a given conic subtending a right angle at a 

given point of the conic passes through a fixed point in the nor- 
mal at the given point;” we may take the equation of the conic 
referred to the tangent and normal at a point 

ax* A + cy? +2a=0; 

the equation of any pair of straight lines through this point, at 
right angles to each other, is 

| * + 2hay —y*'=0; 

1 and at the points of intersection 

(ach 2 (b+cd) ay =; 

or, at the points other than the origin, 

3 (a+c)a+2(b+cdA)y+2=0, 

Which is therefore the equation of a chord subtending a right 
angle at the origin. This passes through the point y = 0, 
_ (@+e)a+2=0; a fixed point in the normal. 

If two points be given as the intersections of a straight line and 
a a conic, the equation of the line joining these points to the origin 

) or meet be'n homognena Ser 

7 
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tion in , / of the second degree. Thus the straight lines joining 

the origin to the points 

ac® + by*® +¢+ 2% + 20 + 2c'ay =0, 

% LD =, 

are c (aa® + by* + 2c'xy) = (a/ + O. 

The results of linear transformations may generally be ob- 

tained from the consideration that, the origin being unaltered, 

* + 2% / cos 0 

must be transformed into 

ö X ＋ 2A cos Q T., 

if (æ, ), (A, T) represent the same point, and o, Q be the angles 

between the axes. Thus if 

ac + by? + ¢+2a’y + 2b’a + 20 

be transformed into AX*+......; and if we give h such a 
value that 

h (a? + y? + 2ay cos w) — {aa* +....... } 

separate into factors, the corresponding transformed expression 

must also separate into factors, Heuce the two equations 

—c(h—a)(h—b) + 2a (h cos w—c’) — (h—a) a” 

Se — (h—6)b" + Os, -= =0, 

e O, 

must coincide: and thus all the invariants may be deduced. 

One form of the equation of the circle may be mentioned: if 
(, i), (e, y,) be the extremities of a diameter, the equation of 
the circle is 

(wa) (e-2,) + (y-y,)(y—y,)=0. 
530. The equation of the two straight lines which pass 

through the origin and make an angle a with the straight 
line = is | | 

*. ＋ 2ey sec 2 % = 0, 
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331. If the straight lines represented by the equation 
(tan! ꝙ + cos" ) — 2% tan p + sin? d= 0 

make angles a, 8 with the axis of æ, 

tan a ~ tan B= 2. 

532. Form the equation of the straight lines joining the 
origin to the points given by the equations 

(ah? - H = ke +hy=2hk; 

and prove that they will be at right angles if A + . 

533. The locus of the equation 

9 — 1 * 1 
2+ 2+... to 

is the part of two straight lines at right angles to each other 
which include one quadrant. 

y=2+ 

534. If the formule for effecting any transformation of co- 

ordinates be 
e=aX+bY+e, y=aX+bY +e, 

then will (ab - a’b’) (ab — ab) = bb’ d. 

535, The expression 

acc + by* +0+ 2a'y + 2x + Qec'ny 

is transformed to 

AX* + BY* +0 +2A'X + 2BY + 20° XY, 

‘the origin being unaltered ; prove that 

a” +b? —2a'b’ cosw A. + B® 24 cos 2 
sin w sin“ 2 : 

2a'b'c’ - — bb” 2 24 AA — BB 

sin“ w sin“ Q . 

, Q being the angles between the axes. 
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536. If ABC be an acute-angled triangle, P any point in its 
plane ; the three circular loci 

PA’ = PB PO, PB*= PC* + PA, PA*=PB* + PC 

will have their radical centre at the centre of the circle circum- 

scribing the triangle. | 

537. The radii of two circles are a, 6, and the distance 

between their centres / (a? )); prove that any common 
tangent subtends a right angle at the point bisecting the distance 

between their centres. 

538. A certain point has the same polar with respect to each 

of two circles; prove that any common tangent subtends a right 

angle at that point. 

539. AB is a diameter of a circle, O a point in a fixed 

straight line passing through 4, from O two tangents are drawn 

to the circle meeting the tangent at B in P, C; prove that 
BP + BQ is constant. 

540. AB is a diameter of a circle, a chord through A meets 

the tangent at Bin P, and from any point in the chord produced 

are drawn two tangents to the circle ; prove that the lines joining 

A to the points of contact will meet the tangent at B in points 
equidistant from P. 

541. Three circles A, B, C have a common radical axis, and 

from any point on C two tangents are drawn to A, B respect- 

ively ; prove that the ratio between the squares on these tangents 

is equal to the ratio between the distances of the centres of A, B 

from the centre of C. | 

542. On two circles are taken two points such that the 

tangents drawn each from one point to the other circle are 
equal; prove that the points are equidistant from the radical 

axis, 

543. There are two systems of circles such that any circle of 

one system cuts any circle of the other system at right angles ; 
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4 prove that the circles of either system have a common radical 
axis which is the line of centres of the circles of the other 
system. 

544. Given two circles, a tangent to one at P meets the 
polar of P with respect to the other in I”; prove that the circle 
on PP’ as diameter will pass through two fixed points, which will 
be imaginary or real, according as the circles intersect in real or 
imaginary points. 

545. One circle lies entirely within another, a tangent to the 
inner meets the outer in P, P, and the radical axis in O: if S be 
the internal vanishing circle which has the same radical axis, the 

ratio sin PSP’ Ser: is constant. Si nae 

546. Prove that the equation 

{a cos (a + g) +y sin (a + 8) du cos (a- 5) 

ler cos (y + 8) +y sin (y + 8) a cos (y — 8)} 
= {a cos (a+ y)+ sin (a )- a cos (a —y)} 

{a cos (G + 8) + y sin (8 + 8) —a@ cos (B — ) 

is equivalent to the equation * = a; and state the property 
of the circle expressed by the equation in this form. 

547. The radii of two circles are N, r, the distance between 

their centres is ,/(R’+2r*), and r<2R; prove that an infinite 
number of triangles can be inscribed in the first, which are self- 
conjugate with respect to the second: and that an infinite number 

of triangles can be circumscribed to the second which are self- 
conjugate with respect to the first, 

548. A triangle is inscribed in the circle 2* + y’ und two 
of its sides touch the circle (v d) e’, prove that the third 
en touch the circle 

CG tH ay 
4 aie that this circle coincides with the second if & Nr. 
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II. Parabola referred to its axis, 

The equation of the parabola being taken / 4am, the co- 

ordinates of any point on it may be represented by (5, , = , 

and with this notation, the oe of the tangent is y= ma + <; 

of the normal my +2%= 2a+ 2 1755 and of the chord through two 

points (m,, m,), 2m m α = n, ＋ m,) ＋ 240 = 0. The equation of 
the two tangents drawn through a point (A, Y) is 

(T- 4d) (y’ — 4ax) ={ Vy - 2a («+ A) 5. 

As an example, we may take the following, “ To find the locus 
of the point of intersection of normals to a parabola at right 
angles to each other.” 

If (X, Y) be a point on the locus, the points on the parabola 
to which the normals are drawn from (A, T) are given by the 

equation 
mY + (X — 2a)-a=0; 

and if m,, m,, m, be the three roots of this equation, 

2a—X ee 
mm, mim + MMs = 0, mmm. = 1 

also since two normals meet at right angles in the point, the pro- 
duct of two of the roots is — 1. Let then m. = 1. Then 

34 —-X — F. 

n 

m. +m, +m, = 

— C 
mM, = T 5 M, +m, = 

or the locus is the parabola 

Ta (A aad 3a). 

Again, “The sides of a triangle touch a parabola, and two of 
its angular points lie on another parabola having the same axis, 

to find the locus of the third angular point.” 
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Let the equations of the parabolas be % = 4a, y* = 4a’ (x +a), 
and let the three tangents be at 8 „ m. The point of inter- 

section of (1) and (2) l, 65 ey: and if this lie on the 

2 

a’ (7+) = 4a’ ( 8 +a), 
1 . min, 

and similarly for mn, m,. Hence m,, m, are the two roots of the 
quadratic in 2, 

second parabola 

„e : (n . f 
m, 3 mM, m, 

r 
a m m 

and the equation of the locus is 
’ 2 , 

y?_ 424-4) ( we 2 b 
a a 

a parabola which coincides with the second if a = 4a’. 

549. Two parabolas have a common vertex A and a common 
axis, an ordinate VPQ meets them, and a tangent at P meets 

the outer parabola in e, ; AR, AR’ meet the ordinate in 
IL, V; prove that VP, NQ are respectively harmonic and geo- 

metric means between VL, VM. 

550. A triangle is inscribed in a parabola and another tri- 
angle similar and similarly situated circumscribes it; prove that 
the sides of the former triangle are respectively four times the 

ding sides of the latter, 
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551. 77, TQ are two tangents to a parabola ; prove that the 

perpendiculars let fall from , J, O on any other tangent are in 
geometric progression. 

552. Four fixed tangents are drawn to a parabola, and from 

the angular points taken in order of a quadrangle formed by them 

are let fall perpendiculars % p,, Pe p, on any other tangent ; 

prove that p, P= P,P, 

553. The distance of the middle point of any one of the three 
diagonals of a quadrilateral from the axis of the parabola which 

touches the sides is one fourth of the sum of the distances of the 

four points of contact from the axis, 

554. Through the point 7, where the tangent to a given 

parabola at P meets the axis, is drawn a straight line 7QQ’ 

meeting the parabola in Q, C, and dividing the ordinate of P 

in a given ratio; prove that PQ, PY will both touch a fixed 

parabola having the same vertex and axis as the given one. 

555. Two equal parabolas have their axes in the same 

straight line, and from any point on the outer tangents are drawn 

to the inner; prove that these tangents will intercept a constant. 

length on the tangent at the vertex of the inner, 

556. If p, 9, r be the perpendiculars from the angular points 

of a triangle ABC, whose sides touch a parabola, on the directrix, 

and a, y,  perpendiculars from the same points on any other 

tangent, 
ptanA+gqtanB+r tan = O, 

2. tan 4 g tan B tan C 5 
x y 2 

and 

557. A tangent is drawn to the circle of curvature at the 
vertex of a parabola, and the ordinates of the points where it 

meets the parabola are % y,; prove that be ae : , 2c being 

the latus rectum, ! : 

* 
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558. OA, OB are two tangents to a parabola meeting the 
1 tangent a he dab. Q; prove that 

+ PQ=O0A cos QPA = OB cos POB. 

559. Two parabolas have a common focus and direction of 
axis, OC a chord of the outer is bisected by the inner in P, 
Y parallel to the axis meets the outer in P’; prove that QP is 
a mean proportional between the tangents drawn from P to the 

560. The locus of the centre of the Nine Points’ Circle of a 
triangle, formed by three tangents to a parabola, of which two are 
fixed, is a straight line. 

561. Prove that the parabolas 7* = 4ax, y* + 2cy + 4ax = 8a’, 
cut each other at right angles in two points, 

562. Through each point of the straight line i+ 41 is 

drawn a chord of the parabola y*=4aa bisected in the point; 

prove that this chord touches the parabola 

(y- 2a x) = 8a (Y- ). 

563. Two equal parabolas have a common focus and axes in 
the same straight line ; from any point of either two tangents are 

drawn to the other: prove that the centres of two of the four 
circles which touch the sides of the triangle formed by the tan- 

_ gents and their chord of contact lie on the parabola to which the 
_ tangents are drawn. 

564. The two parabolas y°=ax, = 4a ( a) are so ro- 
- lated that if a normal’to the latter meet the former in P, Y, and 
Abe the vertex of the former, AP or A?” is perpendicular to the 
normal. 

565. The normals at three points of the parabola 5 4a 

meet in the point (A, 1); prove that the equation of the circle 

‘through the three points is 
2 (a* + 2 (h + 2a) —hy = 0, 
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566. A straight line parallel to the directrix of a parabola 
meets the axis produced at a distance from the vertex equal to 

the latus rectum, and a point P on this straight line is joined to 
the vertex A by a straight line meeting the directrix in ; with 
centre O and radius QA is described a circle meeting the pa- 

rabola again in Ie; prove that P will be normal to the parabola 
at N. 

567. A chord of a parabola passes through the centre of 
curvature at the vertex ; prove that the normals to the parabola 

at the extremities of the chord intersect on the parabola. 

568. From any point of a straight line drawn through the 
focus of a parabola, and making an angle a with the axis, three 

normals are drawn ; prove that the sum of the angles which they 

make with the axis exceeds a by a multiple of z. 

569. Normals are drawn at the extremities of any chord 

passing through a fixed point on the axis of a parabola; prove 

that their point of intersection lies on a fixed parabola. 

570. Two normals to a parabola meet at right angles, and 

from the foot of the perpendicular let fall from their point of 
intersection on the axis, is measured towards the vertex a distance 

equal to one fourth of the latus rectum ; prove that the straight 

line joining the end of this distance with the point of intersection 

of the normals will also be a normal. 

571. Two equal parabolas have their axes coincident but 
their vertices separated by a distance equal to the latus rectum; 

through the centres of curvature at the vertices are drawn chords 

PQ, PY, equally inclined in opposite directions to the axis, 

P,P being on the same side of the axis; prove that (1) PY, 
P’Q are normals to the outer parabola; (2) their intersection 
I lies on the inner parabola; (3) the normals to the inner 
parabola at P, O, e meet in a point which lies on a third 
equal parabola. 
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572. From a point O are drawn three normals OP, 0Q, OR, 
and two tangents OL, OM, to a parabola; prove that the latus 

OP. OO. Ol 

573. The normals to the parabola % = 4az at points P, Q, R 
meet in the point (A, T); prove that the co-ordinates of the 
centre of perpendiculars of the triangle PQR are 

X -a, zT. 

574, Acircle and parabola intersect in four points A, B, C, D; 
AB, CD produced meet in P; BC, AD in Q; both points being 
without the parabola; and from any point on the parabola per- 

pendiculars are let fall on these lines; prove that the rectangle 
contained by the perpendiculars on the two former : that con- 
tained by the perpendiculars on the two latter 

: 1 cos P: I cos Q. 

575. In the two parabolas y*= 2c (x +c), a tangent drawn to 
one meets the other in two points, and on the part intercepted 
is described a circle; prove that this circle will touch the second 
parabola. 

: 576. On a chord of a given parabola as diameter a circle is 
described, and the other common chord of the circle arid parabola 
is conjugate to the former chord with respect to the parabola ; 
prove that each chord will touch a fixed parabola equal to the 

given one. 

577. Two parabolas have a common ſocus &, and axes in the 
same straight line, and from a point P on the outer are drawn 
two tangents PQ, PY to the inner; prove that the ratio 

con OEE cos 4 
. 

is constant, 4 e 

578. If a parabola cireumscribe a triangle ABC, and its axis 
make with BC an angle 6 (measured from C towards C4), its 

W. 8 
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latus rectum is 2 sin @ sin (O- 6) sin(B + 6), A being the radius 
of the circumscribed circle of the triangle; and if a parabola 
touch the sides of the triangle, its latus rectum is 

8R sin 6 sin (C- 6) sin (B + 6). 

579. A triangle ABC is inscribed in a* parabola, and the 

focus is the centre of perpendiculars of the triangle; prove that 

(I- cos A) (1 cos B) (I- cos C) = 2 cos A cos B cos C ; 

and that each side of the triangle will touch a fixed circle which 

passes through the focus, and whose diameter is equal to the 

latus rectum. 

580. Through a fixed point O within a parabola is drawn any 

chord PP’, and the diameters through P and P are drawn; 

prove that there are two fixed straight lines perpendicular to the 

axis, the part of either of which intercepted between the dia- 

meters subtends a right angle at O. 

581.- A triangle, self-conjugate to a given parabola, has one 

angular point O given; prove that the circle circumscribing the 

triangle passes through another fixed point Q, such that OQ, is 

parallel to the axis and bisected by the directrix, 

582. A triangle is inscribed in a parabola, its sides are at 

distances æ, , from the focus, and subtend angles 0, &, W at the 

focus; prove that | 
8 ; . 0. ae 

ein 9 ‘ 1 5 : ein y sin 07 sin d+ sin y+ 2 tan 5 tan tan 3 

* 7 2 2 i? ’ ? 

being the latus rectum, and the angles being measured all in the 
same direction so that their sum is 27, | 

583. If a parabola touch the sides of a triangle ABC in 

„B, C, and O be the point of intersection of AA’, BB’, CC’, 
= will 

04 OB OC 

sin BOC d sin CA 1 sin AOB 

a certain convention being made as to sign. 

0; 
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584. A parabola touches the sides of a triangle ABC in 
A’, B, C, and O is a point such that OA bisects the angle BOC, 
and OB, OC’ bisect the external angles between OC, OA, and OA, 
OB, respectively; prove that OA = OB + OC. 

585. A triangle circumscribes the circle * + y*=a*, and two 
angular points lie on the circle («—2a)*+y*=2a*; prove that the 
third angular point lies on the parabola 

ya (2-2). 
Prove also that the curves have two real common tangents, 

586. Two parabolas have a common focus, axes inclined at an 
angle 2a, and are such that triangles can be inscribed in one 
whose sides touch the other; prove that J, = 47, cos“ a, I, J, 
being their latera recta, | 

587. A circle is described with its centre at a point P of a 
parabola, and its radius equal to twice the normal at Y; prove 
that triangles can be inscribed in the parabola whose sides touch 
the circle. 

588. Two parabolas A, B have their axes parallel, and the 
latus rectum of B is four times that of A; prove that an infinite 
number of triangles can be inscribed in A whose sides are tangents 
to B. 

III. Ellipse referred to its axes, 

The equation of the ellipse in the following questions is always 

supposed to be + fl, unless otherwise stated, The point 

whose eccentric angle is 6, is called the point @. The eccen- 
_ tricity is denoted by e. ee ee ee ee 
rer 

co 6 ＋ N sin 601, — rr, 
2 0 sin 
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the chord through a, Bis 

4 6 +B 4a 86 
= eos “5 +5 sin“ 2 PCB 5 

and the intersection of tangents at a, B, 

cos 3 sin ae 
a ; . 

con , o 2 F 

The polar of (X, Y) is wei + 2 — ; and the equation of the two 

tangents through (A, T) is 
2 2 2 2 6. F. G- F.-G. a 6 0 b 

It follows from the equation of the tangent that, if the equa- 
tion of any straight line be /x+my=1, and /, m satisfy the 

equation d bm =I, the straight line touches the ellipse 

ws + - 1, a result often useful. 

The equation of the tangent in the form 

x cos 0 ＋ / sin G =,/(a’ cos’ 0 be sin’ ) 

may be occasionally S0 with advantage. 

The points a, B are extremities of conjugate diameters if 

a~ B= 7 . Any two points are called conjugate, if each lies on 

the polar of the other; and any two straight lines, if each passes 
through the pole of the other, 

If (A, T) be the pole of the chord through a, B, it will be 
found immediately that 

sinasinB cos d cos g sin a sin 6 cosa+cosB 1 N 

ee ron 2Y 2 2X r 

noe = „5 ae 
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_ which are of use in finding the locus of (A, T) when (a, 8) are 
connected by some fixed equation. 

Thus, “If a triangle be circumscribed about an ellipse 

| . 2 =I. 

and two angular points lie on the ellipse, 

-i. 

to find the locus of the third angular point.” 

If a, B, y be the three points of contact, and (a, GH), (a, y) be 
the pairs of points whose tangents intersect on the second ellipse, 
we have 

2 2 
a’ ang parint +8 05; 

and a like equation in a, y. 

Hence g, y are the two roots of the equation 

A cos a cos 0 ＋ Bsina sin =: 
where wae 

b e 6 eg F 
4 - 7 57 11, Be , CS tpanli 

we have then 

cos 5 ain 1 cos 77 

ED 
* 

2721 Y 3 P pow a+ Ren Bsr air Be 
r 

20 sin 
Aa FN b 

This will be found to coincide with the second ellipse, if 

2 5 
* 7110. 
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Under this condition, therefore, the ellipses 

+= 1, a3 * 1 

will be such that an infinite number of triangles can be described, 
whose sides touch the first, and whose angular points lie on the 

second. If this condition be not satisfied, the two given conies 

and the locus will be found to have four common tangents, real 
or impossible, 

Again, for the ping problem, “If a triangle be inscribed 

231. 1, and two of its sides io the ellipse 

2% = 1, to find the envelope of the third side.” 

If a, B, y be the angular points, and (a, 6), (a, y) the sides 
which touch the second ellipse, we have 

q a+ Po. oe. 5 
. 008 e mat 2B 220 

and a like equation in a, y. Hence, as before, 

in the e Ping 

ae 

0 cost 27 05 sin’ EN 
+ =] 

A* 26 z 286-5 . 
cos r cos 2 

and the third side is 

Bty 5 ein PLY cos ———! 
es 5 
a cos B-y 50 cos „ 

2 2 

which coincides with 

. ea tS 
~ +¥ 1 if = 7 & oie 0. 
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If this condition be not satisfied, the three conics intersect in the 
same four points, real or impossible. 

The relations between the eccentric angles corresponding to 
normals may be found from the equation 

: 1 b 
r 

which if (T, T) be given is a biquadratie whose roots give the 
points, the normals at which meet in (A, T). If om ten 2: this 

equation becomes 

25 + 22° (aX +a’ —b*) + 22 (aX —a*+b*)-bY=0. 

This equation having four roots, there must be two relations 
between the roots independent of (X, Y) as is obvious geome- 

trically. These relations are manifest on inspection of the 
equation ; they are 

2 , 1, 2, . =0: 

and the relation between any three is found from these to be 

1 m 1 | 

which is equivalent to 

sin (0, + 6% + sin (0, + 0% +sin (0, + ,) = 0. 

Since 1 — (zz, +...) +2,2,2,2,=0, it appears that 

* 2 220 ; 

or 6, 4 6, 6, 4 9, is an odd multiple of . 

The following is another method of investigating the same 

question. If the normal at (w. y) to the ellipse pass through 

(X, T), we have 

a — By =( - B) My. . (A). 
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my my 
n 

two lines joining the four 8 the equation 

5 1 ( my INV my ) = +¥-14a(2 478 70 9 100 

can be made to coincide with (A). This leads to 

A=1, W+1=0, mm'+1=0, 

whence we see that the normals at the points where the ellipse i is 

met by the straight lines 

Now if ee 1, be the equations of 

la f/ Ps 
55 N 

meet in a point. If a, B be the two points on the former line, 

and y one of the points on the other, 

sé 25 —.— cos sin 
= > m= „ 17 l 

a - a - 8 l ne . 
cos —5 cos — 

whence * 

1 a ＋ 5 B J a ＋ 12 a ＋ 4 
sin 4 cos — + (cos y sin 2 sin) cos — ) 608 5 29 

or sin (8 + y) + sin (y + a)+sin (aB) =0. 

The same relation must hold for the fourth point (6), whence 
the other equation 

a+B+y+8= (2n + 1) 1 

immediately follows. 

589. A is the vertex of an ellipse of eccentricity e, along PA 

any chord is taken a length PR= ae , ind I is drawn at right 

angles to the chord to meet the alot ft line through P parallel to 
the axis; prove that the locus of O is a straight line bere 

lar to the axis. . 0 

590. Two ellipses have the same major axis, and an ordinate 
V is drawn; the tangent. at P meets the other ellipse in two 



* 
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points, the lines joining which to either extremity of the major 
axis meet the ordinate in L, M; prove that VP is a harmonie, 

and VQ a geometric, mean between NL, VM. 

591, On the focal distances of auy point of an ellipse as 
diameters are described two circles; prove that the eecentrie 
angle of the point is equal to the angle which a common tangent 
to the circles makes with the minor axis. 

592. The ordinate VP at a point P of an ellipse is pro- 
duced to O, so that VQ: WP :: CA : CN, and from O two 

tangents are drawn to the ellipse; prove that they intercept on 

the minor axis produced a length equal to the minor axis. 

593. From a point P of an ellipse two tangents are drawn to 
the circle on the minor axis; prove that these tangents will meet 
the diameter at right angles to CP in points lying on two fixed 

straight lines parallel to the major axis. 

594. The lengths of two tangents drawn to an ellipse from a 
point in one of the equi-conjugate diameters are , 4 prove that 

(P40) (gh (pt +g tat FUP = A (pt + GF (CBP. 
595. ACA’ is the major axis, P a point on the auxiliary 

circle; AP, A’P meet the ellipse in O, C; prove that the equation 
of is 

(a* 5% sin 6 + 2b*x cos 6 = 2ab*; 

Syhere 6 inthe angle: ACP, If an ordinate to P meet OO in B, 
the locus of I is an ellipse to which QQ’ is a tangent, 

396. A circle is described on a chord of the ellipse lying on 
the straight line 

en SRO 

prove that the equation of the line joining the other two points 
of intersection of the ellipse and cirele is 

dene sin a = SF conf 
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597. In an ellipse whose axes are in the ratio ,/2+1 : 1, a 
circle whose diameter joins the extremities of two conjugate pei 
meters of the ellipse will touch the ellipse. 

598. Two circles have each double contact with an ellipse 
and touch each other; prove that 

apa =r), = ; 
é 

7, r being the radii; also that the point of contact of the two 
circles is equidistant from their two chords of contact with the 

ellipse. 

599. Two ellipses have common foci S, &, and from a point 
P on the outer are drawn two tangents PQ, PY to the inner; 

QP 2 cos EL. 
2 is a constant ratio. prove that cos == 

600. The sides of a parallelogram circumscribing an ellipse 
are parallel to conjugate diameters; prove that the rectangle 

under the perpendiculars let fall from two opposite angles on any 

tangent is equal to the rectangle under those from the other two 
angles, 

601. Prove that the equation 

{F cos (a— B) +¥ sin (aG) 1} 7 008 (a+) . sin (a+ B)- 17 

78 ‘ = {7 cos e f sina ~ cos f 

is true at any point of the ellipse 
= 2 

* 7 13 

and hence that the locus of a point, from which if two designed be 
drawn to the ellipse the centre of the circle inscribed in the 

triangle formed by the two tangents and the chord of contact 

shall lie on the ellipse, is the curve 
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602. The three points whose eccentric angles are a, B, y are 
the angular points of a triangle; prove that the co-ordinates of the 
centre of perpendiculars of this triangle are 

a’ ＋ 55 —8˙ 
Fa (c08 eos f + 0087) ~“—" eos (a+ +) 

a’ +3 - : a’ 28. —gp (in a +sin 8 sin y) — —— sin (a+ 8 +4) ; 

and of the centre of the circle circumscribing the triangle are 

a’ — 0° 
4a 

5 a® 
4b 

Find the loci of each of these points when the triangle is a 
maximum, 

603. If a chord of a parabola be drawn through a fixed 
point on the axis, and an ellipse be described with the extremi- 
ties of this chord for foci, and passing through the focus of the 
parabola ; the minor axis of this ellipse will be constant. 

604. Two tangents to a given circle intersect a constant 
length on a fixed tangent; prove that the locus of their point 
of intersection is a conic which the given circle osculates at a 
vertex. 

605. If a tangent be drawn to an ellipse, and with the point 
of contact as centre another ellipse be described similar and 
similarly situated to the former, but of three times the area ; then 
if from any point of this latter ellipse two other tangents be 
drawn to the former, the triangle formed by the three tangents 
will be double of the triangle formed by joining their points 
of contact. 

606. TP, 70 are tangents to an ellipse at points whose 
eccentric angles are a, , another tangent meets them in P, C 

prove that 

{cos a cos B + cos y + cos (a+ g +y)}, 

{sin a sin g + sin y—sin (a +f + Y)). 

2p. G = TP. 20 0. 
— 
8 ——B= = = = 
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607. If two sides of a triangle be given in position and the 
third in magnitude, the locus of the centre of the Nine Points’ 

Circle of the triangle is an ellipse; which reduces to a limited 

straight line if the acute angle between the given sides be 60“. 

If e be the given side, and 2a the given angle, the axes of the 
o sin 3a o cos 3a 

ee sre quel. to ToS ee! eee 

608. If PM, PN be perpendiculars from any point of an 

ellipse on the axes, and the tangent at P meet the equi-conjugates 

in O, R; the tangents from Q, A to the ellipse will be parallel 

to MN. 

609. Ifa right-angled maximum triangle can be inscribed in 

an ellipse, the eccentric angle of the point at which is the right 
angle, is 

J cos"*{—5 ate 
2 2 a’ —b 

610. CP, CD are conjugate radii, and PQ is measured along 
the normal at P equal to m times CD; prove that the locus of 
Q is the ellipse 

ae N 
(a —mb)* mn (o~ma)’~ 85 

PQ being measured inwards or outwards as m is positive or 
negative. | 

611. If a triangle cireumseribe a given ellipse, and its centre 
of gravity lie in the axis of , at a distance e from the centre, its 

angular points will lie on the fixed conic 

(a — 3c)? % (a? — ger), 
* a’*b* 

612. If two tangents be drawn to an ellipse from a point 2 

the cosine of the angle between them is 

OP*— AC*— BC* 

2P:.SP * 
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613. Two points H, V are conjugate with respect to an 
ellipse, P is any point on the ellipse, and PH, PH’ meet the 

_ ellipse again in QQ’; prove that QQ passes through the pole 
of HH’. 

614. A triangle circumscribes the circle * + * =a’, and two 
ol its angular points lie on the circle ( e) + y*= 4%"; prove that 

the locus of the third angular point is a conic touching the 
common tangents of the two circles; and that this conic becomes 
a parabola if (c+ a)*=b*-—a’. 

615. A triangle circumscribes an ellipse, and two of its 
angular points lie on a confocal ellipse; prove that the third 
angular point lies on another confocal ellipse, and that the peri- 
meter of the triangle is constant. 

616. The lines 

Sa 1 ee ae eg Ae * * m 5 1, tm, =I, 4. 4 1 m., 3 1, 

form a self-conjugate triangle to the ellipse ; prove that 

LJ, mm, I, I nm, Ii, +mm,=1, 

and that the co-ordinates of the centre of perpendiculars of the 

| 617. A triangle is self-conjugate to a given ellipse, and one 
angular point O is fixed; prove that the circle circumscribing the 

triangle passes through another fixed point O; that C, C, O are in 
one straight line, and that CQ.CO =a’ +b’. 

618. In the ellipses 

a * a 
P-, 2 Faas, 

a tangent to the former meets the latter in P,Q; prove that the 
tangents at P, Caro at right angles to each other. 
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619. Two tangents OP, OQ are drawn at the points a, B; 
prove that the co-ordinates of the centre of the circle circumscrib- 
ing the triangle OPQ are 

2 = a’+(a*—b’) cosa cosB 
— 9 

cos — 2 B af 

ar 

m b+ (52 40) sina sin 6 

cos 2 =F ee 

If this point lie on the axis of æ, the locus of O is a circle. 

620. Two points P, Q are taken on an ellipse, such that the 

perpendiculars from O, P on the tangents at P, C intersect on the 

ellipse ; prove that the locus of the pole of PQ is the ellipse 

aa? + % = (a? + 0). 

If A be another point similarly related to P, the same relation 
will hold between Q, E: and the centre of perpendiculars of the 

triangle OH will be the centre of the ellipse. 

621. Perpendiculars ,, p, are let fall from extremities of two 

conjugate diameters on any tangent, and p, is the perpendicular 

from the pole of the line joining the two former points; prove 

that 2, * 25 Pr 

622. The normal at a point P of an ellipse meets the curve 

in O, and any other chord PP’ is drawn; O“ and the line through 

P at right angles to PP’ meet in I: prove that the locus of A 
is the straight line , 

2 2 

© cos p— ein p= OE, 

¢ being the eccentric angle of P. The part of any tangent inter- 

cepted between this straight line and the tangent at P will be 

divided by the point of contact into two parts which subsend: 

equal or Sepp ee angles at P, 
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623. Two normals are drawn to an ellipse at the extremi- 

ties of a chord parallel to the tangent at the point a; prove that 
the locus of their intersection is the curve 

2 (ax sin a + by cos a) (ax cos a + by sin a) = (a? — b)* sin 2a cos? 2a, 

624. The normals at three points of an ellipse whose eccen- 

tric angles are a, B, y will meet in a point if 

sin (8 + y) +sin (y +a) +sin (a + g) = O. 

625. If four normals to an ellipse meet in a point, the sum 
of the corresponding eccentric angles will be an odd multiple 

of v. Prove also that two tangents drawn to the ellipse parallel 
to two chords passing through the four points will intersect on 

one of the equi-conjugate diameters. 

626. If (&., ), (., J.), (@» ,) be three points on an 
ellipse, such that æ T . . = 0, y,+y,+y,=0, the circles of 
curvature at these points will pass through a point on the ellipse, 

whose co-ordinates are ee , E. 

627. If four normals be drawn from a given point to any one 
of a series of confocal ellipses, the sum of the angles made by 
See we eels is constant. 

: 628. The normals to an ellipse at the points where it is met 
by the straight lines 

7 & 7 * Pac a 
2 30 +5, ein a= o a dsina cos 8’ 

will all intersect in a point. 

629. Pp is a diameter of an ellipse, PM, PN perpendiculars 
on the axes, MV produced meets the ellipse in O, 9; prove that 
‘the normals at C. g, intersect in the centre of curvature at p, 

les 630, If from a point O be drawn OP, 0Q, OR, OS normals to 

„. be taken such that their co-ordinates are, 

ee ee 
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the intercepts on the axes of the tangents at P, O, I, & respect- 

ively; p, 9, r, s will lie on one straight line. Also, if through 

the centre C be drawn straight lines at right angles to CP, 0Q, 
CR, CS to meet the tangents at P, O, I, S respectively, the four 

points so determined will lie on one straight line. 

631. If the normals to an ellipse at P, O, N, & meet in a 

point, and circles described about YAS, RSP, SPQ, POR meet 

the ellipse again in Y, O, N, &, the normals at P, O, A, & will 

meet in a point. 

632. PQ is a chord of an ellipse, normal at P, PP’ a chord 

perpendicular to the axis, the tangent at P' meets the axes in I, 
, the rectangle 701 N is completed, and CR meets PQ in U; 

prove that CR. CU =a’ b. 

633. Normals drawn to an ellipse at the extremity of a 
chord passing through a given point on the axis will intersect in 

another ellipse whose axes are 

4 — 55 2) 2—F. (N), 
a G ce)’ b (c Cs? 

the distance of the given point from the centre being e times 

the semi major axis. 

634, A triangle 450 is inscribed in the ellipse a ag = =I, 

and its sides touch the ellipse — a 1 in the points 4, B, C; 

prove that, if the relation which must exist between the axes be 

= + 2 1, the eccentric angles of A and 4“ will differ by : but 

if the relation be = 5 =I, the sum of these eccentric angles 57 

will be either æ or 3x. 

635. Two ellipses are concentric and similarly situated, and 

triangles can be inscribed and circumscribed; prove that the 

normals to one ellipse at the angular points of any such triangle 

meet in a point ; and also the normals to the other at the points 
of contact, 
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636. The ellipses 

A t fave 1 
at enh gt y 

a > so related that (1) an infinite number of triangles can be 
- inscribed in the former whose sides shall touch the latter; (2) the 
central distance of any angular point of such a triangle will be 

dicular to the opposite side; (3) the normals to the first 
oo ellipse at the angles of any such triangle, and to the second at the 
points of contact, will severally meet in a point. 

5 2 
637. The ellipses 

oe * 1 
a: at its 21, 7 + y — (a (Ny (a* 250, 

1 are such that the normals to the latter at the angular points of 
any inscribed triangle which circumscribes the former, meet on 
the latter. 

638. Two ellipses are confocal, and are such that triangles 
can be inscribed in one whose sides touch the other; prove that 
* perimeters of all such triangles are equal. 

N . 639. Triangles are cireumseribed to an ellipse, such that the 
normal at each point of contact passes through the opposite 
‘ _sogular point ; prove that the * points lie on the ellipse 

a ‘ak 
a a tal, 

ay 
— 

1 
. 

k being the positive root of the equation 

: (-e) + 2a°b* (a? +b) e Bab, 
so the perimeter of the triangle formed by joining the points of 

pa st is constant. 

en — >> age 

; & = N. an 8 Ta 7A . 2 

* 2 = * 



1 
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will be capable of having triangles circumscribing the first and 
inscribed in the second, if ; 

9 
m 2m = + a 

641. Two straight lines are drawn parallel to the major axis 

at à distance ‘ from it; prove that the part of any tangent inter- 

cepted between them will be divided by the point of contact into 
two parts subtending equal angles at the centre. 

642. <A circle has its centre in the major axis of an ellipse, 

and triangles can be inscribed in the circle whose sides touch the 

ellipse ; prove that the circle must touch the two circles 

* +(y+b) =a’, 

643, Two tangents are drawn to an ellipse from a point 

(X, Y); prove that the rectangle under the perpendiculars from 

any point of the ellipse on the tangents bears to the square on the 

perpendicular to the chord of contact the ratio 1: X; where 

KEN gl eae er F ee 
2 shy 2 = ht — ia — oe Tae a 

GY) 2 1 =) * ale +e 1) 5 b? 9 

644, If a triangle be inscribed in an ellipse, and the centre of 
perpendiculars of the triangle be one of the foci, the sides of the 

triangle will touch one of the circles 

2 Va? — 7 a a’*b* 

a+? (a. 

IV. Hyperbola, referred to its axes, or asymptotes, 

645, Prove that the four equations 

b {x H a’)} = aly + /(y* + 50) 
represent respectively the portions of the hyperbola 

Be — ay? = qh? 

which lie in the four quadrants, 
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1010 Two points (, y,), (@,, y,) are taken on the hyperbola 
ay =; prove that the equation of the line joining them is 

— 27 

* * Y,+Y, 

647. The equation of the chord of the hyperbola 1 — 

Which is bisected at the point (A, I) is 

aX I 

aoe a «iB 

* 

pt 

648. The locus of points whose polars with respect to a 

given parabola touch the circle of curvature at the vertex is a 
rectangular hyperbola. 

649. A double ordinate PP’ is drawn to the ellipse . + 21 K. 

and the tangent at P meets the hyperbola 5-6-1 in Q, C; 

prove that P’Q, Y are tangents to the hyperbola; and, if 2, N 
be the points in which these lines again meet the ellipse, that 
Nu divides PP’ into two parts in the ratio of 2 ; 1. 

650. A circle is drawn to touch the asymptotes of a hyper- 
bola; prove that the tangents drawn to it at the points where 
it meets the hyperbola will also touch the auxiliary circle of the 
' hyperbola 

651. Two hyperbolas have the same asymptotes, and N' is 
drawn parallel to one asymptote meeting the other in V, and the 
curves in P, O; a tangent at O meets the outer hyperbola in two 
point and the lines joining these to the centre meet the ordinate 
4 VG Qin . I; prove that VQ is a geometric mean between N, 
rr harmonic mean between VQ and the har- 

d mean between VL, VM. 

4 652. The locus of a point from which can be drawn two 
' ht lines at right angles to each other, each of which touches 

9—2 

1 
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one of the rectangular hyperbolas «y = +c? is also the locus of the 

feet of the perpendiculars let fall from the origin on tangents 

to the hyperbolas * = + 40. 

653. The axes of an ellipse are the asymptotes of a rectan- 

gular hyperbola which does not meet it in real points ; prove that 

if two tangents be drawn to the ellipse from a point on the hyper- 

bola, the difference of the eccentric angles of the points of contact 

will be least when the point lies on an equi-conjugate of the 

ellipse, 

654. The locus of the equation 

ec C 
S t — 

9 “+ xL+... t0 0, 

is that part of the hyperbola y*—«*=c", which, starting from a 

vertex, goes to o on the line / &. 

655. Normals are drawn to a rectangular hyperbola at the 

extremities of a chord parallel to a given line; the locus of their 

intersection is another rectangular hyperbola whose asymptotes 

make with the asymptotes of the given hyperbola angles equal 
and opposite to those made by the given line. 

656. An ellipse is described confocal with a given hyperbola, 
and the equi-conjugates of the ellipse lie on the asymptotes of the 

hyperbola ; prove that if from any point of the ellipse two tan- 

gents be drawn to the hyperbola, the centres of two of the circles 

which touch these tangents and their chord of contact will lie on 

the hyperbola, 

657. A triangle circumscribes a given circle, and its centre 
of perpendiculars is a given point; prove that its angular points 
lie on a fixed conic which is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, as 
the given point lies within, upon, or without the given circle, 
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3 

. 
eed V. Polar Co-ordinates. 

668. The equation of the normal drawn to the circle r=2a cos 6, 
I tie point where 0 = a, is 

* a sin 2a=r sin (24 — 6). 

* 659. The equation of the straight line which meets the circle 

12a cos 6, at the points where = a, 6 = B, is 

4 2a cos a cos g =r cos (a + B— 6). 

660. 280 is a focal chord of a conic, and a parallel chord 
4 through the vertex A meets the latus-rectum in O; prove 
that the ratio SP. SQ : AP’. AQ’ is constant. 

661. Prove that the equations 

=e cos 9 +1 

represent the same conic. If (r, 6) be the coordinates of a point 
en the locus when the upper sign is taken, what will be its 
co ordinates when the lower sign is taken! 

662. A conic is described having a common focus with the 
cor N 21g, similar to it, and touching it at the point 

.; that its latus rectum is J- 2% , and that eee. 1 2% c 
‘the angle between the axes of the two conics is 

10 +008 a 
2 tan 7 

663. A triangle ABC has its angular points on a hyperbola, 

and the centre of its circumscribed circle at a focus of the hyper- 
bola; prove that o ain Bsin@=1, B, O being angular points on 
the same branch, and ¢ the eccentricity. 

1 — 

. * 

* 

* . 3 2 

r ²˙ðÄꝛʃe—᷑—, . '‚”L⏑—² . —˙¹ 
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664. If „,, r,, 7, be the focal distances of three points on a 

conic, and a, B, y the angles between them, the latus rectum / is 

given by the equation 

a5. Bi. ¥ 
das gat kek: _ sina 4 sin g in y. 

* 2 1 . Raa 

the angles a, B, y being always so taken that their sum is 2. 

665. SP is a radius vector from the focus of a conic, O, O two 

points on it, conjugate with respect to the conic; prove that the 

latus rectum | 

28. SQ. 28P. 75 

~ SQ—-SE a0 = 

666. If PQ, PR be two chords of an ellipse subtending each 
the same angle at the focus, the tangent at P and the chord QR 
will intersect on the directrix, 

667. If an ellipse circumscribe a triangle ABC, and the 
centre of perpendiculars of the triangle be a focus of the ellipse, 

the latus rectum will be ee, 

4R cos A cos B cos C g 
2 

sin „ in 1 2 Sin 2 8 2 

I being the radius of the circumscribed circle. 

668, Prove that any chord of the ellipse 

0 
Ie cos 0 
8 

which is normal at a point where the conic is met by the lines 

265 20 — =+sin 6 - (I- e) cos 0 

will subtend a right angle at the pole. 

1 
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669. Two parabolas have a common focus and axes in the 
ame straight line in opposite directions; a circle is drawn through 
the focus touching both ae prove that 

5 371 =a (aa Ny + 478, 

a . being the latera recta, and r the radius of the circle. 

x 670. Through a fixed point is drawn any straight line, and 
on it are taken two points, such that their distances from the 

fixed point are in a constant ratio, and the line joining them 
_ subtends a constant angle at another fixed point; prove that their 
loci are circles. 

671. If a triangle 430 circumscribe an ellipse, and its sides 
subtend angles a, a’; B, 6“; , Yat the foci, 

sin («—4) sin — 4) sin (8 -) sin (8 B) 
sina sin d 2 sin B sin 5 

_ sin (y—C) sin ). 
ein y sin 7 

___ the angles being taken so that a+ 8 +y=a' +f’ +7 Ax. 

; 

672. Four tangents to the parabola 4 14008 0 are drawn 

at the points 6% 6% 6,,0,; prove that the centres of the circles 
circumscribing the four triangles formed by them lie on the 

eCircle 
. 27 sin 6, sin 6, sin 0, sin 6. — u sin (0, 4 6, 4. 0, + 6.0). 

573. Two straight lines bisect each other at right angles ; 
prove that the locus of the points at which they subtend equal 
0 ung les is 

eo a cos 6— b ein 8 
ab ~ b cos a wind? 

— 

674. Two circles intersect, a straight line is drawn through 

one of their common points, and tangents are drawn to the circles 
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at the points in which this line again meets them: prove that the 
locus of the point of intersection of these tangents is the curve 

cr = 2ab {1 + cos (= )); 

the second common point of the circles being pole, the common 

chord (e) the initial line, a, 6 the radii, and a, f the angles sub- 
tended by ¢ in the segments of the two circles which lie each 

without the other circle. 

675. Two ellipses have a common focus, and axes inclined at 
an angle a, and triangles can be inscribed in one whose sides 
touch the other; prove that 

2 Pe Pe 2,2 ¢," + 201 = ei + e o 20 ec, cos a, 

o e being the latera recta, and e, e, the eccentricities. Also, if 

6, ch, J be the angles subtended at the focus by the sides of any 
one of the triangles, 

0 6 1. 4 cos 5 cos 3 cos 5 = 
Cc 
. 

¢, 

VI. General Equation of the Second Degree. 

The general equation of a conic being 

a + by? ++ 2a’y + 200 + 20 = O, 

the equations giving its centre are 

ax+cy+V¥=0, cdx+by+a=0. 

The equation determining its eccentricity may be found from 

the consideration that 

a+6—-2c' cosw ab—c? 
sin’ w sin! 

are unchanged by transformation of co-ordinates; and therefore 

r 
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3 „ is equal to FEY"; if 2a, 25 be the axes, 

Me have then the cst e given by the equation 

_ (@+ b—2¢' cos o) 
12 (ab - si, 

The foci may be determined from the condition that the rect- 
angle under the perpendiculars from them on any tangent is 
constant. Thus taking the simple case when the origin is the 
centre, and the axes rectangular, if the equation of the conic be 

aa’ + by’ + 20 =f, 

and (A, T) be one focus, (A, — T) the other, we must have, 
in order that the straight line 7 +my=1 may be a tangent, 

(1 —1X¥—mY)(1+1X+mY) 

P +m? 

or, P (e+ X*) + m* (wp + Y*) + 2mXY-1=0...... (A). 

But the condition that this line may be a tangent gives also 
the condition that 

=a constant = p, 

a. + by? + 2cay —f (la + my)? 

must be a perfect square, or 

(- (b — fm’) = (¢ —flm)*; 

whence Pb f'+ = Am. F dab = O. . . . . (B). 

Now (A) (B) expressing the same condition must give the 
Same relation between / and m; hence 

p+X* _p+Y¥* AY F 

of af e ab (b-a)f 
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It may be noticed also that we obtain the following equation for u 

bf af ) LS aT — 

1 250 e lab - cc? 

equivalent to A — a) 2 — 2) cle; 
4 1 

whose roots are the squares of the semi axes. 

To each root correspond two foci, which are real for one and 
unreal for the other, 

The same method will apply to all cases; and, the foci being 

found, the directrices are their polars. 

The more useful forms of the equation are 

a 7 121 L 4 
(1) a 2 555 (4 7)- (5+ 5 +1=0, 

which, for different values of X, represents a series of conics ~ 
passing through four given points; two of the joining lines 
being taken as axes ; 

„ MOS a = gy (ay\S 

0 L- - iE)» 
the equation of a conic touching the axes at distances h, & re- 
spectively from the origin. It is sometimes convenient to use 

this as the equation of the conic touching four given straight 

lines ; h, k, X being then parameters connected by the equations 

1 96 RN 40 150 
(5-5 G5) = ja Gus (; b'}? 

the equations of the other two given straight lines being 

Oe S 57 5-1, ate 1. 

When (2) represents a parabola, X= 1; and the equation may 
be written 8 5 

G +) = 
The equation of the polar of (X, Y) to the conic in the most 

general form is 

v(aX+¢éY+b)+y(¢X+b¥ +a0)4+0X+aYV+c=0, ° 
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and this may be adapted to all the special cases. The equation of 
the tangent at a point (A, T) to the parabola 

(i) + 0 is ae at ge 

the signs of the radicals in the equation of the tangent being 
determined by the corresponding signs in the equation of the 
curve at the point (X, T). The equation of the polar of course 
cannot be expressed in this form. 

The equation of two tangents from (X, Y) is 

(aA +bY*? +0+2a0Y + 20X + 2c°XY) 

(aa* + by? +0 + 2a’y + 2b'x + 2c'xy) 

e (T TLD T bY TA AKT T ch.. 

676. The equation 

l (b + cy) — my (ax + by) =0 

represents a pair of conjugate diameters of the conic 

aa’ + 2bay + cy* = d. 

*. 
677. If 4 * 5 =1 be an ellipse referred to conjugate dia- 

meters inclined at an angle o, the condition that the circle 
a+ 2 cosw+y*=r* may touch the ellipse is 

1 «1\/1. jae 
7 G-) 
Hence determine the relations between any conjugate diameters 

and the axes. 

678, The axes of the conic d +2bey+cy*=d make with 
the lines bisecting the angles between the axes of co-ordinates 

angles 0; prove that 
tan 20 (a—c) sin 

(a + c) cos w — 26’ 
Eli she angle between the keen, 
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679. The locus of the foot of the perpendicular let fall from 
a point (A, T) on any tangent to the ellipse aa®+2bay+cy’=1 is 

e(a—X)’—2b («-X)(y— Y)+a(y—Y)? 

= (ac — bi) {aw ( A) + y(y— YY, 
the axes being rectangular. Prove that this reduces to a circle 
and a point-circle, if 

11 
„ r 

680. The equations determining the foci of the conic 

ax? + 2baey + cy? =d 

y(e@+ycosw) / cos w) _ d 

acosw-b e cos = ac - b 
Are 

P ‚—˙ — Ä̃Ä , W ̃ lO 

w being the angle between the axes. 

681. The general equation of a conic confocal with the 
conic ax’+2bay+cy?=1 is 

(a! + y')(ao— U8) +d (dat + Bay + oy") = EF NEAN—E, 
and the given conic is cut at right angles by any conic whose 

equation is 

(A — a) a? + Men) PO aay — (X48) *I. 

682. The equation of the equi-conjugates of the conic 

asx* + 2bay + cy? =1 

aa? + 2hay+cy? 2 (a? ＋ 9%) 
is 

ac — b ate 

683. The equation of the equi-conjugates of the conic 

ax? + 2bey + cy?=1 

is (ac) (am — cy’) + 2a (ba + cy) (6 d cos o) 

+ 2% (ax + by) (b e cos ) =0 ; 

when o is the angle between the axes, 
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684, The tangents to the two conics 

725 4 e 2 a—b 
a a+b’ 

at any common point are at right 5 If both curves be 
byperbolas, they will have four real common tangents. 

685, If a common tangent be drawn to the conics 

. xy. =. * ＋ h 
* 7 1, ahaa = 55 ＋ (ITM) oe =; 

it will subtend a right angle at the centre, 

686. Prove that in general two parabolas can be described 
passing through the points of intersection of the conics 

. + by* ++ 2% + 2b'x + 2c'xy = 0, 

Aa? + By? +0 +2A'y + 2B’x + 2C’xy =0; 

and that the axes of these parabolas will be at right angles to each 
other if 

1 
a — 5 A-B 

687. The equation of the director circle of the conic 

S (@, ) = aa" + 2c'xy + by* + 2b'a + 2a'y+c=0, 

is ( +y*) (ce? —ab) + 2 (c'a’ — bb’) 2 - aa’) 

+b"—ca+a"—be=0. 

688. The equation of the asymptotes is 

(c? — ab) f (a, y) = aa" + bb” — 2. 

. 689. The equation of the chord which passes through the 
point (X, T) and is bisected at that point is 

4 (a—X)(aX+ VY +b) +(y— VY) (eX +b¥+a’)=0; 

and the equation of the tangents drawn through the origin is 

(ac - b*) a? + 2 (cc’~a’b’) ay + (be — = 0. 

690. The foci are given by the equations 

& (aa B) + y (bb’ ~ ea’) + a’b’ — ec’ = wy (c” — ab), 

2a (bb! — ca’) 2% (a — Ue’) + N — ca dA be = ( —y’) (c* — ab). 
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691. Trace the locus of the equation 

x * * 

Sty-a rieb 

for values of m>=and <1. 

692. Trace the conics 

2 — 2 20%/ T = 0, 2/ —2ay—2ay+a’*=0, 

2505 / — 20% = 0 

chewing that they touch each other two and two. 

scribed through their four points of intersection; prove that the 

distance of the centre of this circle from the axis of either para- 

693. Two parabolas are so situated that a circle can be de- ; 

bola is equal to half the latus rectum of the other, 

694, A hyperbola is drawn touching the axes of an ellipse 
and the asymptotes of the hyperbola touch the ellipse ; prove that 

the centre of the hyperbola lies on one of the equi-conjugates of 4 
the ellipse. 2 ; 

| 695. Five fixed points are taken, no three of which are in 
one straight line, and five conics are described, each bisecting all : 

the lines joining four of the points, two and two: prove that these 

conics will have one common point. 

696. A,P and B, O are points taken respectively on two 

parallel fixed straight lines, 4, B being fixed points and P, Q@ 

variable points, subject to the condition that AP. BQ is constant; 
prove that PQ touches a fixed conic which will be an ellipse or 

hyperbola according as J, O are on the same or opposite sides of 

AB. 8 
697. One side AB of a rectangle ABCD slides between two 

rectangular axes; prove that the loci of C, D are ellipses whose | 

area is independent of the magnitude of AB; and that the angle 

between their axes is cot . If in any position AB make 0 

an angle @ with the axis of y, and a, B be the angles which the N 
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tangents at C, D to the loci make with the axes of y, x re- 

spectively, 

) AB 
30 

698. A circle being traced on a plane, the locus of the vertex 
of all cones on that base whose principal elliptic sections have an 

- eccentricity e, is the surface generated by the revolution about its 

conjugate axis of an hyperbola of eccentricity e. 

cot a+ cot = cot g; + tan 6 = 

699. A straight line of given length slides between two 
fixed straight lines, and from its extremities two straight lines 
are drawn in given directions ; prove that the locus of their inter- 
section is an ellipse. 

700. Two circles of radii 7, r’ (r >r’) touch each other, and a 
conic is described having real double contact with both; prove 
that, when the points of contact are not on different branches of a 

hyperbola, the eccentricity > 5 ah (1 + 4) „and the latus rectum 

is greater than, equal to, or less than r—7’, according as the 
conic is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola. If the contacts be on 

different branches of a hyperbola, e tts „and the asymptotes 

always touch a fixed parabola, 

701. If ABC be a triangle circumscribing an ellipse, S, & 
the foci, and if SA=SB=SC, then will 

8A. SB. 0 ee 
N. SI. SC 

and each angle of the triangle ABC will lie between the values 
le 
— 

702. One angular point of a triangle, self conjugate to a 
given conic, is given; prove that the circles on the opposite sides 

as diameters will have a common radical axis, which is normal at 
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the given point to the similar, concentric, and similarly situated 4 
conic through that point. 

703. If e be the eccentricity of the conic 

ax? + by? +¢+ 2% + 20 + 2cay =0, 

and w the angle between the axes, 

„ (a- Hesin- w+ {(a +b) cos w— 20% 
1260 (ab -) sin w 

704. The co-ordinates of the focus of the parabola 

. V 

(00 
are given by the equations 

3 15 
* „ N + 2hk cos w’ 

and the equation of its directrix is 

a(h+k cosw)+y(k +h cos o) =hk cos u. 

705. In the parabola 

000 — 
a tangent is drawn meeting the axes in P, C; and perpendiculars 
are drawn from , O to the opposite axes respectively; prove that 
the locus of the point of intersection of these perpendiculars is 

@+Y COBH ZA cos 

k h 
= COS w. 

706. The condition that the straight line = — +5 =1 should 

touch the conic 

8 -D D-. 

* 

- > 44.9 1 — 

F aS ee ee hlUUlUlLe le 

5 

~ 7 a . 

P N = 1 

4 P ˙——¹A⁹—Ü0ͤw mm g !! i i ee i || lL 
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707. The asymptotes of the conio 

2 E- 000 

G- G 
708. The equation of the director circle of the conic 

. La- 
is (\*—1) ( 2 cos o) +h (a +y cos w) 

+k(y cos o) - cos = O. 

Vill touch the parabola 

709. A conic is drawn to touch four given straight lines, 
two of which are parallel; prove that its asymptotes will touch a 

fixed hyperbola, and that this hyperbola touches the diagonals of 
the quadrilateral, formed by the four given straight lines, at their 
middle points, 

710. If a rectangular hyperbola have double contact with a 
parabola, the centre of the hyperbola and the pole of the chord of 
contact will be equidistant from the directrix of the parabola. 

711. The area of the ellipse of minimum eccentricity which 
can be drawn touching two given straight lines at distances h, k 
from their point of intersection is 

(i! + k* — 2hk cos w)) | 
(i + k? + 2hk cos w)*” 

ahk (h? + k*) sin w 

and, if e be the minimum eccentricity, 

¢ WF - 
1712. Four points are such that ellipses can be described 

_ through them, and e is the least eccentricity of auy such ellipse; 

W. 10 
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is the eccentricity of the hyperbola, which is the locus of the 
centres of all such conics ; prove that . Se 

Prove also that the equi-conjugates of the ellipse are parallel to 

the asymptotes of the hyperbola. 

713. The equation of the conic of minimum eccentricity 

through four given points is 

2 2 

= Sy 08 ae ( %% G Yo; 
aa aa D 7 % a b’ 

the points being on the axes of , y at distances a, a’; ö, & from 

the origin, 

714. If ꝙ be the angle which an axis of any conic through 
four given points makes with the line bisecting the angle 6 be- 
tween the axes of the two parabolas through the four points, the 

eccentricity e of the conic is given by the equation 

ef 4080 
I—e sin 0 — sin 2% 

715. If @ be the acute angle between the axes of two para- 
bolas, the minimum eccentricity of a conic passing through their 

points of intersection is coh aes ; and either axis of this 
1 + sec 0 | 

conic makes equal angles with the axes of the two parabolas. 

716. Three points 4, B, C are taken on an ellipse, the circle 
about ABC meets the ellipse again in P, and PP’ is a diameter ; 
prove that of all ellipses passing through ABCP’ the given ellipse 
is the one of least eccentricity, / 

717. Of all ellipses circumscribing a parallelogram, the one 
of least eccentricity has its equi-conjugates parallel to the sides of 
the parallelogram, 
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718. The ellipse of least eccentricity which can be inscribed 
in a given parallelogram is such that any point of contact divides 
the side on which it lies into parts which | are to each other, as 

the squares on the adjacent diagonals. 

719. The axes of the conic which is the locus of the centres of 
all conics passing through four given points are parallel to the 
asymptotes of the rectangular hyperbola which passes through the 

four points. | 

720. The equation of a conic having the centre of the ellipse 

. + 1 I for focus, and osculating the ellipse at the point , is 

15 %% (a“ cos“ 6 +0? sin’ 6)" 
= {(a* — b*) (ax co 6 — by sin’ ) + ab. 

721. A parabola has contact of the third order with an 
ellipse ; prove that the axis of the parabola is parallel to the 
diameter of the ellipse through the point of contact, and that the 

2a*b 2 
latus rectum of the parabola is equal to . where a, 6 are the 

semiaxes and er the central distance of the point of contact. 

722. The locus of the foci of all conics which have a contact 
of the third order with a given curve at a given point, is a curve 

whose equation referred to the tangent and normal at the given 
point is of the form 

m (a? + y*) (my + = 2a) = ay (-a). 

723. An ellipse of constant area ve“ is described having 
contact of the third order with a given parabola whose latus 
rectum is 2m: prove that the locus of the centre of the ellipse 

is an equal parabola whose vertex is at a distance (<)' from the 

vertex of the given parabola; also that, when c=, the axes of 
the ellipse make with the axis of the parabola angles 

1 
3 tan“ (2 tan $); 

10—2 © 
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where ꝙ is the angle which the tangent at the point of contact 
makes with the axis. 

724. The locus of the centre of a rectangular hyperbola 

having contact of the third order with the ellipse _ 4 25 =] is 5¹ 

x? + % = (al + 500 6 + ae 

725. The locus of a point, such that tangents drawn from it 
to a fixed conic intercept a constant length on a fixed tangent, is a 

conic having contact of the third order with the given conic at the 

extremity of the diameter through the fixed point of contact ; and 

that the locus is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, according as 

the given length is less than, equal to, or greater than the diame- 

ter parallel to the fixed tangent. 

the curve 

726. On every straight line can be found two points, conju- 
gate to each other with respect to a given conic, and the distance 

between which subtends a right angle at a given point not on the 

straight line. 

727. Ifa parabola meet an ellipse in four points such that 
the four normals to the ellipse at those points meet in one point, 

the axis of the parabola will be parallel to one of the equi-con- 

jugate diameters of the ellipse. i 

728. A conic is drawn through four given points lying on 
two parallel straight lines; prove that the asymptotes touch the 
parabola which touches the other four joining lines. 
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VIL = L£nvelopes. 

The equation of the tangent to a parabola in the form 

=me+—, 
. m 

gives as the condition of equal roots in m, / 4a, and the 
equation of the tangent to an ellipse 

y 
b 

* * 

4 008 4 t sin a =I, 

written in the form 

„( 25 1 4 0, S tan 5 

gives as the condition of equal roots in 2, 

* 2 1. 
* 

So, in general, if the equation of a straight line, or curve, involve 
a parameter in the second degree, it follows, that through any 

proposed point can in general be drawn two straight lines, or 
curves, of the series represented by the equation. These two 

curves will be the tangents (rectilinear or curvilinear) from the 
proposed point to the envelope of the system. In order that they 
may be coincident, the point from which they are drawn must be 
‘a point on the envelope. 

Thus, “To find the envelope of a system of conics having 
a given focus, length and direction of major axis.“ 

The equation of any such conic may be taken 

a (1—e’) 
r 

1e cos 6, 

where ¢ is the parameter. The envelope is then the curve 

(r cos 6)* = 4a (r — a), 

or, 1 sin’ @ (- 2a)’, 
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2a 

Nane 
a pair of parabolas having the given point for focus, and their 
common latus rectum in the given direction and of twice the 
given length. This admits of very easy geometrical proof. 

or, 

contact with the envelope; but it frequently happens that this 

4 

In this case every one of the system of curves has real if 

is true for only a portion of the system, 

The same principle applies to systems whose equation involves 

higher powers of the parameter; but in the following examples 

it will be found that the general equation of the system Whose : 

1 

. 

envelope is required can always be expressed in the form 
U+2\V+*W=0, where X is the parameter; and the cor- 
responding envelope is the curve UW=V*% . 

x’ + (y—B) (y—y)=0, 

| 
729. The envelope of the circles . 

| i 

where g, y are connected by the equation 

11.1 
„n 

is the two circles 9 + % + 2ax= . 

730. The envelope of the circles — 

a" + (y—B)(y-y)=9, 

where B, y are connected by the equation 

(G +a) (-) =, 

is the two circles N t+(aeh)=a’, 

731. The ellipse = 5 — bi 

has its axes connected by the equation 
g. (a. — 6⁰ Ks wd 
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‘prove that the envelope is the two circles 

#+y?+2ax=0; 

and if the relation between the axes be 

a’a! = 6 (pa? — 98), 
the envelope is pa? + 9) + 249 l =0, 

1732. Through each point of the straight line aE ts 1 

is drawn a chord of the ellipse ore Y= 1 bisected in the point; 

prove that the envelope is the parabola 

pena 44 (24 my -1)- 0, 

733. The envelope of the ellipse 

* + 2 (ax cosa + by sin a) 
co a 9255) 

4 
b 

— yone ; a sin! a + U cos* a—c* ee 
is the two ellipses 

7 ot * y* 
eet) fod eae 

734. A variable tangent to a parabola meets two fixed 
tangents in two points; prove that the directrix of the parabola 
which touches the fixed tangents at these points envelopes an- 

other parabola. 

735, A variable tangent to a parabola meets two fixed tan- 
gents, and a circle is described on the part intercepted as dia- 
meter; prove that the envelope of these circles is an ellipse 
which touches the fixed tangents at the points where the direc- 
trix meets them. 

736. The director circle of a conic and one point of the conic 
being given, prove that the envelope is a fixed conic whose major 
axis is a diameter of the given circle, 
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737. If two points be taken on an ellipse such that the 
normals at these points intersect a given normal in the same 

point, the chord joining the two points envelopes a parabola 

whose directrix passes through the centre and whose focus is 

the foot of the perpendicular from the centre on a tangent per- 
pendicular to the given normal. 

738. In an ellipse given the centre and directrix, prove that 

the envelope is two parabolas having their common focus at the 

given centre. 

739. In an ellipse given one extremity of the minor axis and 
a directrix, prove that the envelope is a circle having its centre at 

the given point.and touching the given straight line. 

740. If three points be taken on an ellipse, such that their 
centre of gravity is a fixed point, the straight lines joining them 
two and two will touch a fixed conic. 

741. If three points be taken on an ellipse, such that the 
centre of perpendiculars of the triangle formed by joining them 

is a fixed point, the joining lines will touch a fixed conic whose 

asymptotes are perpendicular respectively to the tangents drawn 

from the fixed point to the ellipse, 

L 

VIII. Areal Coordinates. 

In this system, the position of a point P with respect to three 
fixed points A, B, C, not in one straight line, is determined by the 
values of the ratios of the triangles PBC, PCA, PAB to the 
triangle ABC, any one of them PBC being positive or negative, 

as P and A lie on the same or opposite sides of BC. These are 
usually denoted by a, B, ), which satisfy the equation a+B+y=1. 
A point is therefore completely determined by equations of the 
form la mg = ny. 

The general equation of a straight line is Ia mn +ny=0, and 
I, m, m are proportional to the perpendiculars from A, B, C on the 

7 0 
cal 

4 * 

„ 

—— 
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straight line, perpendiculars drawn in opposite directions being of 
course affected with opposite signs. 

The condition that the straight lines 

la+mB+ny=0, la+mB+n'y=0, 

shall be parallel is 

mn - m + nl - m- =; 

and that they may be perpendicular is 

W sin? A . . (un mn) sin B sin C cos At... +... 

If Im n, or =m’ n, it will be noticed that both these 
conditions are satisfied. The straight line a+ 8+ y= 0, the line at 
infinity, may then be regarded as both parallel and perpendicular 
to every other straight line; the angle which it makes with any 
straight line being really indeterminate. 

In questions relating to four given points, it is convenient to 
take the four points to be . 

la == mB = ny ; 
and similarly to take the equations of four given straight lines to be 

la + mB = ny . 

The general equation of a conic is 

la® + mB? + ny* + 2 By + 2m’ya+ Qn'aB=0; 

the polar of any point (a, G, /) being 

a Ca +n B+ m'y) +B’ (n'a +mB +l'y) +7 (ma +B +ny)=0. 

The special forms of this equation most useful are 

(1) circumscribing the triangle of reference 

By mya naß = O; 

(2) inscribed in the triangle 

(Za) bu + Io; 
(3) touching two sides at the points where the third meets 

them 

By la“; 
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(4) to which the triangle is self-conjugate 

la? + mB + ny* = . 

The general equation of a conic passing through four given 
points (la= + mB = + ny) is 

La’ + MB’ + Ny’ =0, 

L X cal 
with the condition +-, = 03 

* m 

and the general equation of a conic touching four given straight 

lines (la + mB = ny=0) is 

Lo? + MB’ + Ny’ =0, 

56 * m * 
with the condition Z T = 0. 

The form (4) of the equation of a conic admits of our denoting 
any point on the conic by a single variable, analogous to the 

eccentric angle i in the case of a conic referred to its axes, which 

is indeed a particular case of this form. 

Thus, the equation of the conic being Ja’ + mf? + ny =0, any 
point on it may be represented by the equations 

2 VO a ny cos sin g 

which we may call the point 6. 

The equation of the tangent at 0 is 

Ma cos 6+ ,/mB sin G = /(—n) y; 

the equation of the chord through G, ¢ is 

+ Nuß sin -v) e 

and the point of intersection of the tangents at 0, ꝙ is 

la _ mB NEY 
O46) 0+ 0 — 

2 Sin 2 S 

, 
sJla.cos 75 
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The equations of any two given conics may be assumed in this 
form, since we have only to take the equations of their four 
common points to be Ja=+mB=+ ny, or the equations of their 
four common tangents to be la+mB+ny=0. The triangle of 
reference will, however, be imaginary if the conics intersect in 

two real and two impossible points. 

Any point on the conic [By +mya+ aye 0 may in like 
manner be taken to be 

f cr ne — 

and any point on the conic ' 

(1a)! + (mB)? + (ny)'=0 
la mp 

cos*@ sin? G 

the tangents at these points being respectively 

6 7 cos 0 + „ ein- 6+ 7=0; 
™m 7* 

to be 

La mB 

cos 29 * sin’ 6 

but these equations are not often needed. 

The equation of a tangent to By = la“ in the form 

—ny=90; 

pi — nat y=0, 

the point of contact being 

a= p17 8 
is, however, frequently convenient. 

742. The sides of the triangle of reference are bisected in 
points A., B, C,; the triangle A,B,C, is treated in the same way, 
and so on n times; prove that the equation of B. C, is 

2"** + (—1)" 
B+y= F 
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743. The equation of the straight line passing through the 
centres of the 2 N KN and circumscribed circles is 

=~; (cos B- cosC!) + — — B (cos — cos A) + — (cosA - cos B)=0, 
1 0 

Prove that the foil 

a B — 3 * 
sin d(m+ncosA) sin B(m+ncosB) sin C(m+ncos@) © 

lies on this straight line. 

744. If a, B, y be perpendiculars from any point on three 

straight lines which meet in a point and make with each other 
angles A, B, C; the equation Ja*+mf*?+ny*=0 will represent 

two straight lines, which will be real, coincident, or imaginary 

according as mn sin? An sin? Bm sin? C is negative, zero, 

or positive. 

745. If , y, z be the perpendiculars from 4, B, C on any 

straight line, and a, B, y the areal co-ordinates of any point on 

that line, then xa+yf8+zy=0; and the perpendicular from any 

point (a, B, y) on the straight line is S. Y . 

746. Within a triangle ABC are taken two points O, O“ 
AO, BO, CO meet the opposite sides in A’, B., O, and the points 
of intersection of OA, BO; OB, C’A’; 00, A' are respect- 
ively D, E, F: prove that 4 D, BE, C’F will meet in a point; 

and this point remains the same if O, O' be interchanged in the 
construction. 

747. If , y, & be the perpendiculars from 4, B, C on any 
tangent (1) to the inscribed circle 

esind+ysinB+zsinC=2Rsin A sin B sin C; 

(2) to the circumscribed circle 

esin2A+ysin2B+2sin20=4Rsin A sin B sin C; 

(3) to the Nine Points' Cirole 

«sin A cos(B—C)+y sin B cos (C- A) 

+2 sin C cos(A—B) = 2 sin A sin B sin C 
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and (4) to the circle to which the triangle is self-conjugate 

* tan A / tan B+ tan C= 0. 

748. If A’, B, O be the feet of the perpendiculars let fall 
from the point Ila mg ny on the sides of the triangle of refer- 

ence, the straight lines drawn through A, B, C ead to 
BC’, OA, A’B’ will meet in the point 

— — — — 

749. A triangle 4. B has its angular points on the sides of 
the triangle ABC, and 44, BB, CC’ meet in a point, any straight 
line is drawn meeting the sides of the triangle 40 in points 
which are joined respectively to the corresponding angles of the 
triangle ABC ; prove that the joining lines meet the sides of the 
triangle ABC in three points lying in one straight line. 

750. The two points at which the escribed circles of the 
triangle of reference subtend equal angles lie on the straight 
line 

a (c) cot A +B (c—a) cot B+ y(a—b) cot C=0, 

751. Four straight lines form a quadrilateral, and from the 
middle points of the sides of a triangle formed by three of them 

perpendiculars are let fall on the line joining the middle points of 
the diagonals ; prove that these perpendiculars are inversely pro- 
portional to the perpendiculars from the angular points pf the 
triangle on the fourth straight line. 

752. A straight line meets the sides of a triangle in 4, B, 0’, 
the straight line joining A to the point (B, CC’) meets BC in D, 
and E, V are similarly determined. If O be any point, the lines 
joining D, E, V to the respective intersections of OA, OB, OC 
with A’BC’ will pass through a point O, and 00 will pass 
through a point whose position is independent of O. 
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753. Theconic a’+mf?+ny*=0 

will represent a circle if 

ltanA =m tan B=n tan C. 

754. The necessary and sufficient conditions that the equation 

la* + mB? + ny + U/By + m’ya + n'oB=0 

may represent a circle are 

m+n—-U nm! Im- 
a i? 02 

* 

755. The lengths of the tangents from A, B, C to a cirele are 

, % 7; prove that the equation of the circle is 

a*By + bya + c’aB = (a+ + y)(p'a+g°B +77). 

756. P, P., P., P, are the points of contact of the Nine ; 
Points’ Circle with the inscribed and escribed circles; prove that 

(1) the equations of the tangents at these points are 

a 2 0, 
— hy oe See 

5— -= a-— 

and the three equations obtained from this by changing the sign 
of a, ö, orc; (2) PP, P,P, meet BC in the same points as the 
straight lines bisecting the internal and external angles at 4; 
(3) PP, P,P, intersect in the point 

. — 
2 Fe d a—o” 

(4) the tangents at P, P., P,, P, all touch the ellipse which 4 a 
touches the sides of the Per at their middle points, 

757. The straight line Ja + mB +ny=0 meets the sides of the 
triangle ABC in A’, B, C’; prove that the circles on 44, BB’, 
CC’ have the common radical axis a 

a cot. (0 +B cot B(- 79 * cot 0 (50 805 
n 7 m 

and the circles will touch each other if 

(mn + nl + Im) (a4 + ... — 20%e? — . . ... ) 

dimm {la* .. ... (n +n) Be? — ... 
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758. The equation of the straight line bisecting the diagonals 
of the quadrilateral whose four sides are 

la = mB = ny =0, 
is Pa+m'B + = , 

and the equation of the radical axis of the three circles on the 
diagonals is 

(n — n*) (By + e) . . . . . = 0, 

759. One of four straight lines passes through the centre of 
one of the four circles which touch the diagonals of the quadrila- 

teral ; prove that the other three straight lines pass each through 
one of the other three centres. Prove that in this case the circles 

described on the three diagonals touch each other in a point lying 
on the circle circumscribing the triangle formed by the diagonals, 

and that their common tangent is a normal to this circle. 

760. The equation of a circle passing through B and C, and 
whose segment on BC (on the same side as A) contains an angle 
6, is | 

Pysin® A440 sin" BoB un' C= a(a +B +>) nen 
sin 6 

761. The locus of the radical centre of three circular ares on 

BC, CA, AB, respectively containing angles 4+ 6, B, C+6 for 
different values of 6, is the straight line 

e Ch Bh = 51 sin ( C) n in C A) + zin G in (4 B) O. 

If 6=90°, the radical centre is the centre of the circumscribed 

circle. 3 

762. Prove that, if P be a point such that 

tan BO tan A= tan CPA tan B= tan A- tan C, 

there are two positions of P; and that the equation of the line 
joining them is 

a cot A (tan B tan C) + cot B (tan O- tan 4) 

+y cot C (tan 4- tan ) = 0, 
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763. A straight line drawn through the centre of the in- 
scribed circle meets the sides of the triangle ABC in 4, B,C, 

these points are joined to the centres of the corresponding escribed 
circles; prove that the joining lines meet two and two on the 

sides of the triangle; and, if 4“, B“, C“ be their points of inter- 

section, the circles on A’A”, B, CO, as diameters will touch 
each other in one point lying on the circumscribed circle; and 
their common tangent will be normal to the circumscribed circle, 

764. <A circle meets the sides of a triangle ABC in P, P/; 4 

Q, C; BR, A“ respectively, and AP, BQ, CR meet in the point 2 

la=mB=ny; prove that AP, 50, Ch’ meet in the point . 

Va = MB; where 

(m+n)(m'+n') (n+1)(n'+V) _ (l+m)(T+m) 1 

a 0 b° ee ae : 
' 

765. The equation of the circle which passes through the 
centres of the escribed circles of the triangle of reference is 

bea? + caf? + aby + (a+b + e) (aBy + bya + caf) =0. 1 

766. The lines joining the feet of the perpendiculars meet 
the corresponding sides of the triangle ABC in 4, B, C; prove 

that the circles on AA’, BB’, CC’ as diameters will touch each vey 
other if : 

sec? A + sec? B + sec? 2 sec A sec B sec C =7. 

767. If the side BC subtend angles 6, at the foci of an { 
inscribed conic, * 

sin (0 - A) sin (6’— A) sin 6 sin G. 

768. If P be any point on the minimum ellipse circum- 

scribing a given triangle ABC, 

AP * BP . CP 

sin BPC sin CA sin APB 

cot BPC + cot CPA + cot APB = cot A+ cot B+ cot O; 

the angles BPC, CPA, APB being so taken that their sum 
is 360° 

8 
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769. If a conic By+mya+naB=0 be such that the nor- 
mals to it at the angular points of the triangle of reference meet 

in a point, 

l n au br.) f (nt — B+ (Pm) = 05 
the point must lie on the curve 

a (6? ) (cos A- eos B cosC) +... +...=0; 

and the centre must lie on the curve 

C- R =0; 

trilinear co-ordinates being used. 

770. The two conies circumscribing the triangle of reference, 

passing through the point (a, B, y), and touching the line 

* ＋ „ T = 0 

will be real if 
mys (wa + yB+2y) 0. 

apy 
Interpret this result geometrically. 

771. A conic touches the sides of a triangle ABC in the 
points D, E, F, and AD meets the conic again in d; prove that 
the equation of the tangent at d is 2(mB+ny)=la; AD, BE, CF 
meeting in the point la =mB = 

772. Find the two points in which the straight line g = 
meets the conic 

(a+ mayb (mph 05 
and from the condition that one of these points may be at infinity, 
determine the directions of the asymptotes. Prove that the. 
conic will be a rectangular hyperbola if . 

al hm + c*'n® + 2bemn cos A + 2canl cos B+ 2ablm cos C = 0. 

W. 11 
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773. If lat+mB+ny=0 be the equation of the axis of a 
parabola which touches the sides of the triangle of reference, 

da mb“ ne 
+—+ 

mM nl 3 

774. A conic touches the sides of the triangle ABC, any point 
is taken on the straight line which passes through the intersec- 

tions of the chords of contact with the corresponding sides, and 

the lines joining this point to the angular points meet the oppo- 

site sides in A’, B, C“; prove that corresponding sides of the 
triangles ABC, A’B'C’ intersect two and two on one straight line 
which touches the conic, 

775. If a, 5 be the axes of a conic inscribed in a triangle, 
and a, B, y be the ¢rilinear co-ordinates of either focus: 

55 4a (a sin A +... + , (87 sin A1. 29 

a (B* 28 cos A) (. . .) (. . . . ) 1 

776. Two parabolas are such that triangles can be inscribed 

in one whose sides touch the other; prove that 

a\t /B\3 N 

(2) + (2) +G) =° 
if (a, B, y), (a“, 8, /) be the foci; the triangle formed by the 

common tangents being the triangle of reference. 

777. A conic touches the sides of the triangle ABC in the 

points A’, B, 0’; AA’, BB, CC’ meet in O; through O is drawn 

any straight line meeting the sides of the triangle in a, ö, o, and 

from a, b, o are drawn other tangents to the conic; prove that 

these tangents will intersect two and two in points lying on a 

fixed conic circumscribing the triangle. 

778. The equation of an asymptote of the conic By = ka’, is 

py + kB —2kya=0, 

uu being given by the equation p*?+~+k=0; also the envelope 

of the asymptotes for different values of I is the parabola 

4a (a+B+y)+(B—y)*=0. 
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779. The radius of curvature at the point B of the conic 
— hot ip 2% sin! O 
aan 

780. OA, OB touch a conic at A, B, and the tangent at P 

meets OA, OB in B’, A’ respectively ; find the locus of the inter- 
section of 44, BH; and if AP, BP meet OB, OA in A”, B. 

respectively, find the envelope of 4 B. 

781. OA, OB touch a conic at A, B, and C, D are two other 
fixed points on the conic; a tangent to the conic meets OA, OB 
in C/ D; prove that the locus of the intersection of CC’, DD’ 
is a conic passing through C, D and the intersections of OC, BD; 
and of OD, 40. 

782. The locus of the foci of the conic By = K for different 
values of & is 

“ (A5 cf * r (B cot B- cot C) =0. 
sin A (in nB sin? C/ sin B si 

783. Prove that the equation 48 d represents a parabola; 
and that the tangential equation of the same parabola is yz = . 

784. CA, CB are tangents to a conic, P any point on the 
conic, and AP, BP meet CB, CA in A’, B’; prove that the tri- 

angle 45 P is self-conjugate to another conic touching the former 
at A, B. 

785. The sides of a triangle ABC touch a conic, O, O, O,, O, 
are the centres of the circles which touch the sides; a conic is 

described through B, C, O, O, and one focus, and another through 
B, C, O, O, and the same focus; prove that the fourth point of 
intersection of these conics will be the second focus. 

786. A conic passes through four given points; prove that 
the locus of the points of contact of tangents drawn to it from a 
given point is in general a curve of the third degree, which re- 
duces to a conic if the point be in the same straight line with two 
of the former; and in that case the locus passes through the other 
two given points. 

11—2 
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787. Given a point O on a conic, and a triangle ABC self- 
conjugate to the conic, 40, BO, CO meet the opposite sides in 

three points, and the lines joining these two and two meet the 
corresponding sides in A’, B, C“; prove that the intersections of 
BB, CC’; CC’, AA; a AA’, BB’ also lie on the conic. 

788, Any tangent to a conic meets the sides of a self-conju- 

gate triangle in D, E, J; the line joining 4 to the intersection of 

BE, CF meets BC in A’; B, C’ are similarly determined; prove 
that BO, C’A’, AB are also tangents to the conic. 

789. If la+mB+ny=0 be the equation of an asymptote 
of a rectangular hyperbola self-conjugate to the win 3 
reference, 

da“ mb* nm 
. + + 
n 

= 0. 

790. A parabola is described touching the sides of a triangle 
A BC, & is the focus, and the axis meets the circle circumscribing 
the triangle again in O; prove that if with centre O a rectangular 

hyperbola be described, to which the triangle is self-conjugate, one 
of its asymptotes will coincide with OS. 

791. One directrix of the conic 

la’ + mB’ + ny’ =0 

passes through A; prove that 

1 cot. B 2 cot? CU. 

loom me? 

and that the second focus lies on the line joining the feet of the 
perpendiculars from B, Con the opposite sides. 

792. The equations determining the foci of the conic 

la® + mB? + ny? =0 

eo (Be oe 2 U BP, 
5 aT e 6 “ar m 5. —＋ 

8 2 
1 (r. 70. 

m ~ gin? 0 n 
~ 
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793. If a triangle be self-conjugate to a parabola, the lines 
joining the middle points of the sides are tangents to the parabola. 
Hence prove that the focus lies on the Nine Points’ Circle, and 
that the directrix passes through the centre of the circumscribed 
circle. 

794. A conic is drawn touching the four straight lines 

3 la = mB & ny =0 ; i 

prove that its equation is 

La? + Mp* N =0, 

Z, U, N satisfying the equation : 

PUN +mNL YM =. 

Investigate the species of this conic with reference to the position 
of its centre on the straight line which is its locus, 

795. Any conic through the four points 

la = + mB == ny 

will divide harmonically the straight line joining the points 

(an By Yi (4 By Ys)» if : 

) Lala, = mg,. =n*y,7,. 

796. If a triangle be self-conjugate to a rectangular hyper- 
bola, and any conic be inscribed in the triangle, its foci will be 
conjugate points with respect to the hyperbola, 

797. A given triangle is self-conjugate to a conic, and the 
centre of the conic lies on a given straight line parallel to one of 
the sides of the triangle ; prove that the asymptotes will envelope 
a fixed conic which touches the other two sides of the triangle, 

798. The locus of the foci of all conics touching the four 
straight lines la *mB*ny= 0 is 

(a+ B+ -y) Ca' cot A + h cot B+ n cot O) sin A sin B sin G 

= (Pa + mB + n*y) (By.sin’ A + ya sin’ B + af sin“ C). 
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799. The straight lines 

wat+yB+2y=0, wat+yB+ey=0, 

will be conjugate with respect to all parabolas inscribed in the 
triangle of reference, if 

ye YT a π πν +a'y: wa 

and with respect to all conics touching the four straight lines 

la = mB + ny=0, 

if wa! yy _ 
8 F 1 nt 

800. A rectangular hyperbola is inscribed in the triangle 
ABC; prove that the locus of the pole of the straight line which 
bisects the sides AB, AC is the circle 8 N 

a® (a? + b + c*) + (f° + egaß) (a. + b* — ct) + (y+ 2ya) (a? heb. 

801. Four conics are described with respect to any one of 
which three of the four straight lines a+ mB+ny=0 form a 
self-conjugate triangle, and the fourth is the polar of a fixed 
point (a“, G, )); prove that the four will have two common 
tangents meeting in (a, G, /), their equation being 

* mg/ n'y! 

; + —— + = a = 9. 
By-By v J aß —aB 

802. A 8 circumscribes the conic 

la? + m* + ny* = 0, 

and two of its angular points lie on the conic 

Va? + mB? + n'y’? =0; 

prove that the locus of the third angular point is the conic: 
Za“ 

— 14 — 17 

m n 1 
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and that this will coincide with the second conic if 

*. .- Ce l m n 

Also prove that the three conics have four common tangents. 

803. The angular points of a triangle lie on the conic 

la? + mB* + ny* = , 

and two of its sides touch the conic 

Ta“ + mf? +n’ =0; 

prove that the envelope of the third side is the conic 

m n TN 
10 ( 8 12. 4. 203 

and that this will coincide with the second conic if 

IN  (n\i G- C- 4 m 

Also prove that the three conics have four common points. 

804. A triangle is self-conjugate to the conic 

la + mB? + ny* , 

and two of its angular points lie on the conic 

Va? mg ; 

prove that the locus of the third angular point is the conic 

0 +") a*+... +... =0, 
m n 

and that this will coincide with the second if 

Prove also that the three conics have four common points, and 
that the envelope of the line joining the two angular points is 
the conic 

2 +... +... 0. 
7* 
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805. A triangle is self-conjugate to the conic 

la? + mB* + ny* , 

and two of its sides touch the conic 

Ta B O; 

prove that the envelope of the third side is the conic 

la* 
+...=0; 

m 7* 
— S 

m * 
and that this will coincide with the second if 

7 
es 
ne 

Prove also that the three conics have four common tangents, and 

that the locus of the point of intersection of the two sides is 
the conic 

U (2 +=) a 1 +... 30. 
m n 

IX. Anharmonic Properties. 

The anharmonic ratio of four points A, B, C, D in one straight 

, AB AC 43. C 
line, denoted by {ABCD}, means the ratio ID: D' er 10 

the order of the letters marking the direction of measurement of 
any segment, and segments measured in opposite directions 

being affected with opposite signs. So, if 4, B, C, D be any 
four points in a plane, and P any other point in the same plane, 

sin APB. sin CPD 
F. en en; sin APC in BPD’ 

served as to direction of measurement and sign for the angles in 
this expression as for the segments in the former. 

the same rules being ob- 

Either of these ratios is said to be harmonic when its 

value is —1; in which case AD is the harmonic mean between 

AB and AC, and DA the harmonic-mean between DB and DC. 



‘The anharmonic ratio of four points, or four straight lines, can 
never be equal to 1; as that leads immediately to the condition 

AD. BC =0, or sin APD. sin BFC =; making two of the points, 

or two of the lines, coincident. 

If A, B, C, D be four fixed points on a conic, and P any 

other point on the same conic, P {A BCD} is constant for all posi- 
tions of P, and is harmonic when BC, AD are conjugates to the 

conic. Also, if the tangents at A, B, C, D meet the tangent 

at P in a, b, c, d, the range {abcd} is constant and equal to the 

former pencil. 
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The range formed by four points in a straight line is equal to 
the pencil formed by their polars with respect to any conic. 

If the equations of four straight lines can be put in the form 
U=p,v, u = uu, U=p,v, U=pv, the anharmonic ratio of the 

pencil formed by them, or of the range in which any straight line 
meets them, is 

(u. = Hy) (u, . 
(Hy H G, H. 

806. Two fixed straight lines meet in 4; BB, C, D are three 

fixed points on another straight line through 4; any straight line 
through D meets the two former in Y, C; BBH, CC’ meet in P, 
BC’, CB in O: prove that the loci of P, O are straight lines 

through A which form with the two former a pencil equal to 
{ABCD}. 

807. ABC is a triangle, two fixed straight lines intersect in 
a point O on BC, any point is taken on AQ, and the straight lines 
joining it to B, C meet the two fixed lines in B, B, CM C, 
respectively; prove that B.C, and B,C, Tass each through a 
fixed point on BC. 

808. Chords are drawn through a fixed point on a conic, 
making equal angles with a given direction; prove that the 
straight line joining their extremities. passes 2 a fixed 
point. 
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809. Through a given point are drawn chords PP’, QQ’ toa 

given conic, so as to touch any the same confocal conic; prove 

that the points of intersection of PQ, P, and of PQ’, PO are 

fixed. 

810. If A, B be two fixed points, P, O any two points on the 
same straight line, such that the range {APQB} is harmonic, and 
a circle be described on PQ as diameter; all such circles will 

have a common radical axis, and will cut orthogonally any circle 

passing through A, B. 

811. If two triangles be formed, each by two tangents to a 

conic and the chord of contact, the six angular points lie on 
a conic. 

812. Four chords of a conic are drawn through a point, and 
two other conics are drawn through the point, and each through 
four extremities of the chords, respectively opposite; prove that 
these conics will have contact at the point. 

813. Through a given point O is drawn any straight line 

meeting a given conic in Q, O, and P is taken on this line, so 

that the range {OQQ’P} is constant; prove that the locus of P is 
an are of a conic having double contact with the former. 

814. Given two points A, B of a conic, the envelope of a 
chord PQ, such that the pencil {A PQB} on the conic is equal to a 

given quantity, is a conic touching the former conic at 4, B. 

815. Through a fixed point is drawn any straight line meet- 

ing two fixed straight lines in Q, A respectively; E, / are two 
other fixed points, QZ, RF meet in P; prove that the locus 

of P is a conic passing through E, J, and the point of intersec- 

tion of the two fixed straight lines. : 

816. If A, B, C be three points on a conic, and 7, P“ any 

two other points, such that the pencils {PABC}, F CDA} at any 
point on the conic are equal; PL’, CA, and the tangent at B, will 
meet in a point, | 
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817. If A, B, C, 4, B, Obe six fixed points on a conic, such 
that 

{B'ABC} ={BA'BC"', 

and P, be any two points of the conic, such that 

ABO PAO), 

P will pass through a fixed point on BB. 

818. A given straight line meets any conic which passes 
through four given points in two points; prove that these points 
are conjugate with respect to the conic, which is the loeus of the 

pole of the given straight line with respect to the series of conics 
through the four points, 

819. The anharmonic ratio of the pencil subtended by the 
four points a,, a a,, a, on an ellipse at any point on the ellipse is 

sin ——“s 5 “3 sin “s— 7 2 

820. If tangents be drawn to a conic at 4, B, C, D, and 
X, X,, A, be the middle points of the diagonals joining the points 
of intersection of the tangents at (1) 4, B; C, D; (2) 4, C; 
B, D; (3) 4, D; B, C; and O be the centre; the range 

OX AX is equal to the pencil {ABCD} at any point of the 
conic, 

821. A conic is drawn through four given points 4, B, C. D; 
AB, CD meet in J. AC, BD in J, AD, BC in Y,, and O is the 
centre of the conic; prove that the pencil {ABCD} on the conic 
is equal to the pencil [O T. T. V. on the conic which is the locus 
of O. 

822. The anharmonic ratio of the points of intersection of 
the conics 

la’ + mB" +ny'=0, Ta“ +m’B* +n’y' = 0, 
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with respect to the former is 

8 1 i n in 

or the reciprocal of one of these, according to the order in which 
the points are taken: and these are also the anharmonic ratios of 

the range formed by the four common tangents on any tangent to 

the latter. 

X. Reciprocal Polars, Projections. 

If there be a system of points, and straight lines, lying in the 
same plane, and we take the polars of the points and the poles of 

the straight lines with respect to any conic in that plane, we obtain 
a system reciprocal to the former; so that to a series of points 

lying on any curve in the first system correspond a series of 

straight lines touching a certain other curve in the second system, 
and vice versd: and, in particular, to any number of points lying 

on a straight line or a conic, correspond a number of straight 

lines passing through a point or touching a conic. Thus, from 

any general theorem of position may be deduced a reciprocal 

theorem. It is in nearly all cases advisable to take a circle for 
the auxiliary conic, with respect to which the system is recipro- 
cated; the point (p) corresponding to any straight line being 
then found by drawing from O, the centre of the circle, OP per- 
pendicular to the straight line, and taking on it a point p, such 
that OP. Op =k’, k being the radius of the circle: and similarly 

the straight line through p at right angles to OP is the straight 
line corresponding to the point P. 

To draw the figure reciprocal to a triangle 4 50, with respect 
to a circle whose centre is O, or, more shortly, with respect to the 

point O, draw Oa perpendicular to BC, and in it take any point a; 
through a, O draw straight lines perpendicular to OC, CA, meeting 
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in 5; and through ö, O draw straight lines perpendicular to 04, 
AB, meeting in e; then the points a, ö, e will be the poles of the 
sides of the triangle, and the straight lines be, ca, ab the polars of 
the points A, B, C, with respect to some circle with centre O. 
Now, suppose we want to find the point corresponding to the per- 
pendicular from A, it must lie on dc, and on the line through O at 
right angles to Oa, since Oa is parallel to the straight line whose 
reciprocal is required; it is then determined. Hence, to the 

theorem that the three perpendiculars of a triangle meet in a 
point, corresponds the following: if through any point O in the 
plane of a triangle abe be drawn straight lines at right angles to 
Oa, Ob, Oc, to meet the respectively opposite sides, the three 
points so determined will lie in one straight line. 

So, from the theorem, that the bisectors of the angles meet 
in a point, we get the following: the straight lines drawn through 
O bisecting the external angles (or one external and two internal 
angles) between Ob, Oc; Oc, Oa; Oa, Ob, respectively, will meet 

the opposite sides in three points lying in a straight line. 

If a circle, with centre A and radius N, be reciprocated with 

respect to O, the corresponding curve is a conic whose focus is O, 

major axis along OA, eccentricity , and latus rectum 72 or 

1 if we take the radius of the auxiliary circle unity. The cen- 

tre A is reciprocated into the directrix. Most of the focal pro- 
perties of conics may thus be deduced from well known properties 
of the circle. For instance, if O be a point on the circle, and 
OP, OQ two chords at right angles, PQ passes through the centre. 
Reciprocating with respect to O, to the circle corresponds a 
parabola, and to the points , O two tangents to the parabola 
at right angles to each other, which therefore intersect on the 
directri 

Again, to find the condition that two conics which have a 
common focus should be such that triangles can be inscribed in 
one whose sides shall touch the other. 
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Take two circles which have this property, and let R, r be 

their radii, 5 the distance between their centres; then 

8? = R? + 2Rr. 
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Reciprocate the system with respect to a point at distances x, y 

from the centres, and let a be the angle between these distances. 

Then a will be the angle between the major axes of the conics, 

and if 2c,, 2c, be the laters recta, e, e, the eccentricities, 

1 1 y 4 2 2 
r PF 6 „ Ho 8. = 2" + y* — 2xy cosa, 

whence FR Rr = +y* — 2xy cos a ; 

2 2 6 20 
Ld 2. =, 2 cos a, 
Cy 070. 05 05 102 

or 1 * 20%, = e ei, — 20e e, cos a; 

the relation required. 

If a system of confocal conics be reciprocated with respect to 

one of the foci, the reciprocal system will consist of circles having 

a common radical axis, the radical axis being the reciprocal of the 

second focus, and the former focus being one of the limiting points 

of the system. 

The reciprocal of a conic with respect to any point in its 

plane is another conic which is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, - 

according as the point lies within, upon, or without the conic. 

To the points of contact of the tangents from the point correspond 

the asymptotes, and to the polar of the point the centre of the 

reciprocal conic. So also to the asymptotes and centre of the 
original conic correspond the points of contact and polar with 

respect to the reciprocal conic. 

As an example, we may investigate the elementary property 

that the tangent at any point of a conic makes equal angles with 

the focal distances. The reciprocal theorem is, that if we take 
any point O in the plane of a conic, there exist two fixed straight 

lines (the reciprocals of the foci), such that if a tangent to the 
* 
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conic at P meet them in Q, O, OP makes equal angles with OQ 

and 00. If, however, the point O lie on the curve, the original 
curve was a parabola; and one of the straight lines being the 
reciprocal of the point at infinity on the parabola will be the 

tangent at O. 

Since the anharmonic ratio of the pencil formed by any four 
straight lines is equal to that of the range formed by their poles 
with respect to any conic, it follows that in any reciprocation 
whatever, a pencil or range is replaced by a range or pencil 

having the same anharmonic ratio. 

Th: Method of Projections enables us to make the proof of 
any general theorem of position depend upon that of a more simple 
particular case of the theorem. Given any figure in a plane, we 
have five constants disposable to enable us to simplify the pro- 
jected figure, three depending on the position of the vertex and 

two on the direction of the Plane of Projection. It is clear that 

relations of tangency, of pole and polar, and anharmonic ratio, 
are the same in the original and projected figures. 

As an example we will take the following: “To prove that if 
two triangles be self-conjugate to the same conic, their angular 
points lie on a conic,” 

Let the two triangles be ABC, DEF; project the conic into 
a circle with its centre at D, then E, V will be at infinity, and 
DE, DF will be at right angles to one another. Draw a conic 
through ABCDE, then since ABC is self-conjugate to a circle 
whose centre is D, D is the centre of perpendiculars of the triangle 
ABC, the conic is therefore a rectangular hyperbola, and E being 
one of its points at infinity, / will be the other. The theorem is 
therefore true. 

Again, retaining the centre at D, take any other conic instead 
of the circle; DE, DF will still be conjugate diameters, and 
therefore if any conic pass through A, B, C, D, its asymptotes will 
be parallel to a pair of conjugate diameters of the conic whose 
centre is D, and to which ABC is self-conjugate. The same must 
therefore be the case with respect to the four conics, each having 
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its centre at one of the four points, and the other three self- , 

conjugate. These conics are therefore similar and similarly 

situated. Moreover, if we draw the two parabolas which can 

pass through the four points, their axes must be parallel respect- 

ively to coincident conjugate diameters of any one of the four 

conics ; i.e. to the asymptotes. But the axes of these para- 
bolas must be parallel to the asymptotes of the conic which is 

the locus of centres of all conics through the four points ; since 

when the centre is at infinity the conic becomes a parabola, 

Hence, finally, if we have four points in a plane, the four conics, 
each of which has its centre at one of the four points, and the 

other three self-conjugate, and the conic which is the locus of 

centres of conics through the four points, are all similar and 

similarly ‘situated. 

Let A, B be any two fixed points on a circle, o, oo’ the two 

impossible circular points at infinity, P any other point on the 

circle; then PA w’B} is constant. Hence PA, PB and the 
circular points divide the line at infinity in a constant anhar- 

monic ratio. Hence, two straight lines including a constant 

angle, may be projected into two straight lines, which divide 
the straight line joining two given points (the projections of the 

circular points) in a constant anharmonic ratio. In particular, if 
APB be a right angle, AB passes through the centre (the pole 
of o ’), and the ratio becomes harmonic. 

Thus, projecting the property of the director circle of a conic, 

we obtain the following theorem: „The locus of the intersection 

of tangents to a conic which divide harmonically the straight line 

joining two given points is a conic passing through the given 

points; and the straight line joining the two points has the same 
pole for both conics,” 

If tangents be drawn to any conic through the circular points, 

their four points of intersection are the real and impossible foci of 

the conic, If the conic be a parabola, the line joining the cir- 

cular points is a tangent, and one of the real foci is at infinity, 

while the two impossible foci are the circular points. Many. 
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properties of the foci, especially of the parabola, may thus be 
generalized by projections, Thus, remembering that the directrix 
is the polar of the focus, we see that if a conic be inscribed in a 
triangle ABC, and two tangents be drawn dividing BC harmoni- 
cally, their point of intersection lies on the polar of A. So also, 
since the locus of the intersection of tangents to a parabola, includ- 
ing a constant angle, isa conic having the same focus and directrix, 
it follows that, if a conic be inscribed in a triangle ABC, and two 
tangents be drawn dividing BC in a constant range, the locus of 
their point of intersection is a conic having double contact with 
the former at the points where AB, AC touch it. 

The circular points at infinity have singular properties in 
relation to many other curves, All epicycloids and hypocycloids 
pass through them, the cardioid has cusps at them, and may be 
projected into a three-cusped hypocycloid. 

823. If two conics have a common focus S, and two common 

tangents PQ, PQ’, the angles PSO, PS will be equal or sup- 

plementary. 

824. If two conics have a common focus and equal minor 
axes, their common tangents will be parallel. 

825. If twoconics have a common focus and equal 24 recta, 
one of their common chords will pass through the common focus, 

826. If S be the focus of a conic and A any point, the 
straight line drawn through S at right angles to SA will meet 
the polar of A on the directrix, 

827. If O bea fixed point on a conic, 4, B, C any three 
other points on the conic, and the straight lines through O at 
‘right angles to OA, OB, OC meet BC, CA, AB respectively in 
A’, B, C, the straight line 4 30 will meet the normal at O ina 
fixed point. 

828. Given a conic and a point O; prove that there are two 
straight lines, such that the distance between any two points on 
one of them, conjugate to the conic, subtends a right angle at C. 

w. 12 
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829. 0 being a fixed point on a conic, OP, OQ any two 

chords, OR the chord normal at 0; prove that there exists a 

straight line passing through the pole of OR, such that the 

tangents at P, Q intercept on it a length which subtends at O an 

angle twice POQ. 

830. On any straight line can be found two points, conjugate 

to a given conic, such that the distance between them subtends a 

right angle at a given point. 

831. ABC is a triangle, O any vii and straight lines 

through O at right angles to OA, OB, OC meet the respectively 

opposite sides in 4’, B, C; prove that any conic which touches 

the sides of the triangle and the straight line 45 will subtend 
a right angle at C. 

832. An ellipse is described about an acute-angled triangle 
ABC, and one focus is the centre of perpendiculars of the tangs ; 

prove that its latus rectum is 

cos ie cos B cos 0 

ans 
2 13 

833. A parabola and hyperbola have a common focus and 

axis, and the parabola touches the directrix of the hyperbola; j 
prove that any straight line through the focus is harmonically 
divided by any tangent to the parabola and the two parallel 
tangents to the hyperbola. 

2K 

834. A series of conics aré described having equal latera 
recta, the focus of a given parabola their common focus, and 

tangents to the parabola their directrices; prove that the com- 

mon tangents of any two intersect on the directrix of the 
parabola. 

835. With a given point as focus four conics can be drawn 

circumscribing a given triangle, and the latus rectum of one of 

them will be equal to the sum of those of the other three. Also, 

if any conic A be drawn touching the directrices of the four 
- 

avd 
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conics, the polar of the given point with respect to it will be 
a tangent to the conic which has the given point for focus and 
touches the sides of the triangle, and the conic A will subtend 
a right angle at the given point. 

836. Prove that with the centre of the circumscribed circle 
as focus, three hyperbolas can be described, passing through the 
angular points of the triangle ABC; that their eccentricities are 
cosec B cose C, &c.; their directrices the lines joining the middle 
points of the sides; and that the fourth point of intersection of 
any two lies on the straight line joining one of the angles to the 
middle point of the opposite side. 

837. From a point P on the circle circumscribing a triangle 
ABO, are drawn PA’, PB, PC’ at right angles to PA, PB, PC to 

meet the corresponding sides; prove that the straight line A’B’C’ 
passes through the centre of the circle. 

838. A triangle is inscribed in an ellipse so that the centre 
of the inscribed circle coincides with one of the foci ; prove that 

E — 0 : 
the radius of the inscribed circle is T+ +e)? 20 being the 

latus rectum and e the eccentricity. 

839. <A triangle is self-conjugate to a hyperbola, and one 

focus is equidistant from the sides of the triangle; prove that each 

distance is 8 2c being the latus rectum and e the ec- 

centricity. 

840. Two conics have a common focus, and are such that 

triangles can be inscribed in one which are self-conjugate to the 
other; prove that 

2c," +0," ee + €,%c," — 2¢,¢,0.c, cosa ; 

o e, being their latera recta; e e, their eccentricities; and a 
the angle between their axes. Prove also that in this case tri- 
angles can be circumscribed to the second, which are self-con- 
jugate to the first, 

12—2 
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841. Three tangents to a hyperbola are so drawn that the 

centre of perpendiculars of the triangle formed by them is at one 
of the foci; prove that the radius of the circle to which the 
triangle is self-conjugate is constant. 

842. If four points lie on a circle, four parabolas can be 
described having a common focus, and each touching the side 
of a triangle formed by joining three of the points, 

843. BB’ is the minor axis of an ellipse, and B is the centre 

of curvature at B; on the circle of curvature at is taken any 

point P, and tangents drawn from P to the ellipse meet the 
tangent at Bin O, C; prove that a conic drawn to touch QB, 
‘QB’, with its focus at B and directrix passing through J, will 
touch the circle at P, 

844. If three tangents to a parabola form a triangle ABO, 
and perpendiculars p,, p,, p, be let fall on them from the focus 8; 
then will , 

| , b, sin BSC +p,p, sin CSA p,p, sin ASB=0, 

the angles at S being measured in the same direction, 

845. A triangle ABC circumscribes a parabola, and a, y, 2 
are the perpendiculars from the focus on the sides; prove that 

ein 2 ein 23 ein 20 8 sin A sin B sin 0 
* 7 2 4 : 

4 being the semi latus rectum. 

846. A point S is taken within a triangle, such that the 
sides subtend at it equal angles, and four conics are described 

with S as focus passing through A, B, C; prove that one of these 

conics will touch the other three, and that the tangent to this 

conic at A will meet BC in a point 4, such that ASA’ is a right 
angle. 

847. With the centre of perpendiculars of a triangle as focus 
are described two conics, one of which touches the sides of the 

‘triangle, and the other passes through the feet of the perpen- 

diculars; prove that these conics will touch each other, and that 
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the point of contact will lie on the conic touching the sides of the 
triangle at the feet of the perpendiculars. 

848. A conic is inscribed in a triangle, and one directrix 
Passes through the centre of perpendiculars; prove that the 

corresponding focus lies on the circle to which the triangle is 
self-conjugate. 

849. With the centre of the circumscribing circle of a tri- 
angle as focus are described two ellipses, one touching the sides of 
the triangle, and the other passing through the middle points ; 
prove that these will touch each other. 7 

850. Five points are taken, no three of which lie in one 
straight line, and with one of the points as focus are described 
four conics, each of which touches the sides of a triangle formed 

by joining three of the other points; prove that these conics will 
have a common tangent. 

851. Through a fixed point Oare drawn any two straight lines 
meeting a given conic in P, P; , C; and a given straight line 

in I, N'; and RR’ subtends a right angle at another fixed point. 
Prove that PQ, PQ, PO, all touch a certain fixed conic, 

852. Given a conic and a point in its plane O; prove that 
there exist two points I, such that if any straight line through L 
meet the polar of L in J, and Y be the oe of this ni line, 
PF’ subtends a right angle at O. 

853. The envelope of a straight line which is divided har- 
monically by two given straight lines and a given Conic, is a 

conic touching the two fixed straight lines at points on the polar 
of their point of intersection; unless the given lines are conju- 
gate with respect to the conic, when 2 one such straight line 
can be drawn. 

854, Two equal circles A, 4 a tangent to B 
meets Ain , O, and O is its pole with respect to 4; prove that 
the directrices of two of the conics described with focus & to 
eireumseribe the triangle OPQ will touch the circle A. 
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855. A conic touches the sides of a triangle ABC in D, E, V, 

and AD, BE, CF meet in S; three conics are described with & as 
focus, osculating the former at D, ZE, V; prove that these three 

and the former will have one common tangent, which also touches 

the conic having S as focus and touching the sides of the triangle 
ABC. 

856, Given four straight lines, prove that two conics can be 
constructed so that an assigned straight line of the four is its 

directrix and the other three form a self-conjugate triangle: and 

that, whichever straight line be taken for directrix, the corre- 

sponding focus will be one of two fixed points. 

857. Through a fixed point O are drawn two chords PP’, 
QQ’ to a given conic, such that the two lines bisecting the angles 

at O are also fixed; prove that the straight lines PQ, P’Q, PQ, 
Pall touch a fixed conic; except when the two fixed straight 
lines are conjugates to the given conic, 

858. OP, 00; O, O are tangents to a conic, and the 

conic which touches the sides of the triangles OPQ, OO is 

drawn: prove that any tangent to the latter conic will be divided 

harmonically by the former conic and the lines PQ, P. 

859. Two conics circumscribe the triangle ABC, any straight 
line through 4 meets them again in P, ; and the tangents at 
P,Q meet BC in PO; prove that the range {BP’Q’C} is con- 
stant. a 

860. 4 ee of the polar reciprocal of the evolute of 

the ellipse =, a 171 with i to the centre is 

_ (toy 

861. If P, O be two fixed points, and if on the side BC of a 
triangle ABC be taken a point A’, such that the pencil A’{APQB} 
is harmonic; and J’, C’ be similarly taken on the sides CA, AB; 

the straight lines AA’, BB, CC’ will meet in a point; and the 
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four such points corresponding to the triangles formed by four 
given straight lines will lie on one straight line, 

862. The locus of a point, such that the tangents. drawn 
from it to a given conic are harmonically conjugate to the straight 

lines joining it to two given points is a conic passing through 
the two given points, and through the points of contact of the 
tangents drawn from the two points to the given conic. This locus 

reduces to a straight line, if the line joining the two points touches 
the given conic. 

863. Two conics touch each other at O, any straight line 
through O meets them in P, ; prove that the tangents at F, Q 
intersect in the straight line joining the two other points of 
intersection of the conic. 

864. Four tangents A, B, C, D are drawn to a conic, the 

line joining the points of contact of A, B meets C, D respectively 
in , ; prove that if a conic be described touching the four 

lines, and P be its point of contact with C, C will be its point of 

contact with D. 

865. Two conics S, &' intersect in A, B, C, D, and the pole 

of AB with respect to S is the pole of CD with respect to 8’; 
prove that the pole of CD with respect to S is the pole of AB 
with respect to &. 

866. A quadrilateral can be projected into a rhombus on any 
plane parallel to one of its diagonals, the vertex being any point 
on a circle in a certain parallel plane, 

867. If ABC be a triangle circumscribing a conic, A’ the 
point of contact of BC, D the point where 4A’ again meets the 
conic, and T be any tangent meeting the tangent at D in 7’; 
the pencil 7'{ABCP} will be harmonic, | 

868. 450 is a triangle circumscribing a conic, 7P, TQ two 
tangents, a conic is described about 7’PQBC, and O is the pole 

of BC with respect to it; prove that 4 {OBCT} is harmonic, 
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If T lie on the straight line joining A to the point of contact 

with BC, O will coincide with 4. 

869. A conic is described touching the sides of a triangle 
ABC, one of them BC in a fixed point A’; , C’ are two other 
fixed points on 50; prove that the point of intersection of 
tangents drawn from B, C“ to the conic lies on a fixed straight 
line. 

870. The sides of a triangle which is self-conjugate to a 
given rectangular hyperbola touch a parabola, and a diameter 

of the hyperbola is drawn through the focus of the parabola ; 

prove that the conjugate diameter is parallel to the axis of the 

parabola. | 

871. T, TQ are two tangents to a parabola; a hyperbola 
described through 7, P, Q, and having an asymptote parallel to 
the axis of the parabola meets the parabola again in &; prove that 
its other asymptote is parallel to the tangent to the parabola 
at N. 

872. JP, TQ are two tangents to a hyperbola; another 
hyperbola is described through 7, P, O with asymptotes parallel 

to those of the former; prove that it will pass through the centre 
C of the former, and that C will be a diameter, 

873. A triangle is self-conjugate to a conic, and from any 
other two points conjugate to the conic tangents are drawn to a 

conic inscribed in the triangle ; prove that the other four points 
of intersection of these tangents will be two pairs of conjugate. 
points to the first conic. 

874, If a conic pass through four points, its asymptotes meet 

the conic which is the locus of centres in two points at the 

extremities of a diameter. 

875. Four points and a straight line being given, four conics 
are described, such that with respect to any one of them three 

of the points are the angular points of a self-conjugate triangle, 
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and the fourth is the pole of the given straight line; prove that 
these four conics will meet the given straight line in the same 
two points, and that these points are the points of contact of the 
two conics through the four points touching the line. 

876. Four straight lines and a point being given, four conics 
are described, with respect to each of which three of the four lines 

form a self-conjugate triangle, and the fourth is the polar of the 

given point; prove that all four will have two common tangents 
through the given point, and these tangents are tangents to the 
two conics through the point touching the four lines. If two 
tangents be drawn through the point to any conic touching the 

four lines, these will form a harmonic pencil with the two common 
tangents. 

877. Four tangents are drawn to a conic, and from a point 7’ 
on one of the diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by them two 
other tangents are drawn ; prove that the points of contact of 
these tangents lie on the conic passing through 7, and through 
the points of intersection of the four tangents which do not lie on 
the diagonal through T. 

878. CA, CB are two tangents to a conic, any point P in AB 

is joined to the point in which its polar meets a fixed straight 
line; prove that the envelope of the joining line is a conic touch- 
ing the sides of the triangle ABC and the fixed straight line. 

879. ABC is a triangle whose sides are met by a straight 
line in A’, B, O; the straight line which joins A to the point 
(BB, CC’) meets BC in a; and b, e are similarly determined. 

Four conics are drawn touching the sides of the triangle 42BC, and 
meeting 40 in the same two points; prove that the other 
common chord of any two of these conics passes through either 
a, b, or o; that these six common chords intersect by threes in 
four points; and that these four points are the poles of 4 
with respect to the four conics which intersect 4 in the 
before-mentioned two points and touch the sides of the tri- 
angle abo. 
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880. The four conics which can pass through three given 
points and touch two given straight lines are drawn, and their 
other common tangents drawn to every two; prove that the six 
points of intersection will lie by threes on four straight lines; and 
that the diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by these four 

straight lines pass each through one of the three given points, 

881. Two conics intersect in A, B, C, D; through D is 

drawn a straight line to meet the curves again in two points; 

prove that the locus of the point of intersection of the tangents 
at these points is a curve of the fourth degree and third class, 
having cusps at 4, B, C, and touching both conics, 

882. Prove that the envelope of the straight line joining the 

points of contact of parallel tangents to two given parabolas is a 

curve of the third degree and fourth class ; having three points of 

inflexion the tangents at which are the common tangents of the 
parabolas, 
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883, Tux product of two unequal roots of the equation 

aa? + ba? +cx+d=0 

is unity ; prove that the third root is = + 

884. The roots of the equation «*—pa+q=0 may be ex- 
pressed in the forms 

8 „ and 1 4 
. . 

Explain these results aie * <4g. 

885. If the equation 2*—px*+qr—r=0 have two equal 
roots, the third root must satisfy either of the equations 

* ( = Ar, (v ) (3a+p)+4q=0., 

886. The roots of the equation a —pa*+qu—r=0 are the 
sines of the angles of a triangle; prove that 

˙ 4 ̇  + 8pr+ 47° =0. 

887. Determine the relation between 9 and r necessary in 
order that the equation «* —gx+r=0 may be put into the form 

* =( + ma +n)? ; 

and solve in this manner the equation 

8a" — 36a + 27 =0, 

888. Find the condition necessary in order that the equation 

az’ + ba? N 

may be put under the form 

1 = (a' + pa + 9)" ; 
and solve by this method the equation 

* + 3 + 4a , 4 0. 
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a 

5 LA 

ee . 889. The roots of the equation 2*—pa*+qxr—r=0 are in 
harmonical progression ; prove that those of the equation 

n(pq —n'r) - (p* — Inpg + 3n*r) x’ + (pg — 3nr) &-r=0 

are also in harmonical progression. 

890. Reduce the equation = p2*+qu—r=0 to the form 

y° =3y+m=0 by assuming e=ay+6; and solve this equation 

by assuming / S 5 Hence prove that the condition for 

equal roots is 

4 (p* 39) = (2p* — 9pq 277). 

891. In solving a cubic by Cardan’s rule; if a, B, y be the 

roots of the complete cubic, the roots of the auxiliary quad- 
ratic are 

(2a — B— y)(2B—y—0)(2y — “= 8) #3 ,/(-3)(8 - yy-a)(a—f) — ‘ake 
1 

892. Solve the equations ‘i 

(* + 4% — 2)? + 3 = 4% (3c + 4), 

. 62° — 8 —6=0. 

893. If a, B, y, 8 be the roots of the equation 

a + qui r +8=0, 

the ‘roots of the equation . 

s'a* ＋ 9 (I- S) a? +r(1—s)a+(1—s)*=0 

will be Kerns Poss 
- 

894. In the equation 

* — pa® + - , = O; 

prove that the sum of two of the roots will be equal to the sum 
of the other two, if 8r—4pq+p*=0; and that the product of 
two will be equal to the product of the other two, if p*s = 7”. 
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895. If a, B, , 8 be the roots of a biquadratic, and the 
equation be solved by putting it in the form 

A a)’, 

the values of 26 are | 

GY aß, ya+ fd, ag ＋ 78; 
those of 4c are 

Ga-, (y+a-B-8), (a+ B-y-9} 
and of d are 

By — a8 > ya — 88 aß — 78 

B+y-a-0’ y+a-—B-9d’ a B- 

896. In the method of solving a biquadratic in & by sub- 
stituting «=my+mn, and making the resulting equation in y 
reciprocal ; prove that the three values of n are 

and those of m* are 

(a y)(«—8) (8 - N= yee 
(r- 

a, B, y, 8 being the roots of the biquadratic, 

897, Prove that the equation 

3a* + 8 — 62° 24 +7r=0 

will have four real roots ifr<—8>—13; two real roots if 
r>—8<19; and no real roots if r>19, 

898. Prove that the equation 

| a +ra"?+s=0 

will have two equal roots if 

(-=- ( οπον. 

899. If f(x)=(e—a,) (@—a,)... (- .); and e er 
be all unequal; then will 

1 17 1 a+r 1 — a a 1 a aerel 

Fa) +4 640 . + ay 2 
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be equal to the sum of the homogeneous products of 1 dimensions 

of the n quantities a, a, ... d,. Prove also that } 

fia) Sa), FO) 
(a * (% 4,2 

= +—_.- 5 + vee 4 -} eee 
900. The equation 

5 ＋ b a+ * a+b, 

will be an identical equation if 

(a) -O, (ab) -O, %(ab*) O. (ab = 0. 

901, If n be a prime number, and a an impossible root of 

the equation * = 1, then will 

1 a a a® ss Syl ey n 
+ + tit = ae 

mel m+a ma mr m T1 ( m) 

902. If the system of equations of which the type is 

C0, +00 . +O, = e 

be true for integral values of r from r=1 to r=n+ 1, thee will 

be true for any value of r, 

903. Having given 

cos na +p, cos (n—1)a+p, cos (n— 2)a+...+p,=90, 

sin na +p, sin (n—1)a+p,sin(n=2)a+...+p,=0; 

prove that 

1+p,cosa+p, cos 2a+.,. +p, cos na= O, 

and 1+p, sin a p, sin 2a+...+p, sinna= 0, 

904. Find the commensurable roots of the equations 

(1) ‘a? + 5a*+120a°-5240—24=0, 

(2) Gat = — 2a? 27 1. 18 =0.. 
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905. One of the roots of the equation 

(l+2)*+a*+1=0 

is the square of another root ; explain why, on attempting to solve 
the equation from the knowledge of this fact, the method fails. 

906. If a, B, y, ö, .. be the roots of the equation 

| * hf f . 0; 
then will 

% (-- ) (28 y—«) a- 
= e- 2)p,'— 3n (n— 2) p,p, + 3n'p, ; 

and determine what symmetrical function of the differences of 

the roots is equal to 

3 E 6-2 (n— 3) p,*p, 

— 4n* (n— 3) p,, + An. 

907. The equation 2° - 209 56 0 has two roots whose 
product is 1; determine them. 

908. Prove that all the roots of the equation 

(1 — x)" n (I -) + 2 1) —3 1) at (1 4 29 — 

5 —... to m+1 terms = 0 

are real; and that none lie beyond the limits 0 and 1, un being 
integral aud mn. 

909. Determine the integers between which lie the roots of 
the equation 

S (z= 12 + 162" — 312 7100, 

having given /,(x) = 36a*+ 32-31, 

J, (@) = 3432 — 197, 

J, (2) positive. 
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910. Determine the integers between which lie the real toots 

of the equation 

x + 6a°— 102° — 1lda’*® 6α - 6 = 0. 

911. Find the sum of the x“ powers of the roots of the equa- 
tion & - =; and form the equation whose roots are the 

squares of the differences of the roots of the given equation. 

912. If s denote the sum of the 7 powers of the roots 
of the equation 

ao" +p e+ p03 +...4p9 =0, 

and 8, =s +8,+...+8,3 prove that, if S, have a finite limit 

when m is indefinitely inareased, that limit: is 

2 Lb, 

17 7 * +p, 

913. The integer next less than —, B (/3 +,/5)"" is divisible 

by 2", „ being integral. 

914. The integer next greater than (,/3+,/7)™ is divisible 
by 2”. 

915. The roots of the equation 

9. — p + b — pa +pe—p,=0 

exceed those of the equation | 

a — gi + 90° 9% ＋ 9% 95 0 

respectively by the same quantity; prove that 

2p,’ — 5p, 29. — 59, 25 

Ap,’ — 15, p. + 255, 49, — 159,9, + 259% 

2. — 8p,p, + 20p, = 39, ~ 89,7, + 204., 

8p,"p, — 3p,p,’ — 50p, P. + 5p,p, + 250p, 

= 89:°9s * 39,9. * 50% 85 59.5 +2 509, 

* 

— — 
i 
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Prove that | 

|=0; n being the order of l-a, 1, 11 

1122 es 1 the determinant. 
1; 5 1 

„ 15 l-n 

917. Prove that 

} @, “Tg Sat neteghe te ses 1) =(@-I)""(e«+n—1); be- 

By 1, 88 1 ing the order of the deter- 
q „ rte ee 1 * 

„. x 

918. Prove that 

. 1 | =p, - Pye + 25. — 35. = 

. Wc 1 EI); 

. 1 a 

e ee *. 

Wy, % . 4, being the roots of the equation 

at * — pa +p" — — 1 1)" . =0. 

919. Prove that 
aint) 

*, „ a, — 2 a =(- 1) 2 ai" ( ~1)"> 

a’, a, a, „ 

a, a, eeeeeee e. a", a, ** 

a", , , — ** * * 

W. 
13 
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920. Prove that N 8 oe 1 

os h, eos 20, cos 80, . .. cos . 1 cos 20. 
cos 20, cos 30. cos n, cos 2 ) ea 4 * 

e cos 6, cos 200 >: 

cos n, cos G, cos 26, ... cos (n 1) 6 

921. The product of the roots of the equation 

„7 0 = 0 

1, - 2, 1, 0, 0,......... 0 

0, 1, * 2, 1, 0,......... 0 

O,. Oy ueseonesn ee 1, - 2, 1 9 

0, 1 e O, 1, 4-2 

ism + 1; ra the sum of nee roots is 25, n being the order of the 
1 es . 

922. Prove that 6 sho 1 

1 -n & (1 .), ci, (1 - ) 8 . . 4 (1 x 0, . ae 1 

1, * Xa» 7 (1 — K 1 * J (1— .), ae i 1 0 

0, 21, 1 — — B55 mA te ; 

‚——.ũ D : Mũ c % „%%% HOHE OEE „ EEE „ „ EEE EE an * 2 rg 

TETAS ETRE ere Tere errerrrerrr errr ree 77272*ãͤ0' 1 1900 5 1 z 

0, 0, * 0, 16 

is equal to 1, the second row being formed by differentiating the N 
first with respect to , the third by arc ar the e 0 
with respect to , and so on. 
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923. Having given 

sine sin (Z+2) in (+2). 
sin e ee 

prove that 

ere + cot (+2) 0 

e tals m cot ma, 

924. Prove that the limit of (oos ), as & diminishes in- 
definitely, is Pa 

925. If = cot &, 

oY In- sin ny sin“. 

926. Prove that, if n be a positive integer, the expression 

<= , 2a 38 
(a—n) & + = * fac 3 pas -+(n—1)z+n : 

will be positive for all positive values of a. 

927. If as 
5 1 4 * dy : P : 1 : . f on 

| Bos, ea a. 

then will >" 
d a” oY ana ee 41) 5320), 

13—2 
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928. Having given 

y= K, 
prove that 

d 
(LT „ 4 0. 

929. If 

sin (m tan ) =a,0 + ag +... + d ... 5 

prove that 

(n +1) (n + 2) a, ,, +(2n* + m) a, + (n- 1) ( 2)a,_,=9. 

930. If 

{log (1+ 2)P=ag*+ag*+...+a,2" +... 

then will 

661) 147 1 
(m+ Y. ( „ ST 2 * 3 50. 

931. In the equation 

S(e+h)=f(x) +hf” (a + Oh), 

the limiting value of 6, when 1 is indefinitely diminished, is 4; 

and, if 6 be constant, f(x)= A+ B C, where A, B, C are in- 

dependent of x. 

932. In the equation 

S (+h) =f (a) + hf"(a + Oh), 

prove that the first two terms of the expansion of 6 in ascending 
powers of / are 

1. 10. 
2 24 % ( ) 

and, if f(x) S sin x, the first three terms of the expansion are 

1 * h cot x 1 
2 24 48 smn 

provided that cot æ be finite. 
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933. In the equation 

f(a h) = e 3 fla +O), 

the limiting value of 6, when A is indefinitely diminished, is 

251 and, if f(x) be a rational algebraical expression of n ＋ 1 

dimensions in æ, the value of @ is always 21 0 

934. In the equation 

GLH TC Fh). 

TeD - ere 
prove that @ will be constant if /(x)=sina and f(x) S cos . 

- Prove also that, in all cases, the limiting value of 6, when * is 

indefinitely diminished, is 3. 

935. Prove that 

| 1 1 1 1 1 

reer 128” 
and that 

„ * 1 14 457 4 
Miata = (1+ 5) (14g) (145, vs. to . 

936. Prove that ö 

eee e zen; 

re 1 
1+ g tg tent 5 > log (L+n)<1+logn; 

to o, 

sin na sin(n + 1)a_ 
a 

cos a cos 2a +... + cos na < 1; 

na in the last being <3: 

937. If y= cosy, the general term of the expansion of 
sin & in terms of x is 

L ri (- 
4 (n+? ie 2 * 97 „ ton 1 terms} 
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938. The limiting values of 
a" wrt * 5 << d x 271 

d- (A uns) d n da (ur (1 SI . 

are o respectively 0, 0, 1, if n be odd ; and 

{1.3.5... (n—I1)}’, y; 2, and 1, 

if n be even. 

939. If 4 0 0 and ¢(a)=0, and if the limit, as æ ap- 

15 be finite; the limit of Yee will be 1. 

940. tt F(a) = 1, & (a) c, the limiting value of Fc) , 

as x approaches a, is %, m being the limit of (= d) GC). 

proaches a, o 

941. If 

2 N ef, (e+y)+ we HENS (B+ Y) 5 

then will 8 

4 4% 1 ( 4,7) 4 4 n) 0. 
da dy r 2 d *~ 

942. If 

2 ef ()+ f 05 . ten ft 0 5 

(p+q-1)(p+q—2)...(p+q—n)2=0, 
where % denotes 

. 7 5 G 

0 dd 

943. If , y be co-ordinates of a point referred to axes in- 
clined at an angle o, and u any function of the position of 

the point ; 

at. to Te nee, Zt 55 b . (tay) 
sin’w (da* d dady)’ sin*w \da* dy? \dady/ J’ 

will be independent of the particular axes, 

then will 
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Having given & y=, = AT; prove that 

d*u dq du 1 vu y d du 
* *Y Gedy du ~ dX*~~ dXdY dX’ 

945. If Ia=r(P+e%), 2 Sr (e-; 

du din diu 1 dw 1 du 
de di dr „ de f dr 

946. If & , / S -; 

2 4% = — d*u de 

dat d) (ag dc) 

947. If S recose, S renne; 

948. If u be a function of the four independent variables 

, ©, Ly &,; and if 

*, sin d Sin , x,=r sin d cos &, 

*. r cos d sin , . r cos cosy; 

then will 

d de, d, de, dr, * dd, sind dq 
1 au Sdu 2 du 

+ ane % + dr + cot 20 =. 

d*u 1 du 

949. If x, % z be three variables connected by one equation; 
prove the formule for changing the dependent variable from 
2 to ; 

de _qr—-ps dir 5 2% 

git el i 
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950. The distances of any point from two fixed points are v, , 
and a maximum or minimum value of f(r, T) for points lying on 

a given curve is ce; prove that the curve f(r, T) e will touch 
the given curve. 

951. In the straight line bisecting the angle A of a tri- 
angle ABC is taken a point P; prove that the difference of 
the angles APB, APC will be a maximum when AP is a mean 
proportional between AB and AC. 

952. Find the maximum and minimum values of a normal 

chord of a given ellipse: proving that if one exist other than the 

axes, the eccentricity must be > a , and that the length of such 

3/3 a*b® 
a chord will be , where 2a, 20 are the axes, 

(a? + b*)? 

953. Normals are drawn to an ellipse at the extremities of 

two conjugate diameters: prove that a maximum or minimum 

(a? +b 
3,/3ab” 

provided the eccentricity is > = . Examine which of the two it is. 
/d 

954. Ife+y+2=3e, f(a). f(y). f(z) will be a maximum or 

minimum when &= = = c, according as 

eK. ( < oF > =. 

955. The minimum area which can be included between two 

parabolas, whose axes are parallel and at a distance c, and 

distance of their point of intersection from the centre is 

which cut each other at right angles in two points, is ¢° 55 . 

956. O is the centre of curvature at a point P of a given 
ellipse, and OP’, O@ are normals drawn from 0: prove that, 
if a? < 2b’, /’Q’ has its minimum value when the eccentric angle 

2a’ — h*)4 2 —1 of P is tan ath . 
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957. Prove that three parabolas of maximum latus rectum 
ean be drawn circumscribing a given triangle; and that if a, B, y 
be the angles which the sides make with the axis of any one 
of them, 

cota+ cot g cot y=0. 

958. Find the plane sections of greatest and least area which 
can be drawn through a given point on the surface of a paraboloid 
of revolution: proving that, if 6,,.6, be the angles which the 
planes of maximum and minimum section make with tlie axis, 

bun b. tan 0,5. 

959. If æ, , & be the distances of any point in a plane from 
three given points, and / (v, y, z) be a maximum or minimum; 

i OUT asi. fo) idee 
sin (% 2) de sin (z,x) dy sin (r, da? 

( z) denoting the angle between the distances , 2. 

960. If A, B,C, D be four points not in one plane, and P 
a point the sum of whose distances from A, B, C, D is a mini- 
mum; then will 

24A. PA PR. IE PO. FG Pp. PD 
AA LB R 

PA, PB, PC, PD meeting the opposite faces of the tetrahedron 
in 4, B, C, D. 

961. If A, B, C, D be four points not in one plane, and P a 

point at which 

J. PA +m. PB +n. PC +r. PD 

is a maximum or minimum, then will 

vol. PBCD 2 vol. 7004 4 vol. PDAB vol PABC 
— — 

— — 

l m n 1 
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962. If u, a, , & be the distances of any point from four 
given points not in one plane, and V (u, x, y, 2) be a maximum 

or minimum; 

; 4% Lare. (0 1 —a’ — b*—c* + 2abe (= 1 0 C + zb \ dx 

a (wy. (H. 
~ l-a* -= + 20 dy) La- 20 Ve dz} / 

a, b, e, a’, b’, c' denoting the cosines of the angles between the 

distances (J 2), ( 4), (x, )), (u, x), (u, , (u, 2) respectively. 

963. P, P' are contiguous points of a curve, PO, P’O are 

drawn at right angles to. the radii vectores SP, SP’; prove that 

the limiting value of PO, as P’ moves up to P, is + = ö 

964. 5, Lare two fixed points, P is a point moving so that 
the rectangle SP, HP is constant: prove that straight lines 
drawn from S, H at right angles respectively to SP, HP will 

meet the tangent at P to the locus of P in points equidistant 

from P. 

965. In the curve y*°=3ax*— , the tangent at P meets 
the curve again in Q; prove that | 

tan QOx + 2 tan POx = 0, 

O being the origin. Prove also that, if the tangent at P be a 

normal at Q, P lies on the curve | 

4y (za —%) = (2a—a) (16 — B. 

966. In the curve % = d, the greatest acute angle between 

ie a 3 
two tangents which intersect on the curve is tan 7 

967. A tangent to the curve 4 5 which makes an 

angle N with the axis of x is also a normal to the 
— wT tiie. 

S 
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— 

curve. Also if two tangents be drawn to the curve from a 
point P lying on the curve (P not being the point of contact of 
either), the acute angle between these tangents cannot exceed 60°. 
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968. The tangent to the evolute of a parabola at a point 
where it meets the parabola is also a normal to the evolute. 

969. If from a point on the evolute of the ellipse 8. A =U, 
+ 

the two other normals to the ellipse be drawn; the tb line 
joining the points where they meet the ellipse will be normal to 
the ellipse 

; (a + b?y’) (a- 5% = d 

970. Prove that, for any curve of the third degree, there 
exists one point such that the points of contact of the tangents 
drawn from it to the curve lie on a circle. 

971. A tangent to a given ellipse at P meets the axes in two 
points, through which are drawn straight lines at right angles to 
the axes meeting in : prove that the normal at p to-the locus 

of p and the line joining the centre of the ellipse to the centre of 
curvature at P make equal angles with the axes. 

972. In a curve of the fourth degree, which has four real 

asymptotes, no two of which are parallel, the asymptotes will meet 

the curve again in eight points lying on a conic. Determine this 
conic in the case of the curve 

ay ( —y*) +a(a? +7) =a" {(v+y)*-a(e+y)+a’}: 

and prove that three of the asymptotes touch the curve in points 
not at infinity. 

973. If the equation of a curve of the ut degree be 

wg, (4) e. 0 mina, 
and ¢(2)=0 have two roots , and if also ,(u,)=0; the “a 
of the corresponding rectilinear asymptotes will be 

(y- — px)" 015 ( * 2 (y- Hie b. ( + 24, 64, — 0. 
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974. Two circles of radii 5, 4 -b, respectively roll within a 

circle of radius a, their points of contact with the fixed cirele 
being originally coincident, and the circles rolling in opposite 

directions in such a manner that the velocities of points on the 

circles with respect to their respective centres are equal: prove 

that they will always intersect in the point which was originally 

the point of contact. 

975. In a hypocyeloid the radius of the rolling circle is 

9 a 1 times the radius of the fixed circle (n integral); prove al 

that the locus of the point of intersection of perpendicular tan- 

gents is a circle ; and that the line joining the points of contact 

is also a tangent to a hypocycloid having the same fixed circle. 

976. A circle is drawn to touch a cardioid and pass through 
the cusp: prove that the locus of its centre is a circle. If two such 

circles be drawn, and through their second point of intersection 

any straight line be drawn, the tangents to the circles at the ends 
of this straight line will intersect on the cardioid. 

977. If S, I be foci of a lemniscate, PZ’ the tangent at any 
point E, 

SP ~3HP - 
Ben? ’ 

and if 6, ꝙ be the acute angles which the tangent makes with the 
focal distances, 

sin SPT’ = 

. OL gD O=¢ 
2 = — — ,/2 sin F n 

978. Two circles touch the curve * = d cos an in the points 
J, O and touch each other in the pole &: prove that the angle 

0 nT a as 8 PSQ is equal to 3 being a positive or negative integer. 

979. The locus of the centre of a circle touching the curve 
* a" cos in and passing through the pole is the curve 

(2r)"=a" cos nb, (Im) =m}. 
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980. In the curve r=a sec“, prove that, at a point of 

inflexion, the radius vector makes equal angles with the prime 

radius and the tangent; and that the distance of the point of 
inflexion from the pole increases from d to a,/e, as m increases 
from 0 to . If m be negative, there is no real point of 
inflexion. 

981. SY is the perpendicular from the pole & on the tangent 
to a curve at P; prove that when there is a cusp at P, the circle 
of curvature at T to the locus of Y will pass through S: also, 
that when there is a point of inflexion at Y in the locus of V, the 
chord of curvature at P through & will be equal to 4SP. 

982. The general equation of a curve of the fourth degree 
having cusps at A, B, C is 

(<) +(g) + d 
ABC being the triangle of reference. 

983, The equation 

y= ce + be @ 

will represent a catenary if 4bc =a”. 

984. Ifa / be rectangular co-ordinates of any point on 
a curve, p the radius of curvature at that point, & the angle 
which the tangent at the ee makes with a fixed straight line, 

(ig) + ( 490% 
( 6 H-. 

985. The centre of curvature at a point P of a parabola is O, 
QQ is drawn at right angles to. OP meeting the focal distance of 

in Q; eee, ee 
equal to 300. 
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986. The reciprocal polar of the evolute of a parabola with 

respect to the focus is a curve whose equation is of the form = 

r cos e sin’ 6 ; 

and that of the evolute of an ellipse is 

8 sin | 

rood e cos 6)’ 

the focus being pole and the axis the initial line in each case. 

987. A rectangular hyperbola, whose axes are parallel to the 

co-ordinate axes, has contact of the second order with a given 

curve at a given point (x, )): prove that the co-ordinates (A, T) 

of the centre of the hyperbola are given by the equations 

(1 = _y_ da) 

dy / d*y 

da: da? 
and that the central radius to the point (a, y) is the tangent at 
(A, Y) to the locus of the centre of the hyperbola. If the givens 

curve be (1) the parabola y?=4aa, (2) the circle a*+y’ =a", the 
locus of the centre of the hyperbola is 

(1) 4 (@+2a)*=27ay*, (2) 1 (20%. 

988. A series of rectangular hyperbolas have their axes 
parallel to the axes of the ellipse 

25 4 5 
* 

and have with it contact of the second order: prove that the 
locus of their centres is a curve similar to the evolute of the 
ellipse, and whose dimensions are to those of the evolute as 

a ＋ 5“: 45% 

* fj 

989. A curve is such that any two corresponding points of 

its evolute and an involute are at a constant distance: prove that 
the line joining the two points is also constant in direction. 

“a 
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990. Prove that in any epicycloid or lypocycloid, the radius 

of curvature is proportional to the perpendicular on the tangent 
from the centre of the fixed circle. 

991. The curvature at any point of a lemniscate varies as 

the difference of the focal distances. 

992. If the tangent and normal at a curve be taken as the 
axes of x, y, the co-ordinates of a neighbouring point are, ap- 

_ proximately, 

| 2 40 
5 ons Gane I~ 95 art *. 

p being the radius of curvature at the origin, and s the are 
measured from the origin. 

993. A loop of a lemniscate rolls in contact with the axis of 
4, prove that the locus of the node is given by the equation 

0-00 
and if p, p’ be corresponding radii of curvature of this locus and of 
the lemniscate, 2pp’ = a’. 

994. If the curve = d cosm roll along a straight line, 
the radius of curvature of the path of the pole is 

r (1 + : ) : 
m 

995. A rectangular hyperbola rolls on a straight line: prove 
that the radius of curvature of the path of the centre is half the 
distance from the centre to the point of contact; and that the 
length of avy portion of the path of the centre is equal to the 
corresponding are of the locus of the fect of the perpendiculars 
let fall from the centre on the tangent. 

996. A plane curve rolls along a straight line; prove that 
the radius of curvature of the path of any point fixed with respect 
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to the curve is 8 , where 7 is the distance from the fixed 
r—psingd 

point to the point of contact, @ the angle between this distance 
and the straight line, and p the radius of curvature at the point 
of contact. 

997. If the curve 

7 1 +sec a sin (9 sin a) 

roll on a straight line, the locus of the pole is a circle. 

998. If (a, B, y) be areal co-ordinates of any point on a 
curve, p the radius of curvature at that point, 

. 14 fe dy\ d 2 45 a diy & d 0 

0 i \de~ d qu dt dt) d Nd dt 2 

4p. 4% d „% d%/ da „ d dBy® one 
(« „ 

a, b, o being the sides, and & the area, of the triangle of refer- 

ence. 

999. If two tangents to an ellipse be drawn intersecting 
a given length on a fixed straight line, the locus of their inter- 
section is a curve of the fourth degree having contact of the 
third order with the ellipse at the points where the tangents 

are parallel to the given line: trace the curve for positions of 

the fixed straight line in which it intersects the ellipse (1) in 

real points, (2) in impossible points, the length intercepted being 
equal to the parallel diameter. 

1000. Find the envelopes of 

(I) cos sin! 9 =a, 

* 7 

Men Nen 
6 being the parameter in each case. 
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1001. A curve is generated by a point of a circle which rolls 
along a fixed curve: prove that the diameter of the circle through 
the generating point will envelope a curve similarly generated by 
a circle of half the dimensions. 

1002. OY is a perpendicular let fall from a fixed point O on 

any one of a series of straight lines drawn according to some fixed 
law; prove that when OY is a maximum or minimum, Y is in 
general a point on the envelope: and, if IJ be not on the envelope, 
the line to which OY is the perpendicular is an asymptote to the 

envelope. 

1003. On any radius vector of the curve 

0 
r= a sec” — 

7* 

as diameter is described a circle: the envelope of such circles is 
the curve 

r= ¢ sec’ Bite 
1 —1 

Prove this property geometrically in the cases when n= 2, and 
when n=3., 

1004. Find the envelope of the system of circles represented 
by the equation 

(a m) + (y — 2am)’ =a? (1 +m’)? 

for different values of n. 

1005. The envelope of the straight line 

* en ee 

is the curve whose polar equation is 

1006. Tangents drawn to a series of confocal conics, at points 
where they meet a fixed straight line through one of the foci, 
envelope a parabola, of which the given straight line is directrix 

and the other given focus the focus. 

W. 14 
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1007. If a parabola roll along a straight line, the envelope of 
its directrix is a catenary. 

1008. A parabola is described touching a given circle, and 

having its focus at a given point on the circle: prove that the 
envelope of its directrix is a cardioid. 

1009. A straight line is drawn through each point of the 
curve * d cosm@ at right angles to the radius vector: prove 

that the envelope of such lines is the curve 

* 2d cos n, {n(1—m)= mt. 

1010. SY is the perpendicular from the pole on a tangent to 

the curve * = d cos n; with S as pole and Y as vertex is de- 

scribed a curve similar to 7"=a" cos n: prove that the envelope 

of such curves is the curve 27 d cosp0, where 

1 1 
SIT. 
p m n 

1011. If A be the vertex, P any point of the parabola 

J Aa, the straight line through P at right angles to AP will 

envelope the curve 270% = (a —4a)’. 

1012. A circle is described on each radius vector of a given 

curve: prove that the envelope is the locus of the foot of the 

perpendicular from the pole on the tangent. 

F 
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1013. The area common to two ellipses which have the same 

centre and equal axes inclined at an angle a is 

2ab 
(a’ b) sin a 

1014. The are of the curve 

1 550 (1-cos*), 

between the origin and the point where the curve again meets the 
axis of a, is equal to the perimeter of an ellipse of axes 2a, 2b. 
Determine the ratio of c: 6 in order that the area included 

between this part of the curve and the axis of 2 may be equal to 

the area of the ellipse. 

2ab tan 

1015. A series of spheres touch each other at a given point 
and from each is cut off a segment of given curve surface by a 
plane perpendicular to the line of centres: prove that the circular 
sections made by these planes lie on the same sphere. 

1016. The sum of the products of each element of an elliptic 
lamina multiplied by its distance from the focus is equal to 

2 

Ma"** , M being the mass of the lamina, 2a the major axis, 

and e the eccentricity. 

1017. If the areas of the curves 

(-b d , N G 
be A, 4’; prove that, as decreases to a, the limiting value of 

<= is Gra. 

14—2 
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1018. Perpendiculars are let fall upon the tangents to an 
ellipse from a point within it, whose distance from the centre 

is ¢: prove that the area of the curve traced out by the feet 
of these perpendiculars is 

5 (a’ + b’ +c’). 

1019. Find the whole length of the are enveloped by the 
directrix of an ellipse rolling along a straight line during a com- 

plete revolution; and ꝓrove that the curve will have two cusps if 
J5—1 

2 
the eccentricity of the ellipse exceed 

1020. ‘Two catenaries touch each other at the vertex, and the 

linear dimensions of the outer are twice those of the inner; two 

common ordinates MO, mpq are drawn from the directrix of the 

outer: prove that the volume generated by the revolution of 11 

about the directrix is 27 x area M Om. 

1021. Find the limiting values of 

(1) {sin sin oF 8 sin at sin (xn — 1)- 75 

(2) {sin 4 55 in“ 1 7s he 7 n° ½ Sin (n— dns ; 

(3) {(1 +tan 5) (1+ tan 8 10 n- fg). 

when 7 is indefinitely increased. 

2 

1022. If P= | 9% /ö2 — 3a + 2) da; then will 
1 

2 ( P. 3 (2m 4 1) P. 4 1) P. 0. 
2 

1023. An arithmetical, a geometrical, and a harmonical pro- 
gression have each the same number of terms, and the same first 

and last terms a and J; the sums of their terms are respectively 
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en 8 8 and the continued products p,, p,, p,: prove that when 

the number of terms is peal increased 

ae log (). (4) P\Ps_ 1 

. 20 aay oor ae, 

1 

1024. If 22 (= e, Qy=r(P+e%); prove that 
D sw 2 [2 

| | odedy = | | v rdr di; 
943 0 “0 

v being a function of x, ½ which becomes v’ when their values are 

substituted. 

1025. If A = T= ZD =. he., then will 

0 . VaX YZ... 2 69) fff... v (eye...) deedy de 

V being a function of A, T, Z.. which becomes v when their 

values are substituted, and u being the number of integrations. 

1026. Prove that 

N Vite dy d= / Ho di de du, 

where 1 ra = u, YtZ=vV, 2 = unt. 

1027. Prove that 

a vis de, dr, de, = [Lf [ratty ae, dude. d. 

*. * *. . . = , Wt . = UU, 

* ＋ K. = e, *. = UjUgUyly 

1028. Prove that 

nm [DR : 

{J . Vu, dr, da, de, dr da, 
0 0 

8 * | . f' VP siu®0,cos*6, sin 0, sin 8, drd, . d, 
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x,=1 cos 6, cos 6, where r sin 6, cos 6,, 

. sin 6, sin 0, sin 0, * sin , sin 0, cos 6, 

*. cos 0, sin 0, cos 6,, . cos 0. sin 6, sin 0 

1029. Prove that 

1 dee, dat, ... du, 

1 { 7 1 T (2 ＋ J) 

the limits being given by the equation, 

is equal to 

, 1, — , + A =e 2 2 2 — 
x, +X, + — * ＋ , — Ni , eee 

1030. Prove that the limit of the sum of the series 

1 1a 
* 3 5 [5 

when « is indefinitely increased is 7. 

—... to @, 

1031. Prove that, if n be a positive integer, 

1 1 3 1 
1 —1 — se = — owes a J- log (=) de= 5 (1 25. 5 

and that f 

‘ * 1 1 8 =) 
* n—2 = = — — — aes — . [fo i) *log de dy 5235 5 

1032. Prove that 

(J) 1 sin 4% log cot ade = 5 

1 ꝙ COS & 77 

2 D 7 
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ae" be +2° 11 
(3) 0 C0 tay 08 a dx = 4n*’ 

(4) [i sin (e sin ) dx = “cage 

(5) (vd log 2, 

(6) [ () 45 be 2, 

(7) aeg de- Flog a, 

5 

21 eee 

215 

to o, (=I), 

0 f vg log (1. 4) de= ra (loga =1), 

(9) une de- M 

x 1+2° * 

10) P Tb 4 de=5, 

r 7 (11) 1 tan (7 +2 log cota de =", 

log (d 

(12) [seo —log 2), 

(is) / 2 = Flog 1, (c< 1), 
„I- 2 

x 

% CTT 
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1033. Prove that, e being <1, 

7. we RR E A by 2 110 9 
an (csinz) de= 5 | {tan c= de 

1034. On a straight line of length a+b+c¢ are measured at "a 

random two distances , 6+c¢; prove that the mean value of 

the part common to the two is 
5² 

570-345 (a> 5). 

1035. A point is taken at random on a given finite straight 
line of length a, prove that the mean value of the sum of the 

squares on the two parts of the line is : a’; and that the chance 

of the sum being less than this mean value is 75 ; 
J 

1036. A triangle is inscribed in a given circle whose radius 

is a, prove that, if all positions of the angular points be equally 

probable, the mean value of the perimeter is — and the mean 

value of the radius of the inscribed circle is 

12 
a ss — 1) 3 

1037. If 2a be the given perimeter of a triangle, and all 
values of the sides for which the triangle is possible be equally 

probable, the mean value of the radius of the circumscribed circle 

is five times the mean value of the radius of the inscribed circle, 

1038. If 2a the perimeter, and e the side of a triangle, be 

given, find the mean value of its area; and prove that the mean 
value of these mean values, e being equally likely to have any 

2 . 7a 
value from 0 to a, is 50 

1039. The mean value of the area of all acute angled tri- 
* — * . * . Py 3a? 

angles inscribed in a given circle of radius q is a, 
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1040. Of all acute angled N 9 in a given . 

of radius a, 

1041. The mean value of the distance from one of the foci of 

ll points within a given prolate spheroid is Et. °) 20 being 
a 

the major axis and e the eccentricity. 

1042. Ifa rod of length a be marked at random in two 
points and divided at those points, the mean value of the sum 

3 

of the squares on the parts iss, : and if the rod be first divided at 

random into two parts, and the larger part again divided at 
random, the mean value of the sum of the squares on the three 

. 
parts is „5 . 72 

1043. Ik a, B, y be the areal coordinates of a point, the mean 

value of Jay for all points within the triangle of reference 

1044. In the equation 2 —gua+7r=0, it is known that ꝙ and 

r both lie between +1 and —1; assuming all values between 
these limits to be equally probable, prove that the chance of all 

the roots of the equation being real is a 5° 

1045. Ifa given finite straight line be divided at random in 
two points, the chance that the three parts can be sides of an 
acute angled triangle is 3 log 2 — 2. 

1046, If a rod be divided at random in two points, and it is 
an even chance that n times the sum of the squares on the parts 
is less than the square on the whole line, prove that 

= 12 

41 + 37/3 



1047. Ifen points be taken at random on a given finite 
straight line, the chance that one of the x +1 parts into which the 

rod will be divided shall be greater than half the line is : > : 
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1048. Ifa rod be divided at random into four parts, the 
chance that one of the parts shall be greater than half the rod 

is : ; and the chance that three times the sum of the squares 

on the parts shall be less than the square on the whole line 
‘ Tv 

65° | 

1049. If a given finite straight line of length a be divided at 
random in two points, the chance that the product of the three 

a> 

parts shall exceed 108 8 

8 

4 65 
9 Jr 

9 

sin : J(1 + 2 cos 36) dé. 

1050. If a given finite straight line be divided at random in 
(I) four points, (2) points, the chance that (1) four times, (2) 2 
times the sum of the squares on the parts shall be less than the 

square on the whole line is 

35 1 T 1 PG ＋ J) 
) 100% © UI) aer) Thy 6510 

1051. Find the singular solution of the equation 

d. d a(a— x+y? —a? = 2ay Y (0 ( 2. 
da (de 2 

and trace the locus of the points whose coordinates satisfy the 
singular solution. 

1052. Find the differential equation of a curve, such that 

the foot of the perpendicular from a fixed point on the tangent 
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lies on a fixed circle; and obtain the general integral and singular 
solution. 

1053. Along the normal to a curve at P is measured a con- 
stant length PQ; O is a fixed point and the curve is such that 
the circle described about OPQ has a fixed tangent at O; find the 
differential equation of the curve, the general integral, and sin- 

gular solution. 

1054. If PM, PG be the ordinate and normal from a point P 
of a curve to the axis of , find a curve (1) in which P varies 

4 

as PG; (2) in which the curvature varies as a : and prove 

that one species of curve satisfies both conditions. 

1055. Find the orthogonal trajectory of the circles 

a+ y* 2 Tae, 

X being the parameter. 

1056. Integrate the equations: 

d. . (1) 25% = Qy +a" 'y—atyly, 

(2) oY — cot aay sin’ a O, 

aa ?¾‚ d’* 
(3) aa + Qa + 2y l +a + Sy = cos nt, 

d*z dz dz dz dz 
(4) I dy t eG > al a Nate 7 

(5) U4) 2 Su, + 4u? = 0. 

1057. The general solution of the equation 

, (2 ＋ 1 ½ ) , 

is N. 



a ae ae * 

‘ 2 

os 5 Bits es 7é si N a 
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1058, Find the general solution of the oqua 

S (e+ y)=F(#) bY) + „ U 

e N e e, 

and hence prove that 2 cos u, 2 /I sin , can be e 
the form k° +k, Y-. 

1059. Prove that | 

7-1 A “Bs PB. tt ae 
1 e e ee ee ee 

* 
11 ve +(-1) 27 
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I. Straight Line and Plane. 

1060. The co-ordinates of four points are a—b, a—c, a—d; 
5 c, ö -d, b—a; c—d, c—a, c—b; d- a, d—b, de; respect- 

ively: prove that the straight line, joining the middle points of 
any two opposite edges of the tetrahedron of which they are the 
angular points, passes through the origin. 

1061. Of the three acute angles which any straight line 
makes with three rectangular axes, any two are together greater 
than the third. 

1062. The straight line joining the points (a, ö, os (a,, Y, c, 
will pass through the origin if 

ad + bb’ + ec’ = pp 

p, p being the distances of the points from the origin, and the 
axes rectangular. Obtain the corresponding equation when the 

axes are inclined respectively at angles a, B, y. 

1063. From any point P are drawn PM, PN perpendicular 
to the planes of 2x, zy, O is the origin, and a, B, , @ the angles 

which OP makes with the axes (rectangular) and with the plane 
OMV: prove that 

1 1 1 1 
ein c sin’a sin g ein- 

1064. The equations of a straight line being given in the 
ſorm 

a+me—ny b+na-lze crime 
(1) l r n e 
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a 

(2) ame- n, be- e Im > 
; X N 4 v r 

obtain them in the form 8 

* YY. 0 

L M Da 

1065. A straight line moves parallel to a fixed plane and 
intersects two fixed straight lines not in the same plane: prove 
that the locus of a point which divides the part intercepted in 
a constant ratio is a straight line. 9 

1066. Determine what straight line is represented by the 3 
equations ‘ 

a m _ b+nxe—le c+ly—me 

m - N l—m 

Result. The line at « in the plane 

a(m—n)+y(n—l)+2(1—m)=0; 

unless la + mb + nce = 0, when it is indeterminate. 

1067. The equations 

le+my+nz=0, aax* + by’ + cz’ =0, 

represent two straight lines, the cosine of the angle between 

which is 

P+ —— + — +a) +n°(a +b) 

e +. . + 2mn*(a— (= 

1068. A e 1 line moves parallel to the plane y=2, and 
intersects the curves 

y=0, 2=me; Ä = O, = m/ 

prove that the locus of its trace on the plane of yz is two straight 
lines at right angles to each other. 
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1069. A straight line always intersects at right angles the 
straight line 

“+y=2=0, 

and also intersects the curve 

y=0, as: 

prove that the equation of its locus is 

a’ % = d. 

1070. The equations 

a αοπ] i ονν curby+az Vatay+cz 

* * y 7 2 

represent in general three straight lines mutually at right angles; 
but, if 

8 % 4 
e 

they represent a plane vin? a straight line perpendicular to that 
plane. 

1071. The two straight lines 

cos a sina’ 

meet the axis of * in O, O; and P, I are points on the two such 
that 

(l) OP=k0'P’; 
(2) OP. OP =e; 

(3) PFO 2e; 

prove that the equation of the locus of PP’ is 

(1) (+a) sin ag cosa)=k(a—a)(y sina—<z cos a); 

„ S 
and 

() -n 3 C90, cosa Sin a 

the points being taken on the same side of the plane ay. 
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1072. A triangle is projected orthogonally on each of three 
planes mutually at right angles: prove that the algebraical sum 
of the tetrahedrons which have these projections for bases and 

a common vertex in the plane of the triangle is equal to the 
tetrahedron which has the triangle for base and the intersection 

of the plane for vertex. 

1073. A plane is drawn through the straight line 

prove that the two other straight lines in which it meets the 

surface 

(b —c) yz (mz — ny) + (ce — a) a (na — le) + (a — b) xy (ly — max) = 

are at right angles to each other. 

1074. If (i, m, u,), Ci, m, ), (, ma, ”,) be the direction 
cosines of three straight lines which are, gee: and two, at right) 

angles, and if 

ee RA: MORN 0 
~+—+—=—4—+4++=0; 

‘ 1 m, nN, , mM, N, 

then will 

ae +—=0; and ts : g 
„ m. 174715 mmm, NNN 

1075. The equations of the straight lines bisecting the angles 
between the two straight lines given by the equations 

le+my+nz=0, av’ + by? c O, 

are 

la+my+nz=0, lyz(b—c)+mzu(c—a) + nay (a—6) =0. 

1076. The straight lines bisecting the angles between the 
. two lines given by the equations 

l n n == , aa’ + by’ + cz? + 2a’yz + Qb'xa + 2cay=0, 

lie on the cone 

* (on Hm) +... +... + % (= n. 4. . = 0. 
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1077. If , y be the lengths of two of the lines joining the 
middle points of opposite edges of a tetrahedron, w the angle 
between these lines, and a, d those edges of the tetrahedron 

which are not met by either of the lines, 

a 4 a? 

day ° 

1078. The lengths of the three pairs of opposite edges of a 
tetrahedron are a, a’; b, b’; c, c': prove that, if 0 be the acute 

angle between the directions of a and a’, 

_ (0 + b%) (ere) 
cos 0 = Daa! a 

1079. The line joining the centres of the two spheres which 
touch the faces of the tetrahedron ABCD opposite to A; respeo- 
tively, and the other faces produced, will intersect the edge CD 
in a point P such that CP: PD:: AACB: AADB; and the 
edge AB (produced) in a point Q such that 

AQ: BQ :: ACAD : ACD. 

| 1080. On three straight lines, meeting in a point, are taken 

points A, a; B, b; C, e respectively: prove that the intersections of 
the planes ABC, abe; ah, Abe; AbC, aBe; and Ae, abC all lie 
on one plane which divides each of the three straight lines har- 
monically. 

1081. If chrough any point be drawn three straight lines 

each meeting two opposite edges of a tetrahedron ABCD; and if 

a,a; b, B; c, y be the points where these straight lines meet the 

edges BC, AD; CA, BD; AB, CD; then will 

Ba. Cy . DB = BB. Ca. Dy, 

Cb, Aa. Dy = Cy. Ab. Da, 

Ac. BB. Da= Aa. Be. DB, 

Ab. Be. Ca = Ac. Ba. Cb. 

W. 15 

y 
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1082. Any point O is joined to the angular points of a tetra- 

hedron ABCD, and the joining lines meet the opposite faces in 
a, b, c, d: prove that 4 

Oa OD Oe Od N 
Wat fete Dd 

regard being had to the signs of the segments. Hence prove that 

the reciprocals of the radii of the eight spheres which can be drawn 
to touch the faces of the tetrahedron are the eight positive values 
of the expression 

1 
P, P Ps . 

51 Por Par P, being the perpendiculars from the angular points on 
the opposite faces. 

1083. If A, B, C, D be the areas of the faces of a tetra- 

hedron; a, ö, c, a, B, ), the cosines of the dihedral angles (BC), 

(CA), (AB), (DA), (DB), (DC), respectively; then will 

4 8 B. i 05 | 
I- H= abe I- = 26 L= == 

5 „ 

Ia -= D abe 
* 

1084. With the same notation as in the last question, prove 
that for all real values of I, m, n, 7, 

P+ m+ n* + 7° > 2mna+ 2nlB Amy + Ara + 2mrb + 2nre ; 

except when 
tC mn 1 

4 
1085. Three straight lines are drawn, two and two at right 

angles, through a given point, and two of them lie respectively in 

two fixed planes: the locus of the third is a cone of the second 

degree, whose sections parallel to the fixed planes are circles. 

1086. A point O is taken within a tetrahedron ABCD so as 

to be the centre of gravity of the feet of the perpendiculars let 

— 
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fall from O on the faces: prove that the distances of O from the 
several faces are proportional respectively to the faces. 

1087. The equation of the cone of revolution which can be 
drawn touching a system of co-ordinate planes is 

(la) + (my)? + (n2)* = 0, 
the ratios 7 : m: n being given by the equations 

m*+n?—2mncosa u ＋ U 2 cos fg P+ m*— moos y 5 
sin*a > sin’ 8B sin’ y > 

where a, B, y are the angles between the axes. (See question 
301). F 

1088. The inscribed sphere of a tetrahedron ABCD touches 
the faces in A’, A, C, D’: prove that Ad’, BB’, CC’, DD’ will 

meet in a point, if 

eos wind atten cose « ocalcand: 
r 

where d, a; 5, GB; c, y are pairs of dihedral angles at opposite 
; , 

II. Linear Transformations. General Equation of the Second 
Degree. | 

The following simple method of obtaining the conditions for 
a surface of revolution is worthy of notice, 

When the expression aq +by* + cz* + 2a’yx + 2b’2u + Qc'ay is 
transformed into AX*+BY*+CZ*, we obtain the coefficients 
A, B, O from the equivalence of the conditions that 

h (a* + y* + 2") 9 — by? — ......... ; 

and h(X* + ¥* 4 Z*%)-AX*- BY*-— CZ" 

15—2 
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may separate into (real or impossible) linear factors: which is the 
case when * = A, , or C. 

But if two of the three coincide as B=C; then when h=B 
the two factors become coincident, or either expression is a complete 
square. The conditions that this may be simultaneously the 

case in the former expression give us ; 

(Ba) -e, &e., 

50 ca’ ab’ , : 
or B=a-—=b- 9 if d, 55 be all finite. 

a 

If a’=0, then Oc’ must also vanish; suppose then a’, =, 
therefore BSc, and we must have 

(c — a) «* + (c—b) x? — 2c'ay 

a perfect square, whence 

0 = (=) (o- 5). 1 

In the case of oblique axes, inclined at angles a, B, % we 

must have 

h (a? + y?+2'+ 2yzcos a + 22x cos e 

a complete square. 

It follows that the three equations 

(h—a) (h cos a- a’) = (h cos B — ) (h cos y- e), 

(i — b) (h cos B = cos y — c) (h cosa —a’), 

(ie) (h cosy —c’) = cos a d) & cos = 50, 

must be simultaneously true, and the two necessary conditions 
may be found by eliminating h. 

1089. If there be two systems of rectangular co-ordinates, and 
6,, 9,, 0, be the angles made by the axes of x’, /, with that of 
2, and G, , F the angles made by the planes of 2%, 2%, zz’ with 
that of 2 ; then will 

tan’6, + cos ( =0 + cos ( 6) 008 (6,4) ” 
with two similar equations, 
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1090. By transformation of co-ordinates, prove that the equa- 
tion 

e+ytietyzt+2e+ay=a* 

represents an oblate spheroid whose polar axis is to its equatoreal 
in the ratio 1:2; and the equations of whose polar axis are 
Z=y=z, 

1091. If a cone of the second degree touch one system of 
three planes, which are two and two at right angles, it will touch 
an infinite number of such systems: and if one system be co-ordi- 

nate planes, and (, m., 7,), (i, m,, n,), (i, mi, u,) be the direc- 

tion cosines of another; the equation of the cone will be 

(aue) + (m,mngy)? + (Cant d. 
1092. Prove that the surface whose equation, referred to 

axes inclined each to each at an angle of 60°, is 

yz +2n+ayt+a’=0, 

is cut by the plane +y+2z=0 in a circle whose radius is a, 

1093, In the expression 

aa + by* + oz + 2% + 20 T + Qe'wy 2 + 2b"y + 20% ＋d; 

prove that 
(+c) a’? +...+...—ab"c" - H , 

and qa“ (O- +... +... + 20%“ (= aa’) +... +... 

are invariants for all systems of rectangular co-ordinates having 
the same origin. 

1094. Prove also that the coefficients in the following equa- 

tion in J. 

h+a, „ co e, & cos g, a” | =9, 

heosy+c’, h+b, „ cosa , b” 

heosB+b',hcosat+a, MNT, c 
a”, b”, 8 d 

a, B, y being the angles between the axes, are invariants for all 
systems of co-ordinates having the same origin. . 
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1095. Assuming the formule for transforming from a system 
of co-ordinate axes inclined at angles a, B, / to another inclined 

at angles a’, G, / to be 

= KIM TN, Z, y=lX+mYinZ, 2=1,X+mY+ nf 

prove that 

1=1°+1,%+1,' + 21,1, cosa + 27,1, cos B + 27,1, cosy; 

with similar equations in m and n; and that 

cosa = M,N, + M,N, + M,N, 

+(m,n, min,) Cosa + (m,n, + nn,) cos B + (m,n, m COS y; 

with similar equations in , I; and , m. a 

1096. If ax?+by*+cz* become AX*+BY?+0Z? by any 
transformation of co-ordinates, the positive and negative coefficients 

will be in like number in the two expressions. | 

1097. The equation ; : 

a+... + 20% . . 4 20% . . 4 0 0 F 

will in general represent a paraboloid of revolution, if 4 

aU % „ l 0 a 
re ee ay, at | pain 1 

and a cylinder of revolution if, in addition to these conditions, 
” a * 

hie. 

1098. The surface whose equation, referred to axes inclined — 

at angles a, B, y, is az* + by? + =I, will be one of revolution if 

& COs a 2 cos g „ 

cosa—cosB cosy cosB—cosy cosa cosy—cosa co 

1099. The surface whose equation, referred to axes inclined 
at angles a, B, y, is ayz+bza+cxy=1, will be one of revolu- 

tion if 
a 5 

L cosa I co 1+ cosy’ 

one, or three, of the ambiguities being taken negative. „ 
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1100. Prove that the equation of the surface 

a a 
2 P41 

can be obtained in the form a* + 7*—2*=d’ in an infinite number 
of ways, provided that either a’ or b is greater than c'; and that 
the new axes of z, / lie on the cone 

-e -e 50 0. 

1101. The equation of a given hyperboloid may be obtained 
in the form 

J ayz + bza + cry = 1 

in an infinite number of ways; and, if a, B, y be the angles be- 

tween the axes in any such case, the expression 

abe 
1—cos“a - cos*B — cos’ y + 2 cos a cos H cos y 

will be constant. 

1102. Prove that the only conoid of the second degree is a 
hyperbolic paraboloid; and that it will be a right conoid, if the 
two principal sections be equal parabolas. 

1103. The equation 

a +... +...+ 24% .. +... =0 

will represent a cone of revolution, if 

Ue d- ca -a“ 
— = 

* 5 — 0 N. 
= 0, 

1104. The radius r of the central circular sections of the sur- 
face ayz + bea + cay = is given by the equation 

7 abor® + (a* + 0° + 0°) r= 4; 

and the direction-cosines of the sections by the equations 

(rn) _m(n® +P) _ n(P +m’) 
b- | 0 

2 — lmnr*. 
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1105. Ifa cone be described having a plane section of a 

given sphere for base, and vertex at a point V on the sphere, the 
subcontrary sections will be parallel to the tangent plane at V, 

1106, If a cone whose vertex is the origin and base a plane 
section of the surface axz*+by* +cz*=1 be a cone of revolution, 
the plane must touch one of the cylinders 

(b—a)y’?+(c—a)2*=1, (c—b)2#+(a-b) 2’ =I, 

(a—c)x’+(b—c)y’=1. 

1107. A cone is described whose base is a given conic and 
one of whose axes passes through a fixed point in the plane of 
the conic: prove that the locus of the vertex is a circle. 

1108. If the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars let fall 
from a fixed point on the tangent planes to the cone 

ac’ + by® + cz? =0 

He a plane curve, it will be a circle; and in order that this may 
be the case, the point must lie on one of the systems of straight 

lines (of which only one is possible) 

by? cz? 
ch —— + 
a daa 

=0; Ke. 

1109. Prove also that, if the point lie on one of these 
straight lines, the plane of the circle will be perpendicular to the 
other: and that a plane section of the cone perpendicular to one 

of the straight lines will have one of its foci on that straight line 

and its eccentricity equal to ad { ( Ü— oh — a) } J 

1110. If a plane cut the cone ayz+bea+cay=0 in two 
straight lines at right angles to each other, the normal to the 

plane through the origin will also lie on the cone. 

1111. Prove that, when 60’=c’a’, and ce d, the equation 

a +... + 2% P 4 20% 4 4 F 0 

represents in general a paraboloid whose axis is parallel to the 
straight line , 

* =, / =. 

di 

* 

in 

7 7 

. ; l 

. ² A ˙⏑̃᷑ e — 
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1112. Prove that the locus of tangent lines, drawn from the 
origin to the surface 

usan'+...+ 24% T. . 20% T. 70, 

is u (Wat b"y+c'z+f y=; 

and investigate the condition that the surface may be a cone from 
the consideration that this locus will then become two planes. 

. 1113. The section of the surface % T = by the 
plane /x + my + = p will be a parabola if 

Nm =0; 

and that of the surface 

a+ 7 + 2 2% — 22 2 = d 

will be a parabola if 

mn ＋ u +lm= 0. 

1114. The semiaxes of a central section of the surface 

ayz + bea + cxy + abe =0 

made by a plane whose direction-cosines are I, m, u, are given by 

the equation 

(2b mm +... — al? . ) — daber*(amn + ...) + 4a*b*c* = 0. 

1115. Prove that the section of the surface 

| aa +... + 24% . 4 2% . 4 0 0 

by the plane la + my + nz = 0 will be a rectangular hyperbola, if 

I (b +c) + m?(c +a) +n" (a+b) = 2a’mn + 2 + am; 

and a parabola, if 

P (be — a) + , nn (G - aa’) +... +... = 0. 

Explain why this last equation becomes identical if 

We=aa’, da , and ab’ = cd. 
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1116. The generators drawn through the — (a, , 2) of 
the surface 

ayz + bra + cay + abe =0 

will be at right angles, if 

* ＋ % e d . 11 

1117. Normals are drawn to a conicoid at points lying along 

a generator: prove that they will lie on a hyperbolic paraboloid 5 

whose principal sections are equal parabolas. 

1118. The two conicoids 

(A+B +c*)a°+ S +a’) 0 

— 2beyz — 2caza — 2abuy e,, 

a” N . eye eae ~ 2 727 3 

Cae medibe ut. i) - ivi B Her 
have their axes coincident in direction. 

1119. The two 00 

4 ＋ 24% T. I, 

Aa? + By’? + C# =I, 

have one, and in general only one, system of conjugate diameters 

coincident in direction; but, if 

ev bie’ _1 b ea’ 6 U-) 

there will be an infinite number of such systems, the direction of 
one of the diameters being the same in all. 

1120. Prove that eight conicoids can in general be drawn, 
containing a given conic and touching four given planes. 

1121. 4, B is the shortest distance between two generators, 

of the same system, of a conicoid; and any opposite generator 

meets them in P, Q respectively: prove that the lengths a, y of 

AP, BQ are connected by a constant relation of the form 

any +ba+ey+d=0,- 
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1122. 4, B; P, Q are the points where two fixed generators 
are met by two of the opposite’ system; if A, B be fixed, the 

lengths æ, / of AP, BQ will be connected by a constant relation 
of the form 

axy +ba+ecy=0. 

1123. A hyperboloid of revolution is drawn containing two 
given straight lines which do not intersect: prove that the locus 
of its axis is a hyperbolic paraboloid, and that its centre lies on 
one of the generating lines through the vertex of this paraboloid. 

III. Conicoids*referred to their axes. 

2 

1124. The curve traced out on the surface 5 < = by the 

extremities of the latera recta of sections made by planes through 
the axis of x lies on the cone 

5 +27 = 42", 

1125. The locus of the middle points of all straight lines 
passing through a fixed point and terminated by two fixed planes 
is a hyperbolic cylinder. 

1126. An ellipsoid and hyperboloid are concentric and con- 

focal: prove that a tangent plane to the asymptotic cone of the 

hyperboloid will cut the ellipsoid in a plane of constant area. 

1127. The locus of the centres of all plane sections of a given 
conicoid drawn through a given point is a similar and similarly 

situated conicoid, on which the given point and the centre of the 
given surface are extremities of a diameter. 

1128. An ellipse and a circle have a common diameter, and 
on any chord of the ellipse parallel to this diameter is described a 
circle in a plane parallel to that of the given circle: prove that 

the locus of these circles is au ellipsoid, 



; 
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1129. An ellipsoid is generated by the motion of a point fixed 

in a certain straight line, which moves so that three other fixed 
points on it lie in the co-ordinate planes: prove that there are four 

such ‘systems of points; and that if the corresponding straight 

lines be drawn through any point on the ellipsoid, the angle 

between any two is equal to that between the other two, 

1130. Of two equal circles, one is fixed and the other moves 

parallel to a given plane and intersects the former in two points: 

prove that the locus of the moving circle is two elliptic cylin- 

ders, 

1131. At each point of a generating line of a conicoid is 

drawn a straight line touching the conicoid and at right angles 

to the generating line: prove that the locus of such straight lines 

is a hyperbolic paraboloid whose principal sections are equal 

parabolas, 

1132. The locus of the axes of sections of the surface 

a + by? + c = 1, 

which contain the line 

is the cone 

Oo) yz (mz— ny) + (c— a) 2a (nx —lz) + (a—b) xy (ly- mx) =. 

1133. The three acute angles made by any system of equal 
conjugate diameters of an ellipsoid will be together equal to two 
right angles, if 

2 (2a? — b* C) (2b? — c® — a?) (2c* — a* — b*) aD; 

2a, 2b, 2c being the axes, 

1134. From different points of the straight line 
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asymptotic straight lines are drawn to the hyperboloid 

Sa Ge sel: 

prove that they will lie on the two planes 

» N' 22° 
G- J c° 

1135. The asymptotes of sections of the conicoid 

ax® + by? + cx =1, 

made by planes parallel to 

| la + my + nz=0 

lie on the two planes 

(Pbe + mca + n®ab) (a + by?’ + e = abe (la + my + nz)’. 

1136. The locus of points, from which rectilinear pba 
ean be drawn to the conicoid 

aa’ + by’ + cz? =1 

at right angles to each other, is the cone 

a’ (b +c) a? + B (c+a) y? +c* (a+b) 2% =0. 

1137. A sphere is described, having for a great circle a plane 
section of a given conicoid ;: prove that the plane of the circle in 

which it again meets the conicoid intersects the plane of the 
former circle in a straight line which lies in one of two fixed 
planes. 

1138. In the hyperboloid + te =1, (a>b), the spheres, 

of which one series of circular sections of the hyperboloid are great 
circles, will have a common radical plane. 

1139. The plane containing two parallel generators of a 
conicoid will pass through the centre. Two generators of the 

_ paraboloid 

ey 
ater 
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are drawn through the point (A, 0, Z): prove that the angle: 
between them is 

cos (2=5*5) | 
a+b+Z]° 

1140. The perpendiculars let fall from the vertex of a hyper- 

bolic paraboloid on the generators will lie on two cones of the 

second degree, whose circular sections are parallel to the princi- 

pal parabolic sections of the paraboloid. 

1141. If A, A’ be one of the real axes of a hyperboloid of one 

sheet, and P, P’ the points where any generator meets the genera- 

tors of the opposite system through A, A’ respectively; the rect- 

angle AP, A’P’ will be constant. 

1142. In a hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet, the 

shortest distance between two generators of the same system is 

not greater than the diameter of the principal circular section. 

1143. The equation of the cone generated by straight lines, 

drawn through the origin parallel to normals to the ellipsoid : 

2 2 2 
ee Ae ee 
at et 52 

at points where it is met by the confocal surface 

1144, The points on a conicoid, the normals at which inter- 

sect the normal at a given point, all lie on a cone of the second 
degree having its vertex at the given point. 

1145, Straight lines are drawn in a given direction, and the 
tangent planes drawn through each straight line to a given coni- 

coid are at right angles to each other: prove that the locus of such 
straight lines is a cylinder of revolution, or a plane. 

i a 

— 

— — 2 All he ay 
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made by the plane 
le+my +nz=0, 

and intersects the conicoid in a second plane perpendicular to the 
given plane: prove that the vertex must lie on the surface 

(P + m? +n?) (a + by* + cz? — 1) = 2 (la+my + nz) (ala + bmy + enz). 

1147. The six normals drawn to the ellipsoid 
aot 2 
3.52 

from the point (c, y,, 2, all lie on the cone 

5² — — - a") 2 (a- b) 22 0. (=e) M4 E- , -) 

1148. The six normals drawn to the conicoid 
ax* + by? + c2#=1 

from any point on one of the lines 

a(b—c)a=+b(c—a)y=*c(a—b)z 

will lie on a cone of revolution. 

1149. A section of the conicoid 3 Li is made by 
a plane parallel to the axis of z, and the trace of the plane on ay 
is normal to the ellipse 

a 55 * 
(a —c)* * * (O Lab): 

„ that the normals to the ellipsoid at points in this plane will 
all intersect the same straight line. 

1150. If the normals to the ellipsoid 

oo 8 
1 1757 521 

at points on the plane 

17 4a 
a’ 0 
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all intersect the same straight line, the normals at points on 

the plane : 

hs + 525 + = +1=0 
al bm en 

will also intersect that line. Prove also that the condition 

for this is 

(m?n? — (D + (n°? me) (= a? )? + (Pm? — nr’) (a? — BY = 07 

If Im = =I, the straight line which the normals inter- 

sect is 
aa (b — c*) = by (o- de) = cz (a? b). 

1151. The normals to the paraboloid 
of? 2 

2 

at points on the plane px+ gy +7z=1 will all meet one straight 
line if 

2 (9°b + 7°c) 
Y Oe) + 2p (7b e) = — 

1152. PQ is a chord of a conicoid, normal at ; any plane 

conjugate to PQ meets the conicoid in a curve 4: prove that one 

axis of the cone whose vertex is P, and base the curve 4, is the 

normal at P, and that the other axes are parallel to the axes of 

any section parallel to the tangent plane at P. 

1153, Straight lines are drawn through the point (9 9% 2), 

such that their conjugates with respect to the paraboloid 
77 2 

ry + 1 = Qa 

are perpendicular to them respectively: prove that these straight 
lines must lie on the cone 

Y, %, 2—5 2 0 
79% 28 — 2, N , 

5 

and that their conjugates will envelope the parabola 

N oi neg; (- 25 50 50 a ; ( 450 6 +(a—b)#=0. 

! 
. 
‘ 

: 
y 

* 
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1154. Ifa straight line be perpendicular to its conjugate with 
respect to any conicoid, it will be perpendicular to its conjugate 

with respect to any conicoid confocal with the former. 

1155. Any generator of the surface * = = m will be 
perpendicular to its conjugate with respect to the surface 

az +...+ 24% . . I, 

if be- = ca- ab-; and qa! = G. 

1156. In the two conicoids 

ae+by+er2=1, A By +C2=1, 

eight generators of the first will be perpendicular respectively 
to their conjugates with respect to the second. 

1157. O is a fixed point, P a point such that the polar planes 
of O, P with respect to a given conicoid are perpendicular to each 
other; prove that the locus of P is the plane bisecting chords 
perpendicular to the polar plane of 0. 

1158, A hyperbolic paraboloid, whose principal sections are 
equal, is drawn through two given non-intersecting straight lines; 
prove that the locus of its vertex isa straight line. 

1159. If two-conicoids have two common generators of the 
same system, they will also have two common generators of the 
opposite system, 

1160. If two given straight lines be generators of the same 
system of a conicoid, the polar plane of any given point, with 

respect to the conicoid, will pass through a fixed point. 

1161, If two conicoids touch each other in three points, 
they will touch each other in an infinite number; or will have 

four common generat irs, 

w. 16 
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IV. Tetrahedral Coordinates. 

1162. When the opposite edges of the tetrahedron ABCD are, 2 

two and two, at right angles, the three shortest distances between 
the opposite edges meet in the point 

a (AB ＋ AC?+ AD* —k) = B(BC? + BD? BA - E.. 

* being the sum of the squares on any pair of opposite edges. 

1163. Determine the condition that the straight line 

OR 
v 

8 
N 

may touch the conicoid 

[By + mya + na + Vad +m’ BS + n’y5=0; 

and thence prove that the equation of the tangent plane, at the 

point a = Be 0, is 

Va+mB+n'y=0. 

1164, Any conicoid which touches seven of the planes 

* la æ mB + ny + 7rd=0 

will touch the eighth ; and its centre will lie on the plane 

Pa +m B+ ny +7°5=0. 

Prove that this plane bisects the part of each edge of the fun- 

damental tetrahedron which is intercepted by the given planes. 

1165. If a hyperbolic paraboloid be drawn containing the 
sides AB, BC, CD, DA of a quadrilateral which is not plane, 

and P be any point on this surface, 

vol. PBCD x vol. PDAB = vol. PDAC x vol. ABO. 
Also, if any tangent plane meet AP, CD in P, O respectively, 

AP : BP :: DQ: C. | 
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1166. The locus of the centres of all conicoids which have 

four common generators, two of each system, is a straight line. 

1167. Perpendiculars are let fall from the point (a, B, Y, 8) 
on the faces of the fundamental tetrahedron, and the feet of these 

perpendiculars lie in one plane; prove that 

1 1 1 1 
r 
Pia PB Pi P. 

Py» Ps Py» P, being the perpendiculars of the tetrahedron. 

? 

1168. Ifa tetrahedron be self-conjugate to a given sphere, 

any two opposite edges will be at right angles to each other, and 

all the plane angles at one of the solid angles will be obtuse. 

1169. If the opposite edges of a tetrahedron be, two and two, 
at right angles to each other; the circumscribed sphere, the 

sphere bisecting the edges, and the sphere to which the tetra- 
hedron is self-conjugate will have a common radical plane. 

1170. A tetrahedron is such that a sphere can be described 
touching its six edges; prove that any two of the four tangent 
cones drawn to this sphere from the angular points will have a 
common tangent plane and a common plane section; and the 
planes of these common sections will all six meet in a point, 

1171. A tetrahedron is such that the straight lines joining 
its angular points to the points of contact of the inscribed sphere 
with the respectively opposite faces meet in a point; prove that, 
at any point of contact, the sides of the face on which the point 

lies subtend equal angles. 

1172. If a conicoid eireumseribe a tetrahedron ABCD, and 
the tangent planes at A, B, C, D form a tetrahedron 430; 

then if AA’, B intersect, CC’, DD’ will also intersect. 

1173. Four points are taken on a conicoid; prove that, if the 

straight line joining one of the points to the pole of the plane 

16—2 
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through the other three pass through the centre, the tar 

plane at that point is parallel to the plane through the t 

points, 
Be * 

1174. The equation of a conicoid is 9 

mngy + nlya + lmaB + trad + . .=0; ; 

prove that it can never be a ruled surface, and that it will bes 

paraboloid if 

=(z)=3(;,): 
1175. The surface | 

IBy + mya + naß + Lad + m'BS + 8 = 0 

will be a cylinder, if 

I (m i mm! (n+l—m) + nn'(l +m—n) Amn, 
(“ary a 

and 1 

* (m! +n’ —1) + mm ( +1 - ey an ae —n)= = Binet 
“as 

1176. If I, m, n, 7 be respectively the rectangles of segments me 

of chords drawn from four points 4, B, C, D (not in one le 
meet a certain sphere, and p be the radius of the sphere; then 
will 

0, 14, Vee 1, 1, 1430 

1, O0, 4, A0, AD, ee 

„ BA"; 0, BC’, BD, mp 

1, G4, ,, 0, CD, n+p’ 

„ DAY Dy, DOX 0, r+) 

1, Ip m+p*, n+p’, 9 0 

— 

1177. The perpendiculars , x, y, z let fall from the e, N 
points of a given finite tetrahedron on a plane are connect 4 

by the equation e nS 

put + gat + ry? + 823 + lay + 2myu Anu pel 

+ 21e 2e 20 6 dO 7 
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prove that the envelope is a conicoid, which degenerates into 
a plane curve if | 

p, n, m, “=. 
n, 9, 1m 

m, , 1, n 
F, m, n, 8 

V. Focal Curves, Reciprocal Polars. 

1178. The equations of the focal lines of the cone 

ayz + bea + cxy = , 

(cy + bz) _ (az+ex)* _ (bu +ay)? 
yte ete tty 

1179. A parallelogram of minimum area is circumscribed 
about the focal ellipse of a given ellipsoid, and from its angular 
points taken in order are let fall perpendiculars p,, pi py P. on 
any tangent plane to the ellipsoid; prove that 

D, 5. P. = 20 

20⁰ 8 the length of that axis Which is perpendicular to the 
plane of the focal ellipse, 

1180. If ½ a, . w. be the perpendiculars on any tan- 
gent plane from the extremities of two conjugate diameters of 
the focal ellipse, and p the perpendicular from the centre 

W. W. + Dy, =p +c. 

1181. Wich any two points of the focal ellipse as foci, can be 
described a prolate spheroid touching an ellipsoid along a plane 
curve; provided the tangents to the focal at the two points 
intersect without the ellipse, 

1182. The four straight lines drawn in a given direction, 
and intersecting both focal curves of an ellipsoid, lie upon a cylin- 
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der of revolution whose radius is (a - ); @ being the semi 

major axis, and p the perpendicular from the centre on the tan- 
gent plane normal to the given direction. 

1183. If with a given point as vertex, a cone of revolution 
be described whose base is a plane section of a given conicoid ; 
this base will touch a fixed cone whose vertex lies on one of the 
axes of the enveloping cone drawn from the given point, 

1184, The straight line joining the points of contact of a 
common tangent plane to the two conicoids 

ax’? +by?+e22=1, (a—h)a*+(b—h)y’+ (c—k)#=1 

subtends a right angle at the centre, 

1185. Through a given point can in general be drawn two 

straight lines, either of which is a focal line of any cone, en- 

veloping a given conicoid, and having its vertex on the straight 

line. If two enveloping cones be drawn with their vertices one 

on each of these straight lines, a prolate conicoid of revolution 

cun be inscribed in them, having its focus at the given point. 

1186. If any point O be taken on the umbilical focal conic 
of a conicoid, there exist two fixed points Z, such that if any 

plane A be drawn through L and a be its pole, Oa is at right 
angles to the plane through O and the line of intersection of 4 

with the polar of I. 

1187, With a given point as vertex there can in general be 
drawn one tetrahedron self-conjugate to a given conicoid, and 
such that the edges meeting in the point are two and two at 
right angles; but if the given point lie on a focal curve, an 

infinite number, 

ua 
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VI. General Functional and Differential Equations. 

1188. A surface is generated by a e line which always 
intersects two fixed straight lines 

m, Z=C; Y MA, z=—C: 

prove that the equation of the surface r is of the form 

oat (Se) 7 ‘ 

1189. The general functional equation of surfaces generated 
by ‘a straight line, intersecting the axis of 2, and meeting the 
plane of xy in the circle * +y*= a’, is 

eM s 

and the general differential equation is 

(* + y') (pu + gy - 2) =a* (pu + gy)". 
1190. The general functional equation of all surfaces, gene- 

rated by a straight line which always intersects the axis of 2, is 

0-00 
and the differential equation is 

ra’ + 2sxy + ty’ =0. 

1191. The differential equation of a family of surfaces, such 
that the perpendicular from the origin on the normal always lies 
in the plane of ay, is 

2(p* + 9") + (pa + gy) =9. 

1192. The differential equation of a family of surfaces, gene- 
rated by a straight line which is always parallel to the plane 
of zy and whose intercept between the planes of 2x, yz is constant 
and equal to c, is 

(px +.9y)* =. 
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1193. The general differential equations of surfaces, genera ; 15 
by a straight line (1) always parallel to the plane lx + my + wz = 05, 5 
(2) always intersecting the straight line i 

4 1 
7 m 

are respectively, . 2 

(i) (n r- 20 + 20) Cp) C np =0; 

(2) (ly me) (ger — 2 Ye 
+ 2 (/y — ma) (nz — lz) (gr — ps) 
+ 2 (ly — max) (ny me) (qs — pt) 7 
+ (naz —1z)*7 20 — Iz) (ny me) s (ny —me)'t=0, 

VII. Envelopes. 

1194. The envelope of the plane a+ my+nz=a; , m, a af 
being parameters connected by the relations 

lim+n=0, P+m’+n?=1 1 

is the cylinder 5 1 

(y—2)’+ (2-2)? +(@-y)’ = 8a". 

1195, Find the envelope of the planes 

(1) eee, ere 

(2) 2 cos (0 — $)+5 = (cos 6 + cos ) + — ® (sind + sing) = 1, | oe 
f 

* both when 6, ¢ are parameters, and when 6 on is a parameter. 

1196. The envelope of the plane 

2 Y ete 
sindcosp ain sing * cosd “ | 

5 is the surface ** 5 

1 
B+y T2 =a. 
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1197. The envelope of all paraboloids, to which a given 
tetrahedron is self-conjugate, is the planes each of which bisects 
three edges of the tetrahedron. 

1198. A prolate spheroid can be described having two oppo- 
site umbilici of an ellipsoid as foci and touching the ellipsoid along 
a plane curve: and this spheroid will be the envelope of a series 
of spheres, having one system of circular sections of the ellipsoid 
as great circles, 

1199. Spheres are described on a series of parallel chords of 
an ellipsoid as diameters: prove that they will have double con- 
tact with another ellipsoid ; and that the focal ellipse of the latter 
will be the diametral section of the former conjugate to the 
chords. Also, if a, ö, e be the axes of the former, and a, B, y of 
the latter, 

a 1 N 

y being that axis which is perpendicular to the Ren bisecting 
the chords. 

1200. The envelope of a sphere, intersecting a given conicoid 
in two planes and passing through the centre, is a surface of the 

fourth degree, touching the conicoid along a spherical conic, 

VIII. Curvature. 

1201. If from any point of a curve equal small lengths $s be 
measured in the same direction along the curve, and along the 
circle of absolute curvature, respectively ; the distance between 
the extremities of these lengths is ultimately 

7 b 
p, o being the radii of curvature and torsion ‘nama at the 
point. 
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1202. Two surfaces have complete contact of the n™ order at a 

point: prove that there are x + 1 directions of normal sections for 
which the curves of section will have contact of the x + 1™ order: 

and hence prove that two conicoids which have double contact 
with each other will intersect in plane curves, 

1203. Prove that it is in general possible to determine a 

paraboloid whose principal sections shall be equal parabolas, and 
which shall have a complete contact of the second order with 

a given surface at a given point, 

1204, Prove that a paraboloid can in general be drawn 

having a complete contact of the second order with a given surface 

at a given point, and such that all normal sections through the 

point have contact of the third order. 

1205. Askew surface is capable of generation in two ways by 

straight lines; at any point of it the absolute magnitudes of the 
principal radii of curvature are a, 6: prove that the angle yey 

tween the generators which intersect in the point is 

_, a~b 
cos : 

at+b 

1206, The points on the surface 

nya = a (ye + zu + xy), 

at which the principal radii of curvature are equal and e 
lie on the cone 

1. (y+2)+y*(2+a) +24 (a+y)=0: 

and on the surface 

wy% = a" (0 + y + 2) 

all such points lie on the cone 

a(yt+2)+y*(z+x)+2*(a+y)=0, 
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1207. A surface is generated by a straight line intersecting 
the two straight lines 

erate & tan a, 
2 = c, 2 c, 

and A, n are the distances of the points where the generator meets 
these straight lines from the points where the axis of z meets 
them: prove that the principal radii of curvature at a point on 
the first straight line are given by the equation 

c sin: 2a 2c sin 2a (A- cos 2a)(4c* u sin“ 2a) 2 

2 

pe (40 (4c? 4 . sin’ 2a), 

1208. A surface is generated by the motion of a variable 
circle, which always intersects the axis of x and is parallel to the 
plane of yz. If, at a point on the axis of æ, r be the radius of the 

circle and 6 the angle which the diameter through the point 
makes with the axis of z, the principal radii of curvature at the 
point are given by the equation 

pr+ (5) ( =. 

1209. A surface is generated by a straight line which always 
intersects a given circle and the straight line through the centre 
perpendicular to the plane of the circle; 6 is the angle which the 
generator makes with the fixed straight line, and ¢ the angle 
which the projection of the generator on the plane of the circle 
makes with a fixed radius: prove that the principal radii of cur- 
vature at the point where the generator meets the fixed straight 
line are 

ca 

sin 6 (cos GI) 
and that at the point where it meets the circle they are given by 
the equation 

fd 
p A) +ap cos § =a’, 

a@ being the radius of the circle, 
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6 2 — 5 = 

4 5 
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* ‘ 

“ae N rT —— 7 * 

a 9 

3 * 

5 of ths conicoid 2 42. 1 — bet 

the geodesic lines through “that pint and e the umbi 

then will errr 9 
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STATICS. 

I. Composition and Resolution of Forces. 

1211. If O be the centre of the circle circumscribing a tri- 
angle ABC, and D, E, F the middle points of the sides, the 

system of forces OA, OB, OC will be equivalent to the system 
OD, OE, OF. 

1212. Forces P, Q, R act along the sides of a triangle ABC 
and their resultant passes through the centres of the inscribed 

and circumscribed circles ; prove that 

P 4 0 R 
cos I co cos O co 1 cos A—cos B’ 

1213. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and 
forces inversely proportional to AB, BC, AD, DC act along the 
sides in the directions indicated by the order of the letters; prove 
that their resultant acts along the line joining the intersection of 
AC, BD to the intersection of the tangents at B, D. 

1214. In a triangular lamina ABC, AD, BE, CF are the per- 
pendiculars, and forces BD, CV, CH, AH, AF, BF are applied to 

the lamina; prove that their resultant passes through the centre 
of the circumscribed circle. 

1215. Three equal forces P act at the angles of a triangle 
_ ABO perpendicular respectively to the opposite sides; prove that 

their resultant is equal to 

0 
7. /s sing sin f sin ). 

1216. If O be the centre of the circumscribed circle, and Z 

the centre of perpendiculars of a triangle 450, three forces repre- 
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sented by ZA, ZB, LC will have a resultant along ZO and equal 
to twice LO. | 

1217. Three parallel forces act at the angular points of a 

triangle ABC, and are to each other as GT: : a+b; 

prove that their resultant passes through the centre of the in- 

scribed circle of the triangle whose angular points bisect the 

sides of the former. 

1218. The position of a point P such that forces acting along 
PA, PB, PC, and equal to A, mPB, nPC respectively, are in 

equilitrium, is given by the equations 

Peay; 
m * 

a 

l 

areal coordinates being used. 

1219. Forces act along the sides of a triangle ABC and are 
proportional to the sides; 44, BB’, CC’ are the bisectors of the 

angles; prove that if the forces be turned in the same direction 
about A’, B,, G respectively, through an angle 

tan” ( cot >" eot © rt cot =); 

there will be equilibrium. 

1220. A system of forces whose components are (A, T 0 

(A, T.) ... act at the points (v, y,), (%» y,) . and are equiva- 

lent to a single couple; prove that if each force be turned about 

its point of application through an angle 6 there will be equili- 

brium, if 

> (T- A) 
(A ＋ T) 

1221. If IL, V, M be the sums of the moments of a given 

system of forces about three rectangular axes, and A, TJ, Z the 

sums of the components along these axes, then will 

LX+MY+NZ 

be independent of the particular system of axes. 

tan 6 = 
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1222. The necessary and sufficient conditions of equilibrium 
of a system of forces acting on a rigid body are that the sum of 

the moments of all the forces about each of the edges of any finite 
tetrahedron shall be severally equal to zero. 

1223. Forces acting on a rigid body are represented by the 

edges of a tetrahedron, three acting from one angular point and 

the other three along the sides taken in order of the opposite 
face ; prove that, whichever angular point be taken, the product 

of the resultant force and minimum couple will be the same, 

1224. Three forces act along three non-intersecting straight 
lines, any other straight line is drawn meeting the three; prove 

that the shortest distance of this straight line from the central 

axis of the forces is proportional to the cotangent of the angle its 

direction makes with the central axis, 

1225. A portion of a curve surface of continuous curvature 

is cut off by a plane, and at a point in each element of the portion 
a force proportional to the element is applied in direction of the 

normal ; prove that, if all the forces act inwards, or all outwards, 
they will in the limit have a single resultant. 

1226. Ifa system of forces acting on a rigid body be reducible 

to a couple, it is always possible by rotation about any proposed 
point to bring the body into such a position that the forces, 
acting at the same points of the body in the same directions in 
space, shall produce equilibrium. 

1227. A system of forces are reduced to a force acting through 
an assumed point and a couple; prove that, if the assumed point 
be taken on a fixed straight line, and through it the axis of the 
couple be drawn, the extremity of the axis will lie on another 
fixed straight line. 

1228. Prove that the central axis of two forces P, Q in- 

tersects the shortest distance ¢ between their lines of action, 
and divides it in the ratio 

Q (2+ P cos 6) ; P(P eos 6), 
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6 being the angle between their directions. Prove that the 
moment of the principal couple is 

cPQ sin 6 ‘ 
/(P? + G+ 2PQ cos ) 

—— 

1229. If a system of forces be reduced to two, one of which | 
F acts along a fixed straight line; then will 

1 cos@ e sin 6 
— „ 

being the angle which the given straight line makes with the 
central axis, e the shortest distance between them, & the result- 

ant force, and G the principal couple. 

1230. If a system of forces be reduced to two at right angles 
to each other, the shortest distance between their lines of action 

cannot be less than 75 ; 

1231. If a system of forces be reduced to two P, Q, and the 
shortest distances of their lines of action from the central axis be 

x, y respectively; then will 

G? (O- Po) = R (Px? — Q’y’). 

1232. Two forces act along the straight lines 

* a, /A tan aq; *=-a, / tan a; 

prove that their central axis lies on the surface 

x 7 + 2°) = Zaye 
sin 2a 

the coordinates being rectangular, 

1233. Two forces given in magnitude act along two given 

non-intersecting straight lines, a third force given in magnitude 

acts through a given point, and the three have a single resultant; 
prove that the line of action of the third force must lie on a 

certain cone of revolution, . 
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IL Centre of Gravity. 

1234. A rectangular board of weight W is supported in a 
horizontal position by vertical strings at three of its angular 
points; a weight 5W being placed on the board, the tensions of 

the strings become IV, 2W, 3W; prove that the weight must be at 
one of the angular points of a hexagon whose opposite sides are equal 
and parallel, and whose area is to that of the board as 3 : 25. 

1235. If particles be placed at the angular points of a tetra- 
hedron, proportional respectively to the areas of the opposite 
faces, their centre of gravity will be the centre of the sphere 
inscribed in the tetrahedron, 

1236. A uniform wire is bent into the form of three sides of 
a polygon AB, BC, CD, and AB=CD=a, BC=b; prove that, 
if the centre of gravity of the wire be at the intersection of AC, 
BD, each of the angles B, C is equal to 

3? 

cos 8 270. 

1237. A thin uniform wire is bent into the form of a triangle 
ABC, and particles of weights P, C, I are placed at the angular 
points; prove that, if the centre of gravity of the particles coin- 
cide with that of the wire, 

P: : An DT: era: a+b, 

1238. A polygon is such that a, a,,a,... being the angles 
made by its sides with any fixed straight line, 

% (cos 2a)=0, X (sin 2a) = 0; 
prove that there exists a point O which is the centre of gravity of 
n equal particles placed at the feet of the perpendiculars from O 
on the sides; and that the centre of gravity of n equal particles, at 
the feet of the perpendiculars from any other point P, bisects OP. 

W. 17 
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1239. The limiting position of the centre of gravity of the 

area included between the area of a quadrant of an ellipse bounded 

by the axes and the corresponding quadrant of the auxiliary circle, 

as the ellipse approaches the circle as its limit, will be a point 

whose distance from the major axis is twice its distance from the 

minor axis. 

1240, A curve is divided symmetrically by the axis of a, and 

is such that the centre of gravity of the area included between 

the ordinates &= O, = is at a distance mf from the origin; 

prove that the equation of the curve is 

2m—1 

y= Cx in, 

1241. The circle is the only curve in which the centre of 

gravity of the area included between any two radii vectores and 
the curve lies on the straight line bisecting the angle between the 
radii, * 

1242. Determine the differential equation of a curve such 
that the centre of gravity of any arc measured from a fixed point 

lies on the straight line bisecting the angle between the radii of 
the extremities, Prove that the curve is a lemniscate, the node 

being pole, 

1243. Two rods AB, BC rigidly united at B — 1 
ed freely from A, rest inclined at angles a, B to the vertical; 
prove that 

AB sin 20 = / (14 (1 ha) 1. 

1244. AB, BC are two uniform rods freely jointed at B and 
moveable about A which is fixed; find at what point in BC a 
prop must be placed so that the 8 — may be at rest in a hori- 
zontal straight line. 

1245. Three equal uniform rods, jointed together at their 
extremities, rest in one horizontal line on three pegs, each rod in 
gontact with one peg; find the positions of equilibrium, 5 
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The length of each rod being a, and the pegs at equal dist- 
ances 5; prove that there will be three positions of equilibrium if 

305 < 36a >5(4+,/7) a. 

1246. A rectangular board is supported with its plane verti- 
cal by two smooth pegs, and rests with one diagonal parallel to 
the line joining the pegs; prove that the other diagonal will be 
vertical, 

1247. A rectangular board whose sides are a, ö, is supported 
With its plane vertical on two smooth pegs in the same horizontal 

line at a distance c; prove that the angle 6 made by the side a 
with the vertical when in equilibrium is given by the equation 

20 cos 26 =} cos - a sin 0. 

1248, A portion of a parabola, cut off by a focal chord in- 
clined at an angle a to the axis, rests with its chord horizontal on 

two smooth pegs in the same horizontal line at a distance e; prove 
that the latus rectum of the parabola is ¢,/5 sin“ a, 

1249. A uniform rod AB of length 2a is freely moveable 
about 4; a smooth ring of weight P slides on the rod and has 
attached to it a fine string, which, passing over a pulley at a 
height ö vertically above A, supports a weight O hanging freely: 
find the position of equilibrium of the system; and prove that, if 
in this position the rod and string be equally inclined to the 

20 (Qb— Wa)*=P*Wab, 

1250. A uniform rod, of length ¢, rests with one end on a 

smooth elliptic arc, whose major axis is horizontal, and with the 
other on a smooth vertical plane at a distance A from the centre 
of the ellipse; prove that, if @ be the angle made by the rod. 
with the horizon, 

tan 0 J tan g where a cos e cos 0. 

Explain the result When a= 20 c, h=0, 

17—2 
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III. Smooth Bodies under forces in one plane. 

1251. A small smooth heavy ring is capable of sliding on a 

fine elliptic wire whose major axis is vertical; two strings at 
tached to the ring pass through small smooth rings at the foci 
and sustain given weights; prove that, if there be equilibrium in 
any position in which the whole string is not vertical, there Will 

be equilibrium in every position. 

Prove also that the pressure on the curve will be a maximum 
or minimum when the sliding ring is at either extremity of the 

major axis, and when its focal distances have between them the 
same ratio as the two sustained weights. 

1252. Two spheres of densities p, o and radii a, ö, rest ina 

paraboloid whose axis is vertical, and touch each other at the 

focus; prove that p’a'°=0°b", Also if W, W’ be their weights, 

and N, A the pressures on the paraboloid at the points of 
contact, 

— — — — | — — 

SAA 99 N. vw): 
1253, Four uniform rods freely jointed at their extremities 

form a parallelogram, and at the middle points of the rods are 
small smooth rings joined by rigid rods without weight. The 

parallelogram is suspended freely from one of its angular points; 

find the tensions of the rods and the reactions of the rings, and 
prove that (1) if the parallelogram be a rectangle the tensions 
are equal, (2) if a rhombus the reactions are equal, 1 

1254. An elliptic lamina of axes 2a, 25, rests with its 3 
vertical on two smooth pegs in the same horizontal line at a 
distance e; prove that, if ¢<},/2 or > a,/2, the only positions 
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of equilibrium are when one axis is vertical; and that, if 
e>b,/2<a,/2, the positions in which an axis is vertical are 
stable, and there are unstable positions of equilibrium in which 
the pegs are at the extremities of conjugate diameters, 

1255. Find the least coefficient of friction between a given 
elliptic cylinder and a particle, in order that, for all positions 
of the cylinder in which the axis is horizontal, the particle may 
be capable of resting vertically above the axis, 

1256. Two given weights of different material are laid on a 
given inclined plane, and connected by a string in a state of 

tension inclined at a given angle to the intersection of the plane 
with the horizon, and the lower weight is on the point of motion ; 
determine the coefficient of friction of the lower weight, and the 
magnitude and direction of the force of friction on the upper 
weight. | 

1257. A weight w rests on a rough inclined plane (=I) 
supported by a string, which, passing over a smooth pulley at the 
highest point of the plane, sustains a weight > ww<w hanging 
vertically; prove that the angle between the two positions of the 
plane in which w is in a state bordering on motion is 

2 tan . 

1258. Two weights of similar material connected by a fine 
string rest on a rough vertical circular are on which the string 
lies; prove that the angle subtended at the centre by the distance 
between the limiting positions of either weight is 2 tan™ N. 

1259. A uniform rod rests with one extremity against a 

rough vertical wall, the other being supported by a string of equal 
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length fastened to a point in the wall; prove that the least angle 

which the string can make with the wall is tan (-). ’ 
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1260. A uniform rod of weight W rests with one end against 
a rough vertical plane and with the other end attached toa string, 
which passes over a smooth pulley vertically above the former end 

and supports a weight P. Find the limiting positions of equili- 

brium, and prove that equilibrium will be impossible unless P be 
greater than V cos e, tan e being the coefficient of friction. 

1261. A heavy uniform rod of weight W rests inclined at am 

angle @ to the vertical in contact with a rough cylinder of revo- 
lution, whose axis is horizontal and whose diameter is equal in 
length to the rod. The rod is maintained in its position by a fine 
string in a state of tension, which passes from one end of the rod 
to the other round the cylinder; prove that the tension of the 

string must be not less than 

W Ge 6 10). 
3 15 

1262. Two weights support each other on a rough double 
inclined plane, by means of a fine string passing over the vertex, 

and both weights are on the point of motion; prove that if the 

plane be tilted till both weights are again on the point of motion, 

the angle through which the planes must be turned is 

2 tan N. 

1263. A square lamina has a string of length equal to that 
of a side attached at one of the angular points; the string is also 
attached to a point in a rough vertical wall, and the lamina rests 
with its plane vertical and perpendicular to the wall; prove that, 

if the coefficient of friction be 1, 5 angle which the string makes | 

with the wall lies between 7 and : tan 7 

1264. Two weights P, Q of similar material resting on a 
rough double inclined plane are connected by a fine string passing | 
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over the common vertex, and O is on the point of motion down 
the plane; prove that the weight which may be added to P 
without producing motion is 

P sin 2e sin (a + g) 
sin (a - e) sin (G- e) 

a, G being the angles of inclination to the horizon, and tan e the 
coefficient of friction. 

1265. A uniform rod rests with one extremity against a rough. 

vertical wall (x = 3) the other extremity being supported by a 

string three times the length of the rod attached to a point in the 
wall; prove that the angle which the string makes with the wall 
in the limiting position of equilibrium is 

5 1 —1 neg oe! tan 27 or tan 3° 

1266. A weight W is supported on a rough inclined plane of 
inclination a by a force P, whose direction makes an angle « with 
the plane, and whose component in the plane makes an angle 6 
with the line of greatest inclination in the plane; prove that, for 
equilibrium to be possible, 

N 2 sin“ a sin“ 6 cos“ 
> . 7 T+ cos 2a cos 20 — sin 2a sin 2c 608 8 

1267. A given weight, resting upon a rough inclined plane, 
is connected with a weight P by means of a string passing over a 
rough peg, P hanging freely. The coefficients of friction for the 
peg and plane are tan A, tan X, (A>X’). Prove that the inclina- 
tion of the string to the plane in limiting equilibrium, when P is 
& maximum or minimum, is X-X. 
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V. Llastic Strings. 

1268. A string whose elasticity varies as the distance from 

one extremity is stretched by any force; prove that its extension 

is equal to that of a string of the same length, of uniform elas- 
ticity equal to that at the middle point of the former, stretched by 
the same force. 

1269. An elastic string rests on a rough inclined plane, with 

its upper extremity fixed; prove that its extension will lie 
between the limits 

? sin (a æ e) 
2. cose ” 

a being the inclination of the plane, tan e the coefficient of friction, 
and I, X natural lengths of the string and of a portion of it whose 
weight is equal to the coefficient of elasticity. 

1270. Two weights P, O are connected by an elastic string 

without weight, which passes over two small rough pegs 4, B in 
the same horizontal line at a distance a, Q is just sustained by P, 

and AP=b, BQ=c; P, O are then interchanged, and 40 = U, 

BP=c': obtain equations for determining the natural length of 
the string, its elasticity, and the coefficients of friction at A 

and B. 

1271. A weight P just supports another weight Q by means 
of a fine elastic string passing over arough circular cylinder whose 

axis is horizontal, W is the coefficient of elasticity, and a the 
radius of the cylinder; prove that the extension of the part of the 
string in contact with the cylinder is 

4 * log N ‘ 

1272. An elastic string is laid on a cycloidal are whose plane 

is vertical and vertex upwards, and when stretched by its own 
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weight is in contact with the whole of the cycloid, the natural 
length of the string being equal to the circumference of the gener- 
ating circle ; prove that the coefficient of elasticity is the weight 
of a portion of the string whose natural length is twice the dia- 
meter of the generating circle. 

1273. A heavy elastic string, whose natural length is 27, is 
placed symmetrically on the are of a smooth vertical cycloid, and 
when in equilibrium a portion of string, whose natural length is 
x, hangs eee at each cusp; prove that 

2,/(ad)=(A +2) tan —— N80 

2a being the length of the axis of the cycloid, and x the natural 
length of a portion of the string whose weight is the coefficient of 
elasticity. 

1274. A heavy elastic string hangs symmetrically over a 
smooth circular are, whose plane is vertical, a portion whose natu- 
ral length is 2a, and stretched length 3a, hanging vertically 
on each side; prove that the natural length of the part in 
contact is 

4a ,/2 log (1 + ,/2), 

4a being the radius. 

1275. A heavy cone resting symmetrically on a rough sphere 

may be displaced through an angle of 4 without upsetting, if the 

height of the cone be not greater = half a great circle of 
the sphere, 
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VI. Catenaries. 

1276. An endless heavy chain, of length 27, is passed over 

a smooth circular cylinder, whose axis is horizontal; e is the 

length of a portion of the chain, whose weight is equal to the 
tension at the lowest point, and 2¢ the angle between the radii - 

drawn to the points where the chain leaves the cylinder; prove that 

i fe 905 ten A e 17s 

1277. ABCDare four smooth pegs forming a square, AB, CD 
being horizontal, and an endless uniform inextensible string passes 

round the four, hanging in two festoons ; prove that 

1 1 * B= 
sin a log cot 5 sin B log cot 5 

. te = i-2, 

log cot 5 log cot 2 

a, 8 being the angles which the tangents at B, C make with the 

vertical, 7 the length of the string, and a the length of a side of 
the square. 

1278. A heavy uniform chain rests on a rough circular are 

whose plane is vertical, the length of the chain being equal to a 

quadrant of the circle, and one extremity being at the highest 
point when the chain is on the point of motion; prove that 

r 

44 
1 

1279. A heavy uniform chain rests in limiting equilibrium 

on a rough cycloidal arc, whose axis is vertical and vertex up- 
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wards, one extremity being at the vertex and the other at the 
cusp; prove that 

wae 
1+, 7" 

1280. A heavy uniform chain fastened at two points rests in 
the form of a parabola under the action of two forces, one (A) 
parallel to the axis and constant, and the other (Y) tending from 
the focus; prove that 

F=3A +m cos 4, 

¢ being the angle which the tangent at any point makes with the 
tangent at the vertex, and m a constant. 

1281. Find the law of repulsive force tending from a focus 
under which an endless uniform chain can be kept in equilibrium 
in the form of an ellipse ; and, if there be two such forces, one in 
each focus and equal at equal distances, prove that the tension at 
any point varies inversely as the conjugate diameter. 

1282. A uniform chain rests in the form of a cycloid whose 
axis is vertical under the action of gravity and a certain normal 
force, and the tension at the vertex vanishes; prove that the 
tension at any point is proportional to the vertical height above 
the vertex, and that the normal force at any point is 

g 2 
Sant (3 oo. 0 — 1), 

where 0 is the angle which the normal makes with the vertical. 

1283. A heavy chain of variable density, suspended from two 
points, hangs in the form of a curve whose intrinsic equation is 
(, the lowest point being origin; prove that the density 
at any point will vary inversely as cos’ 4/’(¢). 

1284. A string is kept in equilibrium in the form of a closed 
curve by the action of a repulsive force tending from a fixed 
point, and the density at each point is proportional to the tension; 
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prove that the repulsive force at any point is inversely propor- 
tional to the chord of curvature through the centre of force. 

1285. The coordinates of a point P of a rigid body, referred 
to a system of fixed rectangular axes, are , /, 2; prove that, if 

the body receive any small displacement, the displacements of P 

parallel to the axes may be represented by 

a ＋ 6% — 6% 5 ＋ % — %, y+ 6% — %; 

a, B, y, 0% 9,, 8, being independent of (x, y, 2). Hence prove 
that the sum of the virtual moments of any forces acting on a 

rigid body is of the form 

aX +BY +y7Z7+0L4+ 0M +6,N, 

X, Y, Z being the sums of the resolved parts of the forces along 

the axes, and IL, M, NV the sums of the moments about the axes. 
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DYNAMICS, ELEMENTARY. 

I. Rectilinear motion, Impulses. 

1286. A ball A impinges obliquely on another ball B, and 
after impact the directions of motion of A and B make equal 
angles @ with A’s previous direction, find ; and prove that when 
A=B, @=tan™,/e, e being the mutual elasticity. 

1287. A smooth inelastic ball, mass m, is lying on a horizon- 

tal table in contact with a vertical wall, and is struck by another 
ball, mass m, moving in a direction perpendicular to the wall and 

‘inclined at an angle a to the common normal at the point of 
impact ; prove that the angle 6, through which the direction of 
motion of the striking ball is turned, is given by the equation 

, 

cot h cot a = Laces 
| n 

1288. Equal particles 4, 4, . A, are fastened at equal 
intervals @ on a fine string, of length (u - 1) a, and are then 
laid on a horizontal table at n consecutive angular points of a 
regular polygon of p sides (r n) each equal to a; a blow P is 
applied to A, in direction A,A,; prove that the impulsive ten- 
sion of the string A,A_,, is 

(1 +sin a)“ (1 sin a)“ “ 
Poe (1+sina)*—(1—sina)* ” 

a denoting =. 

1289, AP, PB are chords of a circle whose diameter AB is 

vertical; particles falling down AP, PB respectively, start from 
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A, P simultaneously ; prove that the least distance between them 
during the motion is equal to the distance of P from AB, 

1290. A number of heavy particles start at once from the 

vertex of an oblique circular cone whose base is horizontal, and 
fall down generating lines of the cone; prove that at any sub- 
sequent moment they will lie in a subcontrary section, 

1291. The locus of a point P, such that the times of fall- 

ing down PA, PB to two given points 4, B may be equal, is a 
rectangular Eyperbols. 

1292. The locus of a point P, such that the time of falling 
down PA to a given point A is equal to the time of falling verti- 

cally from P to a given straight line, is one branch of a hyperbola 

of which one asymptote is vertical, and the other perpendicular 
to the given straight line, 

1293. <A parabola is placed with its axis vertical and vertex 
downwards; prove that the time of falling down any chord 
to the vertex is equal to the time of falling vertically through 
a space equal to the parallel focal chord, 

9 

1294. An ellipse is placed with its major axis vertical ; 
prove that the time of descent down any chord to the lower 
vertex, or from the higher vertex, is proportional to the e of 

the parallel diameter. 

1295. Two weights W, mW move on two inclined planes and 
are connected by a fine string passing over the common vertex, 
the whole motion being in one plane; prove that the centre of 
gravity of the weights 2 a straight line with uniform 
acceleration f 

= 6105 = Ni +2n 008 (a + B)+ * ¥ 

a, f being the angles of inclination of the planes, 
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1296. In the system of pullies in which each hangs by a 
separate string, P just supports W; prove that, if P be replaced 
by another weight O, the centre of gravity of @ and W will descend 
with uniform acceleration 

W(Q-P) 
I (PPS QW)(Q+W)’ 

the weights of the pullies being neglected, 

1297. The radii of two circles whose centres are in the same 

horizontal line are a, ö, and the distance between their centres 
c(>a+b); prove that the shortest time of descent from one to 
the other down a straight line is 

20 (45) 
* 0 a+b 

1298. A parabola is placed with its axis horizontal; prove 
that the time of shortest descent down a straight line from the 

curve to the focus is age Ueing the latus rectum. 

1299. An ellipse is placed with its major axis vertical; prove 
that the straight line of quickest descent from the curve to the 
lower focus is equal in length to the latus rectum, provided the 
eccentricity be > 3. 

1300. A uniform string of length 2a is in equilibrium, passing 
over a small smooth pulley; if it be just displaced, the velocity 
of the string when the whole has just passed the pulley is ,/ag. 

II. Parabolic Motion. 

1301. A heavy particle is projected in a given direction, 
determine its velocity in order that it may pass through a fixed 
point, * § 82 
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1302. If a particle moving under the action of gravity pass 
through two given points, the locus of the focus of its parabolic 
path will be a hyperbola, 

1303. A heavy imperfectly elastic particle is projected from 
a point in a horizontal plane in such a manner that at its highest 
point it impinges directly on a vertical plane, from which it re- 
bounds, and, after another rebound from the horizontal plane, 
returns to the point of projection; prove that the coefficient of 
elasticity is 4. 

1304, If , „ 7, be three distances of a projectile from 
the point of projection, and a, a, a, the angular elevations of 
these points above the point of projection, 

7, cos’ a, sin (a,—a,) +7, cos’ a, sin (a, —a,) 

+7, cosa, sin (a, —a,) = 0, 

1305. The axis of a parabola is vertical and the vertex 

downwards, and a circle has its centre at a point P on the para- 
bola, and passes through the focus &; a perfectly elastic particle 
sliding down PS is reflected at the Arche and then moves freely 

under the action of gravity; find where it next meets the circle, 

and, if it be at the lowest point, prove that SP i is equal to two 
thirds of the latus rectum, 

1306. A particle is projected up an inclined plane of given 
inclination so as after leaving the plane to describe a parabola ; 
prove that, for different lengths of the plane, the loci of the focus 

and vertex of the parabolic path are both straight lines. 

1307. A perfectly elastic particle is projected from the middle 
point of the base of a vertical square towards one of the angles, 
and after being reflected at the sides containing that angle, falls 
to the opposite angle; prove that the space due to the ee * 

projection is to a side of the square :: 45 ; 32. 
— 
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1308. A perfectly elastic particle is projected with a given 
velocity from a given point in one of two planes, equally inclined 
to the horizon and intersecting in a horizontal straight line; deter- 
mine the angle of projection in order that the particle may after 

reflection return to the point of projection and be again reflected 

in the same path. Prove that the inclination of each plane must 
be 45°. 

1309. An imperfectly elastic particle let fall on a fixed inclined 
plane bounds on to another fixed inclined plane, the line of inter- 
section being horizontal, and the time between the two planes is 
given ; prove that the locus of the point from which the particle 

is let fall is in general a parabolic cylinder; but that it is a 
plane if 

tan a tan (a + g) = e, 

a, being the inclinations of the planes, and e the elasticity. 

1310. <A particle is projected from a given point, and its 

resolved velocity parallel to a given straight line is given; prove 
that the locus of the focus of the parabolic path is a parabola of 
which the given point is the focus, and whose axis makes with the 
vertical an angle double that made by the given straight line. 

1311. A particle, projected from a point in an inclined 
plane, after the * impact begins to move at right angles to the 
plane, and at the x impact is at the point of projection; prove 
that 

e 2 + 1=0, 

e being the elasticity. 

1312. A particle is projected from a given point in a hori- 
zontal plane at an angle a to the horizon, and, after one rebound 

at a vertical plane, returns to the point of projection ; prove that 
the point of impact must lie on the straight line 

„(I tan a, 

, being measured horizontally and vertically from the point of 
projection. If the velocity of projection and not the direction be 
given, the locus of the point of impact is an ellipse, 

W. 18 
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1313. An imperfectly elastic particle is projected from 4 
given point with given velocity, so as, after one rebound at an 
inclined plane passing through the point, to return to the point of 
projection ; prove that the locus of the point where the particle 

strikes the inclined plane is the ellipse : 4 

a ＋ (IT %% =4ehy, } 

x, / being horizontal and vertical through the given point, e the 
elastivity, and 4 the space due to the given velocity. 

1314. <A particle is projected from a given point so as just 
to pass over a vertical wall whose height is 6, and distance from 

the point of projection a; prove that when the area of the para- 

bolic path described, before meeting the horizontal plane through) 

the point of projection, is greatest, the range is 5 „and the nee 

of the vertex is 15 : 

1315. A heavy particle is projected from a point in a plane 

whose inclination to the horizon is 30° with given velocity, in a 
vertical plane perpendicular to the inclined plane; prove that, if 

all directions of projection in that vertical plane are equally pro- 

bable, the chance of the range on the inclined plane being at least 

one third of the greatest possible range is }. eal 

III. Motion on a Smooth Curve under the action of Gravity. 

1316. A heavy particle is projected from the vertex of a 
smooth parabolic arc, whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, 

with a velocity due to a height , and after passing the extremity 

of the are proceeds to describe an equal parabola freely; prove 
that, if e be the vertical height of the extremity of the are, the latus 
rectum is 4 ( — 20). 
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1317. <A particle is projected so as to move on a parabolic 
are whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards; prove that the 
pressure on the curve in any position is proportional to the cur- 

vature. 

1318. Two heavy particles, connected by a fine string passing 
through a small fixed ring, describe horizontal circles in equal 
times; prove that the circles must lie in the same horizontal 
plane. 

1319. <A particle P is attached by two strings to fixed points 
A, B in the same horizontal line, and is projected so as just to 
describe a vertical circle; Y is cut when the particle is in its 

lowest position, and P proceeds to describe a horizontal circle ; 
rove that 

N 2 
3? 

and that, if the tension of PA be unaltered, the angle APB isa 
right angle. 

cos 2PAB = 

1320. Two given weights are attached at given points of a 
fine string, which is attached to a fixed point, and the system 
revolves with uniform angular velocity about the vertical through 

the fixed point in a state of relative equilibrium; determine the 
inclinations of the two parts of the string to the vertical. 

1321. A parabola is placed with its axis horizontal and plane 
vertical, and a heavy smooth particle is projected upwards from 
the vertex so as to move on the concave side of the curve; prove 
that the vertical space described before leaving the curve is two 
thirds of the greatest height attained. If 20 be the angle described 
about the focus before leaving the curve 

h = a(tan® 6 +3 tan 6), n 

h being the space due to the velocity of projection and 4a the 
latus rectum ; also the latus rectum of the subsequent path is 

4a tan“ G. 

18—2 
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1322. <A heavy particle is projected so as to move on a cireu- 
lar arc whose plane is vertical, and afterwards describe a parabola 
freely ; prove that the locus of the focus of the parabolic path is 

an epicycloid formed by a circle of radius i rolling on a circle of 

radius = ; @ being the radius of the given circle. 

1323. A cycloidal are is placed with its axis vertical and 
vertex upwards, and a heavy particle is projected from the cusp up 

the concave side of the curve with velocity due to a height %; 

prove that the latus rectum of the parabola described after leaving 
15 
20 where d is the length of the axis of the cycloid. the curve is 

1324. If a cycloidal are be placed with its axis vertical and 

vertex upwards, and a heavy particle be projected from the cusp 

up the concave side of the curve; the focus of the parabola 

described by the particle after leaving the curve will lie on a 

fixed cycloid of half the dimensions. 

1325. Ina certain curve the vertical ordinate of any point 

bears to the vertical chord of curvature at that point the constant 

ratio 1: n, and a particle is projected, from the point where the 

tangent is vertical, along the curve with any velocity; prove that 

the height ascended before leaving the curve : height due to 

velocity of projection :: 4: 4+m. 

1326. A smooth heavy particle is projected from the lowest 
point of a vertical circular arc with a velocity due to a space 

equal in length to the diameter 2a: the length of the are is 
such that the range of the particle on the horizontal plane through 
the point of projection is the greatest possible; prove that this 

range is equal to a,/(9 6 ,/3). 
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1327. Two triangles CAB, cAb, have a common angle A and 
the sum of the sides containing that angle the same in each; BC, 
be intersect in D; prove that ultimately, when h moves up to B, 

CD: DB:: AB: AC. 

1328. Two equal parabolas have the same axis, and the 
focus of the outer is the vertex of the inner one, MPp, NQq are 

common ordinates ; prove that the area of the surface generated 
by the revolution of the are PQ about the axis bears to the area 

MpqN a constant ratio. 

1329. Common ordinates from the major axis are drawn to 
two ellipses, which have a common minor axis, and the outer of 

which touches the directrices of the inner; prove that the area of 
the surface generated by the intercepted are of the inner ellipse 

revolving about the major axis will bear a constant ratio to the 
intercepted area of the outer. 

1330. AB isa diameter of a circle, P a point on the circle 
near A, and the tangent at P meets BA produced in 7; prove 
that ultimately the difference of BA, BP bears to AT’ the ratio 
4. l 

1331. If PQ be an are of continued curvature, and & the 

point between P and Q at which the tangent is parallel to PQ; 
then the ultimate ratio PR : RQ, when PQ is indefinitely dimin- 

ished, is one of equality. 

1332. If A be a point on a curve, and P, Q two neighbour- 

ing points, the ultimate ratio of the triangle formed by the tan- 
gents at these points to that formed by the normals is 

500 
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when P, Q move up to coincidence with 4; p being the radius 

of curvature at A, and s the are to A measured from a fixed 

point. 

1333. A parabola is described about a force in the focus, and 

along the focal distance SP is measured SQ equal to a constant 

length; O is drawn perpendicular to the tangent at P to meet 

the axis in 2; prove that 

QR : 250 :: velocity at P : velocity at the vertex. 

1334. Prove that the equation 2V*=/’.PV is true when a 

body moves in a resisting medium, / being the extraneous force, 

and PV the chord of curvature in direction of V. 

1335. Two points , Q move in the following manner; P 
describes an ellipse under acceleration tending to the centre, and 

Q describes relatively to Pan ellipse of which P is the centre 

under acceleration tending to P, and the periodic times of these 

ellipses are the same; prove that the absolute path of @ is an 
ellipse concentric sith the path of P. 

1336. A particle describes a hyperbola under a force tends 
to one focus ; prove that the rate at which areas are described by 

the central radius vector is inversely proportional to the distance 

of the particle from the centre of force. 

1337. A rectangular hyperbola is described by a point under 

acceleration parallel to one of the asymptotes; prove that at a 

point P the acceleration is 

2U* 

4 

a 

MP . ö 
Cu? 4 

PM being drawn in direction of the acceleration to meet the other 

asymptote, C the centre, and U the component velocity perpendi- 

cular to the acceleration. . 

1338. A point describes a cycloid under acceleration tending 
to the centre of the generating circle; prove that the velocity at 

any point varies as the radius of curvature. 

1339. A particle constrained to move on an equiangular 

spiral is attracted to the pole by a force proportional to the 
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distance ; prove that, in whatever position the particle be placed 
at starting, the time of describing a given angle about the centre 

of force will be the same. 

1340. An endless string, on which runs a small smooth bead, 
incloses a fixed elliptic lamina whose perimeter is less than the 
length of the string; the bead is projected so as to keep the string 

in a state of tension; prove that it will move with constant 

velocity, and that the tension of the string will vary inversely as 

the rectangle under the focal distances. 

1341. A parabola is described with constant velocity under 

the action of two equal forces, one of which tends to the focus ; 
prove that either force varies inversely as the focal distance. 

1342. A particle is describing an ellipse about a centre of 
force urs, at a certain point , receives a small increment dy, 

and the eccentricity is unaltered; prove that the point is one 

extremity of the minor axis, and that the major axis 2 is dimin- 

1343. A particle is describing an ellipse about a centre of 
force ur, and at a certain point p is suddenly increased by dp ; 
prove the following equations for determining the corresponding 
alterations in the major axis 2a, the eccentricity e, and the longi- 
tude of the apse , 

rds ede r- ed du 
a(Qa—r) I- = sin (GQ p? 

r, 0 being polar co-ordinates of the point at which the change 
takes place. 

1344. In an elliptic orbit about the focus, when the particle 
is at a distance r from the centre of force, the direction of motion 

is suddenly turned through a small angle 68; prove that the 
consequent alteration in the longitude of the apse is 

8 
1 (1 +e — 4) : 

2a being the length of the major axis, and e the eccentricity, 
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1345. At any point in an elliptic orbit about the focus, the 

velocity v receives a small increment 6v; prove that the alterations 
in the eccentricity e, and the longitude of the apse w, will be 
given by the equations 

— ed vr 2 2vbv 
(ar ab ae - (r- a nue (2 

1346. An ellipse is described by a particle under the action 
of two forces tending to the foci, each varying ee as the 
square of the distance; prove that 

_ (us! + po") (04 0) 
5 G 

a, b being the axes, and o, c the angular velocities at any point 

about the foci. 

1347. Two fixed points of a lamina slide along two straight 

lines fixed in space, so that the angular velocity of the line 
joining the points is constant; prove that (I) every fixed point of 

the lamina describes an ellipse under acceleration tending to the 

intersection of the two fixed straight lines and proportional to the 

distance: (2) every fixed straight line of the lamina envelopes 

during its motion an involute of a four-cusped hypocycloid : 

(3) the motion of the lamina may be completely represented by 

supposing a circle fixed in the lamina to roll uniformly with 

internal contact on a circle of twice its radius fixed in space: 

(4) for a series of points of the lamina lying in a straight line, the 

foci of the ellipses described lie on a rectangular hyperbola. 

1348, If a lamina move in its plane so that two fixed points 
in it describe straight lines with acceleration f, f’; the accelera- 

tion of the centre of instantaneous rotation is 

15 7 MS? +f? — 2 a 
sin 

6 being the angle between the lines. 
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1349. A lamina moves in its own plane, so that two points, 

fixed in the lamina, describe straight lines with equal accelera- 
tions; prove that the acceleration of the centre of instantaneous 
rotation is constant in direction, and that the acceleration of any 
point fixed in the lamina is constant in direction. 

1350. Two points fixed in a lamina move along two straight 
lines fixed in space, and the velocity of one of the points is uni- 

form; prove that every point in the lamina moves so that its 

acceleration is constant in direction and varies inversely as the 

cube of the distance of the point from a fixed straight line. 

1351. Two ellipses are described about a common attractive 
force in their centre; the axes of the two are coincident in direc- 

tion, and the sum of the axes of one is equal to the difference of 

the axes of the other; prove that if the describing particles be at 

corresponding extremities of the major axes at the same moment 

and be moving in opposite directions, the line joining them will be 
of constant length during the motion and will revolve with uni- 
form angular velocity. | 

1352. A lamina moves in such a manner that two straight 

lines fixed in the lamina pass through two points fixed in space; 
prove that the motion of the lamina may be completely repre- 

sented by supposing a circle fixed in the lamina to roll with 
internal contact on a circle of half its radius fixed in space. 

1353. <A triangular lamina ABC moves so that the point 4 
lies on a straight line be fixed in space, and the side BC passes 
through a point a fixed in space, and the triangles ABC, abe are 
equal and similar ; prove that the motion of the lamina may be 
completely represented by supposing a parabola fixed in the lamina 
to roll on an equal parabola fixed in space. 

1354. Two particles describe curves under the action of 
central attractive forces, and the radius vector of either is always 

parallel and proportional to the velocity of the other; prove that 
the curves will be similar ellipses described about their centres, 
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I. Rectilinear Motion, Kinematics. 

1355. A heavy particle is attached by an elastic string to a 

fixed point, from which the particle is allowed to fall freely; when 

the particle is in its lowest position the length of the string is 

twice its natural length ; prove that the coefficient of elasticity is 

four times the weight of the particle, and find the time during 
. which the string is extended beyond its natural length. 

1356. A particle at Bis attached by an elastic string at its 

natural length to a point A, and attracted by a force varying as 

the distance to a point C in BA produced, BC being equal to 454, 

and the particle just reaches the centre of force; prove that the 

velocity of the particle will be greatest at a point which divides 

CA in the ratio 8 : 7. | 

1357. A particle is attracted to a fixed point by a force 

= p (dist.) , and repelled from the point by a constant force ; 

the particle is placed at a distance d from the centre, at which 
point the attractive force is four times as great as the repulsive, 

and projected directly from the centre with velocity v; prove 

that, (1) the particle will move to infinity or not according as 

v><,/(2af) ; 

(2) if x, «+c be the distances from the centre of force of two 

positions of the particle, the time of describing the given dis- 

tance c between them will be greatest when & ( e) Ad. If 
v ,/(2af) or 3,/(2af), determine the time of describing any 

distance, 
— 
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1358. The accelerations of a point describing a curve are 
resolved into two, along the radius vector and parallel to the 

prime radius respectively ; prove that these accelerations are 

: : : cot 6 d d'r 7 1 4 % do 
7 dt or 7 2 ~* (Gi „ 1 

1359. The motion of a point is referred to two axes æ, y, of 
which the axis of & is fixed and the axis of / revolves about 

the origin; prove that the accelerations in these directions 

are 

ie 1 40 d’y , cot g d 40 20 
dt* nb 6 d y Ale 

6 being the angle between the axes at a time ¢. 

1360. If PQ be a tangent to a curve at Q, Oa fixed point on 
the curve, QP =r, are OQ=s, and ꝙ the angle through which the 

tangent has revolved from O to Q; the accelerations of P in the 
direction QP, and at right angles to this direction, are respect- 

ively 

ds dir d 1 d/,db\ d ds 
dt! (4). nar (. ＋ A d- 

1361. A point describes a curve of double curvature, and 

its polar co-ordinates at time ¢ are (r, C, ); prove that its acceler- 
ations, 0 along the radius vector, (2) perpendicular to the radius 
vector in the plane of 0, and (3) perpendicular to the pane of 0, 

are respectively 

o nch 
@) % (0 rn cos 6 (4? 
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1362. A point describes a parabola in such a manner that 
its velocity, at a distance r from the focus, is 

ccc 
J, being constant; prove that its acceleration is compounded of 

2 

J parallel to the axis, and from the focus, 

1363. A point describes a semi ellipse bounded by the minor 

axis, and its velocity at a distance r from the focus is 

„dec, 
where 2a is the length of the major axis, and / a constant accelera- 

tion; prove that the acceleration of the point is compounded of 

two, each varying universely as the square of the distance, one 

tending to the nearer focus and the other from the farther focus. 

‘ 

P ²˙˙äAä eee m 

1364. A point is describing a circle, and its velocity at an 

angular distance 6 from a fixed point on the circle varies as 

»/(1 + cos? 6) | 4 
sin“ 0 ‘i 

prove that its acceleration is compounded of two tending to fixed | 

points at the extremities of a diameter, each varying inversely as 

the fifth power of the distance and equal at equal distances, 
ri 
2 0 

1365. A point describes a circle, under acceleration constant 

and not tending to the centre; prove that the point oscillates 

through a quadrant, and that the direction of the acceleration 

always touches a certain hypocycloid. 

1366. A parabola is described with accelerations J, 4, 

tending to the focus and parallel to the axis respectively ; prove 

that ~ j 
d QF 

r being the focal distance. . 
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1367. A point describes an ellipse with accelerations /(r,), 
¢ (r,) tending to the foci; prove that 

8 N : 
775 dr, {r, SAGA): * 7 dr, lr. 0 (r,)} 3 

7 7, being the focal distances. 

1368. The parabola / 4a is described by a point under 
accelerations X, T parallel to the axes; prove that 

dT? aX 

1369. A point describes a parabola under acceleration which 
makes a constant angle a with the normal, @ is the angle described 

from the vertex about the focus in a time f; prove that 

24 
4 co cosꝰ 5 € N . 

Find also the law of acceleration. 

1370. A point describes a circle of radius 4a with uniform 
angular velocity u about the centre, and another point O describes 
a circle’of radius a with angular velocity 20 about P ; prove that 
the acceleration of Q varies as the distance of P from a certain 

fixed point. 

1371. An equiangular spiral is described by a point with 
constant acceleration in a direction making an angle ꝙ with the 
normal; prove that 

sin ꝙ 4 = Dsin g + cot a cos ¢ ; 

a being the constant angle of the spiral, and 6 the angle through 
which the tangent has turned from a given position. 

1372. The only curve which can be described under a con- 
stant acceleration in a direction making a constant angle with the 
normal is an equiangular spiral. 
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1373. A parabola, / 2c, is described by a point under 
acceleration making a constant angle a with the axis, and the 
velocity when the acceleration is normal is v; prove that the 
acceleration at any point (w, y) is 

vc 
(e cosa—y sin a)“ 

If the point, when the acceleration is normal, be moving towards 

the vertex, the time in which the direction of motion will turn 

through a right angle is 

2c 

* (sin 3a + sin a) 

1374. The intrinsic equation of a curve being s=/(¢), the 
curve is described by a point with accelerations X, Y, parallel to 

the tangent and normal at the point for which ¢=0; prove that 

cos ꝙ Ge 3X) — sin $ (St 3Y) + 155 (Tos GA sin¢)=0. 

1375. The curve s = () is described by a point with con- 
stant acceleration, which at the origin is in direction of the nor- 

mal; prove that its inclination 6 to this direction at any other 

point is given by the equation 

(5-40) / () un (g O e 
1376. A catenary is described by a point under acceleration, 

whose vertical component is constant (J); prove that the hori- 
‘ zontal component at a point where the tangent makes an angle ꝙ 

with the horizon is 

by cos 

sin® 
(1 + m cos ꝙ + cos’ ꝙ). 

1377. A curve is described under constant acceleration paral- 

lel to a straight line revolving uniformly ; prove that the curve is 

a prolate, common, or curtate cycloid; or a circle. 

ARE 
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1378. A point describes a certain curve, and initially the 
acceleration is normal; when the direction of motion has turned 
through an angle ¢, that of acceleration has turned through 

2% in the same sense; prove that the acceleration < cos ¢ — 

the velocity e cos ¢, and the angular velocity of the tangent œ the 

acceleration. 

1379, <A point describes an ellipse under accelerations to the 
foci which are one to another, at any point, inversely as the focal 
distances of the point; find the law of either force; prove that 

the velocity of the point varies as the conjugate diameter, and 

that the periodic time is 

1 b 

= Gta)? 
w being the angular velocity about the centre at the end of either 
axis, 

1380. A parabola is described under constant acceleration; 
prove that, if &, 6 be the angles which the tangent and the direc- 

tion of the acceleration at any point make with the directrix, 

3 tan #008? 6 = [cost o db 

1381. A point moves with constant acceleration, which is 
initially normal; and when the direction of motion has turned 
through an angle ¢, that of acceleration has turned through m¢ in 
the same sense; prove that the intrinsic equation of the curve 
described is 

2 m 

4% less (u-) gy 

Determine the curve when m= 1, 2, or 3. 

1382. A point describes a curve, which lies on a cone of re- 
volution and crosses all the generating lines at a constant angle, 
under acceleration whose direction always intersects the axis; 
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prove that the acceleration makes a constant angle with the axis 
and varies inversely as the cube of the distance from the vertex. 

1383. A cycloid is described under constant acceleration, 

and 6, & are the angles which the directions of motion and of 
acceleration at any point make with the tangent at the vertex; 

prove that 

sin 0 

cos G cos (G- 20) + log (e tan 6 40)
 o; 

or that 9-203. 

1384. P describes a circle under acceleration tending to & 

and varying as the distance, S being a point which moves on a 

fixed diameter initially passing through ; prove that, if @ be the 
angle described about the centre in a time , 

sin 6 = JAH) ) sin pts 

and the distance of S from the centre is „ mee ibs being the 

radius, and m a constant. 

1385. A point describes an are of a circle, so that its acce- 
leration is always proportional to the n™ power of its velocity; 
prove that the direction of the acceleration touches a certain 

epicycloid, generated by a circle of radius 3 rolling on one 6 27 5 
P 2 — “ee 

of radius 435 a being the radius of the circle described. 

tel ti ili att 
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II. Central Forces. 

1386. Prove that the parabola / 4am can be described 
under a constant force parallel to the axis of y, and a force 

proportional to / parallel to the axis of &. Also under two 
forces 4% (e +x), py, parallel to the axes of & and . 

1387. <A cardioid is described with constant angular velocity 
about the cusp under a constant force to the cusp and another 

constant force; prove that the magnitude of the latter is twice 
that of the former, and that its direction always touches an epi- 
eycloid generated by a circle of radius d rolling on one of radius 
2a; 8a being the length of the axis. 

1388. The force to the pole, under which the hyperbola 

r cos 20 = a cos 0 

: : cos’ 20 
can be described, will vary as b 

1389. SY is the perpendicular from the pole S of a Jem- 
niscate upon the tangent at P, and the locus of Y is described by 
a particle under a force to S: prove that this force « SP-", ~ 

1390. The force to the pole under which the pedal of a 
given curve r=/(p) can be described will vary as 

211 dr 

„ P. dp” 
If the given curve be 

1 a =r” sin 50 

the force will be constant. 

1391. A parabola is described about a centre of force in C, 
the centre of curvature at the vertex ; prove that the force at any 

W. 19 
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; tg , 
point P of the parabola varies as 4 Be SD A being the vertex 

and S the focus. 

1392. The force tending to the pole under which the evolute 

of the curve r=/(p) can be described will vary as 

1 V 5 5/0 254 

oo my d*r 

dp +T Tot 
" dp 

1393. An orbit described under a constant force tending to 

a fixed point will be the pedal of one of the curves west by 
the equation 

7 4 + Byp* . 

1394. A particle is projected from a point A at right angles 
to a straight line SA, and attracted to S by a force varying as 
cosec PSA; prove that the rate of describing areas about A will 
be uniformly accelerated. . 

1395. A particle is projected at a distance a with velocity 
equal to that in a circle at the same distance and at an angle 45° 
with the distance, and attracted to a fixed point by a force which 

. ‘ 3 K N F | 
at a distance 7 is equal to p ( 5). determine the orbit de- 

seribed, and prove that the time to the centre of force is 

a” 7 

2p (2 % 5) 

1396. A particle is attracted to a fixed st ree a force 
which at a distance 7 is equal to 

pr’ (34 + 3a — 2%), 

and is projected from a point at a distance a from the centre with 
velocity equal to that in a circle at the same distance and in 

+ 

ee ey eee 
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a direction making an angle cot“ 2 with the distance; deter- 
mine the orbit, and prove that the time to the centre of force 

"i; log 2. 

1397. <A particle is describing a circle under the action of a 

constant force in the centre, and the force is suddenly increased 

to ten times its former magnitude; prove that the next apsidal 
distance will be equal to one fourth the radius of the circle. 

1398. <A particle is describing a central orbit in such a 
manner that the velocity at any point is to the velocity in a 

circle at that distance as 1: /n; prove that por", p being the 

perpendicular from the centre of force on the tangent at a point 

whose distance is 7, Prove also that the force varies inversely 
as 7"*', 

1999, A particle acted on by à central force £¢- =) 
is projected at a distance a, at an angle 45°, and with velocity 

5 determine the orbit and prove that the time from projec- 

8 a 47 1 
on een e7 373 ): 

1400. In an orbit described under a central force, the velo- 

city of Y, the foot of the perpendicular from the centre of force 

on the tangent, is constant; prove that the chord of curvature 
of the orbit through the centre of force is constant. 

1401. A particle describing a parabola about a force in the 
focus comes to an apse, at which point the law of force changes, 
and the force varies inversely as the distance till the particle next 
comes to an apse, when the former law is restored. No instanta- 
neous changes being supposed, prove that the major axis of the 

19—2 
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; 3 
new orbit will be —1 , 4a being the latus rectum of the 

77 — : : 

parabola, and m the root of the equation 

1 
1 - log 
2 8 * 

which lies between 1 and e. 

1402. In an orbit described under a central force a straight 

line is drawn from a fixed point perpendicular to the tangent and 

proportional to the force, and this straight line describes equal 
areas in equal times; prove that the equation of the orbit is 
of the form 

r\$ 

“Gy BP cy Mag ays 
3 
5 

Prove that the rectangular hyperbola is a particular case. 

1403. A chain of uniform material rests under normal and 

tangential forces —- n, f; prove that the curve in which it rests 

could be described by a particle, whose mass is equal to that of 
a unit of length of the chain, under the action of normal and 
tangential forces 2n, ¢. 

1404. A centre of force varying inversely as the n** power of 

the distance moves in the circumference of a circle, and a particle 

describes an arc of the same circle under the action of the force; 

prove that the velocity of the centre of force : velocity of the 

particle :: 5-n : I-. If n=3, the time of describing a 
9 

„ „* . ad 

semicircle is 4a? of —. 
4 

1405. A particle P is repelled from a fixed point S by a force 

varying as (dist.) , and attracts another particle Q with a force 
varying as (dist.)~*; initially P and Q are equidistant from & in 
opposite directions, P is at rest, and the accelerations of the two 

forces are equal; prove that if Q be projected at right angles to 
SQ with proper velocity, it will describe a parabola of which & is 

the focus, 
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III. Constrained Motion on Curves or Surfaces: 
Particles joined by Strings. 

1406. A particle is constrained to move on a curve under the 
action of forces, such that if projected from a certain point of the 
curve with velocity v, it would describe the curve freely. Prove 

that, when projected from that point with velocity V, the pressure 

on the curve is always m „o being the radius of curvature 

at any point, and m the mass of the particle. 

1407. A particle is acted on by two forces, one parallel to a 
fixed straight line and constant, and the other tending from a 
fixed point and varying as (dist.)~’, and the particle is initially at 
rest at a point where these forces are equal; prove that it will 
proceed to describe a parabola whose focus is the fixed point and 

axis parallel to the fixed line. 

1408. Two particles A, B are together in a smooth circular 
tube; A attracts B with a force whose acceleration is u. distance, 

and moves along the tube with uniform angular velocity 2 /; 

B is initially at rest; prove that the angle ¢ subtended at the 

centre by AB after a time ¢ is given by the equation 

ten ? = ae 
4 41 

1409. A particle is placed in a smooth parabolic groove which 
revolves in its own plane about the focus with uniform angular 
velocity w, and the particle describes in space an equal confocal 
parabola, under an attractive force in the focus; prove that this 
force at any point is measured by 

ey 
4 6740, 

r being the focal distance and 2c the latus rectum. 
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1410. <A particle is acted on by a repulsive force tending from 

a fixed point, and by another force in a fixed direction; when at 

a distance 7 from the fixed point, the accelerations of these 

forces are 

4 (1 J. Bit 4 
(1-2), 7 (32 

respectively ; prove that the particle, abandoned motionless to 

these forces at any point where they are equal, will proceed 

to describe a parabola, of which the fixed point is focus. 

1411. A bead moves on a smooth elliptic wire, and is at- 

tached to the foci by two similar elastic strings, the natural 

lengths of which are equal, and which remain stretched through- 

out the motion ; prove that, if projected with proper velocity, the 

velocity will always vary as the conjugate diameter. 

1412. A force F resides in the centre of a rough circular are 

and from a point of the circle a particle is projected with a 
velocity v (> Naf) along the interior of the circle; prove that 

the normal pressure on the curve will be diminished one half after 

Gee beg 
a being the radius and A the coefficient of friction. 

a time 

1413. <A heavy particle is projected inside a smooth parabo- 
loid of revolution, whose vertex is its lowest point, and its great- 

est and least vertical heights above the vertex are h, /; prove 
that, if v, v’ be the velocities at these points, 

* =2gh’, V =2gh; 

and that the pressures on the paraboloid at the corresponding 
points are inversely as the curvatures of the generating parabolas 

at these points, 

1414. A particle is projected horizontally so as to move on 

the interior of a smooth hollow sphere of radius a, and the velo- 

4 

44 



* 

city of projection is 2 Va; prove that when it again moves hori- 
zontally, its vertical depth below the highest point of the sphere 

is a mean proportional between the radius and its initial distance 
from the lowest point. 
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1415. A particle in motion on a smooth surface z= (a, ) 
under the action of gravity describes a curve in a horizontal plane: 
if u be its velocity, prove that 

waz (ip) E- ap (ae) }* /- o 
the axis of z being vertical. 

1416. Ina smooth surface of revolution whose axis is verti- 

cal, a heavy particle is projected so as to move on the surface and 

describe nearly a horizontal circle; prove that the time of a 

vertical oscillation is 

0 hr sin a 
„g= cosa sina) 

being the distance from the axis, r the radius of curvature of 
the generating curve, and a the inclination of the tangent to the 
vertical, in the mean position of the particle, 

1417. A particle slides in a vertical plane down a rough 
cycloidal are whose axis is vertical, starting from the cusp and 
coming to rest at the vertex; prove that the coefficient of friction 
is given by the equation 

pie = 1, 

1418. Three equal and similar particles repelling each other 
with forces varying as the distance are connected by equal inex- 
tensible strings and are at rest: if one of the strings be cut, the 
subsequent angular velocity of either of the other strings will 

vary as 74 ( 5 2 6 being the ae between them. 
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1419. A heavy particle is attached to a fixed point by a fine 
string of length a, and when the string is horizontal and at its 
full length, the particle is projected horizontally at right angles to 
the string with a velocity due to a height 2a cot a; prove that the 

2 
greatest depth to which it will fall is a tan 5 

1420. Two heavy particles are placed on a smooth cycloidal 
are whose axis is vertical, and are connected by a fine string 

passing along the arc: ¢ is the distance of either particle mea- 

sured along the are from its position of equilibrium ; prove that | 

the time of arriving at a distance s from the position of equi- 

librium is ws 
Js 3 ret 

9 0 

a being the radius of the generating circle. 

1421. An elliptic wire is placed with its minor axis vertical, 

and on it slides a smooth ring to which are attached strings, 

passing through fixed rings at the foci and sustaining each a 

particle of weight equal to that of the ring: determine the velo- 

city which the particle must have at the highest point that the 

velocity at the lowest point may be equal to that at the extremity 
of the major axis. x 

1422. Two particles of masses p, g are connected by a fine 
string passing through a small fixed ring ; p hangs vertically, and 

q is held so that the adjacent part of the string is horizontal: if 

q be let go, the initial tension of the string is rie and the 

initial radius of curvature of q’s path is 
3 

(p+ (p+)? , 
P(p +9) (8p +9)” 

a being the initial distance of g from the ring. 

a 

1423. Two particles of masses m, m’ lying on a smooth hori- 

zontal table are connected by an inextensible string at its full 

. 
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length, and passing through a small fixed ring in the table; the 
particles are at distances a, a’ from the ring, and are projected 
with velocities v, v' at right angles to the string, so that the parts 
of the string revolve in the same sense ; prove that, if 

mea =m'v"a, 

either particle will describe a circle uniformly; and that, if 

ma? =m'v"a"*, 

their second apsidal distances will be a’, a respectively. 

1424. Two particles mn, m' connected by a string which 
passes through a small fixed ring are held so that the string is 

horizontal, their distances from the ring being a, a’, and are 
simultaneously let go; prove that 

p, p being the initial radii of curvature of their paths. 

1425. Two particles A and B are connected by a fine string; 
A rests on a rough horizontal table, and B hangs vertically at a 
distance a below the edge of the table. A being on the point of 
motion, B is projected horizontally with a velocity u in the plane 
perpendicular to the edge of the table; prove that A will begin to 

u uv oe ; 
125 and that the initial radius of move with acceleration 

curvature of B’s path will be (u 1) , „ being the coefficient 

of friction. | 

1426. A smooth wire in the form of a circle is made to re- 
volve uniformly in a horizontal plane about a point A in its 
circumference, with angular velocity . A small ring Y slides on 
the wire and is initially at rest at its greatest distance e from 4; 

, and that 
20 

+ oo 4 

the tangent to 's path in space bisects the angle between PA 

and the radius to V. 

prove that its distance from A at a time ¢ is 
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1427. Two equal particles are connected by an inextensible 
string; one lies on a smooth horizontal table, and the string passes 

through a small fixed ring in the edge of the table to the other 
which is vertically below the ring: the former particle is pro- 

jected on the table in a direction at right angles to the string 

with a velocity 2 9 , ¢ being its distance from the ring; 

prove that its next apsidal distance will be <, and that its ve- 

locity will then be to its initial velocity as : 1. 

Prove also that the radius of curvature of the ee pt 

4⁰ 
n(n+1)+2° 

cle’s initial path is 

1428. Two particles, whose masses are p, q, are connected by 

a fine string passing through a small fixed ring; p hangs verti- 

cally, and g is projected so as to describe a path which is nearly a 

horizontal circle; prove that the distance of p at any time from 

its mean position will be | 

A sin (mt + B) + A’ sin (nt + BY); 

m, m being the positive roots of the equation 

6 — 

re we 

ee”) 

2 39 g 2 \ — 995 as \, {ze mie (1 — cos «)} {2*- 5 (1 + 3 costa) = ? cos a (1 os a); 

where e is the mean distance of g from the ring, and p=q cosa, 
‘or 

1 
revolves uniformly in one plane about one extremity, and no 
forces but the pressures of the tube are in operation; prove that 
the equation of the particle’s path is 

1429. A particle is placed in a rough tube (n= 7) which 

* 

e 

0 
51 =a (46 + e ). 

1430. A rectilinear tube inclined at an angle a to the verti- 

cal revolves with uniform angular velocity w about a vertical 



— 
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axis which intersects it, and a particle is projected from the 
g cosa 

stationary point of the tube with a velocity 3 find its 

position at any time before it attains relative equilibrium; and 
prove that the equilibrium is unstable. 

1431. A smooth parabolic tube of latus rectum / is made to 

revolve about its axis, which is vertical, with angular velocity 

1 1 and a particle is projected from the vertex up the tube; 

prove that the velocity of the particle is constant, and that the 
greatest height to which the particle rises in the tube is twice 

that due to the velocity of projection. 

1432. A smooth parabolic tube revolves with uniform angular 
velocity about its axis, which is vertical, and a particle is placed 
within the tube very near to the lowest point: find the least 
angular velocity which the tube can have in order that the 

particle may ascend; and, if it ascend, prove that its velocity will 
be proportional to its distance from the axis. Prove also, that if 
any position of the particle in the tube be one of relative equili- 
brium, every position will be such. 

1433. A curved tube is revolving uniformly about a vertical 
axis in its plane, and is symmetrical with respect to that axis ; 

the angular velocity is * 2. a being the radius of curvature at 

the vertex; prove that the equilibrium of a particle placed at the 
vertex will be stable or unstable according as the conic of closest 
contact at the vertex is an ellipse or hyperbola. 

1434. A circular tube of radius @ revolves uniformly about a 

vertical diameter with angular velocity n * 2 , and a particle is 

projected from its lowest point with such velocity as just to reach 
the highest point; prove that the time of describing the first 
quadrant is 

J 5 Ie l /- 2) + (0+ 1) 
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1435. A circular tube containing a smooth particle revolves 
about a vertical diameter with uniform angular velocity o, find 
the position of relative equilibrium of the particle; and prove that 

J * . * * 2 * 

it will oscillate about this position in a time ve , a being 
o sin a 

the angle which the normal at the point makes with the vertical. 

1436. A heavy particle is placed in a tube in the form of 4 

plane curve, which revolves with uniform angular velocity o, 

abont a vertical axis in its plane, and the particle oscillates about 

its position of relative equilibrium; prove that the time of oscil- 

2 p sina ) 

0 k—p sina cos’ a/ ’ 

k being the distance from the axis of revolution, a the angle made 

by the normal with the vertical, and p the radius of curvature 

of the curve, at the point of equilibrium. 

lation is 

1437. A straight tube, inclined to the vertical at an angle a, 

revolves with uniform angular velocity about a vertical axis 
whose shortest distance from the tube is a, and contains a smooth 

particle placed initially at its shortest distance from the axis; 

prove that 

cos a 
93 = — . ⁰ , mne eee 

W sln a 

s being the space described along the tube in a time t. 

1438. <A heavy particle is attached to two points in the same 
horizontal line, at a distance a, by two elastic strings, each of 
natural length d, and is set free when the strings are at their 

natural length; prove that the initial radius of curvature of its 
* 2 3 * . * * e 

path is =e ; the coefficients of elasticity being respectively m 

and times the weight of the particle. 

1439. A uniform heavy chain is placed on the are of a smooth 
vertical circle, its length being equal to a quadrant, and one ex. 

F 1 

‘ 

ad rr N eee eee 
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tremity being at the highest point of the circle; prove that, in the | 
beginning of the motion, the resultant vertical pressure on the 
circle : the resultant horizontal pressure:: &“ 4: 4. 

IV. Motion of uniform strings. 

1440. A heavy uniform string PQ of which P is the lower 
extremity, is in motion on a smooth circular are in a vertical 

plane, O being the centre and OA the horizontal radius; prove 
that the tension at any point E of the string is 

: wx {any 5 2 cos (y 0 -e cos (a+ 6}, 

where @, 2a, 2y are the angles AOP, POQ, POR respectively, and 

W is the weight of the string. 

1441, A portion of a heavy uniform string is placed on the 

are of a four-cusped hypocycloid, occupying the space between two 
adjacent cusps, and runs off the curve at the lower cusp, the 
tangent at which is vertical; prove that the velocity which the 
string will have when the whole of it has just left the curve, will 

be the velocity due to nine-tenths of the length of the string. 

1442. A uniform string is placed on the are of a smooth 
curve in a vertical plane, and moves under the action of gravity ; 

prove that 
dee 
de ( J)); 

being the length of the string, s the are described by any point 

of it ata time t, and ½ y, the N of its ends below a fixed 
horizontal straight line. 

1443. A uniform heavy string is placed on the are of a 
smooth cycloid, whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards; deter- 

mine the motion, and prove that, so long as the string is wholly in 

contact with the cycloid, the tension at any given point of the 
string is constant throughout the motion, and is a maximum at 
the middle point, 
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1444, A uniform heavy chain of length / is in motion on the 
are of a smooth curve in a vertical plane, and the tangent at the 

point of greatest tension makes an angle ¢ with the vertical; 
prove that the difference between the depths of the extremities 
is J cos . i 

1445. A uniform inextensible string is at rest in a smooth 
groove which it just fits, and a tangential impulse P is applied at 

one extremity; prove that the normal impulse, referred to a unit of 

length of the string, at a distance s from the other extremity is 5 . 
p 

a being the whole length of the string, and p the radius of 

curvature at the point under consideration. 

1446. A straight tube of uniform bore is revolving uniformly 
in a horizontal plane about a point at a distance e from the tube, 

and within the tube is a smooth uniform chain of length 2a, which 

is initially at rest with its middle point at the distance c from the 
axis of revolution; prove that the chain in a time t will describe 

a space 

along the tube, and that the tension at any point of the chain is 

44 (a? pe 60) 0; 

where æ is the distance of the point from the middle point, m the 

mass of the chain, and d the angular velocity. 

1447. A circular tube, of radius a, revolving with uniform 

angular velocity w about a vertical diameter contains a heavy 
uniform chain, which subtends an angle 2a at the centre; prove 

that the chain will remain in relative equilibrium if the radius 

through its middle point makes with the vertical an angle 

cos oe ES ; 
aw COS a ’ 

| 
q 
: 
j 
4 

2 
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and that the tension will be a maximum either at the lowest 
point of the tube, or at a point whose projection on the axis 
bisects the distance between the projections of the extremities, 

V. Resisting Medium, Hodograph. 

1448. A heavy particle is projected vertically upwards, and 
(vel. )“ 

0 
of two points in the ascent and descent at which the particle 
has the same velocity; prove that 

resistance of the air is m ; x, / are the respective heights 

2 + girs a: 2. 

1449. A heavy particle moves in a medium in which the re- 
sistance varies as the square of the velocity; v, v' are its velocities 

at the two points where its direction of motion makes an angle a 
with the horizon, and w the velocity at the highest point; prove 

that 
r It: sce 

+ 

1450. A particle is moving under the action of gravity in a 
medium whose resistance varies as the square of the velocity ; 

p, p are the radii of curvature of its path at two points at each of 
which the direction of motion makes an angle a with the horizon, 
and 7 the radius of curvature at the highest point; prove that 

1 
24 

1451. A small smooth bead slides on a fine wire whose plane 

is vertical, and the height of any point of which is asin, @ 
being the arc measured from the lowest point, in a medium whose 
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2 

resistance is mn and starts from the point where 2 5 

prove that the velocity acquired in falling to the lowest point 

is Jag. 
— 

1452. A heavy particle slides on a smooth curve, whose plane 
is vertical, in a medium whose resistance varies as the square of the 

velocity, and in any time describes a space which is to the space 

described in the same time by a particle falling freely in vacuo as 

1:2n; prove that the curve is a cycloid, the vertex being the 

highest point, and that the starting point of the particle divides 

the arc between two cusps in the ratio 28 1: 2n+1. 

1453. A point describes a straight line under acceleration 
tending to a fixed point and varying as the distance; prove that 

the corresponding point of the hodograph will move under the 

same law of acceleration. 

1454. The curves 

n αν CO n, * = d cos n 

will be each similar to the hodograph of the other when described 

about a centre of force in the pole, provided that 

K alate 
7 nN 

* 

Prove this property geometrically for both curves when =I. 

1455. A point describes a curve in such a manner that its 

hodograph is described as if under the action of a central force, 

and J, Mare the tangential and normal accelerations of the point; 
prove that 

ls ey 
N= 37 ba G 7 

dp p? 
o being the radius of curvature, s the arc measured from a fixed 

point, and ¢ a constant, 
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1456. A point describes half the are of a cardioid, oscillating 
symmetrically about the vertex, in such a way that the hodograph 
is a circle, the origin being in the circumference; prove that the 
acceleration of the point describing the cardioid will vary as 
2r 3a; r being the distance from the cusp, and 2a the length of 
the axis, 

1457. A point P describes a catenary in such a manner that 
a straight line drawn from a fixed point parallel and proportional 
to the velocity of P sweeps out equal areas in equal times ; prove 

that the direction of P’s acceleration makes with the normal at P 

an angle 

tan 6 tan +) . 

¢ being the angle which the normal makes with the axis. 

1458. If a circle be described under a constant acceleration 
: not tending to the centre, the hodograph is a lemniscate. 

1459. A curve is described under constant acceleration, and 

its hodograph is a parabola in which the radii vectores are drawn 
from the focus; prove that the intrinsic equation of the curve is 

1460. A point describes a curve whose hodograph is a circle 
described with uniform velocity about a point in the circumfer- 
ence; prove that the curve is a cycloid described with constant 
acceleration. 

1461. A point describes a certain curve, its acceleration being 
initially normal; and when its direction of motion has turned 
through an angle ¢, that of acceleration has turned through an 
angle 24 in the same sense; prove that the hodograph of the 

path is a circle described about a point in the circumference. 

1462, A particle is constrained to move in an elliptic tube 
under two forces to the foci, each varying inversely as the square 
of the distance and equal at equal distances, and is just displaced 
from the position of unstable equilibrium; prove that the hodo- 
graph is a circle, 

W. 20 
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I. Moments of Inertia, Principal Axes, 

1463. If m be the mass of an ellipsoid, of which the density 

at any point is proportional to the product of the distances of the 
point from the principal planes, the moment of inertia about one 

2 2 

of the axes is oe ; 2b, 2c being the axes of the correspond- 

ing principal section. 

1464. If a straight line be at every point of its course a 

principal axis of a given rigid’ body, it must pass through the 

centre of gravity. 

1465. If A, B, C be the principal moments of inertia at the 

centre of gravity of a rigid body, a’+b°’+c’+r* a principal 

moment at a point whose co-ordinates referred to the principal 

axes through the centre of gravity are a, ö, o; the equation 

determining r is 

Aap Boe 

the mass being unity. 

1466. The locus of the points at which two of the principal 
moments of inertia of a given rigid body are equal is the focal 
curves of the ellipsoid of gyration for the centre of gravity. 

1467. The locus of the points at which one of the principal 

axes of a given rigid body passes through a fixed point, in one of 

the principal planes through the centre of gravity, is a circle. 

1468, The locus of he points at which one of the principal 
axes of a given rigid bedy is parallel to a given straight line is a 
rectangular hyperbola. ane 



_ 

1469. In a triangular lamina any one of the sides is a 
principal axis at the point bisecting the distance between its 
middle point and the foot of the perpendicular on it from the 
opposite angle. 

1470. If straight lines be drawn in the plane of a given 
lamina through a given point, the locus of the points at which 
they are respectively principal axes is a curve of the third degree. 
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1471. The locus of the straight lines drawn through a given 
point, each of which is at some point of its course a principal axis 

of a given rigid body, is the cone 

a (B—C)yz+6(C—A) 2x +¢(A —B) ay =, 

A, B, C being the principal moments of inertiagat the given point, 
a, b, e the co-ordinates of the centre of ß, and the principal 

axes at the given point the axes of reference. 

Prove that the locus of the points at which these straight lines 
are principal axes is the curve 

e eee ( He 
cy — bz az — cx 

1472. If the principal axes at any point be parallel to the 
Principal axes through the centre of gravity, the point must lie on 
one of the principal axes at the centre of gravity. 

II. Motion about a Fixed Axis. 

1473. A circular disc rolls in one plane on a fixed plane, its 
centre describing a straight line with uniform acceleration /: find 
the magnitude and position of the resultant of the impressed 
forces. | 

1474. A piece of wire of given length is bent into the form 
of an isosceles triangle, and revolves about an axis through its 
vertex perpendicular to its plane; prove that the centre of oscilla- 
tion will be at the least possible distance from the axis of revolu- 
tion when the triangle is right-angled. 

1475. A heavy sphere of radius », and a heavy rod of radius 
2a swing, the one about a horizontal tangent, and the other about 

20—2 
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a horizontal axis through one extremity, through 90° to their 
lowest positions, and the pressures on the axes in those positions 

are equal; prove that their weights are as 35: 34. 

1476. The centre of percussion of a triangular lamina, one of 

whose sides is a fixed axis, bisects the straight line joining the 
opposite angle with the middle point of the side. 

1477. A lamina ABCD is moveable about AB which is 

parallel to CD; prove that its centre of percussion will be at the 
intersection of AC, BD, if AB’ 30D. 

1478. In the motion of a rigid body about a horizontal axis 
under the action of gravity, prove that the pressure of the axis 
can only be reduced to a single force, throughout the motion, 

when the axis of revolution is a principal axis at the point M 

which is nearest to the centre of gravity. If the axis be a princi- 
pal axis, but at another point M, and the pressures on the axis be 

reduced to two, at M and M respectively, the former will be equal 
and opposite to the weight of the body. 

{ 

Z 

. 
| 

1479. A rough uniform rod, length 2a, is placed with a 
length Ga) projecting over the edge of a horizontal table, the rod 

being perpendicular to the edge; prove that the rod will begin to 

slide over the edge when it has turned through an angle | 

—1 ud 
d =) 

tan 

1480. A uniform beam capable of motion about one extre- 
mity is in equilibrium; find at what point a blow must be applied, 
perpendicular to the rod, in order that the impulse on the fixed 
extremity may be equal to one-eighth of the blow. 

1481. A uniform beam, moveable about its middle point, is 
in equilibrium in a horizontal position ; a perfectly elastic particle 
whose mass is one fourth that of the beam is dropt upon one 
extremity, and is afterwards grazed by the other extremity; prove 

that the height from which the particle falls is to the length of 
the beam :: 49 (2n+1)m: 48, being integral, 
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1482. <A uniform rod is revolving about its middle point, 
which is fixed, on a smooth horizontal table, when it strikes a YX 
smooth inelastic particle at rest, whose mass is to its own as 1 : 6, 1 
and its angular velocity is immediately diminished one ninth; find 
the point of impact, and prove that when the particle leaves the é 
rod the direction of motion of the ball will make with the rod an 
angle of 45°, 

1483. A smooth uniform rod is moving uniformly on a hori- 
zontal table about one extremity, and impinges upon a particle of 

mass equal to its own, the distance of the point of impact from the 
fixed extremity being to the length of the rod :: 1 : m; prove 

that the final velocity of the particle will be to its initial ve- 
locity as 

Am- 1)(m? + 3)} : 4m. 

1484. A uniform rod is moving on a horizontal table about 

one extremity, and driving before it a particle of mass equal to its 

own, which starts from rest close to the fixed extremity; prove 

that when the particle has described a distance r along the rod, its 
direction of motion will make with the rod an angle 

k 
| ee) ee ee 

tan e+e? 
* being the radius of gyration of the rod about the axis of re- 
volution. 

1485. A uniform circular disc of mass m is capable of motion 
about its centre in a vertical plane, and a rough particle of mass p 
is placed on it close to the highest point; prove that the angle 6, 
through which the disc will turn before the particle begins to slide, 
is given by the equation 

m sin 0 + 4up= p(m + 6p) cos 0, 

1486. <A uniform rod, capable of motion in a vertical plane 
about its middle point, has attached to its extremities by strings 
two equal particles which hang freely ; when the beam is in equi- 
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librium inclined at an angle a to the vertical, one of the strings is 

cut; prove that the initial tension of the other string is 

mpg 

m + 3p sin’ a’ 

and that the radius of curvature of the initial path of the — 

2 ; m, p being the masses of the rod and of either 
m cos a f 

particle, and I the length of the string. 

is 97 

1487. A uniform rod, moveable about one extremity, is held 

in a horizontal position, and to a point of the rod is attached a 

heavy particle by means of a string; prove that the initial tension 

of the string when the rod is let go is 

mpga (4a — 3c) 

4ma’* 3 

m, p being the masses s of the rod and particle, 2a the length of the 
rod, and e the distance of the string from the fixed extremity. 

Prove that the initial path of the particle is the curve whose 

equation, referred to horizontal and vertical axes, is 

ma (4a - 30) % + 90070 (ma +9) O 

being the length of the string. 

1488. A uniform rod, moveable about one extremity, has 

attached to the other extremity a heavy particle by means of a 

string, the rod and string are initially in one horizontal straight 
line and without motion; prove that the radius of curvature of 

the initial path of the particle i is - 2 „ a, b being the lengths of 
+ 9b 

the rod and string. 

1489. A uniform rod, of length 2a and mass m, capable of 
motion about one extremity, is held in a horizontal position, and 
on it slides a small smooth ring of mass p: if the rod be let go, 
the radius of curvature of the path of the ring is initially 

9c? pe 

4a — 3¢ (1 + om 4). 

c being the initial distance of the ring from the fixed extremity. 
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1490. A uniform rod, capable of motion about one extre- 
mity, has attached to it at the other extremity a particle by 
means of a string, and the system is abandoned freely to the 
action of gravity, when the rod makes an angle a with the ver- 
tical; prove that the radius of curvature of the particle’s initial 
path is 

m + 2p sinꝰ a 
m cos a (2 3 sin a) 

92 

m, p being the masses of the rod and particle, and 7 the length of 
the string. 

1491. A uniform rod is moveable about one extremity on a 
smooth horizontal table, and to the other extremity is fastened a 
particle by means of a string. Initially, the rod and string are in 

one straight line, the particle is at rest, and the rod has an angu- 

lar velocity o; prove that when the rod and string are next in a 
straight line, the angular velocity of the rod is to that of the 
string as ö: a, or as 

b {3p (a - ) ma']: a {3p (a-) + ma (a- 2050]; 

m, p being the masses of the rod and particle, and a, ö the lengths 
of the rod and string. 

III. Motion in Two Dimensions. 

1492. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B 
and moveable about 4, start from rest in a horizontal position, 

BC passing over a smooth peg whose distance from A is 

i 8a 
4a sin a (- 705 

prove that when BC leaves the peg, the angular velocity of AB is 

39 cos a ) 

45 1 cos“ 2 9 

2a being the length of either rod. 
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1493. A lamina, having its centre of gravity fixed, is at rest 

and is struck by a blow at the point (a, ö) perpendicular to its 
plane; prove that the equation of the instantaneous axis is 
Aax Bb = O, the axes of co-ordinates being principal axes at 

the centre of gravity, and A, B the principal moments of inertia. 
If (a, 5) lie on a certain straight line, there will be no impulse on 

the fixed point. 

1494. A uniform beam revolves uniformly about one ex- 

tremity in such a manner as to describe uniformly a cone of 

revolution about a vertical axis; determine the pressure on the 

fixed extremity and the relation between the angle of the cone 

and the time of revolution. If 6, ¢ be the angles which the 
vertical makes with the rod and with the direction of pressure 

respectively, then will 

4 tan 5 = 3 tan 6. 

1495. A fine string, of length 25, is attached to two points in 
the same horizontal line, at a distance 2a, and carries a particle p 

at its middle point; a uniform rod, of length 2c and mass n, has 

a ring at each end through which the string passes, and is let fall 

from a symmetrical position in the same straight line as the two 

points; prove that in order that the rod may reach the particle 

(a + 6 — 2c) (m? + 2mp) > 2 (20 — a) p. 

1496. A circular disc rolls on a rough cycloidal are whose 

axis is vertical and vertex downwards, the length of the are being 

such that the curvature at either extremity is equal to that of 
the circle; prove that, if the contact be initially at one extremity, 

the point on the auxiliary circle of the cycloid corresponding to 

the point of contact will move with uniform velocity; and that 

this velocity will be independent of the radius of the disc. 

1497. A sphere rolls from rest down a given length / of a 
rough inclined plane, and then traverses a smooth portion of the 

plane of length mi; find the impulse which the sphere sustains 

when perfect rolling again commences, and prove that the subse- 

quent velocity is less than if the whole plane had been rough. 

— — ee eee eee ee 
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If m=120, the subsequent initial velocity is less than if he 
whole plane had been rough, in the ratio 67 : 77. 

1498. A straight tube ABZ, of small bore, containing a smooth 
rod of the same length, is closed at the end B, and is in motion 
about the fixed end A with angular velocity ; being opened, 
prove that the initial tension of the rod at any point P is equal 

4. B ‘ 
21 being the mass. 

1499. The ends of a uniform heavy rod are fixed by smooth 
rings to the are of a circle, which is made to revolve uniformly 
about a fixed vertical diameter ; find the positions of relative equi- 
librium, and prove that any such position in which the rod is not 
horizontal is stable. 

to M 

1500. A smooth semicircular disc rests with its plane vertical 
and vertex upwards on a smooth horizontal table, and on it rest 
two equal uniform rods, each of which passes through two fixed 
rings in a vertical line. The disc is slightly displaced, and in the 
ensuing motion one rod leaves the disc when the other is at the 
vertex ; prove that 

m r 8 

7 sin’ B ‘ 
m, p being the masses of the disc and of either rod, a the angle 
which the radius to either point of contact initially makes with 
the horizon, and f = co (2 cos a). 

1501. A uniform rod moves with one extremity on a 
smooth horizontal plane, and the other attached to a string, 
which is fixed to a point above the plane; when the rod 
and string are in one straight line the rod is let go; prove that 

when the string is vertical its angular velocity is 7 r 

and the angular acceleration of the rod is 2 ; as „ a being 

the lengths of the string and rod, and à the height of the fixed 

point above the plane. 
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1502. A sphere is resting on a rough horizontal plane, half 

its weight being supported by an elastic string attached to the 

highest point, the natural length of the string being the radius a, 

and the stretched length the diameter of the sphere; prove that 

the time of small oscillations of the sphere parallel to a vertical 

3 l4a 
plane is 2 J iis" 

1503. A heavy uniform rod, resting in stable equilibrium 
within a smooth prolate spheroid whose axis is vertical, is slightly 

displaced in a vertical plane; prove that the length of the simple 

isochronous pendulum is a (c +3.) ; 2a being the length of the 

rod, and e the eccentricity of the generating ellipse. 

1504. A uniform beam rests with one end on a smooth hori- 

zontal table, and has the other attached to a fixed point by means 

of a string of length 7; prove that the time of a small oscillation 

: : : 20 tan a 
in a vertical plane is 2 

of the rod to the vertical. 

1505. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at 
B, are placed on a smooth horizontal table, at right angles to each 

„a being the mean inclination 

other, and a blow is applied at A at right angles to AB; prove 

that the initial velocities of A, C are in the ratio 8: 1. 

1506. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B, 
are laid on a smooth horizontal table so as to include an angle a, 

and a blow is applied at A at right angles to 4B; determine the 
initial velocity of C. 

1507. Five equal uniform rods, freely jointed at their ex- 

tremities, are laid in one straight line on a horizontal table, and a 

blow applied at the middle point at right angles to the line; prove 

that 

v being the initial velocity of the central rod, w, Q the initial an- 
rr 

~~ 

8888 
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gular velocities of the other pairs of rods, and 2a the length of 
each rod. 

1508. Four equal uniform rods AB, BC, CD, DE, freely 
jointed at B, C, D, are laid on a horizontal table in the form of a 

square, and a blow is applied at A at right angles to AB from the 
inside of the square; prove that the initial velocity * A is 79 

times that of E. 

1509. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B 
and moveable about A, are lying on a smooth horizontal table 
inclined to each other at an angle a; a blow is applied at Cat 
right angles to BC in a direction tending to decrease the angle 
ABC; prove that the initial angular velocities of AB, BC are in 
the ratio 

cos d: 8 — 3 cos® a; 

that 6, the least value of the angle ABC during the motion, is 
given by the equation 

8 (5 — 3 cos 6) (2 - cos’ a) = (1 — cos a)* (16 — 9 cos’ a); 

and, when a= 75 that the angular velocities of the rods when in a 

straight line are in the ratio 

—1 : 3, or 3: 8. 

1510, A uniform rod of length 2a rests in à horizontal posi- 
tion with its extremities on a smooth curve, which is symmetrical 
about a vertical axis; prove that the time of a small oscillation is 

5655 +2 — 
75 3g (a p sina cosa))’ 

p being the radius of curvature and a the angle which the tan- 
gent makes with the horizon at either extremity of the rod in the 

Position of equilibrium. 
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IV. Miscellaneous. 

1511. A square is moving freely about a diagonal with angu- 

lar velocity o, when one of the angular points not in that diagonal 

becomes fixed; determine the impulsive pressure on the fixed 

point, and prove that the instantaneous angular velocity is = 
7 

1512. A uniform rod, of length a, freely moveable about one 

extremity, is initially projected in a horizontal plane with angular 

velocity w; prove that the equations of motion are 

. dd d 3g 2 2 * om 29. sin“ 0 y=” ( = cos - G cot’ 0; 

6, & being respectively the angles which the rod makes with the 
vertical, and which its projection on a horizontal plane makes 

with the initial position. If the least value of @ be 5 , the resolved 

vertical pressure on the fixed point when 0 = 5 is to the weight of 

the rod as 31: 16. 

1513. A centre of force =p. distance is at a point O, and 
from another point A at a distance a, are projected simultaneously 

an infinite number of equal particles in a direction at right angles 

2 A 7 to 

prove that, if after any lapse of time they become sud- 

to OA, with velocities in arithmetical progression from 

lla Jp 

7 

denly rigidly connected, the system will revolve with angular 

13 7 
147 

velocity 
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1514. A uniform rod, moveable about one extremity, moves 

in such a manner as to make always nearly the same angle a with 

the vertical; prove that the time of its small oscillations is 

« /(& 30 Nr Tre) 
a being the length of the rod. 

1515. A uniform rod is suspended by two strings of equal 
lengths, attached to its extremities and to two fixed points in the 
same horizontal line whose distance is equal to the length of the 
rod; an angular velocity is communicated to the rod, about a 
vertical axis through its centre, such that it just rises to the hori- 

zontal plane in which are the fixed points; find the impulsive 
couple, and prove that the tension of either string is instanta- 
neously increased in the ratio 7: 1. 

1516. If two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B, 
rotate uniformly about a vertical axis through A, which is fixed, 
with angular velocity o, the equations to determine the angles 
a, B, which the rods make with the vertical are 

(Ssina+3 sin 8) cosa (3 sina+2sin g) cos B 
3 sin a sin g =a 

: 2a being the length of either rod. 

1517. <A perfectly rough horizontal plane is made to rotate 
with constant angular velocity about a vertical axis which meets 
the plane in 0; a sphere is projected on it at a point P, so that 
its centre is initially in the same state of motion as if the sphere 
had been placed freely on the plane at a point C; prove that the 
centre will describe uniformly a circle of radius OQ, and whose 
centre 2 is such that OF is parallel and equal to QP. 

1518. A rough plane, inclined at an angle a to the horizon, 
is made to revolve with uniform angular velocity about a nor- 
mal, and a sphere without motion is placed upon it; prove that 
the path of the centre will be a prolate, a common, or a curtate 
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* ling as the initial point of contact is without, upon 
circle 
; 

being horizontal, and the axis of a the line of 

greatest slope. If the initial point of contact be the centre of 
this circle, the path will be a horizontal straight line. a 

2% (* + /) = 359% sin a, 

* 
1519. A rough hollow circular cylinder, whose axis is ver- 

tical, is made to rotate with uniform angulay velocity w about 

a fixed generator, and a heavy uniform sphere is rolling on the 

concave surface; prove that the equation of motion is 

ded 10 a+b , 
(A0 =C+ 7 5 cos ꝙ, 

where ꝙ is the angle which the common normal to the sphere and 
cylinder makes with the plane containing the axis of revolution 

and the axis of the cylinder at a time t, and a, d b are the radii 

of the sphere and cylinder. 

1520. A rough plane is made to revolve uniformly with 

angular velocity w about a horizontal line in itself, and a sphere is 
projected so as to move upon it; determine the motion, and 

prove that, if when the plane is horizontal the centre of the sphere 

is vertically above the axis of revolution and moving parallel to it, 

the contact will cease when the plane has e ane an 

angle 0 given by the equation 

2 5 5 „ 11 cos d aw" 65 me) (os “ory. 0 
6 g 

a being the radius of the sphere. 

1521. A uniform rod is free to move about one extremity in 

a vertical plane, that plane being constrained to revolve uniformly 

about a vertical axis through the fixed extremity with angular 

velocity w, and the greatest and least angles which the rod makes 

with the vertical are a, B; prove that 

2au* (cos a + cos B) + 3g = 0, 2 
* 
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2a being the length of the rod, If 4aw* cos a= 3g, prove that the 
time of a small oscillation is 

4a cosa 

5 
1522. A number of concentric spherical shells of equal inde- 

finitely small thickness revolve with uniform angular velocities 

about a common axis through the centre, each with an angular 
velocity proportional to the n™ power of its radius; the shells 
being suddenly rigidly united, prove that the subsequent angular 
velocity is to the previous angular velocity of the outer shell as 

5 : +5, 

1523. An infinite number of concentric spherical shells of 
equal small thickness are rotating about diameters all in one 

plane with equal angular velocities, the axis of any one whose 

radius is r being inclined at an angle cos” = to the axis of the 

outer shell; if they become suddenly united into a solid sphere, the 

new axis of rotation will make an angle tan™ 15 with the 

former axis of the outer shell. 

1524. Any possible state of motion of a rigid rod may be 
represented by a single rotation about any one of an infinite 
number of axes lying in a certain plane. 

1525. A free rigid body is in motion about its centre of 
gravity, when another point of the rigid body is suddenly fixed, and 
the body assumes a state of permanent rotation about an axis 
through that point; prove that the point must lie on a certain 
rectangular hyperbola. 

1526. A rigid body is in motion under the action of no 
forces, and its centre of gravity is at rest; when the instanta- 
neous axis is in a given position in the body, a point rigidly con- 
nected with the body is suddenly fixed, and the new instantaneous 



axis is parallel to one of the principal axes at the centre of gravity; 
prove that the fixed point must lie on a certain hyperbola, one 

asymptote of which is the given principal axis, 
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1527. A free rigid body is at a certain moment in a state of 
rotation about an axis through its centre of gravity, when another 
point of the body suddenly becomes fixed; determine the new 
instantaneous axis, and prove that there are three directions of 

the former instantaneous axis for which the new axis will be in 

the same direction, and that these three directions are along con- 

jugate diameters of the central ellipsoid at the centre of gravity. 

1528. A rigid body is in motion under the action of no 

forces, its centre of gravity being at rest, and the instantaneous 

axis describes a plane in the body; prove that if a point in that 
diameter of the central ellipsoid which is conjugate to this plane 

be suddenly fixed, the new instantaneous axis will be parallel to 
the former. 

1 

i * 

1529. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B 
and in one straight line, are moving uniformly in a direction at 

right angles to their length on a smooth horizontal table, when A is 

suddenly fixed; prove that the initial angular velocities of the 

rods are in she ratio 3: — 1, that the least subsequent angle 
between them is : 

N cos (~3), 

and that when next in a straight line their angular velocities are 
as 1: 9. 

1530. Three equal uniform rods AB, 50% D, freely jointed 
at B and C, are lying in one straight line on a smooth table, when 

a blow is applied at the middle point at right angles to the rods; 
prove that 

do 0 
d MI Fein 6)’ 
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being the angle through which the two outer rods have turned 
in a time t, and o their initial angalar velocity, Prove also that 

the velocity of BC is 

oo, =) 
/(1 +sin® 6) J? 

2 fy 
x 2 

and that the direction of the strain at B or C makes with BC an 

angle 

tan 6 tan 0). 

1531. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B, 

are in motion on a smooth horizontal table; when 0 is the angle 

included between them, their angular velocities are w, 2; prove 
that 

(5 — 3 cos 6) (w+ Q)=c,, 

5 — 6 cos 6 + 50’ =e, ; 

c c, being constants depending on the initial circumstances, 

1532. Three equal uniform inelastic rods, freely jointed at 
their extremities, are laid in a straight line on a smooth horizontal 
table, and the outer are set in motion about the ends of the middle 

one, with equal angular velocities, (I) in the same direction, 
(2) in opposite directions, Prove that in (1), when the outer rods 
make the greatest angle with the direction of the middle one 
produced on each side, the common angular yelocity of the three 

is“: and in (2) that after the impact of the two outer rods the 
triangle formed by the three will move with uniform velocity 

3% 4 being the length of each rod, 

1533. A uniform rod of length 2a has attached to one end a 
particle by a string of length ö; the rod and string are placed in a 
straight line on a smooth horizontal table, and the particle pro- 

W. 21 
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jected at right angles to the string; prove that the greatest angle 

which the string can make with the rod produced is 

a m 
125 5 ; 

where m, p are the masses of the rod and particle, 

Prove that if, after any time t, the rod and string make 
angles 6, o with their initial positions, 

{k? + ab 008 (60 % + {0 + ab 00s ( 6} (He, 

i (%) 205 008 (6) f F (4% j 
dt dt dt 

2 4p+m 

3p 
where =a , and v is the initial velocity of the particle. 

1534. A circular disc capable of motion about a vertical axis 

through its centre, normal to its plane, is set in motion with 
angular velocity Q, and at a given point is placed freely a rough 

uniform sphere: prove the equations of motion 

7 ,d0 
9° 47 + kw , 

0 (7° + ) (b? +h’) = , 

4 (G) fr oF 
dt dt N 

x, 0 being the polar co-ordinates of the point of contact measured 

from the centre of the disc, o the angular velocity of the dise, 

b the initial value of 7, and # = 8 where m, p are the masses of 

the sphere and disc, and c the radius of the disc. 

1535. A circular dise lies flat on a smooth horizontal table 

on which it can move freely, and has wound round it a fine string 
carrying a particle, which is projected with a velocity v from a 
point of the disc in a direction normal to the disc: prove that 

4 t 
d=hseo*( +1), 6+o= Lung, 
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where 6, & are the angles through which the string and the disc 

have turned at a time t, d is the radius, and 5. 5. 

being the masses of the disc and particle. 

1536. Two equal circular dises lying flat on a smooth hori- 
zontal table, are connected by a fine string coiled round each 

which is wound up till the discs are in contact with each other, 
and are on the same side of the tangent string. One of the discs 
has its centre fixed and can move freely about it, the other disc is 
projected with a velocity u at right angles to the tangent string; 
prove that the angle through which either disc will have turned 

after a time t is , / 1+ 221 and that the angle through which 

the string will have turned is Fun 

of either disc. 

278 a being the radius 

1537. A smooth tube, mass m, lying on a horizontal table, 
contains a particle, mass y, which just fits it; the system is set in 
motion by a blow at right angles to the tube: prove that 

(% C+ A= ("ey + A); 
being the distance of the particle from the centre of the tube, 
when the tube has turned through an angle @, e the initial value 

2 

of r, =3 where m, p, are the masses of the tube and 

particle, and 2a the length of the tube. 

1538. A circular disc of mass m and diameter d, can move on 

a smooth horizontal plane about a fixed point A in its cireumfe- 
rence, and a fine string is wound round it carrying a particle of 
mass p, which is initially projected from the disc, at the other end 
of the diameter through A, with a velocity u normal to the disc, 
the disc being then at rest. Prove that the angular velocity of 

21—2 
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the string will vanish when the length of the string unwound is 
that which initially subtended at A an angle 6, such that 

8p (6 tan 6 + I) cos“ + 3m =0; 

and that the angular velocity of the disc is then 

w -4 
5 (cos* 6+ =) : 

1539. A rough sphere, radius a, moves on the concave surface 

of a vertical circular cylinder, radius a+, and the centre of the 

sphere initially moves horizontally with a velocity v: prove that 
the depth of the centre below its initial position after a time f is 

Prove that, in order that perfect rolling may be maintained, 

1209 

7 * 
the coefficient of friction must be not less than 

1540. <A right circular cylinder is fixed with its axis hori- 

zontal and a rough sphere is projected so as to move in contact 

with the cylinder, being initially at the lowest point and its 
centre moving in a direction making an angle a with the axis of 

the cylinder: prove that, in order that the sphere may reach the 
highest point, its initial velocity must be not less than 

J 7 =) a, a+b being the radii of the sphere and cylinder 

respectively, 

Prove the equations of motion 

do\* wesin*a 10 D- .- a- 
Au 008 2.005 (i 

40 8. VV ona an (+, /7): 
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2 being the distance described by the centre parallel to the axis, 
¢ the angle through which the common normal has turned, and o 
the angular velocity of the * about that normal, at the end 
of a time t. 

1541. A sphere, radius a, is in motion on the surface of a 
right circular cylinder, radius a+6, whose axis makes an angle 
a with the vertical; and is initially in contact with the lowest 

generator, its centre moving in a direction perpendicular to the 
axis with such a velocity that the sphere just makes complete 

revolutions: prove the equations of motion. 

(4 “3 | = 159 * (17 +10 0s 4), 

dw _ da dp 
4 M dt 

(40 7 atu N 92 008 a3 

2 being the distance described by the centre parallel to the axis, 
¢ the angle through which the common normal has turned, and w 
the angular velocity about that normal, at the end of a time ¢, 

1542. A rough sphere, radius a, rolls in a spherical bowl of 
radius a+b; the centre of the sphere is initially of the same height 
as the centre of the bowl and is moving horizontally with velocity 

: prove that if 0 be the angle which the common normal makes 
with the vertical, and ¢ the angle through which the vertical 

plane containing this normal has turned at the end of a time ¢, 

dpb u 109 

ain = (Y) -f o ot b. 
Also if I, V, S be the reactions at the point of contact along 

the common normal, along the tangent which lies in the same 
vertical plane with the common normal, and at right angles to 
both these directions, 

R- ( + + “7% e086), 72 % sin 0, s=0 
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. and u o, oy o, be the angular vlociin of we 
these directions, “aha 

o,=0, do, sin G =, aw,=—- 85 

1543. A rough sphere, radius a, rolls in a W 
radius a+6 in a state of steady motion, the normal 1 

angle a with the vertical: prove that the prs of small os 
aahbout this position is 

7 4 | | 5 1571 . 
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HYDROSTATICS. 

Ix these questions a fluid is supposed to be uniform, heavy, 
and incompressible, unless otherwise stated: and all cones, cylin- 
ders, paraboloids, are supposed to be surfaces of revolution, and 

their bases circles. 

1544. A cylinder is filled with equal volumes of u different 
fluids which do not mix ; the density of the uppermost is p, of the 
next 2p, and so on, that of the lowest being mp; prove that the 
whole pressures on the corresponding portions of the curve surface 
are in the ratios 

„ 

1545. A hollow cylinder containing a weight W of fluid is 
held so that its axis makes an angle a with the horizon: prove 

that the resultant pressure on the curve surface is W cosa, and 
that its direction makes an angle a with the vertical. 

1546. Equal volumes of three fluids are mixed and the mix- 

ture separated into three parts; to each of these parts is then 
added its own volume of one of the original fluids and the densi- 
ties of the mixtures so formed are in the ratios 3: 4: 5, prove 
that the densities of the fluids are as 1 : 2: 3. 

1547. A thin tube in the form of an equilateral triangle is 
filled with equal volumes of three fluids which do not mix, and 
when held with one side vertical the three points of junction of 
the fluids bisect the sides: prove that the densities of the fluids 
are in arithmetical progression, 
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1548. A circular tube of uniform bore whose plane is vertical 
is half filled with equal volumes of four fluids which do not mix 

and whose densities are as 1: 4: 8: 7; prove that the diameter 

joining the free surfaces will make an angle tan 2 with the 
vertical. 

1549. A triangular lamina ABC right-angled at C is attached 
to a string at A, and rests with the side AC vertical and half its 
length immersed in fluid: prove that the density of the fluid is to 

that of the lamina :: 8 : 7. 

1550. A lamina in the form of an equilateral triangle sus- 
pended freely from an angular point rests with one side vertical 

and another side bisected by the surface of a heavy uniform fluid: 

prove that the density of the lamina is to that of the fluid as 
15: 16. 

1551. A hollow cone filled with fluid is suspended freely 
from a point in the rim of the base: prove that the total pres- 
sures on the curve surface * on the hese in the position of rest 
are in the ratio 

1+ 11 data : 12 sin’ a, 

2a being the angle of the cone. 

1552. A ake of small bore in the form of an ellipse is half 

filled with equal volumes of two given fluids which do not mix ; 

find the inclination of its axes to the vertical in order that the 

free surfaces of the fluids may be at the ends of the minor axis. 

1553. A hemisphere is filled with fluid and the surface is 
divided by horizontal planes into m portions on each of which the 

whole pressure is the same; prove that the depth of the 7™ of 
these planes is to the radius of the hemisphere as ,/r : In. 

1554. A hemisphere is just filled with a uniform heavy fluid 
and the surface is divided by horizontal planes into u portions the 
whole pressures on which are in a geometrical progression of ratio 

e: prove that the depth of the 2 plane is to the radius as 

1: i. 

i 

W 1 
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1555. An isosceles triangle is immersed with its axis vertical 
and its base in the surface of a uniform heavy fluid ; prove that 
the resultant pressure on the area intercepted between any two 
horizontal planes acts through the centre of gravity of that portion 
of the volume of a sphere, described on the axis as diameter, which 
is intercepted between the planes. 

1556. A conical shell is placed with its vertex upwards on a 
horizontal table and fluid is poured in through a small hole in the 
vertex ; the cone begins to rise when the weight of the fluid 
poured in is equal to its own weight: prove that this weight is to 
the weight of fluid which would fill the cone as 9-3 ,/3 : 4. 

1557. <A parabolic lamina bounded by a double ordinate per- 
pendicular to the axis floats in a heavy uniform fluid with its focus 

in the surface of the fluid and its axis inclined at an angle 

tan 2 to the vertical; prove that the density of the fluid is to 
that of the lamina as 8: 1; and that the length of the axis 
is to the latus rectum as 15: 4. 

1558. A lamina in the form of an isosceles triangle floats in 
a heavy uniform fluid with its plane vertical and (1) its base out 
of the fluid, (2) its base totally immersed in the fluid, its axis in 

these positions making angles 6, & with the vertical; prove that 

2 cos“ a — 1 
sin’ a cos’ a’ 

and that both positions will not be possible unless 2a the vertical 

angle <cos™ (\/2 — 1). 
1559. A right circular cone with its axis vertical and vertex 

downwards is filled with two fluids which do not mix, and their 

common surface cuts off one-fourth of the axis from the vertex ; 

prove that, if the whole pressures of the fluids on the curve sur- 
face be equal, their densities are as 45 : 1. 

1560. A barometer stands at 29°88 inches and the thermo- 

meter is at the dew-point ; a barometer and a cup of water are 

tan! tan! 
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placed under a receiver from which the air is removed and the 
barometer then stands at ‘36 of an inch; find the space which 

would be occupied by a given volume of the atmosphere if it were 

deprived of its vapour without changing its pressure or tempe- 
rature. 

1561. In Hawksbee’s air-pump, when the n™ stroke is half 

completed the machine is kept at rest; find the difference of the 
tensions of the two piston rods. 

‘ 
1562. In Smeaton’s air-pump, find the position of the piston 

at that moment of the n™ stroke when the upper valve begins to 

open. 

1563. If A, B be the volumes of the receiver and barrel of an 

air-pump, p, o the densities of atmospheric air and of the air in 
the receiver respectively, and II the pressure of the atmosphere; 

the work done in slowly raising the piston through one stroke is 

15-45 log (15 J)). 

gravity being neglected. 

1564. A portion of a right circular cone cut off by a plane 

through the axis, and two planes perpendicular to the axis is 

immersed in a uniform heavy fluid in such a manner that the 

vertex of the cone is in the surface and the axis vertical: prove 

that the resultant horizontal pressure on the curve surface passes 
through the centre of gravity of the body immersed. 

1565. If it be assumed that the temperature of the atmo- 

sphere in ascending from the Earth’s surface decreases slowly by 

an amount proportional to the height ascended, prove that the 

equation connecting the pressure p and the density p at any height 

will be of the form p=kp'*”, m being very small. 

1566. A right circular cylinder floats in a uniform heavy 

fluid with its axis inclined at an angle tan" to the vertical, its 

ae 
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upper circular boundary just out of the fluid, and the lower one 
completely immersed: prove that the length of the axis : radius 
7 24. 

1567. If a circular lamina be in a vertical position with its 
centre at a depth c below the surface of a heavy uniform fluid, 
the depth of the centre of pressure below the centre of figure is 

85 a being the radius and cv d. 

1568. A cone of density p floats with a generator vertical in 
a fluid of density o, the base being out of the fluid; prove that, 
2a being the vertical angle, 

= (cos 20; 
and that the length of the vertical side immersed is to the length 
of the axis as cos 2a : cosa. 

1569. A right cone is moveable about its vertex which is 
fixed at a given distance c below the surface of a heavy fluid, and 
rests with its axis „ inclined at an angle @ to the vertical, its base 
being completely out of the fluid: prove that 

cos 6 cos*a I oh* | 

(cos’@—sin*a)* P 

2a being the vertical angle, p, o the densities of the fluid and cone 
respectively. Prove that this position is stable; but cannot exist 
unless o cos’a > pe’. 

1570. An elliptic tube half full of heavy incompressible fluid 
revolves about a fixed vertical axis in its plane with angular velo- 
city : prove that the angle which the straight line joining the 
free surfaces of the fluid makes with the vertical will be 

000 : 
p being the distance of the axis from the centre of the ellipse. 
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1571. A hollow cone very nearly filled with fluid rotates 

uniformly about a generating line which is vertical: prove that 
the pressure on the base is 

3W tan a (aw 1 N. 
„ Nie 

W being the weight of the fluid, 2a (<5) the vertical angle, a 

the radius of the base, and w the angular velocity. 

1572. A right circular cone, the length of whose axis is h 
and the radius of its base a, floats in a heavy uniform fluid with 

— 

175 of its volume below the surface: prove that, when the fluid 

revolves about the axis of the cone with angular velocity 

7525 55 
592 a 

the cone will float with a length V or 1 of its axis immersed. 

Investigate which of the two positions is stable. 

1573. A sphere, radius a, floats in a mass of fluid, which is 
revolving uniformly about a vertical axis, with its centre at the 
vertex of the free surface of the fluid: prove that 

4 (p* + 4a*) (a — pq) = a(p + 409)"; 

where p= 5 and 17: 2 is the ratio of the densities of the 

sphere and fluid. 

1574. A hollow cone, very nearly filled with uniform heavy 
fluid, rotates uniformly about a horizontal generating line: prove 

that the whole pressure on the base in its lowest position is 

4 2 

el a (3 + oo a ＋ 5 costa) ‘ 
8 
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1575, A hollow paraboloid, having a base perpendicular to 
the axis and at a distance from the vertex equal to the latus 

rectum, is placed with its axis vertical and vertex upwards, and 

contains seven-eighths of its volume of heavy uniform fluid. Find 
the angular velocity with which it must revolve about the axis 
in order that the surface of the fluid may be confocal with the 

paraboloid; and prove that in this case the pressure on the base 
will be greater than it was when the fluid was at rest in the ratio 
2/2: 2,/2-1. 

1576. If a uniform fluid be acted on by two central forces, 
each varying as the distance from a fixed point and equal at equal 
distances from those points, one attractive and the other repulsive, 
the surfaces of equal pressure will be planes, 

1577. In a uniform fluid under the action of two forces 
tending to fixed points and varying inversely as the square of the 
distance, one attractive and one repulsive, prove that one surface 
of equal pressure is a sphere. 

1578. A mass of elastic fluid is confined within a hollow 

sphere and repelled from the centre of the sphere by a force 2 

prove that the whole pressure on the sphere: the whole pressure 

which would be exerted if no force acted :: 37 : 3k, the pres- 
sure being & . density, 

1579. A quantity of uniform incompressible fluid, not acted 
on by gravity, just fills a hollow sphere, and is repelled from a 
point on the surface of the sphere by a force equal to . distance; 
the fluid revolves about the diameter through the centre of force 
with uniform angular velocity w; find the whole pressure on the 
sphere, and prove that, if when the angular velocity is diminished 
one half the whole pressure is also diminished one half, w* = 6, 

1580. All space being supposed filled with an elastic fluid, 
the whole mass of which is known, which is attracted to a given 
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point by a force varying as the distance; find the pressure at any 

point. 

1581. Water is contained in a vessel having a horizontal 
base, and a right cone is supported, partly by the water and partly 
by the base on which the vertex rests: prove that, for stable equi- 
librium, the depth of the fluid must be greater than „ m cos*a), 
m being the number measuring the specific gravity of the cone, 

h the length of the axis, and 2a the vertical angle. 

1582. A solid paraboloid is divided into two parts by a plane 
through the axis, and the parts are united by a hinge at the 

vertex; the system is placed in a heavy uniform fluid with its axis 

vertical and vertex downwards, and floats without separation of 
the parts: prove that the ratio of the density of the solid to that 
of the fluid must be greater than , « being given by the equation 

Sha? = Ta (1-2), 
where h, 4a are the lengths of the axis and the latus rectum re- 

spectively. 

1583. A right cone is floating with its axis vertical and 
vertex downwards in a fluid whose density varies as the depth: 
prove that, for stable equilibrium, 

4 */4p 
cos < 5 = > 

2a being the vertical angle, p the density of the cone, and o the 
density of the fluid at a depth equal to the height of the cone, 

1584. A uniform rod rests in a position inclined to the ver- 
tical with half its length immersed in a fluid, and can turn freely 

about a point in it at a distance equal to one-sixth of its length 
from the lower end: compare the densities of the rod and fluid, 

and prove that the equilibrium is stable. ; 

1585. A uniform rod is moveable about one extremity which : 
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is fixed below the surface of a fluid, and when slightly displaced 
from its highest position, it sinks till just immersed before rising: 
prove that, when at rest in the highest position, the pressure on 
the point of support was zero, 

1586. Two equal uniform rods AB, BC, freely jointed at P, 
are capable of motion about A which is fixed at a given depth 
below the surface of a uniform heavy fluid: find the position in 

which both rods rest partly immersed; and prove that, if such a 
position be possible, the ratio of the density of the rods to the 
density of the fluid will be less than 1: 3. 

1587. A hemisphere, a point in whose base is attached to 
a fixed point by a fine string, rests with its centre in the surface 
of a fluid and its base inclined at an angle a to the horizon: prove 
that 

16 (ra) cos a Zr sin a 

2x (S cos a- 3 sin a) 

p, & being the densities of the hemisphere and fluid respectively. 

1588. A cone is floating, with its axis vertical and vertex 

downwards, in fluid with +th of its axis immersed; a weight 
equal to the weight of the cone is placed upon the base after 
which the cone sinks till just totally immersed before rising: 
prove that 

n+n*+n=7. 

1589. A hollow cylinder whose axis is vertical contains a 
quantity of fluid whose density varies as the depth, and a cone, 
whose axis is coincident with that of the cylinder and which is of 
equal base, is allowed to sink slowly into the fluid with its vertex 
downwards. The cone is in equilibrium when just immersed ; 
prove that the density of the cone is equal to the initial density 
of the fluid at a depth equal to one twelfth of the length of the 
axis of the cone, 
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If the cone be allowed to sink freely into the fluid, its vertex 

being initially at the surface, and sinks till just immersed, the 

density of the cone is to the density of the fluid at the vertex of 
the cone in its lowest position as 1: 30, 

1590. A semicircular tube of fine bore whose plane is 

vertical contains a quantity of fluid which subtends a given angle 

at the centre; a given heavy particle just fitting the tube is let 

fall from the extremity of a horizontal radius: find the impulsive 

pressure at any point of the fluid. | 

1591. A flexible inextensible envelope when filled with fluid 

has the form of a paraboloid, whose axis is vertical and vertex 

downwards and whose height is equal to five-eighths of the latus 

rectum ; determine where the tension of the envelope along the 
meridian is greatest. 

1592. Fluid without weight is contained in a thin flexible 

envelope in the form of a surface of revolution, and the tensions 
of the envelope at any point along and perpendicular to the 

meridian are equal: prove that the surface is a sphere. 

1593. A quantity of homogeneous fluid is contained between 

two parallel planes and is in equilibrium in the form of a cylinder 

of radius 6 under a pressure @ ; that portion of the fluid which 

lies within a distance a of the axis being suddenly annihilated, 

prove that the initial pressure at any point at a distance r from 

the axis is 
21 log a 

10g b—log a 

1594, A thin hollow cylinder of length h closed at one end, 

and fitted with an air-tight piston is placed mouth downwards in 
fluid. The weight of the piston is equal to that of the cylinder, 

the height of a cylinder of equal weight and radius formed of the 

fluid is a, the height of fluid which measures the atmospheric 

pressure is c, and the air enclosed in the cylinder would just fill it 
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at atmospheric density : prove that, for small vertical oscillations, 

the distances of the piston and of the top of the cylinder from 
their respective positions of equilibrium, at a time ¢, are of the 
form 

A sin (A¢ + a) + B sin (pe + B), 

A, » being the positive roots of the equation 

2 

* 22m ＋ 1) A m 7 =0, 
4 a 

2 

ace The weight of the air in the cylinder and and m= 

the resistance of the fluid may be neglected. 

W. 22 
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GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. 

1595. There are three plane mirrors whose lines of intersec- 

tion are parallel; a ray is incident on one of them in a plane 

perpendicular to all the mirrors in such a direction that after 

reflexion at the three mirrors its course is parallel to its original 

direction: prove that, after another reflexion at each of the 

three mirrors in the same order, it will return on its original path, 

and that the whole length of its path between the first and third 
reflexions at any mirror is independent of the point of incidence, 

1596. A ray of light whose direction touches a conicoid is 

reflected at any confocal conicoid: prove that the reflected ray 

will also touch the conicoid. 

1597. In a hollow ellipsoidal shell, small polished grooves are 

made coinciding with one series of circular sections, and a bright 

point is placed at one of the umbilici in which the series termi- 

nate: prove that the locus of the bright points seen by an eye in 

the opposite umbilicus is a central section of the ellipsoid; and. 

that the whole length of the path of any ray by which a bright 
point is seen is constant, 

1598. A ray proceeding from a point on the circumference of 

a circle is reflected n times at the circle; prove that its point of 

intersection with the consecutive ray similarly reflected is at a 

‘ a 
distance from the centre equal to marl /1+ 4n(n + 1) sin, 

6 being the angle of incidence of the ray and d the radius. 

1599. Ifa ray of light be reflected at two plane surfaces, its 
direction before incidence being parallel to the plane bisecting the 

‘sf 

: 

: 

1 

‘| 
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angle between the mirrors, and making an angle 6 with their line 
of intersection; its deviation will be 2sin™' (sin @ sin a); a being 
the angle between the mirrors. 

1600. Two prisms of equal refracting angles are placed with 
one face of each in contact, and their other faces parallel, and a 

ray passes through the combination in a principal plane: prove 
that its deviation will be from the edge of the denser prism. 

1601. If v, s be the radii of the bounding surfaces of a lens, 

and its thickness be (1 + 0 (s-r , all the rays incident on the 

lens from a certain point will pass through without deviation and 
without aberration. 

1602. What will be the centre of a lens whose bounding sur- 

faces are confocal paraboloids having a common axis? Prove that 
the distance between the focal centres of the lens is 

A=" (ad); 

4a, 40 being the latera recta. 
* 

1603. If the path of a ray through a medium of variable 
density be an arc of a circle in the plane of wy, the refractive 
index at a point (x, ) will be 

1 * 4 

* 4 7 (= , 

JS being an arbitrary function, and (a, 6) the centre of the circle. 

1604. A ray of light is propagated through 4 medium of 
variable density in a plane which divides the medium symmetri- 
cally; prove that the path is such that, if described by a point 
with velocity always proportional to u the index of refraction, 
the accelerations of the point parallel to two rectangular axes æ 

and y will be proportional to ee), 40 A 
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1605. A ray is propagated in a medium of variable density 
in one plane (wy) which divides the medium symmetrically: prove 
that the projection of the radius of curvature at any point of the 

path of the ray on the normal to the surface of equal density 
through the point is equal to 

pe 

J (ie) + Gi) da dy 

1606. A small pencil of parallel rays of white light, after 

transmission in a principal plane through a prism, is received on 

a screen whose plane is perpendicular to the direction of the 

pencil: prove that the length of the spectrum will be propor- 

tional to 

(u., 2 sin ¢ 0 

cos. cos (D- ¢) cos ¢’” 

where i is the angle of the prism; ¢, ¢ the angle of incidence 

and reflexion at the first surface, and D the deviation, of the 

mean ray. 

1607. Two prisms of equal refracting angles are placed with 

one face of each in contact and their other faces parallel: prove 

that the condition of achromatism for two colours is 

Pe 
cos’ cos y’”” 

where ¢, & are the angles of incidence and refraction at the first 
surface, 

and y’, Ware the angles of incidence and refraction at emergence, 

1608. When a ray of white light is refracted through a 

prism in a principal plane, so that the dispersion of two given 

colours is a minimum, 

sin (39 —20 1 2 
e sin G 1 

¢ being the angle of refraction at the first surface and « the 
refracting angle. 
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1609. Find the focal length of a lens equivalent to a sys- 
tem of three convex lenses on a common axis, of focal lengths 36 
inches, 4 in., and 9 in. respectively, placed at intervals of 24 in. 
and 13in., for a pencil proceeding from a point 18 in. in front of 
the first lens. 

1610. Two thin lenses of focal lengths /, /, are on a com- 
mon axis and separated by an interval a; the axis of an eccentric 

pencil before incidence cuts the axis of the lenses at a distance d 
from the first lens: prove that 

poet zt$(5 +3); 
＋ J. J. ANA 4% 

being the focal length of the equivalent single lens. 

1611. The focal length F of a single lens, equivalent to a 
system of three lenses of focal lengths ., /,, /, separated by 

intervals a, ö, for an eccentrical pencil parallel to the axis, is 

given by the equation 

C- 566 ⁰⁰— 4 

Y . J. J. U td J. U. J. J. 

1612. Prove that the magnifying power of a combination of 
three convex lenses of focal lengths /, J, /, on a common axis 
at intervals a, ö, will be independent of the position of the 
object, if | 

(4-4) (4-0) +4 = . 
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SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY AND 

PLANE ASTRONOMY, 

1613. In a spherical triangle ABC, a=b=5, c= 53 prove 

that the spherical excess is cos™’ 0 : 

1614. In an equilateral spherical triangle ABC, A, B, C’ are 
the middle points of the sides: prove that 

BC _ tan 20 | 

2 

1615. In an equilateral spherical triangle, whose sides are 

2 sin 

each a and angles A, 2 008 5 sin $= 1. 

1616. ABC is a spherical triangle, each of whose sides is a 
quadrant, P any point within the triangle: prove that 

cos? AP + cos? BP + cos CP=1; 

cos AP cos BP cosCP + cot BPC cot CPA cot APB = 0; 

and that tan BOP tan CAP tan ABP =I. 

1617. A point P is taken within a spherical triangle ABC 
whose sides are all quadrants, and another triangle is described 

whose sides are equal to 2A P, 2BP, 2CP respectively: prove that 

the area of the latter triangle is twice that of the former. 

1618. A spherical triangle ABC is equal and similar to its 

polar triangle: prove that 

sec’A + sec + sec?C +2 sec A sec B sec =1. 

1619. If the sum of the sides of a spherical triangle be given, 
its area is greatest when the triangle is equilateral. 
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1620. In a spherical triangle ABC, a+b+c=7: prove that 

A B C * 2 * 2 . oT a 

sin’ > + sin J ein 3 1; 

oa n 2 25 &e. ; 

i ee 
moet Perk wae Ha a tas C. 

1621. In a spherical triangle, d= B+C: prove that 

20 * 10 
in? pn 13 1 25 sin 

1622. If O be the pole of the small circle circumscribing a 
spherical triangle A BC, 

6 i e -ROd 
sin’ S + sin’ 5 ~sin’ 5 = 2sin 5 sin 5 cos 23 

and, if P be any point on the circle, 

gin ? an 2% ein? cin . din 3 sin“ 0 r 
that are of the three PA, PB, PC being reckoned negative which 
crosses one of the sides. 

1623. Prove that when the Sun rises in the north east at a 

place in latitude /, the hour angle at sunrise is cot (- sin). 

1624. If in latitude 45° the observed time of transit of a 
star in the equator be unaffected by the combined effect of the 
errors of level and deviation of the transit instrument, these 

errors will be very nearly equal to each other. 

1625. If m be the ratio of the radius of the Earth’s orbit to 
that of an inferior planet, u the ratio of their motions in longi- 
tude considered uniform, the elongation of a planet as seen from 

I-mn* 
the Earth when the planet is stationary is tan; T ; 
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1626. The maximum value of the aberration in dec ration of 

a given star is . a 

20.57 /1 - (cos 8 cos sin 6 sin w sin a)’; 

a, § being the right ascension and declination of the star, and « 
the obliquity of the ecliptic. 1 

we 

1627. If a, a’; 8, 8 be the right ascensions and declinations 
of two stars whose aberrations in declination vanish simultane- 

ously, and A the sun’s right ascension at the time of their vanish- 15 

ing; 7 x 
tan § sin a- tan & sin 
tan ò cos a — tan ò cos 

tan 4 

1628. If the latitude of a place has been determined br 
observation of two zenith distances of the Sun and the time 

between them, and each observed distance was too great by ne 

same small quantity *; the consequent error in the latituc e 
will be l 

q = 
008 — 

a, a’ being the azimuths at the times of observation. 

THE END. 

CAMBRIDGE: PRINTED AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 
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